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..53Ittootb.• Ida(Bus 
A FANTASY 

Mao of distinction are sometimes requested by enter-
mising journalists to indicate, for the benefit of an 
admiring public or a. mom disctiminating posterity, those 
Alter distinguished persons whose example or writings have 
exercised influence upon their character and careers. If 
ever this writer were to become a person of distinction—
which seems at present improbable—and were accordingly 
invited by the Editor A this I ournal to furnish the names 
A those who have largely influenced his fife, he would be 
disposed to place high up on the list a mysterious figure 
that looms la, on the horizon of early years, powerfully 
affecting untold generations of budding minds. Schoodlife 
bad hardly dawned when, with the fi rst opening of the 
Latin grammar one came across the name of Balbus I 
Ballots' oturoot cotli ftcallat. Who does not recall with 
anguish Me struggles oi budding genius to construe this 
mysterious phrase l—how with throbbing brow and damp 
finger we turned the well-thumbed, musty pages of the lexi-
con in search of its deep significance ? Who can forget the 
proud felling of success as a meaning dawned gradually on 
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the youthful mind and the thrill of triumph when the 
theme scrawled on the slate came back into his grubby 
fingers with a large 13 marked boldly on its greasy surface? 
But within a few weeks, or even days to the brilliant ones! 
we had learnt all there was to be known about Bares; 
thank heaven! we had done with Balbus and his blessed 
wall, and need never trouble further about hint. 

Ales for the vanity of childish hopes! We had not even 
begun to plumb the depths of significance still hidden under 
the mystic phrase. 

One of the world's unknown heroes is Balbus. Save for 
single detail of personal habit, and that a painful one,we 

know nothing about his career, his parentage or appearance, 
his history, his date, his fate. The cheapest Society paper 
ouldn't furnish out a paragraph about him; and even 

Who's Who would begrudge him a single line. Acron the 
astonished gaze of generations he flashes like a comet—and 
then fades into darkest night! 

We may reasonably infer that Balbus stammered—a 
distre.ing congenital defect that proves he was not gifted 
with eloquence at least, and must have greatly diminished 
his influence upon contemporaries. He can hardly have 
been a public man, a rhetorician or politician, though he 
may have been a writer or a poet—one of the many great 
on. whose works get lost or never get writ.; and yet 
we do really know something about him, and can infer 
a lot mom from the one rryorded fact of his history—
" Balbus was building up a wall." 

Men have been saved to fame by the achieve.ent of one 
noble deed, and a single anecdote has sufficed to illustrate 
a character for ever. This one recorded act of Balbus has 
sufficed tommortalise his memory; had we tirne we might 
reconstruct from it his whole life's story, much as sme 
oientific person built up the carcase of a Megatherium from 
one joint of its great oe. 

Balbus was building up a wall." Note the furry of the 
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tense and what it involves. It is not merely that Balbus 
built a wall—a fairly notable accomplishment that many 
other men have achieved but "Balbus was building up 

wall "—went on doing it. He didn't merely build one 
particular wall  apparently his one cupation, his 

oc 
main 

interest, his ffile thought, his vocation, his title to fame 
was to tel on building up his walls. It is a grand idea I 
Evidently Bathos was a Constructive genius, a builder-up—
ne of the few who choose the higher, harder paths so little 

trodden by the mob. 
Most men prefer destruction to construction, and are 

better at it. It is so much easier to pull down than to build 
up, so much more attractive to many minds, as making so 
much more noise in the world, and kicking up so much MOM 

dust. The destructive element or capacity, is often more 
prevalent in men than the constructive, in children for 
instance, and critics and other irresponsible beings. Balbus 
chose the better part, the harder task of the man who does 
something in the world, instead of the pleasanter lot of one 
who watches other people working, or the more fascinating 
duty still a those who discourage others doing anything, 
or even destroy their uthhuilding. rn.re must have been 
plenty of such folk about whilst Balbus was bury over his 
wall—a crowd of smaller men, indolent, easy-going and 
cynical, who stood by and watched him, proffering sugges-
iffins and criticisms in plenty. "They wouldn't build a 
wall at all l What's the good of a.wall? It only takes up 
room; ies an obstruction, interfermg with other peoples' 
blessed rights. Who wants the wall l Quite enough walls 
aboM already let's pull it down I" So when Balbus isn't 
looking they mix some mud with his mortar or pull om 
few bricks or stones, and just to encourage him, throw then., 
at him in a friendly way. Meanwhile—so History tells us, 
and even Higher Criticism can't get behind it—Balbus was 
building a wall I 

Some of the bystanders merely offered advice in quite a 
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superior sort of manner: "The wall's all right, and wants 
building up, no doubt; but why on earth are you building 
it that way/ Its not in the best place to begin with, its 
style is deplorable, and its architectural pretensions beneath 
contempt. We'll shove you how to do it." So by way of 
making a good start, they pull it MI down, and then being 
a bit tired, they go off fora drink and forget to come back 
again; or else look out for another wall to improve in the 
same ay. 

Other of the onlookers lean up against Balbus' wall 
amoking pipes and expectorating—a favourite attitude this 
to lean up against a wall that somebody else has had the 
bother of building If it doesn't fall down, well, they can 
always sit ort it But a enough of them get together to 
lean against it, before the mortar that wm mixed with 
mud had time to set, and if Balbus wasn't up to their 
dodges, as he probably wasn't in those earlier days, then 
they lean againet the wall till it falls down and then go 
off grinning, quite satisfied with their morning's work. 
All the same, eo Dr as we can make out, Balbus went 
on building up his walls though whether be ever got it 
finished is problematical. 

The qumtion has been raised, as they are both classical 
personages, whether some cryptic relationship may not 

at between !Dile., the typical buildenup of walls, and 
that other great Roman builder, of whom we also mad in 
early youth, Romulus. There may be something in it—as 
the philosopher said when he shook hie head; fora man 
who earned immortality as a builder-up of walls must 
have built something splendid, famous, enduring. True, 
higher critics have been Duna bold enough to deny 
historical existence to either Romulus or Balb.. This 
is really going too far! Many disrespectful remarks 
have been made about Balbus by impatient school-bays; 
but they ne so far forget themselves as to call him
"myth." So i ver t may be that Romulus and Banos are really 
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the same fellow under another name—much as scholars 
have discovered that the man who wrote Homer wasn't 
Homer at all, but another fellow of the mme name who 
lived about the same time. Or perhaps Romulus stam-
mered, and so got the ik-name. At any rate Round. 
busied himself with building up walls, just like Balls., and 
whilst thus usefully occupied met with Rome of the same 
difficulties. Only he seems to have dealt with them in a 
mom drastic fashion. One of his friendly critics w as his 
brother Rem., who IDA a Mce jet nng tvay of hie olvn, and 
being a relative was privileged to my what he thought 
without the trouble of picking his words. Brother Retmo, 
amongst other things, used to amuse himself with 
over the rising wall, probably knocking off some of 
in the process, until one fine morning Romulus, gent, 
exasperated, happened to drop a brick on the lo, ••,. 
head—whereupon Rem. " smiled a of sicklt
and curled up on the floor, and the subseeort quent proceedinm 
interested him no more." Eve always had a sneaking 
sympathy with brother Romulus in this little affair, and 
with the jury who brought in a verdict of " justifiable 
accident." Romulus, like Ballem, certainly went on 
building up his walls we know they weren't built in a day, 
but they grew in time Oto city, and the city grew into an 
empire—and the City and its Empire are eternal 

There may be a dour connection than is at first sight 
apparem between the eternity of those walls Mat Romulus 
built and the remains of Brother buried beneath its 
bricks. According to primitive emusbuilding contracts if a wall 
ie to stand  fimt it needs to haves living person built into to 
foundations ,—a profound truth expressed in any a homy 
legend and in some gory misdeeds! A man must put a 
living soul into his buildings, his own at any rate when he 
can't get anyone elm's, if his buildings are to endure. 

Mom especially is this the case it they be mystic walls 
that Balbus was building up, and spiritual stones that he 
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was putting into their places. As w come to think of it, 
perhaps Re wasn't Romulus after all,e or anybody classical 
and pagan, but rather some personage scriptural and 
inspired. Could he have been the stuttering Prophet, 
contradicted and persecuted, foreseeing and lamenting, 
whom Me Lord set over the naroons to build up and to 
plant ? Or ions he more probably some unknown Christian 
mint, whose touching legend wro really written by one of 
those clever monrotic forgers who palmed Al other so-called 
classics up. Cicero or Virgil His name is obviously 
aaeociated with edification. His legend is too simply true ' 
for even modernist criticism to feed upon and its beautiful 
influence has been unbounded. There are plenty of 
canonized sai of whom we have hardly more authentic 
lives: so thatnts Balbus may really be one of those edifying 
than  who deserve beatification though they never 
aroaro the honour. 

In this case we shall ba.ve to reconstruct Balbus' story, 
and see in hint some good old monk, perchroce whose long 
and lonely life has been summed up in as Ingle illuminating 
phrase. Figure him as a plodding, patient man,sticking to 
the appointed task in spite of criticism and opposition—
one of themroy whom the poet dmeribes as stonea polished 
and se in place with blows and much hammering—
" tunsionibuE pressuris, expo.: lapides." Or think of him 

re some heroic founder, building up his walls like those who 
built Jerusalem, with a sword in one hand, and a trowel in 

the °roar; and notice how Me sword is always less potent 
than the trowel, Mr the trowel constructs whilst the sword 
can only destroy. Round about him anti his taus gather 
and clamour the crowd of critiro and cynics whoa° nothing 
themselves and only hamper others and the more likely he 
is to succeed the louder and wilder grows the clamour. 
"Why c 't you let the thing aloes Come, come, this will 
never doh He's actually building op a wall. This will have 
to be stopped"—all Hen emend[[ for the good of souls, "ad 
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majoremDei gloriain " But as they couldn't stop him with 
noise, they had to strap Iron wish sties—she very stones he 
had gathered for Ilia building. "St. Stephen, !roves" men 
call these stonea—stones that some men give their 
children when roey cry for bread. They serve however in 
building up walls of a ronain make, for which the best 
cement is mortar mixed with martyrs' blood. So the walls 
of Jerusalem get built up 

Poor Balbus then mu. be one of those who builded 
better than he knew—a man who failed in spite of all the 
help he got from others—one of the failures for whom 
heaven is meant. And that is how " Blessed " Balbus 
comes to get his name into the Martyrology of—Usuard 

There actually worthy, matter-of-fact people who 
if they get thus far will exclaim  What on earth is 
it all about ? Why all this pother over a. grammarian's 
copy-head ?" 



Aover of Sdootlo 
I. was the publication, hall-redosen years ago, of a 

pretty booklet, the first of a series called The King's Classics, 
which restored to public knowledge and favour the name 
of Richard de Bury, an old-time Bishop of Durham. He 
died in the year 1.5, and was buried, says the Durham 
chronicle, "with some kind of honour and a fair amount of 
dignity in the south angle of the church of Durham before 
the altar of St. Mary Magdalen"—buried and straightway 
forgotten. A stone with inscription marked the site; for 
some rewon or ther, someone, at some time removed it 
from its place and forgot to put it back again Now, thanks 
to Mr. Thom, new translation of the PAilobiblon and the 
cheap edition of it, the good bishop is like to have a humble 
niche to himself in every book-lover's remembrance. 
Whether his name will become a household word with us is 
doubtful. Up to the present time he has been practically 
without honour in his own comtry. We owe to France 
the earliest and best study of his lite and work. America 
has taken the lead in giving practical recognition to this 
Englishman who wrote so delightfully in praise of the book. 
Five years ago, the authorities of Durham Cathedral had 
their repose disturbed by a gentleman who described 
himselfas a member of the De Burton Literary Society of 
Maine, and asked that the transatlantic De Burians might 

hoax
wrop n. Nothing came of it; ree authorities apparently 

listened with mouths open, turned over, closed their eyes, 
and went to sleep again. Since then the Grolier Society of 
New York has taken vigorous action and the vault is now 
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distinguished by "a beautiful slab of pure white Sicilian 
marble, on which is figured the effigy of Bishop Our, 
crved by a clever Irish sculptor in Riv relief." A French 
biographer an Irish sculptor, a Welsh translator. Sicilian 
marble and American dollars, It goes rather against an 
English stomach to accept charity like this from strangely, 
even when offered gracefully as a present. I do not think 
we shall suffer Richard de Bury's name and fame to fink 
back again into oblivion. 

During his lifetime there was a select opinion that the 
bishop had been rewarded with wealth and honours beyond 
his desert, though it was not audibly expressed before his 
death. The common consent both of Court and Country 
held his, o be a man of the very first importance. This 
was his own idea also. He tells us so in his book. But if 
his detractors were silent whilst hewu alive, it was not 
from any fear of unless m consequences to themselves. 
Bury was a man of peace, good-natured and generous to a 
fault. There is not an unkindly act or word recorded of 
him; and he lived in a shot red, rough-spoken age, 
when to he a good hater was a valuable and much-admired 
accomplishment. Moreover, he was too humble, or too 
high-minded, or, perhaps, too sure of himself, not to take 
criticism in good put and acknowledge a mistake when 
pointed out to him. We shall he near the truth if we 
suppose his enemies silent, partly out of respect for his person 
and office, and partly for fear their remarks should be 
ascribed to spite and jealou, Perhaps, also, they were 
not quite sure fill he was dead, that he did not possess all 
the good qualities his reputation and position seemed to 
assert. If he was in a, way, consciously or unconsciously, 
a pretender, he was a most engaging and convincing one. 
We, who know him from his book and the few brief 

this 
in chronicles and the recently-published fragment 

of his Registers, see no reason to doubt him. Radler we 
are inclined to suspect in him unrecorded virtue, and 
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ac.mplishments hidden from the public gaze. But it is 
time to look at the record of his life. 

Beyond the fact that his lather wu a certain SO Richard 
Aungerville of Suffolk, we know nothing of his family. A 
priest-uncle, John de Willoughby, took care of him in his 
childhood. He was sent to Oxford as a boy and is reported 
to have gone 

is
a distinguished course the. vme-

time or other 0 his early days (according to Pita and 
the Biographic Literarary, taking the Benedictine habit at 
Durham, at which time he dropped his sumame,ac.rding 
to the monastic c.tom, and became known afterwards as 
Ike Bury, from Bury St. Edmunds, his birthplace. Because 
of his scholastic attainments he was taken by K. Edward 
II into his service as tutor to his son Edward of Windsor, 
afterwards King Edward III. The pupil, born in cps, 
must have been a quick learner; since the royal education—
he is said to ha.. spoken French as well as English, had 
SOme knowledge 0 Latin a. understood German—was 
satisf.torily completed by the year 18, or 54, what time 
his preceptor—we are told only of the one—was promoted 
to the Chancellorship 0 Chester, which county, together 
with Flint, had been given V the King's son for his mainte. 
ance. When Guienne w. added to the prince's dowry, 
Bury took charge of that province also as Treasurer. This 
brought him into disfavour with King Edward and his 
favourites, the Despencers. In the year .55, Queen Isabella, 
who had been deprived of her lands and servants, and 
limited ro an allowance of sot- a day, persuaded the King to 
At her cross over the channel to visit her brother's court as 
his representative. Her son now Duke of Aquitaine crossed 
over afterwards V do homage for his dukedom. Staying 
over long in Fr.ce, the two 0 them were peremptorily 
summoned home by the King. They impolitely declined. 
Thanks to their treasurer, Bury, they were well supplied with 
funds and could afford to await a more favourable moment, 
when the King would be less anxious to have them back 
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again. For his part in this affair, Bury incurred the anger 

of the King and the Despencen. They sought to lay 
violent hands on him and hunted him out of the province 
so admirably administered by him. He escaped his pursuers 
by taking sa in Paris. Then came the invasion of 

England by Queennctuary Isabella, the dethronement of Edward II, 
and the time when the reins of goy en were entrusted 
to the boyish hands of King Edward III. 

I think no one will blame the young King for his attach-
met to e his old to  and the trust he placed in him, or 
even for the gifts he lavished on him. Bury had given his 
pupil ample proofs both of capacity and fidelity—a higher 
capacity and a sounder fidelity than anyone else so far had 
displayed. He was a man used to court life and ways,
wise administrator and accomplished linguist with an 
imposing and attractive personality. We know • him, from 
the rec measurement of his remains when the grave was 
opened,nt  to have been tall,. have been not less than six fee 
in height. Then, to judge from the effigy on his s.1, his 
face was of almost feminine beauty, with large deep-set eyes 
and faultless hatures, of the type we English are agreed to 
describe as pure Anglo-Saxon. Such a fine figure of a man 
would naturally be a fi rst choice to represent his British 
Majesty in emonies abroad, and then c.mplishments 
would rallynatur  recommend him to the King as Me very 
person to entrust with a difficult and delicate mission. The 
drawback with a man like Bury would be that, discovering 
he could generally get whatever he wanted, he might choose 
to plead in his own interest rather than the King's, and make 
tr. of his opportunities to serve his own ambitions. The 
vitium ambitioniewubrougles as a charge against Bury by his 
sole contemporary detractor, Adam de lkilurimeth. Bury has 
confessed to the fault in his book. But, I think the young 
King will have felt the safer for Bury's well-known failing. 
For with him the "vice of ambition" wag directed not 
to the acquisition of wealth and privilege, but to the 
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harmless collecting of old books. Listen to this candid 
statement 

" When we prospered in the world and made acquaint-
with the King's majesty and were received into his 

household, we obtained ampler facilities for visiting every-
here as we would, and of hunting as it were certain most 

choice prmerves, libraries private as well as public and of 
the regular as well . of the secular clergy. And indeed 
while we filled various offices to the victorious Prince and 
splendidly triumphant King of England, Edward the Third 
Iron; the Conquest —whose reign may the Almighty long and 
peaceably continue—first about his Court, but then concern-
ing the public affairs of his kingdom, namely the offices of 
Chancellor and Treasurer, there vvas afforded to us, in 
consideration of the royal favour, easy access for the purpme 
of freely searching the retreats of books." Not much harm 
in a nitre. W ...anis of this species. 

o
He naughtily cn-

tinues; " herefore, since supported by the goodness of the 
aforesaid prince of worthy memory, we were able to requite 
a man well or ill, to benefit or injure mightily great as well 

mall, there flowed in, imtsad of presents and guerdons, 
and instead of gifts and jewels, soiled tracts and battered 
codices, gladsome alike to our eye and heart." " Corrupt 
bribery," says the Dean of Durham. Not at all. Bury 
neither gave nor promised anything in return for the 
presents people made him. There was a popular notion, 
because of his high place near the King, that he was worth 
keeping in a good humour. He was frankly amused at it, 
and accepted it as one of the privileges of greatness. (Our 
Cabinet ministers are asked to entertainments and shooting 
parties for similar reasons, and accept the invitations in a 
similar spirit.) Where there is no bargain, there is no 
bribery. Bury, at that time, had little of his own to spare, 
and nothing in hisgift except goodwill and friendship. The 

• Iti.berel DM. et 

most he could do, or did do, for anyone was to present a peti-
lion to the King and secure it a hyourable hearing. Doing 

io, he was acting as an accredited agent and had the right, 
n law and honesty, to take remuneration if he wished. An 
insreA of this so-called bribery, a solitary one, brought 
againstce Bury by some detractors, will be dealt with later. 

Adam •de Murimeth'sdirect charge againatthebookToving 
bishop is that he got possession of the bishopric, and the 
lot of benefice, held by him previous to his consecration, 
"per pre ces magna tuto et annbitionis vitium." "Per prec. 
magna turn" meara at the will and petitin of Edward III. 
The Kings rtainly did what he could forme advancement 
and comfort of his tutor, the " beloved cerk," as he cabls 
Bury. He held successively the offices of Cofferer, 
Treasurer of the Wardrobe, Keeper of the Privy Seal, and 
Chancellor, besides being sent twice as Ambassador to 
Pope John XXII at Avignon and employed for some years 
in political missions at the French and Scotch Court's. 
Before his elevation to the episcopate, he enjoyed the 
possession of more than half-a..duen prebend, (Lincoln. 
Sarum, Lichfield, Penrhy. Crediton, lok, York, and perhaps 

nother), was rector of Croydon and Dadington, Archdeacon 
(for awhile) of Sarum, and Canon of Westbury and York. 
It is an imposing list of preferments and not perhaps
complete one ; yet the sum ;A the benefices was not 
reckoned enough to furnish the King'schief clerk with an• 
income above his deserts, or even sufficient for his needs. 
There is extant a petition from Walter Langton, Bishop of 
Coventry and Lichfield, to the Primate asking that Bury be 
suffered to enjoy his pluralities, and such others as may he 
given him in jseace and qui t, because his service of the 
King entailed non medial one.n reffienscrion and on account 
of the slender returns A his benefices (on um beneficiorum 
enilitatern). It should he remembered that the holder of many 
benefices only took for himself the excess income of each after 
his curate or vicar had been fully and legally provided for. 
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This sarplus did not, in most instances, reach high figures. 
Hence pluralism, from the pluralist, point of view, was a 
necessity. The ankngemem was the one and only legal 
method 'of sweating down—to use the accepted phrase—
benefices that were fatter than was good for them. More-

in the impoverished state of national finance, only by 
such prefennems could the King manage to pay the salaries 
earned in his service. No one, I think, has ever defended 
pluralism in theory. The holding of many benefices is an 
abuse in itself and opens a door to other abuses. But, in 
practice, the system was not so very objectionable. The 
door by which abuses might slip in was strictly guarded. 
It is malls, surprising now few scandals can be directly 
traced to pluralism. It even helped to make alienation of 
Church property impossible. The strong hand of the law 
defended the interuts of parishes and parishioners, and kept 
a keen ward over the fulfilment of obligations. The bene-
ficiary, for his own sake, saw to it that the estate and parish 

, were rightly cared for and administered, whilst the vicar 
looked diligently after his own interests and dues. Indeed, 
to judge from existing documentary evidence, mainly bundles 
of parchment deeds and court records, the chief evil of the 
system was the env and litigious spirit it engendered; 
each and all of the ioparties concerned in a benefice watching 
the other's doings with the suspicious eye of an inquisitor, 
holding it to be a grave religious obligation to take care 
that no one interbred with or infringed his own particular 
rights and liberties. 

I can well believe that the promotion of Richard de 
Bury to the Bishopric of Durham hurt the self-esteem of 
those whose votes were set aside, and I can feel sympathy 
with Graystanes and the monks; though, to my mind, they 
acted unwisely and put themselves in the wrong. What 
took place undoubtedly supplied a firsfficlass grievance to 
the disaffected of those old days; and recently the case has 
been cited as a glaring instance of Papal injustice and of 
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Roman, or rather Avignon, tyranny. For this reason the 
story deserves to be Old at length and with circumstance. 
During the reigns of the three Edwards, when England was 
at blows with the Scots, the Durham bishopric was raided 
times out of number by bands of irresponsible reivers or by 
the soldiers of the Scottish Kings. It wu the natural base 
from which the English armies began operations against 
the enemy and its strong places, Berwick, Newcastle and 
Durham, were the first line of defence against Scottish 
invasion. Yet, strange to say, this border stronghold was 
not ffi the custody of a strong man armed, but of the man 
of peace, a Bishop. In the Patrimony of St. Cuthbert, as 
it was called, that is, the County Palatine of Durham, the 
successor of the Saint ruled with the powers of a King. The 
Bishop of Durham sat in Parliament not merely as ordinary 
of the Diocese, but as Earl of Sadburg and Prince Palatine 
of the County. No such power as his was wielded by a, 
other man in the kingdom except the King—not by the 
Prinsate nor the great Duke of Lancaster not even by the
King's son. Si, T. Duff us Hardy gives the followingss a 
sunary of his powers:— m 

The right of having his own courts of chancery, 
exchequer, and admiralty, as well as holding pleas of the 
crwn, pleas of land, and also a. court of wards and 
liveries. 

The same right of appointing his own chancellor, 
justices, sherifh, justices of the peace, comners, escheators. 
and other office, within the liberty of Daffie, as the 
sovereign possessed elsewhere within his realm. 

5. The right of issuing in his own name writ, precepts 
and mandates, both original and judicial, and commissions 
to rai se forces and levy subsidies. 

Tn4 right of coining money in his own mint at 
Durham. 

5. Forfeitures and escheats of every description, whether 
for high treason, or in right of "Whines haeres," 
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6. The right of the "year, day and waste "—a purely 

royal privilege. 
9. The right A pardon Aesop murders, felonies and 

infractions of the peace. 
8. The right of holding councils in the nature of parlia-

men.. 
9. The right of granting charters for free. warren, markets, 

fairs, A also for murage, rootage, ravage, etc. 

xo. The right of creating palatine barons by summon-

ing to  to coAcils and parliaments. 

How these liberties originated history does not tell us, 

but thp waxed greater rather thanless A centuries moved 

on and, though Edward I found them troublesome with 

so masterful  a Prince Palatine as Bishop Anthony BA, 

they were not cu tailed until the reign of Henry VIII and 

only abolished in 1836. In Bishop de Bury's fragmAtary 

Registers there is abundant evidence of his amive enjoy-

of this royal jurisdiction—evidence also that his rights 

were not only undisputed but sanMioned and defended by 

King Edward. There is existing a royal mandate to the 

Barons of the Exchequer ordering them to supply the Bishop 

with dies and the other requisites needed to coin shilling, 

for his use. There are PA royal letters commanding that 
theBj,),„„p., full rip) rights (A tria jure regalia) be recog-

nised and respected by his Treasurer and Barons of the Ex-

chequer. And do not our readers know how Bury's mccessor, 

Bishop Hatfield, will; the Neville. and Percy his whim. 

led his men, under the baAer of St. Cuthbert, against the 

Scots and fought them at Neville's Cross, taking King 

David prisoner and leaving fifteen thousaod of the enemy 

dead upon the field, 
It was inevitable,therefore, that the English Kings should 

demand as a right the final word in the appointment of the 

man who had to fill a civil position of such exceptional 

importance. It was inevitable, also, that it should be 

granted him—grudgingly by the monkelectors, deprived 
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thus of their chief monastic privilege of choosing their one 
superior, freely by the Holy See which could not reasonably 
or effectively refuse it. Hence an old-established custom 
that the name of the bishop-elect should be submitted to 
the King for his approval—he had a similar customary right 
in the appointment of the Archbishop of Canterbury. To do 
the King justice he seldom interfered with either election 
wahout  kir pretext—never without getting his own 
way. The ordinary course of things when the moks' 
candidate was rejected by the sovereign was that the 
royal nominee was inducted into the See by a "Papal 
provision." 

The Durham monks, at the previous election, had been 
treated badly. As usual they elected a monk—theffinatural 
mistake—though, by A accounts. able and excellent man, 
Henry de Stamford, Prior of Finchale. But at the request 
of Queen Philipp, Louis de Beaumont, a kinsman of he., 
was recommended by the King and in led by the Pope. 
At the. time of his preconisation he was a layman, with no 
understanding of Latin, sky able to pronounce the words 
with difficulty. Graystanea in hie Chronicle, tells us how 
he was coached beforehand for many days in preparation 
for the consecration ceremop, in order that he might read 
his "Profession" decently i how he got along somehow till
he 

camel 
the word metropefitirite, but then, drawing deep 

laeaffi, he had to conkss himself beaten, and exclaimed in 
French " Ssyt put dite" (Takert as said). Another time. 
when he was ring Orders stumbling over the words, 

enigmate, he remarked to those around him, "By Saint 
Loris, it was nA courteous of the man to write such a word 
as that here, The monks naturally were not proud of 
this bishop of theirs. He was no friend to them nor they to 
hint; and though he did some good and A real harm, they 
considered themselves badly treated in having an illiterate 
Superior thrust upon meet. ComequeAly, when he died, 
they were pceptioAlly anxious to avoid a "provided" 
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Bishop, and A secure their own candidate's elevation to the 
episcopal throne. 

Of course they made their usual mistake. They elected a 
monk, one of themselves, who had been their own Subprior 
for more than twenty years, Robert de Graystanes, a man 
of whose good qualities they, and they only, had experience. 
No doubt he had been an excellent Subprior and could be 
expected to turn out a. fairly good Abbot or Bishop—Bishop 
Bury said A his death he was bat, fitted A be Pope than 

he, Bury, to he in Minor Orders—but he had no knowledge 
of matters outside the cloister, and as Prince Palatine and 
Earl of the Scottish Marches, would have been a decidedly 
risky experiment. However, he and his electors were quite 
ready to take their share of the risk—they thought only of 
themselves—and after the election, Graystanes hastened to 
the King to obtain his consent. It was refused; the King 
remarked that he had been given to understand the Pope 
had already provided the See with a bishop in the person 
of Richard de Bury, Keep, of the Privy Seal. Graystanes 
and his friends then tried to steal a march on the King, and 
without the Roya.I or Papal consent, the monk's candidate 
was consecrated Bishop of Durham by the Archbishop of 
York, assisted by the Bishops of Carlisle and Amiagh, in the 
private chapel of the Archbishop's house. This done, Gray-
stanes boldly returned to the King to petition for restitution 
of the temporalities. He was denied an audience: indirectly 
a. message from King Edward was brought him by the 
Treasurer to the effect that such a. proceeding as the conse-
cration of a. bishop in England without the royal consent 
was a.n unheard of proceeding, but that his Majesty would 
say nothing until he had taken counsel and met his 
Parliament. Meanwhile, Papal tette. arrived preconising 
Richard de Bury to the See. He was consecrated by the 
Archbishop of Canterbury in the Benedictine Abbey of 
Chertsey, and installed by the Prior of Burnt. No further 
notice was taken of Graystanes. The York consecration 

Ihr 
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was ignored, as though it had never taken place. At 
Bishop Bury's installation feast there was a remarkable 
gathering. The King and Queen were present, with the 
Queen Mother and the King of Scotland; the two Arch-
bishops were there together with five bishops, seven earls 
Ad countesses, and all the notables of the Palatinate, 
besides a number of abbots and priors and knights; the 
concourse of common people is described as an innumerable 
multitude. It AA A inteMional demonstration that Court 
and County, Church and Cloister, that the whole nation, in 
fact, disapproved of the action of Graystanes and the 
Durham monks. 

Poor Graystanes I He humbly shrank back imo his 
cloister and busied himself during the remainder of his 
daw in writing a chronicle of which the final and cuAin-
ating scene is this history A himself and his lost bishopric. 
He tells us that he made no appeal fora trial of his case; 
it would have cost the convent a. great WM of money and, in 
his opinion, Meinue was too uncertain to justify the expense. 
With the man himself one is in sympathy. He was con. 
vinced of the justice of his cause and made a plucky 
attempt t Finding the ordinary gate to the epis-
copate closed to him, he cleverly took the fene as we may 
say, and cleared it, reaching the post ahead A his rival. 
But the judges ruled against him. He had lost the race by 
employing unfair tactics. The hurried consecration in
private chapel could not be approved or recognised by 
eithr Pope nor King. His fellow Benedictines of other 
housee. far as one can judge, tmk sides with his rival. 
This is significant So also is the curious fact that it is 
mainly from Graystanes' narrative, Ad a Ayal letter gram-
rig paAon to the Archbishop of York for his misdemeanour, 
that we know the particulars of the consecration. 

The relations between Bury and his monastic chapter 
were cordial and intimate, though their mutual rights were 
at that time too ill-defined for them to be in perfect concord. 
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The Benedictine Order in England was in process of recon-
struction. By order 0 the Council of Lateran the separate 
Houses had coalesced into a Congregation, and, during the 
reign of Bishop Bury, there was issued the famous Bull of 
Benedict XII, inaugurating a new era in its history. It 
was a time when the settled values of tradition and 
precedent suddenly became uncertain and sacred customs 
grew obsolete in a day. Neither monks nor bishop had 
as yet had leisure to study exactly hosv and where they 
stood. Hence some uncertainty of purpose, and a sort of 
tentative disagreement concerning Episcopal powers and 
monastic liberties, during a Visitation which the bishop 
desired. and was permitted, to hold in the year x343. 
There was the danger that any act or declaration, any 
concession or denial by either party would be quoted after-
wardasst precedent. Consequently, we meet with protests 
issued by both sides to safeguard real or supposed liberties. 
Notably, we find the monks objecting to the Bishop's 
description 0 his status as ',anthem Abb. Prior is et 
Con —a phrase they would at one time have wel-
comed with applause. Now they feared that if id use 
was permitted, the concession might be interpreted as 
acknowledging that the Bishop had a kMd of abbatial 
jurisdiction over them. This would have imperilled their 
right to elect the prior, and would give his Lordship some 
claim to interfere in the government 0 the Community. 
On one occasion when Bury stayed the night at the Priory, 
a formal document was drawn up to certify that he was 
admitted only as a fay our and riot by legal obligation, as 
a guest and not a. Superior. But the Bishop and Prio 

as
r

understood and respmted each other. What may look to 
us, when we read the record, like jealous bickerings about 
trifles was only what we call "playing the game.. 

The present Dean 0 Durham has made a direct charge 
against Bury of taking a bribe from the Abbot of St. Alban 's. 
This is the solitary instance, before mentioned, in which 

Bury acted as an accredited agent at the King's Court. 
The Dean tells the story in these words "The Abbot (of 
St. Alban's) wanted the power of imprisoning those whom 
he had excommunicated. This was a delightful privilege 
already enjoyed by bishops, and it surely might be useful to 
hold the Abbey creditors at bay. So he approached Bury, 
then Clerk of the Privy Seal, with a handsome gift, four 
fine MSS. out of the Abbey Library, a Terence, a Virgil, a 
Quintilian and Jerome contra Reginuns Rufinuml. So 
eager was the Abbot for this that he persuaded his reluct-
nt brethren of the Abbey to sell for fifty pioces of silver 

thirty MSS, in addition to the above.. There n no such 
story" told in the Gala /Mahon S. Albani, to which the 

Dean refers as his authority. He himmlf, evidently, has 
been enjoying the "delightful privilege... exercised by some 

- called historiaos, of interweaving fact and fancy so as ro 
make a pictum which will agree with the Protestant notion 
of the morals and manners of monks—such a one as we 
find depicted in the foolish romances of a mntury ago. The 
Chronicle tells us that Abbot Richard, having summoned 
the senior Monka in council, by virtue of their assent (ex 
°arum essesu, granted to Bury the four books mentioned 
above, in the hope that he vvould forward the business of 
the House in the Court of our Lord the King (sub spe pro-
motionis negotionum dorms in Curia Dom ini nostri Regis) 
—in other words to secure him as theiragent at Court. Then, 
going on with the story of  alienation of books belong-
ing to the Abbey, in a second paragraph, it tells how, by 
the mme Abbot's order, with the consent of the then 
members of the Chapter, thirty-two !pools were sold to Bury 
for fifty pounds weight of silver (the thirty-two books are 
reduced by the Dean to thirty, and the "fifty pounds weight 
of silver" done into English as "fifty pieces of silver" for 
the sake of effect, to suggest a ludas-like transaction). The 
only story told by the chronicler is that of the doings 
(spread over the nine years of the Abbot's reign) by which 
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certain books belonging to the Abbey were alienated by him 
and restored. But the Dean—finding in another chapter 
of the Chronicle mention that the Abbot had once punished 
by excommunication certain of his monks for failing to 
contribute their share of the King's dues, finding again in 
another chapter that he also excommunicated some others 
of the Community who sought to &pore hint, finding in yet 
another chapter that, through Bury's agency, a licence was 
procured from the King, which permitted the Chancellor's 
Court opt ut in it  excommunicated persons as had 
been denunced to it by the Abbot, in the same way as the 
Common Law Courts were permitted to imprison those 
denounced by a bishop—working up his materials, in the 
manner of a village glare who makes a " restoration" of 
an old pictured window by piecing together odd fragments 
of coloured glass, collected from anywhere, and fixing them 
in a framework of modern stuff—has placed before us a 
patchwork arrangement of his own, which he would have us 
accept as a characteristic bit of real medieval work. Surely 
he cannot expect us to believe, and c really believe 
himself, that the Ecclesiastical Law permittedannt  Abbots and 
Bishops to excommunicate importunate creditors, or that 
King Edward III would have conceded to any one of his 
subjects, bishop or abbot, the "delightful privilege" of 
shutting them up in pri.n to keep them at bay. The 
paragraph in the Chronicle is brief and much condensed, 
but it is carefully worded and admirably lucid; hence it re
hard to understand bow the Dean should have missed 
its meaning. The v Licence" gave the Abbot no power 
of imprisonment whatever ; that was left as usual in the 
hands of the lay authorities of his Court of Chancery. 
They would take cam that no injustice was done to the 
accused,who had an Englishman's right to plead and prove 
his innocence, if he could. The Abbot's part was to signify 
to the Court the fact of the excommunication the law was 
set in motion ad signification. abbatis." He had no 

Ir 

power to at at will, but only re the law 
directed and p tted. He had no pow ermi er to excommomi-
cate any one who was not his subject, under his 
jurisdiction. With these latter he could usually deal 
satisfacwrily without the special licence of the King. But 
he needed the royal licence—this was its chief value to an 
Abbey—to protect his domain from the felons and outcasts 
who took sanctuary within its liberties. Moreover, as the 
concluding sentence of the Licence informs us, not rely did 
the Abbot recei no novel powers of excommunication 
or imprisonment,ve  but no new or exceptional powers were 
granted to the Court of Chancery ; the Chancellor was only 
saved the trouble and expense of obtaining from the King, 
in each separate case brought by the Abbot to his notice, 
the royal leave which enabled him to issue a writ against 
the person of the accused. Would the reader surmise, from 
the Dean's story, that the Chronicler, though he roundly 
denounced the Abbot and his councillors for the "abomin-
able donation," and "infamous" trensaction, by which they 
alienated the books of the Abbey, had nothing but praise to 
bestow upon As conduct of Bishop Bury and his executors 
—the one that, inspired by conscientious motive, he gave 
back many of the volume, and the others lot allowing 
the Abbey the opportunity of recovering the rest by pur-
chase at a bargain (meliori foto)? Yet such is the case. 
These are the words with which the narrative concludes: 
" Ut Converreus Sancti Albani pro tanto beneAio ejusdem 
Ricardi de Bury arritnam haberent specialiter in suis 
orationibus commend..." 

I do not think the reputation of Richard de Bury is 
affected in the least by the imputation that he has been 
overers.ted as a man of lettere and lea.ng. Perearch's 
description of him, when they met at Avignon,. " a person 
of an enterprising mind, with some acquaintance with 
letters, who from his youth had been eager beyond belief to 
pry into abstruse matters" is exactly what a reader of the 
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PAilobiblon would expect to be told of its author. Mimi-
'a mediocriler lanai. A "faint praise,'" as the Dean of 

Durham remark., but I take it to be a grudging admission 
that Bishop Bury had some distinction as a scholar, though 
not enough to lift him above the ruck. I do not " feel," 
with We Dean, that in this phrase Murimeth " re-echoes the 
scornful words used by him of Bury, ' volens magmas clericus 
repo[ ari," ambitious to pose as a great scholar,'" because I 
think the Dean, ba.nslation of the words' magnm cleric." 
inadmissible M this connection. When the King, writing to 
the Po, about Bury calls him " dilectus clericus noster," or 
Bishop Langton, in another letter, describes him as" cleric. 
DomMi nostri Regis" they are not referring in any direct 
way to his scholastic attainments. Louis de Beaumont. 
Bishop Bury's predecessor, might, under .me circumstancm. 
have been accurately described as "magnus clericus," though 
he did not understand Latin and stumbled badly over the 
pronunciation of big words. The word " clericus," to my 
mind, has reference not to Bury , scholarship but M his 
state of life, his profession. If Murimeth, when he used the 
phrase, had been writing of Bury when a " clerk " in the 
King's service, the phrase would imply that lie was wishful 
to be reputed a notable King", clerk—to be ranked with the 
great Secretaries of State—Treasurers and Chancellors, like 
Longchamp and St. Thomas-a-Becket. But, since it was 
written of Bury as Bishop, I take it to mean that, when 
enliectin at such cost and pains, his " five big cart-loads" 
of books, he had it in his mind to be classed among 
great Churchmen —the Cathedral-builders, the founders 
of Colleges, the notable administrators—to be regarded 
as a Bishop-Bountiful, who bequeathed to posterity a 
nobler legacy than did any of Mose who had preceded 
him—a great Library. But who really canes what Bishop 
Bury's day-dreams may have been—whether he saw 
himself in Academic fine, listening to the University 
orator pouring out fulsome praise in indifferent Latin, 
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or had visions of a great hall with richly-carved roof and 
handsomely painted windows and in it smile studen 
re 

ts 
peating a prayer for his soul, and blessing his wise 

liberality . they pore over rare voMmes borrowed from 
its shelves, He may have had the former ambition he 
certainly had the latter; he probably had both. and many 
another pleasant imagining besides. Who shall blame 
him if he wished people to think better of him than he 
deserved—give every man his deserts and who shall escape 
whipping.—or hoped that he might be judged by others 
less harshly than he judged himself t I am unable to see 
any reason why the finger of scorn should be pointed 
Bishop Bu, if he did want to be reputed a greater scholar 
Man he really was. Let him who is without fault amongst 
uncast the first stone against him. However,there is no need 
that We Bishop should beg for a merciful judgment born 
us. Whether a " magna s cleric." or not, he has written 
a great book--or did someone else write it for hitn ? It 
matters not. As farm Si, readers are concerned the book 
is his, Bury's—wholly his for it is himself. We do not 
doubt that it will live. A self-revelation like the Philobiblon 
is that most interesting of all things to us mortals—a magic 
mirror in which one can see a strangely transfigured likeness 
of oneself. Such a book has a mission in the world. h is 

testament, this little volume Bishop Bury has bequeathed 
to us his confusions, his song of songs, the romance of 
his love and life. 
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As Ad Greek historian and geographer, in an unusual 

access of the spirit of criticism, denied us the story of Abatis 
the Hyperborean "how he carried an arrow over the whole 
earth eating nought the while." It was a regrettable piece 
of self-restraint, and the more annoying when we recall much 
in that same writer that was not m ruthlessly excised. 
Consider the history of S,Ilias the diver of Scio , the best 
diver of his age. He was with the Persian fleet that was 
sailing to conquer Query but his Greek heart longed to be 
with his countrymen. "And how he accomplished his 
desire I cannot say full certainly, and I wonder if the account 
that men tell is true. For they say that he dived into the 
sea at Aphetai and did not come to the mrf ace again till 
he reached Artemisium, pusing in this way fulls  rMles 
through the sea. And indeed ma, stories are told of this 
man that seem .e to false tales and some again that are 
true; but of this I would judge that he travelled to 
Arse misium in a boat." Is not this a fine example of the 
too historical spirit? Her is no rough dean, with old 
story, nor hush unge,le criticism, b, a kindly and Mot-
et. and opm-miuded discussion. 

Doubtless the circumstances his tinse encouraged this 
fair attitude of non-committal. It was a time of discovery. 
Our Elizabethan age. with all the romance of the great sea 
captains, the stories of Raleigh and the Golden Hind and 
many such, was juat such an age, a time when men dreamed 
of the vast possibilities of the new world that was daily mom 
and more disclosed to them. Surely beyond in the far west 
lay the Isles of the Blest, surely the sea had yet more mar-
vels to disclose and men might yet find the Earthly Paradise. 
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And what else might not be true when so much beyond 
men's dreams had yet been seen and proven And even 
more reason had the mar of Herodotus' day for great and 
lofty guesses at the unknown. The known was so confined 
and so limited, and the possibilities so many. What a 
mysteous and miraculous thing war their geography I The 
imaginriation had much liberty and story had .1 play. 
They had their famous captains too. There were Drakes 
and Raleigh, and Herodoms in some sort has written 
Parchar: Hit Pilgrim,. Think of that filar circumnaviga-
tion of Africa. Pharaoh Narho had just cut his <anal from 
the Nile to the Red Sea, and then our Ferdinand called to 
his presence a Phoenician adventurer—a mute inglorious 
Columbar—and bade him sail, sail soarh down the Red Sea 
and come back to him and Egypt by the Pillars of Hercules, 
the straits of Gibraltar. Were ever nailing orders more 
explicit, And so the Phoen sailed. And every 

iciansautumn they landed and sowed their corn and waited for 
harvest. Then reaping it they sailed again. And so in the 
third year they came back, earn an they were bidden, by the 
Pillars ofHercules, tti Necho and Egypt. "And they said" 
—the truthful historian adds—, thing Icannot believe 
though another may, that as they sailed round Africa they 
had the sun on their right." 

But it is not with the geography of Herodotus that we are 
here concerned, except so far as to show what a world of 
surprise and myst, lay roard those ancient Greeks. It is 
with a story of a later day by no professed geographer, 
Plates tale of the lost isle of Atlantis. The name itself has 
come to be fastened and fixed in the world's imagination. 
The story has had a wondrous history. From the days of 
Plato to our own, it has fascinated and attracted. Men 
have voyaged in search of it. Medieval geographers marked 
it on their maps. It has been the inspiration of many a 
legend. It has mingled with the stories of the Earthly 
Paradise. It has kept company with the Welsh Avalon, 
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with kyonnesse, with the Isle of Brazil, with St. Brendan's 
island. And sober writers have located it in every part of 
the globe "not only from China to Peru, but from New 
Zealand to Spitzbergen, including such an eminently 
unpromising locality as Palestine." Plato little thought 
what a vigorous and persistent life it was to have, when he 
first told the tale of Atlantis in his dialogue, the Tim... 
And now in these*. days it has again appeared and a new 
this  is adva.nced. B. first let us see what was 
this germ of so numh l. and story. 

On the sand or syd of May, of a. year unspecified but 
near the end of the fifth century a. ., Plato takes us to the 
house of Cephalus in the Peiraeus and to  we find a 
meeting of Socrates and some friends, and listen to the 
dialogue of the Republic. Two days afterwards some of 
them meet again to continue the di.ussion, Socrates, 
Timaeue, Hermocrates and Critias, and this is the dialogue 
called Timaeus. It is a long dialogue andsn interesting. 
For Plato's philosophy it is of ce.rdinal importance. Its 
wide speculation into z.ruology a.nd physical theory gives 
it a special attraction and it w. popular with the 
Platonist,. Athenaeus an ancient collector of interesting 
gossip, has a. story of a man who made his cooks learn the 
dialogue by heart and recite it as 

the
brought in the dishes. 

But here we are only concerned with a small part of it, one 
unimportnt episode, though this is the ta.le of Atlantis 
itself. Itss introduced in this wise. Socrates expre.es
wish, ' as might wish one who looks upon a fair picture," 
to see the parts of his ideal state alive and in action. 
Tim is then reminded of a a.ncient tale of Solon, that 
Athensae   itself was once such an ideal state in former days, a 
state of great and puismnt majesty. It was the time when 
it overthrew, almost single-handed, the power of the island 
Atlantis and then perished with it in common cataclysm. 
And he MI. how Solon came by this mle. In the. course 
of his travels (doubtless it was when, as history has it, be 
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abtented himself from Athens fora time that he might not 
be compelled to 

that 
aught of his late legislation—a 

course of action that would not commend itself to a modern 
reformer), he came to the town of Sais in Egypt, situated at 
the apex A the Delta. There, as was the wont A Greek 
travellers (what wondrous talk Herodotus had with them!) 
he had much converse with the priests A the goddess Neith, 
great lovers of Athenian, for hat their goddem was Athena 
too. These priests loved to speak of antiquity, and 
especially of the age—old civilisation of their own Egypt. 
Willingly they brought forth from their treasure things old 
to make the yesterday Greek take his right place in the 
scheme A history. Solon seems to have entered into the 
situation with some sest. Perhaps he enjoyed their foibles. 
The is just a suspicion of a little quiet badinage. How-
ever the primts did not take alarm. Solon turned the talk 
on to all that to the Greeks was most ancient. He spoke 
of such ancient persons as Phoroneus and Niobe. He even 
introduced the flood. But when he set about the matter of 
chronology and endeavoured to affix dates to his history, 
then an ancient priest broke in, " 0 Solon, Solon, you 
Greeks are ever children, and never a Greek is Ad." 
" What do you mean 1" said Solon. Voting axe you, 
all of you, in your minds, and in them you have not a, 
a.ncient belief from Ad tradition n any learning hoary 
with age." And the reason of this, ther   old priest explains, 
is that alt other lands, save only Egypt, are subject to 
recurrent catastrophe, and all the inhabitants perish Ad a 
few shepherds and neatherds in the hills and so their 
civilisation is ever growing and dying again and never 
reaching any age or permanence. And m has it been with 
Athens. For A old, Athens was the centre of a wondrous 
power, a city of men tai t and famous and great and glorious 
were their deeds. And of all cities and constitutions wider 
heaven, it was the Direst and best. But a great disasmr 
vane and all perished. It was at the time when Athens 
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accomplished that greatest of her deeds and broke the 
insolent might of the isle Atlantis. This was a power that 

came from out the Atlantic Ocean and in arrogance 
attacked both Europe and Asia. At that time this
wm navigable and at the mouth of the strait whichce yanou 
Greeks call the pillars of Hercules w. an island, greater 

at once than Africa and Asia, and from it travellers at that 
time might pass to the rest of the islands and from them 
to the mainland beyond. The waters within thom waits, 
seem but a bay with a narrow entrance, whereas the ocean 
beyond was a true ocean and the land that lay around it
cominent in very deed. Now in this isle Atlamis ruled a 
wondrous line of kings, who controlled all the island and 
many other isles as well and parts of the mainland. And, 
further, of the land that lies towards us within the straits, 
they ruled Africa as far as Egypt and Europe as far as 
Tynhenia. 'Glen this power gathered its might fora great 
effort and tried at one blow to enslave your land and our 
and all that lies within the straits. And at that time it 

was, 0 Solon, that the might and valour of your city shone 
conspicuousto all men. For taking the first place in courage 

and in all the arts of war, partly as leader of the Hellen., 
partly of her own single might when others fell away, 
boldly meeting the uttermost dangers, she overcame the 
invadere and set up trophies of victory; she saved from 
slavery those who were not yet enslaved, and freed with a 
generous zeal all whoso dwelt within the pillars of Hercule& 
But thereafter came monstrous earthquakes and floods and 
one day and night of disaster, and all your fighting-men 
in ma. the earth engulfed, and the isle Atlantis in like 
manner sank beneath the sea and vanished. And so it is 
that now the ocean is impassable and no Aip cm win its 
way through it, for it is blocked by very shallow shoals that 
the isle created as it sank." 

That is the tale of Atla.is. It is only introduced aan 
episode in Plato's dialogue, to launch a description of the 
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ideal greatness of an Athena that once was. But we know 
it as a tale of wondrous vitality that has lived and grown 
great er with timo And have we not as boys passed with 
{Gm. Nautilus over the sunk monuments of its glory and 
with the mysterious captain meditated amongst its ruins 2 
But till our day, through many vicissitudes and many 
reincarnations, it had ye eluded capture, and, after centuries 
of rough handling, scholars had come to feel they did it 
wrong to entreat it thus and to be content to leave it as 
majestic myth. ieYt again we begin m vex it, and this time, 
as never before, it s or mema to be on its way to become 
history. It is indeed strange from one point of view that 
this should happen in our critical days, and yet again it is 
not strange. For the historian's attitude has suffered a great 
revulsion. It is a notorious fact that we now treat tradition, 
however it comes to us, with grearyr tenderness and revery 
ence than our fathers would allow it. They were sadly 
critical. To them all was a poor gossamer of fiction and 
fable, Ad for history or torth worth nothing at all. But 
now we find in myth and tale a real historical foundation 
and we elaborate and discus, in the large, hope of being 
able to decide what therein is history and what the accretion 
of imagination and story. 

And there is good reason for such change of attitude. Take 
up a history of Greece written in the generation that is past 
and mad the chapters on the prehistoric period. All legend 
ia explained away as beautiful story, partly native, partly 
borrowed from universal fable, doubtless allegorical or quaai-
philosophical, but in nothing indicative of a substanti. nuth, 
of a basis of fact and real incident. Now all is  changed. 
The archaeologist has discovered another Greece, that was 
unknown before. He has discovered a world as prosper.. 
and magnificent as that depicted in the poetry of Homer. 
He has shown that, centuries before historic Greece, there 
flourished on the same soil a civilisation of great attainment 
and great artistic power. Homer doubt.. writes in the 
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days.of its decline, but he haiimown the glory that was and 
preserves its memory. He lives when another race occupied 
the ancient strongholds, when she early peoples were dis-
possessed and subject, but he writes of that which:was, .d is, 

nof buildingsn airy struceure of fancy .d imagination, nor 
dazzling us with a "light that never was on sce or land." 
Thus has archaeology justified Horner. But it has done 
more than this. Its results point back to an earlier time. 
Visere fortes ante Agamemnona. It takes es to a time 
before the empire of the Arassans of Homer, to a period 
when the civilisation of the Aegean was dominated not by 
My  or Tiryns but by Crete. Homer indeed knew 
something of this anciem empire. He speaks of Minos the 
king, who in some mysterious way used every nine years' 

space commune with Zeus. Vet in his armies the princes 

ofCrete do not take first placo Idomeneus and Merion. 
are not asAgamemnon and Menelaus. The glory of Crete 
had departed for ever. But even in much later time the 
Greek historians preserve recollections of a daywhen Crete 
was a sea-power and Minos the sea-lord of the Aegean. 
Their t.timony was little regarded before now, to-day the 
tradition is accepted fact. It is not here the place to describe 
the splendour that has been revealed at Knossos the capital 
of Minos, the centre of that old-time empiiy, nor to detail 

the prosperity testified by etch finds on any a site in Crete. 
But—one word and the .cret is out—Crete is the new 
claimant to the fabled glory of Atlantis. 

There is something of the atsraction of paradox in this lass 
attribution. No longer is it America or Japan, or any isle 

in the far-diet are sem but a land quite near at home to 
ancient Greece and Egypt, the despised and unpretending 
Crete. On the face of it it is a hard saying. Itss a solution 

at variance direct and obvious with some of Plat's details, 
and again we may feel that we do wrong . give his fancy 
such local habitation and such name. But consider the 
arguments teat one may adduce in favour a Crao's 
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It is rased of co rse thenew estimates of Archaeology. 
Nowhere has that science made such revelation as in Crete. 
It has established with general agreement that this island 
was once the sea of a civilisation as ancient and firmly 
established . it was wonderful. The spade has produced 
clear proof of the cecupation of the she of Knossos from 
time so far rack . the tenth century n.c., and has traced it
history from the rude neolithic age through a great period 
of artistic development to a sudden catastrophe. When the 
eighteenth dynasty was ruling in Egyptian Thebes, Crete 
was the centre of an empire whose trade and influence ess 
receded from the North Adriatic . TehebAmama and from 
Sicily toSyria. The whole sea-borne trade between Europe, 
Asia and Africa seems to have been in its hands, and its 
intercourse with Egypt in particular was both close and 
considerable. It had a strange and original art. To the 
peoples with which it came in comact it would give the 
impression of a powerful and energetic kingdom: The sea 
connected it with other lands but it also cut it off Porn 
them, and in those days, when navigation was young and 
the watery was. more vast and awful in consequence, it 
might well be that other peoples thought of Crete as of a 
great island-continent, with extent and compass proportion-
at to its well-known fleets 

If we examine the details of Plates description, as given in 
the Timmsue and in another dialogue, the Critias, there are 
many points that strike us at once 

res
with their emblance 

to what we have learnt of Crete. He says that the island 
" is the way to other islands and from it one might 
pass to the nent bryond." Is not this a tue descrip-
tion of Creteconti from ass Egyptian standpoints And, in 
modern phrase. Crete is celled a s stepping-stone to three 
continents:. It is significant too that the empire of 
Atlantis is not described as a single homogen power 
but as a combination of different elements dominated by 
one city. And this is just the conception of ancient Crete 
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that archaeology most strongly suggests. The palaces of 

wp erful princes a re redoscatte  ver the island, but Knoss os 

' osition and in splendour is clearly lord and chief. There is' ev'  en in the Critias a description of the capital that would 

seem to tally exactly with the position of Knossos. "On the 

side towards the sea and in the cemre of the whole island, 

there was a plain which is said to have been the fairest of 

all plains and very fertile. Near the plain again and also 

in the centre of the island at a distance of about fifty stadia, 

there was a mountain not very high on any side." On this 
was built the palace of the high kings. And it in just 

hill such a situation that Knossos is built, on a low  that 

rises from the plain. Furth, the boundaries that Plato 

assig. to the power of Atlantis are identical with those that 
archaeology would give to the influence of Minoan Crete. 

Plato says Atlantis ruled over North Africa as far as Egypt 

and over Europe as far as Tyrrhenia. Then again the records 

of Egypt tell of some great attempt by the people of the sea 

Phe Egyptians called it the " very green "). to invade and 

conquer Egypt. The names that are given m the record are 

with some certainty equated with the Achaeans and Teucn 

and Danaans. Ram esesIII repelled the invasion and has left 
the account of his victory on the walls of Medinet Halm. 

The details are vague and uncertain, but perhaps we have 

here the very moment of the invasion of Atlantis, and it may 
well have uetoed to the Egyptians that Minoan Crete was 

at the head of a con.deracy that aspired to universal 
conquest. Then, for the destruction of Atlantis., the might 
of Athens, it is not difficult to suppose that Egyptian legend 
knew of the destruction that most certainty came on Crete 
from out the north, and, because in Solon, time the Athenians 
were best known to them of the continental Greeks, fixed 
on these as the principals in that overthrow. 

But what of the chief discrepancy between Plato's detail 
and the new identification ? The story locates Atlantis be-
yond the pillars of Hercules. Well, Solon may lute have 
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garbled the account of the priest A N... The Sane 
might well speak of Crete as lying in the sea to the far 
.t. The Egyptians were never great sailors. They clung 

much to "Nil.' gently flowing stream " and ventured 
little beyond, except to do a little quite safe coasting. If 
any seafaring was to be done, why, there were Phoenicians 
and carelew Greeks. But to Solon, with the wider horizon 
of an Athenian, the far west sea would naturally mean the 
Atlantic. And then there is the curious statement that the 
Atlantic, af ter the destruction of Atlantis, became shallow 
and impawable for ships, "by reason of the shoals that the 
isle created as it sank." This of co is the sever. of the 
truth if we take it of the sea beyond thurse e strains and it cannot 
therefore represent any Egyptian experience of those waters. 
But within the sraits in the Mediterranean iself, there is 
just such an tablesintrac  tretch of shoal and sandbank os, 
the north coast of Africa, off the modern Tripoli and Tunis, 
the ancient Syrtis. It lies to the south-west of Crete. An 
Egyptian vessel, if one ventured so far—and after the de-
struction of the Minoan sea power the Egyptian may have 
found himself compelled to make such venturous voyage, 
until the Phoenicians came to the rescue,—if it missed or 
were driven out of its course, might easily find itself in this 
disastrous region. And, if it won its way back to Egypt, it 
would be with a tale of the dangers of the seas, a tale easily 
transformed by the prevailing thought of the Minoan 
disaster and woven into an unreal connection with it. 

There are other minor points of contact between Atlantis 
and the Crete of Min.. In the Critics, Plato describes 
Atlantis and its customs with some particularity. There is 
much about the great palace and the docks and the skill of 
the people in all manner of metal work. But one point 
which at once catches the attention of one who has studied 
the archaeology of Crete is the mention of the bull hunt. 
"There were bulls who had the range of the temple of 
Poseidon, and the ten king, who were left alone in the 
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temple, after they had offered prayers to the gods that they 
might take the sacrifices which were acceptable to them, 
hunted the bulls, without weapons, but with staves and 
nooses." We recall at once the bull-frescoesin the great 
palace at Knossos, frescoes which show that among the 
Minoans the bull was a sacred animal, and which picture 
too just such a hunting scene. We remember also the 
whole myth of the Labyrinth and Minotaur. Sober 
archaeologists have found the Labyrinth M the palace of 
Knossos with its intricate mace of room and passage. And, 
for the mambull that lurked M that maze, there are the 
striking frescom still clear on the ruined walls and the 

in prominence of the bull in the old religion of Crete. 
Then them are the famous Vaphio cups, a product of the 
same civilisation though found on the mainland of Greece, 
which give with great artistic truth and vigour, a bull hunt 
with staves and nooses. 

This then is the case for Crete. It was first advanced by 
an anonymous Writer in the Times of London, February 
loth, t000. Since then it has found a place in the books 
that deal with the Cretan discoveries. Little that is new 
has been added to the arguments 01 the writer who first 
introduced it. Perhaps, when the Cretan records are 
deciphered, we shall have some light thrown on a mysterious 
subject Or, more probably, some yet undeciphened Egyptian 
record will be found that gives a contemporary record of the 
granthem of Minoan Crete. Till such consummation we 
must perhaps, for all the interest and attraction of the 
identification, be content to suspend judgment. There is 
ever the uneasy suspicion that Plato is bewitching us with 
the magic of his poetic creation. None knew better than 
he how to construct a "noble lie." The story of Atlantis is 
not the only one that is told in his writings. And why, 
we may think, vex this myth with ingeni application, 
if we are coMent to let be the story of Eous r the Armenian 
and many another such 1 
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In the .me vein, of course, it is pomible for us to wax 
very merry over the series of claimants to the title of 
Adam.. Indeed Me remarkable list of identifications, 
made wherever and whenever Plato has been earnestly 
tudied, creatm in the mind a natural prejudice against any 

new claimant. No are there wanting parallel quests in 
liMrary history. I..vett compares the discussion on 
Atlamis to the discussions regarding the Lost Tribes of 
Israel, that once revolved so persistently and so unprofitably 
.ifil the mysterious theme, "Theo are the ten tribes, 
which ,vere led avvay out of their own land in the time of 
()scathe King, whom Salmanasar Me King of the AwYrians 
led away captive, and he carried them beyond the River, 
and they were carried Mto mother land." Theologians 
have some little time now abandoned this attractive but 
arid pursuit, and Basques and others may again breathe 
freely, And, indeed, Atlantis had had a period of rest and 
was little vexed among ardent Plato nists until this new 
attribution. What then are we to think of it ? The 
common-sense commentat would ascribe the whole story 
to the genius of Plato, or who, in his own words, could 

invent Egyptians or anything else" Perhaps he is a 
truer friend msh author. And indeed this thought will 
ever remain to give us obstinate questioning. B. such 
commentators wrote before the Cretan discoveries were 
made. Can we in view of them dismiss it all so lightly ? 
Itseems not. It rnay need some strength of soul and Agid 
control of a wicked sense of humour, but why not at the 
end call unproven—to both antagonists? We have not 
here to fear the dire result of hesimmy and indecision 
pictured in lolmeon's quaint apologue. 

McC. 

ti



qircbeaconci beprivob unber Owen 

Gri3a8¢E6 
THE lives of the last Catholic Bishops of the ancient sea 

of England after that " by too semre a fate " they were 
"fallsn from their high estate," have been written by Fr. 
Phillips ofUshaw College. 

The present writer in the pages of the Downside Review 

for rum gam account of the last Catholic Deans, 
which will be hersome einafter referred to as Deans." 

Inthe following pages an attempt will be made to tell 

the story of the lam Catholic Archdeacons in this land. 

ARCHDEACONS DEPRIVED 

Jo. Burr., B. Can. L. Oxon 5595-3, Archdeacon of 
Brecknock, 5554, Treasurer of Exeter, £558, Prebendary 
of Salisbury, (Bedminster, and Radcliffe) 5555, and 
Incumbent of Bremen, Worcestershire £554, was deprived 

in uffie. Ina letter from Scory, the Bishop of Hereto., 

to Cecil dated the ryth of August, mffi (S.P. Dom. Elia. 

XIX, 22, quoted Gee p..0, we read "Mug, Blast., 
Arden, Gregory, Ely, Havard, that were driven out of 
Exeter, Worcuter and other places, have been so main-
tained, feasted a. magnified, with bringing then 
through the streets with torchlight in the winter, that 
they could not mach more reverently have entertained 
Christ Himself." Besides all, Archdeacon, the persons 
to whom Scory alludes can be confidently identified by 
the aid of S.P. Dom. Add. Elie. XI, 45, am—Walter 
Mugge, Prebendary of Exeter; Thomas Arden, Preben-
dary of York, Worcester, and Hereford; Friar Gregory 
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Basset,B.D., Vim, of Sowton, Devon, formerly one of the 
Oxford Franciscans; William Ely, President of St. John's 
College, Oxford; and Thomas Havarti°, Incumbent of 
Llandilo Fever in the diocese of St. David's; ail of 
whom, with the exception of William Ely had been 
already deprived of their preferments. In S.P. Dom. Add. 
Elia XI, 45, Blaxton and Mugge are referred to thus :—
"Two aubbom parsons: divers processes being sent for 
them, are so supported M Herefordshire that the same 
cannot be executed against them, and reported to be 
maintained by Mr. J. Skydmore, Mr. Pie, a. one 
Will  Lusty, a prebendary of Hereford." The Mu J. 
Skydmore above mentioned may be John Scudamore of 
Holme, Esquire, one of the Council of the Marches of 
Wales, IP., Custos Etoridoruni, High Steward of Umhing 
Field, and Steward of the City of Hereford, as to whom 
see "Leiters of the Bishops to Mr Privy Council. 1544 
(published in Camden Miscellany IX, vol. 53 of the sod 
Series) at p. ra, and Sir* Maw. II, ii, £52, but it is more 
probably John Scudamore of Kenchurch, Esquire, J.P., 
as to whom see " Letter, of the Bishops,. pp. 55, 59. He 
was in the Fleet front Me 55th of February to the toth 
of March, 15y5 as a Catholic (S.P. Dom. Elie. CXXX, 
m). Mr. Pie I have not identified. William Lusty is 
clearly William Luson or Lews. pee "Letters," etc. 
pp so, sqq.) who was Archdeacon of Caermarthen, 
Treasurer and Prebendary of Hereford (Le Neve I, 5£5, 
mo, 5o2), and Rector of Exminsteu Devon (Oliver Each 
Ant. II, 25) and died holding all these offices M £585. 
In she "Letters" Bishop Se, complains :—" There be 
also in this diocese and county of Hereford divers 
fostered and maintained that be judged and esteemed 
some of them to be learned, which in Queen Mary, days 
had livings and offices in the Church, which be mortal 
and deadly enemies to this religion. Their names be 
Blaxton, Mugge, Arden, Ely, Friar Gregory, Howard, 
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RastaII of Gloucester, Jonson, Menevar, Oswald, 
Hamerson, Ledbury, and certaio others whose names I 
know not. These go from one gentleman's ho 

to 
honee to 

anotheL where they know be welcome." Howard is 
clearly Haverde above m.tioned Pastan of Gloucester 
is John Reston, MA., ex-Fellow of New College, 
and Jon son is Henry Johnson, clerk, late parson 
of Broadwas in Worcestershire. The remaining four 
I have not been able to identify. Perhaps Ledbory 
is Saunders' Richard Ludby, Prebendary of Here-
ford, whose name do. not occur in Le Neve 
perhaps aienevar is Thomas Mynmere, 0.S.B., a Here-
ford man, one of the Monks of Westminster ejected with 
Abbot Feckenham, possibly the Roland Mynyver whom 
Kirby records as entering Winchester College in 1539, 
aged twelve from Hertford (Qu. Hereford f), but as to 
Oswald and Ham.. I non make no conjecture. 
John Blanton had been Vicar of Chudleigh, Devon,from 
some time after .36 to 5544 (Oliver Encl. Ant. 1, p. M.) 

.1 ors Box., Archdeacon of Ely. See H Deans." 
MATTHEW Cursive, Archdeacon of Norfolk, signed in 5459, 

but by 18 July, 5565 had fled beyond the sea. (Birt's 
Zliusbeshaff Religioas Settleme., p. 380. 

WILLIAM CARTER, D.D. Cantab., 1544, Archdeacon of 
Northumberland 5558, was deprived in 5559, He had 
be. Rector of Bishop's Wearmouth, Durham, from 5546 
to 5548 In 1562 he was restricted w within ten miles 
of Think, Yorkshire, where he still was M xmo (S.P. 
Dorn. Add. Eli,. XV11, 82). In 1551 or 5581 he escaped 

to the continent and arrived at Homy in 1555, where he 
lived at the English College at his own expense. He 
died at Mechlin in ,5y4. Gillow I, 455. 

WILLIAM CH64581, D.D. oson, 5546, Archdeacon of 
Middlesex 1586, President of Corpus Christi College, 
Oxon. 1858, Prebendary of St. Paul, (Chiswick), 1554. 
ch.. Church (Oh stall) 5884, and Exeter 1556, Rector 
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of Thakeharn, Sussex 4554i Canon of Windsor 1554, 
Rector of all Hallows, Bread Street, London 5554 Bee 
Hennessey), and Vicar of Shottersrooke, Berks, in the 
diocese of Oxford 5558, was deprived of all these prefer-
ments in 5559, and committed to the Fleet on August 
the 6th, 556a, where he remained till his death, which 
apparently took place after 5554 (Oxford Hist. Soc. XXV, 
m4). Gillow I, 484, is in error both as to the date of 
his imprisonment and of his death. See al.., X, 554, 
Cf. C.R.S. I, 58, 2o, 45, 45, 48. 

THOMAS Danirssmaa, D.C.L., Oxon 1586, ordained Sub-
deacon in London, March, 1555-6, Archdeacon of Essex 
5558, Principal of Broadgates Hall 1886, Prebendary of 
St. Paul's (Tottenham) 5545, and Rector of Fulham 1558, 
of Hackney 1554, and of SL Magnus, London 1558, was 
deprived in the beginning of Queen Elizabeth's reign 
of all his offices. He went to the Council of Trent 
and obtained the decree against frequenting Protestant 
Church.. He was imprisoned in the Fleet in London, 
2. Feb, 5860, but escaped and entered the Society of 
Jesus at Rome 1st of May, 1563; .d was sent on special 
mission to Scotland, and professed of the four vows 1872. 
He resided chiefly at Paris between 5555 and 5585, and 
died on the fith of April, 5604 at Pont a Mousson, Lorraine. 
Hewas not succeeded in Principalship of Broadgarss 
Hall All 1564. See D.N.B. XIV, 44 See also C.R.S. 
I. eft 

Atrium. MRATCOTT, D. Can. L. Oxon 5822, Archdeacon 
of Humingdon 5548, Prebend, at Lincoln (Bedford 
Major) .36, and Lichfield (Longden) 1586, and 
Incumbent of Winksworth and of Chetley in the diocese 
of Lichfield, and of Cottingham and Kettering in the 
diocese of Peterborough, was deprived in 4889 or 1560, 
and committed to the fleet with Willis,, Chedsey 
on the 6th August, ;56x, for the second time,  having 
been before imprisoned there,n 1889. He appears to 
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have kept the Rectory of Draycott, Staffordshire, and 
having been liberated in x4yo, probably on recount 
of his health, to have retired thither. He died the soth 
of January, 15y0-z. See D.N.B. XVI, 8. Gillow II, 
roy. Willis II, ityr. C.R.S. I, /8, 41, 48. Gee, 
Elizabethan Clergy, 556. 

Janes DOODADS, A.B. Oxon rycy, Archdeacon of St. Albans 
5557, and Master of University College, Oxford 2558, 
was deprived in iygo of his Archdeacon, and a year 
later of his Mastership. According to Foster's Alumni 
Orenintses he was Rector of Higham, co. Leicester in 5586, 
and perhaps Vicar of Mager. Somerset from cygo until 
his death in xygg, but gun., whether the same. I think 
he is the "Sir James Dugdell dwelling at Warcopp" 
who was saying Mass in March, tygo (C.R.S. V, 185). 

Memel. Duman°, LL.B. Cantab. tygr, Archdeacon of 
Bedford t558, Prebendary of Stow Longa, Lincoln 1457, 
and Rector of North Tuddenham, Norfolk 1557, wan 
deprived in /448, and died very soon afterwards. See 
Cooper I, reg. 

Hon... EDWARDS, B.D., Oxon, x444, Archdeacon of 
Asaph's x44c, and possibly at the same time Rector 

of Lrentrillo,Merioneth and Caerwys, Flint (we Foster's 
Al. Os.) was deprived of his Archdeaconry before 1462 
(See Thomas. St. Areph, 437). According to Foley 
(Records S.I. VII, se ra, 90) he was a Fellow of All 
Souls, Oxford. He entered the Society of Jesus and 
became Professor of Sacred Scripture at Milan, where he 
died on the gore of November 158y. (The Humphrey 
Edwards, Rector of St. Mary Woolnoth, London, in 
tygg, is another person who died in tyyy. See Hennessey, 
Nov. Rep.) 

lOHN ABBE, B.A. Oxon, xyre, Archdeacon of Taunton 
zyyx, and Rector of Chew Magna and Dinder tsys, in the 
diocese of Bath and Wells, was deprived and succeeded 
in his Archdeanonry in 156o and in his Rectory in 1564. 
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He may v, possibly be the Jam. Firejarnes, 91erk of 

Somersetshire who vras a fugitive beyond the sea agre of 

January, t576. (See Strype Ann. II, ii,596-74 Sander 

does not give his Christian name. He died an exile 
before ,88 according to the Conterectio. See also C.R.S. 

I, 
Aim GLACIER, LL.B. Oxon., Archdeacon of Hereford tyyy, 

arid Rector of Freshwater, Isle of Wight Isxg, and 

Erwarton x459 in the Norwich diocese, Vicar of New-

ington Bagpath, Gloucestershire ,46, was deprived and 

succeeded in his Archdeacon, in Ty6o and in his living 

of Freshwater in t462. 
EDWARD GRBOORT, Archdeacon of Bangor z446, Prebendary 

of Chester (6th Stall) xy4x, was deprived of his prebend 

5449, and probably ,l his Archdeaconry at the same 

time. Compare OrmerodisCheshire (r882) Ls.; Willis' 

Cathedrals , Rymeris Foe.dera XV, 563. 

Jo. Hems., M.A. Oxon 
,557, 

Archdeacon of Richmond 

5544, and Rector of Rochdale, both in the Chester 

diocese, was:deprived in t449. In S.P. Dom. Add. Etre 

xi, it, among the names of those reported to be fled 

over the was is that of "John Hanson, late Chaplain to 
Dr. Scott." The Bishop himself was then in the 

M a. A John Hanson, M.A., Rector of Thor-

ington, Suffolk resigned before the 56th of January 

/448, This is prob.', the same person. He died in 

exile before ,88 according to the Concertatio. He had 
been fellow of Magdalen, Oxford, from 5438 to ryyy. 

Vicar of Bowdon, Cheshire, in 1456, 
JOND HARRISON, Archdeacon of Stowe vyyx, was deprived 

in 1449. As to the Archdeacon's subsequent history I 

know nothing. Possibly he was principal of the 

College at Arras in 1491. (Strype Ann. iv, git). One of 

this name was Vicar of Poorstock, Dorset, from ty, 

to 4559f 
Jotin Hannsere., Archdeacon of London, See "Deans." 
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Mom,. Haarammu, D.C.L. Oxon, x544, ordained acolyte 
in London Feb. 1553, Archdeacon of Canterbury ,14, 
Prebendary of Canter., )4th stall) 1558, and of 
St. Paul's (Harlmton) 1544, and Rector of Saltwood, 
Kent, was deprived of these four preferments early 
in 1559. He was committed to the Fleet on the 
toth or cm of August, 1559, for attempting to fly the 
country. There he remained till the roth of August 
1574, when he was liberated with his brother John, and 
allowed to go to Bath for his health (Dasent, A. of the 
Privy Council VIII, 183-4). On the 4Th of November, 
1575, he was too ill to appear personally before the Star 
Chamber (ibid IX, 54): and he died the 18th of Decem-
ber, 15y5, probably in some private house in London. 
D.N.B. XXIV, Gillow II, 1y4. N. and Q. toth 
S., 1, 144. 

Ow. Hones, S.D., Archdeacon of Lincoln r558, and 
Prebendary of Lincoln (Longford Manor) 1557, was 
deprived in 1559. He is one of the Archdeacons 
mentioned in Sander's list, as 8.1 vim. sal exudes." 
He had been Rector of Atherington down to sd, and 
held the prebend of Coringharn from 5556 to 15, 

ALBAN LANGDALE, D.P. Cantab. asyd. Archdeacon of 
Chichester 1555, Chancellor of Lichfield 1559, Prebend-
ary of York (Ampleford) 1554, and Rector of Buxted, 
Sussex was deprived in 1559 or 146o, and committed to 
the custody of Lord Montagu, with whom he appears to 
have lived till his death, the precise date of which is 
unknown. He was living in 1584. See D.D.B. XXXII, 

Gillow IV, my. Rymer's Foedera XV, 543. C.R. 
S.1, x8, 4t. 

TORN LAWRENCE, B.C.L., Archdeacon of Wilts 1554, was 
deprived in ,64 though he subscribed the articles of 
1464 (Strype Ann. 1, 1, 489). Probably the John 
Lawrence who entered Winchester College in 1559 
aged 1/eves from Tisbury, who may be the Fellow of 
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C.C.C., Oxon who supplicated for the B.C.L. degree in 
1549, though this letter is described as of Somermtshire. 
Forcer (AL Ox.) however identifies the Archdeacon with 
an earlier John Lawrence. 

EDMOND MARTEN OR Nava, M.A. Oxon 1,1-2, Arch-
deacon of Surrey 1556, Prebendary of Winchester 
and Rector of Sutton, Surrey 1554, and of Brannhot, 
Hants. 1549, was deprived of his Archdeacon, and 
Prebend in 1853, though he was not succeeded at 
Sutton till 1565. His name oeeurs in Sander's list of 
exiled or imprisoned Archdeacons. He entered Corpus 
Christi College, Oxford in 15, from Hampshire (prob-
ably from Bramshott whence a Thomas Marsyn entered 
Winchester College at the age of fourteen in 1535), and 
became a Fellow in 5536, B.A. in 1447. C.R.S. I, 18, vs. 

Gsones P.N. or PALMER, LLD., Archdeacon of West 
Riding, Yorkshire, 1543, Prebendary of Yorks (Wetwing), 
1558, Lichfield (Wolvey), , 48, and Southwell, was 
deprived dal, his preferments in 1559 (with the possible 
exception of his Lichfield prebend in which he was 
succeeded in 1563). He was probably imprisoned in 1564 
for refusal to take the oath which was again tendered to 
him in that year (see Gee, 0.197). And compare 
Laderthius, vol.III, p. 199. He died in exile before x588 
(see the Concestatio). On the Grcl of June, 1565, the 
Archbishop. York writes to incite the Queen to exercise 
greater severity to Dr. Palmer and Bishop Bonner. 
S.P. Dom. Add. Eliz. XII, to& He was Prebendary 
of Langtoft, Yorks., till 1558. Strype M. III, 1, xdr. 

ROBERT PER , B.D. Archdeacon of Chester 1554, 
Prebend of Chester (4th Stall) x556, and Incumbent of 
Ripley, Yorks, was deprived ofhis Archdeacon, in ty, 
and succeeded in his prebend and at Riplry about 1561. 
His name occurs in Sander's list. According to Ormerods 
Cheshire, vol. 1, p. he was imprisoned for the 
Faith, 
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RICHARD PORTER. Archdeacon of Buckingham 5555, was 
deprived in 1559. His name occurs as Ricardus Parma 
in Sander's list, and in the ConsertaSW," sailers he is 
stated to have died in exile before 5585 He is therefore 
probably to be identified with Richard Petre,LL.B., who 
held the prebend of Preston, Sarum, from 5547 to cmc, 
when he was deprived, the first prebend at Peterborough, 
from 1549 to 5565 when he resigned it, and the prebend 
of Knaresborough, Yorks., from £555 to 1571. In 
connection with this last Willis (Cathedrals my) says 
"He went beyond sea about 1562 for his Religion... 

Ronal, 91.18551.01, alias SynVISSTER, Archdeacon of 
Nottingham, 5549, Suffragan Bishop of Hull, 5598, 
Prebendary of Somhwell (Oxten) 555S, and (if he is to 
be identified with Le Nave's William Sylvester) of York 
(Wistow) 5545, was deprived in 5556. He died the 2nd 
of May, 5579. (D.N.B. XLVII, 485.) 

dolor Ammo*, D.D. Archdeacon of Derby. See 

GRIFFITH Rodeo, M.D. (Siena), Archdeacon of Anglesey, 
was deprived in 5559. He was in Rome in 5564 (Cash. 
Rec. Soc. O, 4), in Milan in 5567 and in 1590, M which 
latter year he was Cardinal Federigo Borromeo's 
onfessor. He was apparently still alive in 1615, and 

had obtained a canonry at Milan. Probably the Dr. 
Robards residing in Paris on the 26. APO), ,Sd. See 
Cal. S. P. For. n. 266. See P.N.S. XLVIII. 979. Willis, 
Li...if, PP. 138-9. 

Tiling, Amman., D.D., Archdeacon of Leicester. See 

loon STANDISH, D.D. Oxon r54s. Archdeacon of Colchoter 
5558, was deprived in 5559. The D.N.B. following Wood 
ASis. Ox. I, 2354, says he was at the same time deprived 
of his prebend of Eadeland in St. Paul's, but this case is 
peculiar in as much as, whereas he was deprived of his 
prebend early in 5558 under Ma, and restored to it in 
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556o under Elisabeth, he obtained the Archdeacon, of 
Colchester for the second time the 18th October, 5558, 
under Mary, and was deprived of it the 15th of December, 
1559, under Elizabeth, as is clear from Hennessey's Novas, 
Repeat orison. See D.N.B. LIM 419. 

Timm, TAYLOR, LL.B., Archdeacon of Lewes, was deprived 
in 1559, His name occurs as Taylor, Archdeacon of 
Chichester in Sander's list. 

NICHOLAS WEND, MA. Can,b, 1554, LL.D. probably 
abroad before 1567, Archdeacon of Suffolk 1559,Pre-
bendary of Norwich 5561, Rector of Witnesharn, Suffolk, 
and of Tawstock, Devon, was deprived of his prebend in 
157o for being a layman, but was not deprived of his 
Archdeacon, till 1575. He had been Vicar of Minster, 
Kent, from 5557 to 1565, and P appears did not reside at 
any of his benefices, but lived in 5562 at Lound in Suffolk 
dressed as a layman with Spanish cloak and sword 
(Cooper 1, ;N. St,pe. Parker III, 159). He had gone 
abroad by 57th July, 1565 (Bill's Eliaabethav Settlement 
p. 385). In 1575 we find one Doctor Windham "
civilian and great papist" at Bruges (S.P. Dom. 
Eliz. LXXXIX, 56). In 5575 Mr. Wendon was reported 
to have gone towards Rome (Douay Diaries, p. mri. 
His name wears. Nicholas Wendon in a list of fugitives 
the 29115 January dated 5576, (Strype Ann. II, ii, 596). 
He was ordained at Cambrai 231,1 February, 5598 (Donny 
Dior s, 9.8) and afterwards obtained a Canonry (ibid 
P. 88) and Archdeacon, (ibid p. 96, there. Al the 
last two references he is called William Wendam and 
Dr. Wyndham respectively. He was in Horne in 558o 
(ibid p. Mis). He died "in castris" (ibid p. 26) i.e. prob-
ably in the Spanish Camp in the Netherlands, sometime 
about December, 5586. See S.F. Dom. Add. Elis,XXXI. 
1s4-1s8. Dodd makes two persons of hint, viz.:— 
Nicholas Weedon and William Windham, and confuses 
him al. with Ralph Windon, Fellow of St. John's 
College, Oxford. 
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This last is possibly the Dr. Wyndham who was in 
she Fleet February, 5579 (Dona, Diaries, p. r491, and on 
th send April,x579, and on the 3rst July, 158o (S.P. Dom. 
Elie. CXXX, 431, and at Wisbech in October, 158o (S P. 
Dorn. Elia. CXLIII, xy) and in 1595 (Camden Soc. and 
Series, vol. 56, p. sr). 

NOTE TO ARCHDEACONS DEPRIVED 

(I) According to Hardy's Le Neve, Ione Burro, the 
Archdeacon of Brecon, was succeeded by W. Downhant, 
and lom P., Archdeacon of St. David's, 1557-8, 
was not succeeded before x607.
On the other hand according to Dr. Gee, p. e83, Blaxton 
was sumeeded by one Corn mntine in 1553, and it was 
Me Archdeacon of St. David's who was succeeded by 
Downham in 1561. If Dr. Gee is right we must add 
the name of John Pratt to the name of Archdeacons 
deprived, but a person of this name obtained the Prebend 
of St. Decurnan's Wells in (46 L and the Prebend of 
Osten, Southwell in 1563. 
One John Pratt, Scholar of B.N.C., was ordained acolyte 
at Oxford, April, 1557 

(a) According to Dr. Gee, William King, appointed 
Archdeacon of Northumberland in 1348 w. mcceeded 
after deprivation in 1566. But Le Neve says he became 
Archdeacon 1st Jan, 136o-s, and resigned in 1566. Any-
how he was a Protestant and died Canon of Windsor 
and of Canterbury, 23 Sept., as, 

LATER ARCHDEACON DEPRIVED 

Jo. BemollWATM, M.A. Oxon. 1556. Archdeacon of 
Rochester 1559, Rector of Lincoln College, Oxon. x563, 
Rector of Twyfo., Bucks. 1563, Rector of Wootton 
Courtney, Somerset 1361, Prebendary of Bristol (3rd 
Mall) /563, Prebendary of Wells (Compton Bishop) 1575, 
Master of St. Katharine's College, Bedminster 1570, and 
Chaplain to the Earl of Leicester (S. P. Dom. Add. KIM 
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XXVII, Mat resigned all these preferments in a574 and 
we. abroad. He was Rector of Yelling, Huntingdon-

shire c553. He was alive in 1596. D. N. B. VI, 43a. 
Gillow I, 154. 
One of this name was Vicar of Austell and Blase, 
Cornwall 154951, and was mcceeded after deprivation 
in 1565. He was also Rector of St. CoMmb Major, 
Cornwall 4548, where he was succeeded in 1561. 

Josue B. WAmawamier. 



Zrans Eins gt. ZOomag 
(n) New things and Old in St. Thomas Aquino, a trans-

lation of various writings and treatises of the Angelic 
Doctos with an Introduction by H. C. O'Neill. Dent 
and Co. woo. pp. Po. 

(a) The "Summa Theologies" of St. Thomas Aquinas, 
Part I. Literally translated by Fathers of the English 
Dominican Province. Fir. Number (qq. —26). 
Washboume. bur. pp. briritvire 36t. 

It is to he hoped that the work of putting St. Thomas 
within reach of English readers will go forward. We 
sometimes feel inclined to make apology for his power over 
ea The hest apology 0 to help others to fed for themselves 
what it is and whence it comes. 

You may not understand, says Coventry Edmore, one tenth of 
treatise by Aristotle, St. Augustin, St. Thomas Aquinas, 

Swedenborg, or Hegel; but what you do comprehend remains 
engraved on your memory like a prreious intaglio, and you find 
that you have been learning Wogs and not listening to gossip 
akar things. 

Even a very fragmentary acqua with the works 
of St. Thomas enables noe to feel theintance character of his mind. 
It is a mind that studies shin, not theories. No doubt the 
two go together and we get our knowledge of theories by 
help of things and vice versa. But it is plain that there are 
two different habits of thought ; we may take a new thing 
as another illustration of a general idea; or we may use a 
new idea to get further knowledge of and insight into 
thing. In this case the object of our study is the thing! 
in the former it is the theory: The study of theories makes 
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for popular books, broad generalisations easily grasped, 
telling criticism of receiwd views. But it gives little 
knowledge of things. If you put together your broad ideas 
of astronomy and try to makes clear picture of the relative 
movements of earth, sun and moon for one hour, you will 
find re once that you have no real knowledge of what 
happens. Your few ideas combine into a shadowy sketch 
which you feel is probably a caricature of the fact. To 
knowthe whole, you would need those general ideas not 
a few presented one by one each in a luminous chapter, 
but hundreds of them on every page, reared shortly and 
with direct reference to this hour's movement. And when 
by intense labour of mind you at last follow what is 
happening, you will realise that even in such simple things 
as this physical motion, or the shape of a pebble, or the 
song a bird, the facts are so complex that no series of 
propositions can exhaust them and enable a man to repro-
duce the facts exactly. From this results a most important 
difference in ree two habits of mind. How re a new 
statement to be checked. If I speak of the edge of the 
pebble, am I to be judged by iny neighbour's statement 
that the pebble was roundish, or by re-examining the 
pebble? Will you check an astronomical statement by com-
paring it with Sir Robert Ball's statement of principles or 
with the facts? The mind that studies thin, is habitually 
aware that new statements may conflict with received 
principles, and yet accord with facts: the student of theories 
overlooks this. 

St. Thomas had the habit of mind that examines things. 
His thingsare human nature and spiritual things firstly, and 
incidentally the things of nature. Every new statement of 
friend or foe sends hill back to reresamine the thing in order 
to see how such a statement came to be made. Either to 
find that it is part of the truth , or to see what the advereary 
nres-saw and mistook , or to under and how his false prin-
ciples led him to a false expressing of what he saw. How 
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oregletely and thoroughly St. Thomas did this is always o. 
fresh amaze. If o tries to group the sayings of the Sacred 
Scripture as to the dealings of the Holy Spirit with the 
Chureh and with the individual, and then tums to the 
Gahm 'Gentiles for help, one finds there not a few guiding 
principles but every detail of the relations and doings of the 
Holy Spirit thought out and built into a solid edifice with 
every text of Scripture pm into its right place so that the 
mem seeing it there makes iv true meaning evident. When 
one reflects how this result must have been attained, by what 
pondering of the facts, of the texts, of the Fathers' teachings 
till all stood clear and intelligible in the Saint's mind, one 
...es how much he worked. For he hoe don this not 
once but in every subject he touches. Qua macula tot 
miniscule, Is there any other who could dare to say as of 
his own knowledge that °nothing n ary to faith is - 
tained in Scripture under a ar ecessariritual ime retation which con is 
not somewhere stated plainly"? 

His is the work not of a student but of a saint. Faith 
and love underlie B. It is God's world, and we are God's 
children. The senses are God's way of Letting us ree His 
world t be sure He has given us senses that will not deceive. 
Our intellect is God, way of letting us know truth it also 
will not be deceived when it judges of truth. Senses and 
intellect each have their limits this also is God's doing. 
Let us therefore see clearly how far they avail and why 
some rein. are out of their sea, Within their own 
sphere let us use them and trest them fearlessly, since for 
Mis God gave them. Our renses teB m that these are the 
accidents of bread and of wine. Our intellect tells us that 
'!'fares Persons cannot be One Person. Trust both. By all 
means look Headily, earnestly, repeatedly; do not miss the 
truth by only half-using your powers. But when you have 
used them thoroughly, do not throw doubt on what they 
report as evidently true. For an instance of this fearless-
ness one might read in the Contra Gentiles the unshrinking 
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tracing out of all the philosophic difficulties of transubstan-
tiation, where the little that becomes evident is fra.nkly 
excepted and the much that a s obscure is frankly left 
in obscurity. On the other hand in things that are beyond 
our powers let m not pretend to see what We cannot I 
can the effects of the wind, the travelling ripple and 
the fleecyee  foam and wisps of vapour, but no good co s of 
pretending to see the wind. In the world of God and His 
Creatures it might be thought that God Himself must be 
the one luminously self-evident object. And men might 
dispute forever, saying on the one side If God existed surely 
He would be evident ? and on the other He is evident, but 
you will not see Him. But by a full statement.ol the facts 
St. Thomas makes it clear that one side is saying, If God 
existed surely we should be differently made; and the other 
is answering We are difkrently made and both are missing 
the trnth. To a mind capable of directly knowing the 
essence of God and of His creatures. His existence would 
be the most self-evident of all truths. To us who have 
direct knowledge of creatures but not of God, creatures are 
mideM and He is not. So the pre-eminence of God is not 
lesrened by the limitations of our powers. 

In the things that are beyond our natural powers God 
has taught us both knowledge and commandments. Let 
us study these things with full trust that He has good 
reason for wishing us to know them. Visible and invisible 
are pondered with faith, and shed wonderful lights ori cacti 
other. There t be a reason for naming Me Son of God 
the Word, and glimpse of it are found in the analogy Of 
the word of the humanmind. The rebellion of our passions 
against the soul that vivifies them finds a companion 
neyeery in the rebellion of free will against the God who 
gives it being. • 

With the same child's faith, St. Thomas receive, and
studies the commandmen,. God is our Father, who neels 
not our goods—be sue then that He commands only whOt 
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is good for Us, forbids only what is bad for As. Let us study 
therefore His commandments also, to see how they lead to 
good. Where our natural knowledge Ails, His revelation 
may supplement. 

In studying the permanence A maniage we find natural 
reas 

to 
why it should last long and very long, but they just 

fail to make it evident why marriage should be life-long. 
And then comes the revealed teaching that the perfect 
and ideal marriage must be a Sacrament A the union 
between God and the souls of m union uMon that should be 
indissoluble. 

With this faith goes love. This study of the truth is a 
study of the beautiful. Every work of God is beautiful, 
because in some way like to Himself. But St. Thomas' 
s se of bea.uty is the tranquil sense of the greatest painter. 
Itendo. not add gorgeous skies and glowing colours to the 
commonplace. That would be another beauty) but the 
beau ty he sees is the beauty of the thing as it is now, and 
if he ca.n depict that it will speak for self. So he prewnts 
the wonders A God without labouring to make them 
impressive. Manning had something of the same power. 
"The author of Sacred Scripture is God, in whose power 
it A not only to arrange words, . man can, signify 
events, but alsoto arrange events to signify other events." 
He puts in no word to express his deep sense of this 
mnipotence, yet the whole Article conveys it. 
Sometime!, liturgy or Mx prayers Fix love finds 

expression. One cannot ad without a thrill the passage 
where he answers " Hoc facite in meam commemoration., 
with "Memoria memos ero, et tabescebit in me cos memo." 
And the whole of his character of soul seems expressed in 
the line "To qui cutics scA et vales." We know in part and 
sLudy in part what God sees whole and entire. We explain 
in part some of His work, but to Him this and all other 
works are possible. And we rest, not on the little or 
much that we have understood, or seen Him do, but on. His 
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knowing all things and being able to do all things. So we 
can picture& Thomas life of joined prayer and study, where 
loving faith brought ever further insight, and new insight 
deepened love and faith. 

The character of mind here described shows itself in 
St Thomas' method A dealing with other vvriters. The 
Dominican nslators say—" It is inter.ting to note the 
respect the author leant pays to the ast of stich authorities, and 
the ingenuity exercised in reconciling their words with 
dogma." It is not ingenuity but insight. These writers, 
whether Catholic, heretic, or page, must have had some 
reason for saying what they did. St. Thomas therefore goes 
at once to the thing under diwussion to see if the author's 
vvorris describe some par of the truth. In most caws they 
do; if not he can generally see what misobservation or 
misconception led to the misstatement. 

This respect which he shoves others ought to be shown 
to himself by his readers. The thousand statements of a 
man who holds a pebble in his hand can only be checked 
by one who holds the same pebble. If you will understand 
an article of St. Thom. Ally, you must have before your 
mind the thing talked of as he had it. To gain this is the 
labour. His first StdIenle. brings a picture before the 
mind, but very soon he says something which does not fi t 
in the picture. Every, new statement must send you back 
to re-examine the thing and find what he is speaking of, 
until she whole is figured in Me mind and you find you can 
wad straight through and follow all he says. Often this is 
not achieved till the neighbouring articles have been 
studied, and then at last you really understand his opening 
statement. As sometimes a poem of Browning the 
meaning of the whole mustin be grasped before you can 
understand the fir. line. 

In reading the Dom .slation this labour is 
increased by the uncertainty as to whether the apparent 
clash of two statements is due n the English or to the 
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Latin. After the article which decides that the existence 
of God is not self-evident to us, it is Starviing to'wad (p. W31 
'the existence of God   insofar as it is not self-evident to 

This seems to imply that to more ement it self-
evident to us, and suggests re-exandning Me previous 
article but the Latin sarardsins quail does not imply it. 
Whereas on p. I, the apparent clash between not 
unfitting if even according to the literal sense one wore in 
Hoy Writ should have several imerpretations," and "the 
multiplicity does not produce ambiguity—ming that these 
interpretations are not multiplied bec one word signifies 
several things" is correctly reprodured frause om the Latin. 

Mr. O'Neill's book 0 AM Things and Old should be 

recommended wherever a thoughtful reader is likely to 

make acquaintance with St. Thomas. His abort in

is mainly filled with the life of St. Thomas. His
extracts long or short are all on important subjects, and 
fulfil Patmore's promise we are learning things, not 

listening to goreip. Mr. O'Neill's style is almost ideal for 

the purpose. It reminds one of Cardinal Mannings's, concise 

and severely unadorned, fins and clear ret in expressing 

the thought. And his rendering of technical words is 

sometimes very happy. Here is an example of his work 

(Sununu I, 3,1, tali—. 
God is altogether simple, and thin is made clear by many 

reasons. Firstly, indeed, by what Ida been already said. For 

sins. in God there is composition neither of antitive pasts, 

beat... He is rota body;; ner of form and matter; nor of nature 

and Mnituitum; nor of essence and o.istonce, oor or genus 

and &Ferenc°, nor of subject and accident , it is manifest Mat 

laitu is not composition, but Mat He is altogether simple. 
econdly,  beesuse every composite is subsequent to its corm 

ponents and dependent on them, but God is the first entity. 

Thirdly, because every composire has a muse, for Ming... 
are in themselves diverse do not come together to form a unity 

unless by means of some uuse uniting them: but God has no 

cause. 
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Fora composite in every composite it is neemsary there should 
be potentiality end act, which in God does not exist, since Athaer 
one of the parts is are with 

with 
to another, or at least 

the parts are in potentiality with respect to the whole. 
since every composite is sweating which differs from 

its component parte. And in wholes made ...dies.. Peres 
Mis is clear, for no part of man is madeor is any part of the 
foot the foot. In wholes, however,  up of similar perm, 

' although something which is mid of the whole may be said of 
a part as a part of air is air and of water is wale, yet some-
thing else is said of mewhole %Mire is not applicable to a part; 
for if the whole of the water is two cubic fat this cannot be said 
of any of its puts. So therefore in every composite there is 
something which is not itself 

With this sae may contrast portions of the Dominican 
versien of the same passage:—

The absolute simplicity of God may be re own in many ways. 
First from the previous articles of this question. There ia 

• neither compmition of quantitative parts in God (for He ft not 
a body), nor composition of form and matter; nor does His 
Nature differ from His Personality, nor His Essence from His 
Exit tence; neither is Mere in Him composition of genus and 
difference, nor of subject and accident. Therefore it is clear 
that God is nowise composite; but is altogether simple. . . . 

Fifth, because nothing composite can be Predicated of any 
single one of im parts. And this is evident in a whole made up 
of dissimilar parts , for no part of a man can be called a man, 
nor any of the parts of Me foot, a ftot. In wholes made up of 
smihr part, although something which n predicated of the whole 
mu& be predimted of a part (es even a part of the air X air, and 
a pan of water, wter), nevertheless something is predicated of 
the whole which cannot be predicated of any of the parts for 
not became Me whole volume of water is two cubit, can any 

Pan of it be two cubits. Thus in every composite there 
is something which is riot the whole.

Since the Dominican translation is  Abs completed, it is 
worth poiming m ft faults in detail.   Fint, the• translation 
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is not always sound. In the article 9 Whether God exists" 
we read—"A thing moves inasmuch as it is in act." 
Moves is it moure or move., A careful examination 
shows that the translator has rendered all this article with-
out troubling to distinguish the two voices, though the 
distinction is, of course, the ereence of this argument. 
Another failure L in I, 5, 8,very  p. ha. St. 'Thom aa say. the' 
Church uses Pagan philosophers as outsiders, and probable t 
the inspired writers as her own and incontrovertible t the 
d.tors as her sum and probable. The tranalator, missing 
the contr.t between extranta and propria says the Pagans 
are extrinsic, the Scripturre are used appositely, the doctors 
properly. Such lapses are far too frequent. 

A frequent cause of obscurity in the translation is the 
punctuation and conjunction of sentences. A proof of St. 
Thomas is made up of a number of steps which he sets out 
in order. Like stepping stones in an uneven rivePbed, 
some of these propositions appear alone others rest on one 
or several subsidiary propositions, In the Latin St. Thomas 
always makes it clear whether a proposition is a step in the 
main proof, or a justification of the previous main proposi-
tion, or one of two or three leading up to the next propos
tion. In the translation his conjunctions are omitted, often 
with great gain to clearness ; but often also with great 
lore. At the top of p. ay, and at the foot of p. ay, the 
paragraphs become a string of unrelated propositions, and 
it is impossible to gores why they stand in rhea order rather 
than another. 

It is evident that the translatora have not agreed on 
any equivalents for the technical Scholastic terms,—achre, 
Weans, ratio, and the rest. This is wise, since com-
petent translator would consent to be tied toone rendering 
in the present chaotic state of the English language. For 
one phrase, the influence of the heavenly bodies," I suggest 
that the true equivalent is the forces (or laws) of nature. Use 
this equivalent for example in the Contra Gentiles III, son, 
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and it will make the chapter intelligible and up to date; 
though the translators of that work omitted it as useless. 
This is not to give St. Thomas the benefit of our modern 
knowledge, but to substitute We wrapper of our ignorance 
for We wrapper of his. It will need a future writer to make 
us realise the emptiness of our phrase "forces of nature." 

"In the twentieth century there was a general belief that 
the events of this world are governed by some entity called 
Nature. In the literature of the time we constantly read of 
the laws of nature, the dictates of nature. Whether this 
Nature w. to be regarded ua material thing, or as a force 
or influence, or even as a pereonal authority, they do not 
reem to have made up their minds. They went into the 
wild to be alone with Nature, to commune with Nature, 
and there she was as a mother to them. Wind and rain 
and sea were the forces of Nature. Men were punished for 
violating the dictates of Nature. Nature re-asserted herself 
by new diseases and madnesses destroying chose who per-
sistently defied her laws. The rule of Nature was not limited 
to this planet but was universal throughout space. The 
same law of Nature that made the apple fall from the tree 
also made the comet rush away from the sun. Face to face 
with We mystery of why the thistle no matter how carefully 
cultured will still produce not figs, but trestle, why the 
young tiger, reared on milk will crave for blood, they put 
three things down to the promptings of Nature. In fact, in 
dealing with every question of ultimate causes, they seem to 
have been content with the phrase, It is a. law of Nature, 
without conaidering who or what Nature is and seemingly 
without being conscious that the question might be raised.. 

Now is not that fair criticism in au far uit makes ua see 
that we use the phr.e in a. hundred different senses without 
noticing thare they are different, without noticing too that
we do not commit ourselves to any one of three senses? 
And is it not unfair only as our criticism of the Scholastics 
is unfair We mast have some working way of speaking 
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of the ultimate carees of material phenomena. We. say 
for  of nature. They say rnfluence of the heavenly 
bodies And we dare to ask them what precisely Sty mean 
and how they could possibly believe what their phrase 
mplies. 

In the Dominican translation there is a long introduction
pening with Pope Leo XIIEs Encyclical of 1875. Most of 

the remaining fifty pages are occupied by an appalling 
essay on the Scholastic philosophy, which should be omitted 
from future editions. On p. lam is an apology for 
St. Thomas' astronomy written in a spirit of superiority 
which calls Mr strong protest. 

If you will find a man who really understands modern 
astronomy, and get him to take the trouble ta really under-
stand St. Thomas' astronomy, and to sre it out plainly for 
us, we:ihall have a erustworthy erdi t, and I Mink we 
Mall be surprised to leam how much of truth St. Thomas 
had rand how little of error. But till that is done, why 
should anyone write such a passage as we read in this 
in

As to St. Thom. himself, his remarks display no more 
interest or information on the subject Man might be uttered by 
any "educared gene  of his time who was record observe 
for himself in the spirit of an amateur, and to record his rem 
ocresional impressions 

Why At modem writers, who have never examined their 
own scientific knowledge nor that al their victims, keep up 

this affectation of being able to see all round the science of 
old writers and to render of all their errom? Let 

us borrow a sledge-hammeraccount from Coventry Patmore: 
"Though erroneous a.s well as obscure, the errors of great 
original thinkers are commonly related in a more living 

manner to truth than the commonplaces and pretentious
+Mmps of the present day." 

St. Thomas. astronomy is related in a very living manner 

to the truth.as far as my very limited reading of his 
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remarks" enables me to judge. Here is one example: I 
cannot remember where it comes. 

St. Thomas vvants an illustration. In some comparison 
of the Divine with the human, an objector has pointed ore 
that even the human fares as stated are not strictly accurate. 
And St. Thom. is an  that jug because of the more 
rnous disproportion betwmn the infinite and the finite,
small in  the fine e may be disregarded. And his 
illustration is this: Astronomical measurements made at 
the surface of the earth are referred to the centre withom 
detriment to the truth of the conclusions based on them. 
Now, patient reader to put the matter with brutal plainness, 
do you know whether modern areronomem refer their 
meamrements to the centre of the earth? or in what the 
process consists? or how it illustrates St. Thomas' argu-
ments? And if not, are. you competent to say how much 
interest and information rs " uttered" by St. Thom. in this 
"remark "? But if you have an astronomer friend and another 
friend who knows St. Thomas well enough to identify the 
passage, you will find that the astronomer wants to read it 
lor himself before he quite believes in it; and then bit 
verdict will be mmething like this: Apparently St. Thomas 
knew that the earth is spherical, and underntood how 
meamrements taken at the centre of the earth would differ 
from the measurements we make at the surfate and knew 
that stellar distances are so vast that this difference ca.n be 
ignored ; and knew that astronomers actually do ignore it. 
treating Me world as a mere point, and accounting their 
urface-observations as hamng been made at that point, the 

centre of Me earth. Nov that is a very solid and consplete 
groundwork of as  knowledge, and if St. Thomas 
knew so much, we had better be very slow to treat any of 
his astranomy as nonsense. 

The assumption that all true science is modem and is 
pogessed by all moderns is so common that it is worth 
while stopping over another example of it. The victim 
this time is Tacitus, 
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Tacitus wrote of the short northern night:—
Nox clan, et extrema Br:tar:nix parte Mavis ut floe

initium Inds mink, discrimine internoscm, On. si trobes non 
efficient, aspici per noctem solis fulgorern. nec occidere et 
exsurgere sed transire affirm., Scilicet extrema et planet 
[erratum humili umbra non erigunt tenebras, infra.° calum et 
sidesnor rack. 

Whits we may translate:—
The night is light and in furthest Britain short, so that you 

distinguish the ending and the beginning of the light by a very 
brief interml. And they my that if clouds do not hinder, the 
Pow of Me sun is seen all night, no ttion and rising, hot 
passing across. Because, of course, the flat rim of the mrth 
with its low hallow does not throw Me darkness high, and the 
night falls lower thin: the sky and stars. 

On the last sentence, Scilicet extrema . . . 120S radii, the 
following note is Knack in Macmillan's School Class Book. 

The nMion on whits this explanadon is founded was tat 
night was Me shadow cast by the eakh, Comp. Plio H.N. II,h y 
Regale aliud ease mama quam terra wa, ThL shadow 
as cast by the "extreme et plane temmum" " t he flat extremities 
of the eatth " (which of course is conceived of . a plane 
surface), would reach but to a small altitude (humilisk the 
darkness therefore would not extend very high, and while it 
more or less affected the emth would wholly fail to touch the 
higher regims (infra emir. et ddera cadit). 

The educated gentlemen responsible for this note are 
Alfred J. Church, M.A., Lincoln College, Oxford, one of Me 
assistant maste in Merchant Taylors' School, London; 
and W. Brodrirs bb, M.A., lade fellow of St. Iohn's College, 
Cambridge, and their comment has been reprinted fifteen 
times between 1867 and ,02, and doubtless many 
generationsof schoolboys have found in it one more 
occasion for hazily assuming that the a.ncient mind was 
careless and ignorant and the modern Inhid clear and 
accurate. Where it seems to me that clearness and 
accuracy are on the side of Ta.citus. 
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What is the fact that he is describing? This; that when 
the sun is just below the horizon there is still a glow in the 
sky though not on the ground; while at midnight earth 
and sky alike are in darkness. What causes this differ-
ence ? At midnight the solid earth is between us and the 
sun, cutting off all light. At dawn or sunset only the 
shoulder of the earth—the edge—the rim—intervenes, and 
cuts off the light from the earth but not from the clouds; 
the ground W in shadow, the sky is not. All of which 
Tacit. compresses into fifteen Latin words "the flat rim 
of the earth with its low shadow does not [brow the darkness 
high; and the night falls lower than the sky." Is not that 
a clear and accurate statement of the reason? Try to write 
a concise explanation, and the nearer you get to Tacitus' 
words the nearer I think will you get the truth. 

Now, what faults do his editors find in it. Three, 
apparently. 

First, that he had a "notion" that night was the shadow 
of the earth. Do they believe that modern wience has 
given up that notion ? Night was the shadow of the earth. 
What is it now And they quote Pliny, that you may be 
assured that the ancients really believed this notion. It 
tempts one to write a parallel note on F luaus ocean, " The 
notion which this phrase res was that the sea was 
made of water. Comp. Exodus 55, reduxit super eos aquas 
maris." 

Secondly, that it is absurd to think that a sphere has 
anything that can be called "extrema" or " plane.", it is 
like talking of the rim of a football. Well, but will you 
look at the moon or the sun which are also spheres and 
you will see that from any poi. of view they have as edge 
or outline and that you cannot talk about them without 
using some word such as astronomers use to express the 
rim, limb,edge, outlin in fact. And will you try 
to express the fact of the sune—orksma being just below the horizon 
without using any word like rim, or edge, or horizon, or 
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exirem, It cannot be done,. extrema is a necessary 

But why did he add Plano t Why the "flat" rim of Me 
earth? Perhaps Me modern may score a point over Mana, 
but I am not sure. When from a height you see the sun 
rising or setting over the 

An
of the earth is not "Bat rim fi

the description that at once mmes to mind But of course 
Tacitus is not wasting a word needless description. He 
is thinking not of the east or wmt but of the northern horizon 
in northern counAies, and Ms he ventmes to call in 
some special way Mann I think we had better suspend 
jedgment against him. het se, you know, in Northern 
Britain the flattening of the earth at the poles is apparent; 
and the northern horizon is flatter than the east or west jou 
because it is northrn. And when you write your perfectly 
accurate and scientific Latin demription of the earth, you 
Till certainly express the flatness of the endt of the earth by 
Tacitus' phrase, extrema A plena terrerum. So suspend 
judgment. He may have meant to convey some absurdly 
idiotic idea by his wonderfully true words, or he may not. 

On the third cout, 
"cream 

et tidera," Tacit. read but
plead guilty. Hen certainly thought the start were in the 
sky, and that the night which reaches the sky also reaches 
the stars. A re  let it be said that we who know 
that the stars are far beyond that cloud-sky yet speak of 
them as being in the sky. 

Is shining in the sky." 

In sum, then, A appears that if Tacitus had known Al 
that we know he would have written just what he has 
written except perhaps Oile word sident. And that he it 
dissected iMo tortuous nonsense by editors who do not 
believe that night is the earth's shadow. 

They seem to have approached the point thus: Here is 
mme mtranomy : what was it them ancieMs believed. That 
the earth is a flat surface, and casts a shadow which is night. 
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And that is all wrong and exploded, isn't it Now let us 
see what a man with that nonsense at the back of his head 
would mean when he wrote this passage. And so the flat-

s of tile earth and the shadow theory are. both put 
down as nonsense and both attributed to Tacitus, and there 
is no sign Mat the editors ever tried to clear their ideas at 
to what they themselves believed. It is the very opposite 
of St. Thomas's method. 

J. B. MCI.. 



forgotten gOrtnes* 
T. days are happily passing away when the mass of the 

English pewle were taught to view the Reformation in 
England in the spirit handed down by Foxe's Book of 
Martyr, a spirit which may be summed up in the two 
expressions "Good Queen Bess" .d "Bloody Mary 
Historical facts cannot be denied and truth at length must 
prevail. 1. R. Green in his popular work, Short History of 
the English People, has given prominence to the cruelty nt the 
nerserutionared the number of its victims, yet his pages, like 
th.e of many other writers, show some curious misconcep-
tions. "To modern eyes," he says, "mere is something even 
more revolting than open peisecution in the policy which 
branded every Catholic priest as a traitor and all Catholic 
woGhip as disloyalty." Yet, on the other hand, he goes nn 
to say, "The first step towards toleration vras won when the 
Queen vested her system of repression on purely political 
grounds." And again, "The oppression of the Catholic 
gentry was limited to an exaction, more or less vigor°us at 
different times, for recusancy and non-attendance at public 
worship. The work of bloodshed was reserved wholly for 
priests." The truth is that scarcely a year passed during 
the last twenty of Elisabeth's reign without some laymen 
being brought to the gallows for their faith. In the four 
months from July ad to Nov. 59, ry88, twenty-one priests, 
eleven laymen and one woman were martyred. Inthe year 
tyn6 laymen alone suffered death. Hallam also, in his History 
of the She. Constitution, says that as far . he remembered 

Macdonald owl Ems. Psia 
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no woman suffered death for religion in Elizabeth's reign. 
One might mention the details concerning three or four. 
These may be taken as examples of errors still widely 
spread in the midst of an increasing  enlightenment. 

In the period from 5577-168r Challoner, who is careful 
not to claim any doubtful cases, gives the number of martyrs 
as 263 uy secular priests, 13 Jesuits, 8 Benedictines, 
7 Franciscans, n laymen and 3 women. This number does 
not include the Irish Martyrs,. nor re than 8o in England 
during Henry VIII's reign. The actmo al number of martyr-
doms, of course, gives a very small idea of the extent of the 
persecution. Very many died in prison. Dr. Bridgewater 
gave the names of rano who lost estates or were imprisoned 
or banished before 1388, that is before the greatest heat of 
the persecution began. Nor is this all, but only such cases 
as came under his notice. In the years which followed the 
number was many times multiplied. The terrible barbarity 
and the extent of the persecution of our Catholic forefathers 
is now being better understood by everyone and is looked 
upon with shame by many of our non-Catholic friends. 
We welcome such books as Gairdner's Lollard,' and the 
Reformation, of which a third volume has been recently 
published t or his volume in the History of the English Church 
Series, which gives us the truth about the perucutions in 
Henry VIII's reign. For such books as these penetrate into 
circles where Lingard and later Catholic historians cannot 
gain admission. The Catholic publications on the subject 
of the English martyrs, as is well known, have been 
numerous. Charmer's large volume, The Lives M the 
Missionary Fathers, made popular what had previously 
been hidden in archives or published only in a Latin dress. 
The numerous articles in The Rambler and The Month, the 
writings of Fr. Morris, BE, especially his three series of 
Troubles of our Catholic Forefather, the volumes of the 

rya, 
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Catholic Record Society, especially that on the mart, 

edited by Fr. Pollen, may be mentioned making 
cceasible a. large amount of interesting matter or as giving 

us sketches of particular men and times and places. Fr. 
Bede Carom has followed in their footsteps and has devoted 
ma, years to collecting facts, visiting scenes and kerning 
pictures for us A the heroic lives A those who kept aglow 
the ever-dwindling embers of the Faith. Many A us have 
followed with great interest his lantern-lectures or his con-
ferences on the English Martyrs. All lovers A the English 

martyrs must acknowledge their gratitude to him for his 
labours in this field, for his any articles in the Catholic 

magazines, for his works on Dom John Roberts, for his 
Oxford and Tyburn, for his Lim of the English 

Martyrs, his Cardinal Allen in the St. Nicholas Series, to 
mention no others. But in the ForgottenShrinrs we are 
presented with a volume which gives a. certa.in finality to 
his efforts. Here we have the result of many years' labour. 
It is a very handsome, large quarto volume, with attractive 
binding, excellent paper and printing. There is a great 
wealth of illustrations—about vers photo reproductions or 
sketches. The half-tone blocks, chiefly from the author's 
own photographs, are mostly very beautiful, especially the 
frontispiece, a view of Harrington Hall. Joseph Pike, so 
well known to the readers of the Journal for many years, 
is responsible for all the sketch work, which displays the 
high standard already familiar to us. ft 1A difficult to pick 
out any of his views in preference to others where all are 
good. Some A the plates might have been improved by 
reproduction on a smaller scale, which would have softened 
the hard lines which now and then appear. And all would 
have been better had they been printed on ampaper ; but 
it would be ungracious to complain, for this would have 
added considerably to the bulk and price of the volume. 
Many perhaps will be deterred by the price from pur-
chasing the volume, but the book will solve the difficulty 
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sometimes experienced in selecting a gift for a friend or a
prize fora student. 

The matter of the book will be found lascinat i ng
throughout to those ankingst lovers of the martyrs who 
are somewhat familiar with the details of their lives. Bare 
facts would have been entertaining. But here we have the 
narrative A one who has been engaged in a labour of love 
and is enthusiastic about his subject ; who does not look 
upon by-gone times as the dead history of the past, but 
describes scenes in the lives of men still watching over and 
helping the cause for which they sacrificed their liberty, 
their possessions and their lives and whose labour atilt bears 
fruit. He has visited in the spirit of the pilgrim most of the 
scenes which he describes and makes them live again for us 
by the virsd character of his dervription. He has gathered, 
too, the local traditions still handed down as precious heir-
looms never given to the public, but guarded with jealous 
care by their possessors. The old generation, he reminds 
us, is quickly passing away, and it is well to "gather 
up the fragments that notrsng be lost." 

The sob-title of the book is As versant of unread Catholic 
Halls and Families in England, and of relic  and memorials 
of the English Martyrs. If we take the list of the more 
important relics, given in the last chapter memories of 
many persons and plac called. The author tells us 
that his list of relics has grown to a large folio of nearly 
three hundred pages ; and a great ma, that had been 
preserved with loving care till the French Revolution were 
then scatrsred and lost. Thus nothing or scarcely a ,thing 
remains of the relics venerated till then at the English 
College at Douay which was the Alma Mater of the majority 
of the English Mart,. Dom Bede's enthusiasm has had a 
share in stimulating growing appreciation of the value of 
the martyrs relics. Frequently they have lain neglected 
and precious traditions lost. Their porsessors have been 
taught to value them not only because they ere relics, but 
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also because of the price that has been paid or the risks run 
that they might be rescued and preserved to succeeding 
generations. In the Life./ Laura de Carvajal reproduced 
in English some years ago• we have a delightful picture 
of one who risked life as well as 

possessto t 
in her ardent 

love for the martyrs by her devotion ions he work of res-
cuing their precious remains. And we aie given hen
pathetic story from the York Records of a certain Mrs. 
Hutton and her children who got ioo trouble for saving the 
heads of two mart, exposed on the leads over the prison 
in which they had bnn confined. The children were inter-
rogated in and stood their whippings with a fortitude 
beyond their ryesrs, while the heroic mother thrust 
down into the underground dungeons of the Lowerwas Kidcote 
on Ousebridge when in a few days she died. There hnds, 
it is conjectured, may be those found in recent years walled 
up in the old Church. the Vavasours at Haffiewood Castle. 

In the communities at Taunton, Lanherne, Darlington, 
Chichester and Colwich are still preserved the relics 

andrated at Nieuport, Antwerp, Gravelines, Hoogstraet 
Paris ; and Downside has, besides other treasures, 

those of Lambspring. Only very few of the entire bodies 
of the martyrsremain to o. That of Archbishop Plunket, 
;in was taken to Lambspring in 085, was translated to 
Downside in s888. The head is at the Siena Con v ent, 
Drogheda, and one of the ants (the other is lost) is at the 
Franciscan Convent at TauOon. The body 0 the Ven. 
Philip Howard is in the Fitz alan Chapel at Arundel. 
There are others in non-Catholic hands. That of Blessed 
Margaret Pole is in the Chapel of St. Peter ad Vincula in 
the Tower. We are told that ,t of it w shown to the 
King of Siam as a curiosity ! That of Veno  . John Kimble 
lies in the churchyard at Welsh Newton. Of late years a 
pilgrimage has been organised to the martyr's grave. A 
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briar pipe is generally provided in the pilgrim's luncheon. 
basket to recall the old man's cheerfulness ashc smoked on 
his way to the gallows, and hard-boiled peas to remind us 
of the spirit in which to ca, out our pilgrimage. Three 
little reminders seerti to imply that our expedition was 
rather of the nature of a picnic, but the hurried struggle 0 
three miles from the banks of the Wye to the top of a 
Welsh hill under the blaze of the midday sun of August—
the anniversary of the nortyr's death on August and. 1479, 
together with other hardships due to bad management, 
made this a veritable pilgrimage. Fr. Keinble's nft hand 
is in our church at Hereford, where any of us have seen it, 
gorgeously enshrined at the expense of NIT Monteith of 
Carstens in thanksgiving for his recovery from a serious 
illness when the holy hand was applied to his lips by 
Bishop Healey. The body of Van. Charles Baker, S.J., 
lies outside the doorway of Usk Priory Church. That of 
BI. Thomas Pe, lies somewhere on the site Si the demo-
lished church of St. Crux at York, and that of Ven. Thomas 
Thwing in St. Mary's Church, Castiegate, York, and many 
other of these precioo remains mot be en robed 0 Yon. 
Several heads of the martyn are preserved. In confirma-
tion 0 Dom Ben's opinion " That of Of. Thomas More is, 
I believe, still safe in its niche in the Roper vault in St. 
Dun s, Canterb,," it may be added that some 'can 
ago thstan' sexton told Fr. Almond that before the vault was 
cemented over, he had seen a head hanging in a net of 
silver wire. It is difficult to think that this ca.n be any 
other but that of the martyr, remainiag as it does so near 
Me tomb of his favourite da.ughter, Margaret Roper. Dom 
Bede tells at some length the story of "The skull of 
Wodsley flail," that of Dom Ambrose Barlow, 0.5.13., 
martyred Sept. toth, tier. His lel t band was formerly kept 
at them ission at Knaroborough, b. is now at Stanbrook. 
Other pars of his body are at Downside, Tau nton and 
Erdington.t When Fr. Barlow wo in prison, Verb Edmund 
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Arrowsmith appeared in glory to him during the night. 
Ina letter to his brother, Dom Rudesind, he says, " I believe 
I shall suffer, for Mr. Bradshaw (alias Arrowsmith) the last 
that suffered martyrdom, the night after he suffered, where-
as I knew nothing of his death, spoke thus to me, standing 
by my bedside, ' I have suffered and now you w 11 be to 
suffer; say little, for they will endeavour to take hold of 
your words.'" 

Thus sweet and hallowed memories arise as we pass 
from one to another of these resting-places of relics of the 
martyrs or the almost "Forgotten SMines" which were 
the scenes of their labours. It will be best to leave for 
a later occasion our own neighbourhood: the Yorkshire 
moors with Fr. Postgare, whose left hand we have at 
Ampleforth; Ripley Castle, four miles from Knarreborough, 
with ire apostle Fr. Francis Ingleby; the Shambles at York, 
gill so picturesque, where Margaret Clitherowe lived, and 
the York Tyburn where the zeal of so many received its 
crown. We propose in this paper to ramble in another 
district where any of our fathers carry on the work of the 
saims and reap the harvest of seeds sown ,and watered by 
the blood of the martyrs—the district of Brindle, Brown-
edge, Lustock Hall and Myland. The old side-board now 
used as the altar in St. Peter's Chapel at Ampleforth 
came from Lancashire. Dorn Bede tells us M. 298) that 
there is a tradition that it was sometimes used as an altar 
by Fr. Arrowarnith, the martyr. We know little of its 
history beyond the few fact s furnished by Abbot Smith. It 
wm in the possession of the Dennet family at Appleton in 
Lancashire, who lived within three hundred yards of a house 
occupied for some years by the martyr. A member of the 
family was Mother Prioress of the nuns of St. Sepulchre, 
now at New Hall in Ease., and Fr. Abbot remembers an 
old relative who died about 1859, over ninety years of age, 
who knew this Prioress and handed down the tradition 
from her. John Smith, father of Abbot Smith and of Mrs. 

■ 
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Dawson who gave the side-board to Ampleforth in njoS, 
married Miss Ellen Nightingale, a niece of the Dennets. 
The Altar was at that time, it is thought, the property of 
the Demons and was left to Hrs. Smith. But others aBert 
that Mr. John Smith purchased it some time before 5863 from 
the de Hoghtons at Old Bold Hall near Sutton, St. Helens. 
The marks left by the two Mass candles on Me meant are 
still visible. There is a cupboard in the side where perhaps 
the altar furniture was kept. Our altar may have had no 
very interesting history. If it had, we Bar it will never be 
told. The illustration of the altar and that of Woodcock 
Hall are Born blocks kindly Bin by the publishers of 
Forgot. Shrines. But another old altar belonging to the 
Burgess family came from Lancashire, where ours perhaps 
saw many vicissitudes, and provides a long story, told in 
Dom Bede's pages, which gives a very interesting picture 
of the persecution during several generations. 

First let us follow some incidents connected with Fr. 
Arrowsmith, who is spoken of in the chapter headed "In a 
Martyr's Footsteps." The scene is Bid in the district of 
Brindle, and Hoghton Towers, where James I in his cups 
knighted the loin of beef and made it a sirloin. The 
builder of this mansion did not enjoy it long, for five years 
after its completion persecution drove him from his native 
land. His son Thomas, who accompanied him, returned 
later as a priest and was lodged in Salford gaol from 158z-84 
and probably died there. His elder brother Richard was 
also apprehended an 1581. Cardinal Mien was once a guest 
at Hoghton and El. Edmund Campion stayed there during 
the winter 148o-8r. The Hoghtons lost the faith through 
that cruel system, then so widely practised, of seizing the 
head of the family when he was young and bringing him up 
perforce in the new religion. It is interesting to know that 
one of the members. the Hoghton family has been received 
into the Church. Fr. Arco smith was born in 1585, and his 
piety is recalled by the fact that he used to recite the Little 
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Hours of Our Lady, Office on his way to school with his 
brothels, and her Vrepere and CompItne on the way home. 
Small and uncouth in appearance, with delicate health 
which twice resulted in serious breakdown in his studies, 
he wre nevertheless bright, attractive and full of fun. He 
returned to England at the age of twenty-seven. After ten 
years he was arrested and lodged in Lancaster Castle but 
released. He frequently said Mass on the old Burgess altar. 
In Gregson Lane there is a house ore end of which faces the 
entrance to Gregson Mill, where he used to say Mass and 
where probably for the last time he offered the Holy Sacrifice. 
An interesting fee  of the building is a small room in 
which the ironwork areund the fireplane is hammered .o 
representation of the wheat and vine, emblem of the 
Mass. There still exists a dark attic, like that of Fr.atic Postgate, 
without light and approached only by a ladder and a trap-
door. In ifild a storm of wind blew down part of a wall 
in the attic and behind it was discovered a hiding-place 

which was found a box containing a chalice and his 
vestments and two altar stones. I understand that Fr. 
Ildephonsus Brown, who was incumbent at Brindle re7d9d, 
still retains the altar-stones, but one of the chasubles, also 
given to him, he presented to Stonyhurst, a fitting resting-
place for the relics of a well known Jesuit martyr. He has 
also the dark blue lining of a less perfect chasuble which 
Fin Arrowsmith issaid to have worn this house. The old 
Blue Anchor Inn, with its hiding place, situated a few 

welk front thn Catholic Church at Brindle, has now 

F
t After spending his last few years at Brindle 

Fr. Arrowsmith fled from this inn on his last fatal journey, 
and Dom Bede graphically describes this last scene 
as he was hunted to death by his pursuers. He was 
martyred on August sa,- .164 aged di, at Lancaster. 
The gallows were erected' about a quarter of a mire 
from the Castle. Hard by were a cmffilron, boiling 
high over a vast fire, the butcher's knife and other 
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warrens of torture. "Nothing grieves me," he said, "so 
much as this England, which I pray God soon to convert." 
He was hanged, drawn and quartered, and his members 
svere exposed over John of Gan 's Tower. His hand was 
amputated, and by some unkown means came into the 
possession of Catholics. It is now known by the name of 
“The Holy Hand," and is veneraded in the Church of St 
Oswald at Ashton-in-Makerfield, and some of the miracles 
wrought by his intercession even to-day are here related. 
His life was written by Fr. Cornelius Morph', S.J, the priest 
serving Brindle, and was published in London in r7,7. 
Foley his Records relates an interesting incident in 
connection with the same Mr. Morphy. About the year 1,35 
a gang of pries,catchere resolved to carry off the worthy 
father, but several of his neighbours who had gat wind of 
the affair bestowed themselves behind a hedge on the way 
leading to the chapel, determined to rescue him or lose 
their lives in the attempt. The hearts of the ruffians were, 
however, softened by the mild language of the priest at 
home, and his friends still lying quiet behind the hedge 
heard his enemies on their return hotly blaming one 
another for being deterred from their resolution of bringing 
him before the justices. 

In the district to which we have already referred there 
are many " Shrines" still existing of which an interesting 
history I think might be pieced together. Of some of these 
Dom Bede mentions the names only, such as the old madt. 
house in a. field off Brier, Brow, Wheel on (near Chorley), 
where the hiding-place still exists, and a houre at Lockett 
Lass, and Slate Delph Farm, Wheelton and he has no 
opportunity even of mentioning, for instance, Blacklach 
House, subsequently known as Old Han, Leyland. Over 
the principal entrance there are the Catholic emblems, 
I.H.S. and M.R. ffite present house was built by Roger 
Charnock in so with a view to its being of real service in 
storms of persecution. The chamber used as a chapel had 
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secret recess For the mortuary, and lour hiding-places 
were made, two in the roof, where church furniture was 
sCored, a third adjoining a chimney, and another extending 
from the ground to the upper storey. The recent restorations 
have quite taken awry the archaic appearance of this old 
"Shrine." Since a .nfrare is writing on this subject, it is 
best to say no more—either about Robert Charnock who 
lived here for thirty years as Vicar General of the district, 
or the tombstone in the cemetery, or the law m which 
robbed our Leyland mission of this valuable property.t

Not far away is Ittawdesiey, with two more old" Shrines " 
—the Flail, where Pe. John Rigby (martyred in Oat) was 
bons, and Lane End House, connected with Ven. John Finch 
(martyred in 154, Pen. George Haydock, and William 
Haydock (martyred in t537). Many relies are here pre-
served, a list of which is given in the book, drawn up by 
Fr. Hilary Willson, who appears in an illustration clad in 
the old amtments and exhibiting the relic. Emil 183x 
the chapel in this house was the only place of worship for 
Catholic of the district, just as the Catholics of Preston 
(formerly Pries.town) at one time worshipped only in
base at Fishwick. In 176s the old Chapel of St. Mary was 
built in Friargate by Fr. Barnewall. This was erected, as 
we find in Foley's Record, with the greatse caution behind 
the front houses of Friargate, quite shut out from view, and 
the work was canted on under the name of hit. Clifton of 
Lytham and called "the new building." Fr. Bamewall 
died in 176, in t763 a "No Popery" cry was raised 
and the chapel entered and gutted by the mob j and Fr. 
John Smith in flight for his life was saved by crossing the 
Ribble on horseback. St. Wilfrid's was built in sjo, and 
the staff consisted of three pries.. 

Many of our readers will perhaps regard with astonishment 
the number of Cmholim in South-wmt Lancashire about 
this time, 1778. The following amongst other figures are 
giv. in an article by Mr. Chambers entitled "Catholic 
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Records in the diocese of Chester" in the Dahlia Review. 
January roofi. In Lancashire County Were were fifty-three 
priest, of which, we notice, three were in Liverpool and 
three in Goosnargh. 

CATHOLICS 
Kirkham, r58o Warangton, doo-yoo 
Standish Gate, 1199 Liverpool, doo 
Preston, Two Brindle. c00.500 
Goosnargh. 58o Weldbaak, coo,* 
Leyland, SOO, 

Twenty-five or thirty years later the figures stood as 
follows: Priest, try Cicalae, "I. 

CATHOLICS 
Maachester, taw. St. Helens, Goo 
Hid.. Moo Leyland, 876 
Preston, woo erescott, 85o 
Ormskirk, woo Blackburn, 754 
Brindle, tap La ncaster, 6So 
GanWng, Goo Walton, 46, 

It must be remembered that the name of a place refers to 
a larger area in these records than it would signify at the 
present day, but we must confess that there is something 
mysterious about these figure, into which we have not the 
opportunity now of inquiring. The extraordinary increase, 
for instance, at Preston .d Brindle, may dispose mime 
people to question the accuracy of the figures. 

Mention has been made of the old missionavy altar which 
has been in the posse.ion of the Burgess family from the 
time of Queen Elizabeth. Its history brings before us 
several interesting details concerning this neighbourhood. 
From the illustration it will be [wen that it is in the shape 
of a wardrobe or bureau, and that when dosed it gives no 
indication of its true character. It was constnicted in s56o 
by Mr. Burgess, who was at that time bailiff of the Townley 
family near Burnley. It will be remembered that after St. 
John's Day 1559 the Mass beanie an illegal act. According 
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to inscription beneath Mr. Townley's pa/trait in Townley 
Hall, he was incarcerated in nine prisons, and at the age 0 
.venty-three, when he had become blind, "was bound over 
to ap,ar and keep within five miles from Townley his 
house. Who hash paid Mto the Exchequer twenty pounds 

month and doth still Wore so that there is paid already 
about pro pounds." A large sum M our money. In .564 
on account of danger Mr. Burge. moved to a large farm, 
" Denham Hall," under the Hoghtons of Hoghton Tower in 
the parish of Brindle, and three miles from the mansion. 
There Catholics gathered o more round this altar, .d 
them at Eastertide w8r, Bl.nce Edmund Campion said Mass. 
When the Hoghtons Iost the faith about 16., in the manner 
already described, the Burgess family removed to a more 
sequestered farm called Woodend in the neighbourhood of 
Clayton-le-Woods, whet, the altar was again erected. This 
house has now been pulled down. Two martyrs said Mass 
there, the Ven. Edmund Arrowsmith in thas and John 
Woodcock. Woodcock Hall, the latter's birthplace, is 
another "Shrine" in this district. It is situated about two 
miles from Woodenchand oncoming from Leyland to Lostock 
Hall, it appears standing alone in all its fonner beauty 
on the left side of Me main road. It is now divided into 
two tenements. In one dwells a family of Fr. Mercer's 
parishioners; in the other, the main part of the house, the 
fine oak doors, themamive staircase and panelling a.re 
tokens of its pas t importance. A small recess immediately 
behind the from door and just large enough for a man to 
sLand upright within, is pointed out aa a. priest's hiding-
place. This seems very unlikely. Of greater interest is the 
wall of the bed-room, which gives a hollow sound when 
struck, forming part of a chimnw which runs up from the 
ground floor and seems from the outside view to 0 of 
unnecessary bulk. But about this, too, one is inclined to be 
sceptical. Further investigation in the house might how-
ever prove fruitful, 
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Sohn Woodcock was born here in 16,. His father con-
formed to the State religion to save the estate, which had 
been in the family for above four hundred years. His 
mother, an Anderson, sent the boy to St. Omer's, and after-
wards he studied in Rome. After the Capuchins in Paris had 
dismissed him on account of his health, he joined the Friars 
Minor at Douay, and being clothed by Fr. Heath became 
Br. Martin of St. Felix in 1631. In rnqa he made his vows 
before Fr. Francis Bell, and in two years was ordained. 
The young man's longing for martyrdom was increased 
when the news came of Fr. Heath's death in Tyburn in x643, 
but feeble 00th kept him back. He was preparing to sail 
when his second master, Fr. Bell, received Me crown of 
martyrdom in December of the same year. In the spring 
of 1644 he arrived at Newcastle-upon-Tyne and his first 
thoughts were directed to his family and friends, many of 
whom needed reconciling. Only on Aug. 14th did he reach 
the neighbourhood of his home. He arranged to say Maas 
during this night of the vigil of the Assumption at 
Woodend on the Burgess altar. He had heard confessions 
and was vested waiting for the clock to strike the hour of 
midnight when the arrival of pursuivants was announced. 
The altar was closed and the priest hurried into the 
hiding-pMee, and old Mr. Burgess, seated in a rocking-chair, 
had to cudgel his brains to meet the inquire. of the 
priest-hunters concerning the number of people found about 
the house. Our martyr lay hid till after their departure, 
said his last Ma. on the old altar, and hastened before day-
break to his fatheds house, Woodcock Hall. Meanwhile the 
pursuivants returned with a man who remembered the 
hiding-pl.e where formerly he had been stowed away when 
courting a servant maid. The prey had fled. Mr. Woodcock 
feared for the safety of himself and his proper, and sent 
off his son, to flee as he knew best. Fr. Martin was 
overtaken on Bamber Bridge and dragged off to Lancaster 
Castle, where after remaining two yea., on Aug. 7rh, M46, 
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cruel death but a martyr's crown was his lot. The Burgess 
family afterwards lived near Warrington, neat they held 

tenement for three lives at afar, in Cuerden near Bamber 
Bridge, and later again at Clayton Brook, adjoining the 
Ad farm of the Hawkslough upon which in s,84 they built 
the present i. house. Mr. Burgess placed the altar in a 
large room at the back of the house until the Mapels at 
Broymedge, Clayton Green and Leyland were opened. This 
famous altar was removed in Igo to Brockholes near 
Preston and afterwards to Bolton-le-Sands for the new 
mission in MM. It is nosy in the private oratory in the 
house of Mr. Thomas Clarkson, The Tabernacle contains 
an old silver chalice which is engraven "When Him 
you me, remember men' The old missal of ,flog formerly 
belonged to the Benedictine nuns m Cambray, who are now 
at Stanbrook. 

S. A. P. 

ZOO §rabOefo (prop ant, fie gforp of 
FOreofes 

T. Egyptian priest who iciaarked Mat the Greeks were 
always children deserved the maximum penalty of oblivion 
for his querulous and inaccurate generalisation. Obviously 
he had nester seen a tragedy of Aeschylus. We felt ourselves 
to have been born in a better time as we cycled from 
Oxford to Bradfield College to see the Agamemnon, and 
our uppermost thought, as we turned upon the hill and 
saw the spires of the University glinting in the sun, was 
that when next we should come within sight of its venerable 

onuments, we should have added another vital experience 
to hfe, As we rode the sky grew darken and when at 
length we had taken our seats in the auditorium of the 
Greek theatre, which is delightfully situated in Me open 

and quite enclosed by trees, heavy black clouds were 
massed around the curse-stricken palace of the Atreidae, 
broken, just before the commencement of the play, by 
some flashes of brilliant sunshine. The effect was almost 
symbolic. It suggested the ancient doom of the houm of 
the Pelopid yet bade us hope for the coming of the 
prince Orestes, the avenger. This we were not destined to 

would perhaps be too great a strain upon the 
patience of a modern audience to present in full the complete 
statement M Aeschylus. view of the a Orestes" legend, as 
%omprimd in his trilogy of three plays—the Agamemnon, 
the Choephoroe, the Eumenides. Allowing fora judicious 
ansount of cutting, the three plays if produced one after 
another would probably take a little over six hours to 
perform. It would, however, be extremely interesting to 
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watch, as much from the point of view of Drama in general 
as from any interest one may take in the classical Greek 
branch of Ae art. For this legend of Orestes was drama-
tised by the three grmtest ancient dramatists, Aeschylus, 
Sophocles, .d Euripides, a. each one of them treated the 
storyentirely from his own point of view. We have therefore 
three definite attempts to solve the same problem by three 
of the greatest dramatic artists the world has smn. 
.d the result is in each case different. That should be 
interesting. And when we reflect that the problem was 
one of deep religious and hum. import, .d that the 
Greeks were a Ample /who depended for their serious 
thoughts about God and humanity far more upon their 

tragic poets than upon their State religion, we realise 

that the attitude which their greatest tragedians chose to 

adopt must have mattered intenwly to every intelligent 

man. Further, the fact that the story of Orestes furnishes 

the only extant example of separate treatment by Aeschylus, 

Sophocles. and Euripides, shows that the legend must have 
appealed in exceptional degree to the dramatic and 
religious instincts of the nation. The . problem" of the 

story is . follows:—
Agamemnon, King of Argo, when the Greek host was 

assembled at Aulis, Afore setting forth to Troy, had in 
obedience to an oracle, sacrificed his daughter 1phigenia, 
in order that the fleet might sail; (she w. eventually 

rescued and spirited e by the goddess Artemis, but 
that is another story).ssay When he returned from Troy, 
Clytemnestra his wife and Aegisthus his cumin slew him 
and reigned in his stead over Argos. Yeah afterwards, 
Orestes, son of Agamemnon .d Clytemnestra, returned from 

the exile which he had ben suffering since his father's 
murder, and killed his mother and her guilty consort in 
obedience man oracle from Apollo. In this matricidal act 
of Orestes lay the whole dramatic value of the legend. Here 

was a man bidden by express divine command to comma 
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en act against which the most fundamental human feelings 
and the finest moral instincts of the Greek ram cried out with 
the utmost abhorrence. 

It was a fine opportunity for the dramatist who was 
also a religious teacher; a fine field for the presentation 
of a study of conflicting motives. The legend, . it was 
received by the tragedians, distinctly stated that Orestes 
slew his moth, and tradition bound them to observe at 
least the general outlines of the legend in their represent-
ation of it. It would, therefore, have been too bold a step 
to represent Orestes as refusing to obey Apollo's mandate, 
but what they could do was to exhibit the two forms—the 
divine command and the hum. feeling—in conflict, and 
describe the result upon the hero's soul. It must of course 
be remembered in this connection that each anises solution 
of the problem was produced at a different time; the 
Trilogy of Aeschylus coming first, then the Electra of 
Sophocles, and lastly (as is now more generally accepted) the 
Electra of Euripides. Moreover the Electra of Sophocles 
has seemed to some to be a definite reaction against the vie. 
of Aeschylus, and in Euripides. play one cannot but discern 
an undercurrent of strong and by no indefinite 
mi ticism of the methods and opinions of themeans other two 
dramatist. Some comparison of the way in which each of 
these three great men treated the problem may perhaps 
serve to illustrate in some small degree the characteristic 
outlook of each upon life. 

Aeschylus dramatised the legend in a sequence of three 
plays. In the Agamemnon he related the story of 
Agamemnon's murder by Clytemnestra and Aegisthus in 
the Choephoroe he told how at length Orestes came back, 
was recognised by his sister  Electra who had been pining 
away in the palace in sorrow Kr her father, fate, how 
they devised and executed the deed of revenge, .d how 
finally Orestes was driven from the house in frenzy, pursued 
by the Furies, the avengers of his mother', blood. In the 
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Eumenides, he tells of the hunting of Orestes by these 
grim fiends, and how at last Orestes flees to Athens, and 
in the wonderful trial scene, with the Furies as pros 

wins cutors and Apollo as advocate,  his case by Athene's 
casting vote, and is purified from his matricidal stain. 
Obviously Aeschylus felt intensely the difficulty of reconcil-
ing the conflicting for  and at the end of the Choephoroe 
when Orestes leaves the stage putsued by the Furies, we are 
left in grave doubt as o the final issue. It almost looks as 
if the Furies are to have their way, and Apollo's oracle is to 
be discredited. The interest conflict in the hero's mind 
is brought out finely at the end of the Choephoroe in the two 
speeches of Orestes after the vengeance, when he gradually 
goes mad. And we notice with concern that the mere utter-
ance of the divine command isnot sufficient to nerve Orestes 
to his tasks it must be reinforced by threats of disease and 
affliction if he fails to obey. In the supreme when 
he falters at the sight of his mother's brea momentst, it is the 
thought of Apollo's prophesies, of what Mall come upon 
him if he disobey, that gives him strength. But this 
Mtemal conflict, though it cannot be pasmd over as a 
fat n Aeschylus' treatment, yet don not seem to be the 
key-note to his full conception. Characteristically he lifts 
the whole question out of the region of human conflict and 
pamion. It may be that he did not fully understand the 
dramatic possibilities of the analysis of human character, 
ry may erms tae Mat his mindnaturally reproduced finite 
things in of the infinite, but wherever be the 
explanation, be personifies and brings into actual conflict 
on the stage the mighty forces which have so Dr been the 
ruling powers, but He gives his final solution in a 

duel between Apollounseen. and the Furies, the powers of darkness 
pitted against the powers of light. The question is one 
which only gods can settle, and it ends in a victory for 
Apollo. In thus showing us both an " ireemal conflict of 
motives as well as a conflict of forces outside Mr hart's 
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°tan soul, Aeschylus comes very near the construction of 
Shakespearean tragedy; he differs from it by allowing the 
denouement of his Trilogy to proceed solely from the 
action of the external forces. But the important thing 
is ghat he decides that the mandates of heaven sere sacred 
and must be obeyed, even though men doubt their wisdom. 
It is this final declaration of faith after the darkness of 
doubt that distinguishes the treatment of the store by 
Aeschylus. 

The attitude of Sophocles towards the legend is somewhat 
urprising. It seems as though either he were not aware 

of its dramatic possibilities or else for his own purpose 
deliberately avoided them. Professor Murray, in the preface 
to his reanslation of the Electra of Euripides, seems almost 
inclined to call the Electra of Sophocles an " undramatic" 
play. For Sophoeles presents to us no " intemal" conflict 
whatever. In the first few lines of the play Orestes is ushered 
on to the singe as the sun rises full over the plain of Argos, 
and the au,s merry with the morning song of birds. 

eir Maly fan aromrer 
ener Iffkeenne. f 9.0 eeiDiii

4.16 ilkik011rf 1r ilAn, 

My., AM.. II, 1,91, 
These words strike the key-note of the whole drama, and 

throughout the lyrical portions we catch at intervals echoes 
of their joyous note. This opening scene, like the first scene 
ffi ltlarbetb, brings us as once into the whole atmosphere of 
the play, which in this e is one of triumph and decision. 
Orestes marches straight to his vengeance without one qualm 
of conscience, no foreboding, not one backward look. He 
comes as the minister of heaven to cleanse his father's house. 
He thinks without horror of the task before him. He drnses. 
his plans with the at  coolness his movements are 
definite; his orders tut like a knife. There is no hesitation 
at the moment of action. There are no pursuing Furies nay, 
the Chorus confidently invoke the Furies to help Orestes 
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in his righteous deed. This is decidedly a change from 

Aeschylus, and we may ask why Sophocles conceived the 

legend in this way. Was he unaware of the dramatic value 

of conflicting motives? That is impassible; he had before 

him the Trilogy of Aeschylus. Rather he seems deliberately 

to have set aside all the storm and s.w of doubt of which 

Ae.hylm could not rid himself. And his reason for doing 

so 
This

to have been M mat the stain of blood guiltin.s 

which Ores. would bring upon himself by his other's 

murder was in his eyes not nearly so terrible nor so degrading 

a thing as the moral wickedness of Clytemnestra herself. 

With the human feeling that is chara.cteristic of his poetry he 

saw in Clytemnestra that moral turpitude which Aeschylus 

had almost overlooked. As we read the play we find the 

greatest stress laid on the baseness of Clytemnestra and 

Aegisthus; it is Electra's chief woe, and finds frequent 

memion in the Choral odes. Regarded in this way the play 
becomes a clear vindication of the moral order. Sophocles 

would have none of that sickening doubt about the wisdom 
of the gods. The house of Atreus W.; steeped in sin. The 

stain of this moral guilt must be wiped out by the moral 
governors of the world. They must have an agent who will 

do their bidding and trust them, knowing that gods can do 

no wrong. The stain on the hand can be purified by 

ceremonial, the stain on Me heart n be blotted out only 
by death. This death is ordered by ca the gods. Let that be 
sufficient. Such seems to have been Sophocles. attitude 

towards the deed of Orestes, an attitude adopted with um 
shaken faith, and, be it added, with supreme artistic results. 
Sophoclre has left out what was thought to .ntain the 

dramatic value of the story, and has produced a remarkable 

drama. 
We turn lastly to the version of the legend given in the 

Electra of Euripides, and here most of alive feel that we are 

treading on dangerous ground. For Euripides is in many 

respects as innovator, and in some respects a reactionary; 
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and m the summing up his opinions into one or 
other of these two classes is a matter of .me dispute, it 
seems inevitable that the personal element must enter into 
an estima.te of any of his plays. Especially must this be the 
case in the present instance of the Electra, which Professor 
Murray regards as the " best abused, and, one might add, 
not the best understood, of an  tragedies." One can, 
however only record one's own convictiom. 

With this sum., then, let us say Mat in the Elec. of 
Euripides the whole question of the right or wrong nt 
Orestes' deed is discus.ed over again from a different point 
of view. The whole setting of the problem seems 
deliberately lowered in an attempt to answer the question
"How would all this fine story work out if :took place 
among modem men red women ?" The sublimity of 
sentiment, the ideal " background " which found repression 
in the conceptions of Aeschylus and Sophocles , are here 
discarded almost, one feels, with a. sneea Conventionalities 
of everyday Athenian life are occasionally alluded to, and 
where the structure of the plot shows signs of dilapidation, 
the chinks and crevices are fi lled with a sententious moral-
ising which merely eresperates and does not edify. One is 
constamly being brought up with an unpleamm jar against 
the personal opinions of the poet. Everything is conceived 
in a meaner mould. His Ora is a very ordinary, weak-
spirited youth, with little or no princely dignity. His 
Electra is a hysterical her small-minded girl, occasion. 
ally spiteful and unjtre Ether liP is ruined and soured, and 
she seems to feel her own personal discomforts even more 
than her father, fate. Her chief sorrow seems to be that 
she has no dresses suitable to her rank. The key-note of 
the play is the intense horror with which Orest regards 
the slaying of Clytemnestra. He lives in a perpetual 
gloom, and far from feeling that he has the Misfire of 
heaven behind him, he loses no opportunity of throwing 
doubt upon the oracle of Apollo. It may be that 
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Euripides felt a most intense loathing of the crime of 
matricide, and felt also that Apollo was no god if he 
could command such deeds; but imtearl of attempting to 
reconcile the two things, as Aeschylus and Sophocles had 
done, he seems to have conceived his play in a spirit of 
cavilling oppreition to the existing religion . Even the 
gods Castor and Pollux who appear as the dei ex rnachi, 
are only prevented by what looks like a sense of playing 
the game" from giving u to strong views on the 
mbject of Apollo and his prophectterance ies. And what makes us 
question the sincerity of Euripides is that at the end of the 
play he leaves us in a mist to doubt. He seems to take 
infinite delight in undermining popular beliefs without 
setting up anything definite in their place. 

It is true that we do not get the best of Euripides in this 
play; it is also true that his statement of the problem St is 
impossible to call it a soluton) gives him ample °pro, 
tunity for some wonderful studies M character, and many 
masterly dramatic touches, while his setting of the play, so 
far as that goes, is original and striking; but it may be 
doubted whether his attempt to make the legend of Orestes 

ealistic" was a success. He trsed to give us everything 
straight from nature, his Orestes and Electra were types 
of ,aracter that could have been found in any well-to-do 
Athenian household of the day. His Clytemnestra is very 
feminine, a type of character rather like the Queen in 
Hamlet. Sirs CV. ...deeming rm.., which fact 
incidentally makes the divine oracle more loathsome. BA 
the result of this realism is nA convincing. The whole 
tone of the play is critical and negatim. Instead of the 
bold constructive design of Aeschylus and Sophocles we 
have no more than a couple of remarkably clever studies. 
The grand moral effect of the preceding versions of the 
legend is dissipated in m attempt to make the story a faith-
ful reflex of ordinary life and this attempt, instead of 
bringing the story more nearly home to our hears, mem& 
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only in vulgarising it. Euripides, if we may dare to say 
so, mems in this play to have mistaken the true function of 
the realist. For the artist, as Aristotle has since suggested, 
is at perfect liberty to make his own world, and to weave 
his story according to the conditions  he has himself 
imposed upon that world. Shakespeare may in one play 
introduce a sea coast of Bohemia, the Emperor of Russia, 
and the Delphic Oracle, and call the composition A 
Winterg Tale, yet no realist Mall say him nay. His play, 
provided he be consistent with himself, is artistically as 
true and 'Meal" as a modem domestic drama at Me St. 
James' Theatre. But should the characters which he has 
placed in this somewhat ideal setting talk and act as, for 
example, the characters in The Second Mrs. Tan,eray
talk and act, then the realist could at, in and protest. 

In this sensethe Trilogy of Aemhylus and the Electra of 
Sophocles are far more " realistic than the Electra of 
Euripides. They are true to their archaic world. But 
Euripides' play is full of awkward combinations of the 
modern and the archaic which are not calculated to give 
the effect of an artistic II reality." It is te,nigue, ot 
literary truth, which is the province of realism. These, then, 

'are the views offered by the three greatest of the Greek 
tragedians upon the problem contained M the legend of 
Orestes, and it was with many thoughts of the interest 
which it had witted in the ancient world that we witnessed 

In the setting which Aeschylus gave to the legend, the 
Agamemn, takes the place of a long first act. It is as 
though the whole of Macbeth c ted of a preparation 
for Me murder M Duncan. But theons  genius of the Greek 
dramatist makes it infinitely dark and grand. He keeps us 
silent with horror as we the mrse gradually muting 

and the House of Atremsee This great first act he has so 
invested with a character of its own that many consider it 
hy itself to be the finest tragedy of the ancient world. 
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Knowing that the real problem is to come in the succeeding 
play, we feel that every ward of the Agamemnon is fraught 
with tremendom issues. The whole play is bathed in
gloom from beyond the grave, and haunted with an over

fear of future visitation. The first note struck is 
one of jubilation. Troy is fallen! But as soon as the first 
joyful triumph is over, the hearts of the Chorus are chilled 
ivith an indefinable foreboding. They describe it vaguely; 
they try to shake it from them in song; but it comes back 
unbidden to their hearts, and will not be denied. The play 
goes on. The Chorus cast their cares upon Zen, and sing 
in convincing  accents of the Justice of God, and the downfall 
of the pride of man. 

It is at this moment that Agamemnon and his captive 
Cassandra entek and one feels at once that the toils of 
death are fast about him. We listen with horror to Clytem-
nestra's guileful invitation ; eventually he goes into the 
palace with her, to his death. Cassandra remains, and in 

wonderfully impressive and thrilling scene, relates in pro-
phetic frenzy the deed of horror that isbeing committed inside 
the house. The Chorus do not understand her, and she 
breaks forth into an impassioned tale of all the afflictions 
that have befallen this doomed house. As she ravess we 
can almost see the very things enacted before our eyes. The 
scene seems to be fit with the lurid gleam of blood; she 
hears in the air the cries of the murdered infants of Thyestes; 
the door appears to her as the gate ol hell ; the lordly 
palace is a a hideous den, abhorred of heaven " ahe sess 
in terrible detail the death of Agamemnon, and her own 
fate, and crying out to Apollo for one mortal stroke, she 
breaks her prophet's staff and rushes inside the house. 
Agamemnon, death-cry is heard within, and just as the 
Chorus are about to rush the door, it opens and displays 
Clytemnestra, standing with an ass. . vdies of 
Agamemnon and Cassandra. She exults over nor deed. The 
Chorus wail for their dead lord. Aegisthus enters, and 
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seizing the dead man's crown, puts it upon his own head. 
The Chorus show fight, but are overpowered by Aegisthus' 
guards and led out as prisoners. Thus the play ends. It is 
almost impossible to dessribe the ssnse of growing calamity 
which broods over the repreeentatiro of this play. In the 
midst of the first triumphant paean there sounds one faint 
note of gloom like the sigh of a chord in the minor key; 
this note grows gradually stronger and stronger until we 
feel with overwhelming her  that this house is atricken 
unto death. Regarded as the prelude to the deed of 
Orestes, the Agamemnon brings ro at once into line with 
the whole setting of Aeschylus conception of the legend. 
It ushers us into a region gloomy and terrible, the scene of 
awful co mq where through the darkness we can seethe 
dim shapes of mighty spirits, biding their time. 

It is this oppressive sense of calamity that makes the play 
almost unsupportable to a modem English audience. We 
are not accustomed to stand so much unrelieved sadness. It 
may indeed be questioned whether representations of Greek 
Tragedy which under original conditions must have but 
rarely taken plack would be welcome in an age in which 
the evening viait to the theatre is perhaps regarded more in 
the light of an aid to digestion than as an imaginative 
stimulus. The passion of Greek Tragedy is o intense, 
its style too severe, its range, shall we say, too rsstotricted for 
our modern taste. Its psychological interest is narrow; its 
spectarolar effects are primitive ; its love interest is practi 
cally nil. On the otherohand it is always imellectual, 
always imaginative, and nearly always hauntingly bea
ful. It is also nearly always elevating and ennobling to
degree. A Greek Tragedy seldom leaves us brooding over 
the weakness and pettiness of mankind; it never lean ss us 
groping after unnecessarily painful solutions of complicated 
domestic problem& Man is always a fine thing in Greek 

He errs through pride, but kingdoms topple as 
he Ells. He has inherited a curse, and his case is fought 
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by the gods. In modem drama, rightly or wrongly, one 

sees mn almost entirely from the opposite point of view. 

Plays liake lbsen's "A Doll, House" leaves us finning with 

indignation at the pettiness, the narrow indedness, the 

selfishness of mankind. Other plays by different authors 

leave us with even less charitable thoughts. In modern 

drama there is o. room for a special type of sordid 

cynicism which the Greeks would not have tolerated for a 

moment. For the theatre in Greece was a place where the 

nation came be taught. They expected from their tragic 

poets the best of human philosophy, and woe to the poet 

who taught them falsely! is true that the range of 

Greek Tragedy was resqcted, but A was restricted to 

the things which they considered worth knowing. And 

among the few things that Greek Drama has left us, this 

opening play of the Trilogy of Aeschylus stands out among 
the foremost for imaginative power and breadth. The 

story had somehow got intc, our brains, and as we left the 

theatre the sun was lying over the western clouds like a 

pool of blood, and the trees shivered gently:as we passed, 

as though the enchanted wings of Procne had brushed 

them in her first flight from the abhorred palace roof where 

she had reigned as queen. 
And then, as we passed up the little glade that leads from 

the theatre, we heard voices behind us, "And didn't that 

boy look splendid as Clytemnestra, and what extraordinary 

dresses they had." 
"Yes, and weren't the Chorus funny ?" 
The Agamemnon—funny Sant lacrimae rerum. 

J. B. NICE. 

gm 

06iEuarp 
W. J. RODDY—AN APPRECIATION 

Ma Bonny passed away on May reth in his eightieth year. 
The facts of his life are few. A native of Woolwich, he spent the 
early part of his career in re architect, office. In 85, he cense to 
reside in York, and since Met time until rya, when hews obliged 
to undergo an operation for a sedous internal cornplaim, he had 
been actively engaged in the aching of drawing and paintng. 
For fifty yems he was Art master here at Ampleforth, and his many 
pupils  will always remember him as an earnest teacher, who lightened 
their lessons with ever ready good humour and pleasatis. He 
ereibited in Me Royal Academy from r86.3 uotil awe. and could 
reckon among hispatrons the lam King Edward and Queen 

leyandra. Many known arrets received tuition his 
among them the latewell Herbert Ashton, so successful as re artist M 
black and white. 

In a journal which from im beginning has been illustrated by his 
pupas it may not be aroiss to give some appreciation of his work 
and mashing.• It was a common saying of his that Art is not Nature 
but Nature passed through the skembic of man. A painting is an in 

perception of Nature it is note phofograph nor altogether 
nu 

in 
of Natue, but a teellh expression of it. Thus the 

Ideal in Art is the very soul of it and its glory. The perrect artist is 
the inan who falls in love with Nature, who studire and understands 
her various moods, assimilates  them with his own personality and 
reprodures them as the 

he 
of his own soul. He takes rank 

as an artist not from the poetry in him reough this may be imim. 
ately connected with his artistic feeling but from his ability to seize 
.na render the aspects of NMure with power and truth. His vivid 
and delicate perception of gradations and subtle qualities in Nature 
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enables h  produce similar perfections in his work. He taken 

to whet is in most acm. with his own individuality, so 

that Art h u varied u the temperament of the artist—sometirom 

impetos, sometimes gentle and quiet, 
of

all colour and 

splenour The first view, therefore, of a picture before the subject 

is studied in detail, will rereal the artist's individuality and power. 

His work always bears his ovm Atm, Thh was distinctly so with 

Mr. Boddy's art. 0 reveals to us an artist who us a perfect 

gentleman, unobtrusive, quiet, gentle, full of puce and harmony, 

with nothing in him of crudeness or vulgarity, nature that hated 

vain display, loved to dwell in quiet spots among Me wooded 

hills or the wild rocks of our ftnglhh coast, in the quaint secluded 

nooks and courtyards of a medieval town or the sombre aisles of

cathedral. Here his soul found the peace and poetry it loved so 

well, and here it was that his life's work was wholly spent. Naturally 

of a retiring dhposition, with little or nothing of an artist's irreprusible 

Ina
he 

a
Ad to mix much in Society. He was slow to 

make new frnds; but once a friendship wu formed it wm lasting 

and sincere. Worldly success wu to some extent saAficed in his 

devotion to his art and the desire to impart some share of it to 

others. That his teachi was mums. is generally admitted, 

but it An only lave been rng ightly appreciated by those who studied 

under him. Only a few of them have reached eminence but all 

hue been given a murce of enjoyment and recreation, a love of the 

and
of Nature, an appreciation of the true and beautiful in 

of and form, good taste, and a knowledge of the difficulties of Art. 

What more can Me schoolboy hope to attain It has been said 

Mat hft teaching was offigashionua and not aceonling °numb, 

ideas. There's truth in this. He hated modern methods. 

He considered they had bent and crooked Art education, With 

their laboured, elaborate, Mippled mpying of the unique, and 

their roanUlactured drawings, where the student's attention was 

too much absorbed in breading out spots in shadow, and 

in laborious achievements of technique and finish. It was not 

these nsodem attempts at imitation that Mr. Boddy set hft pupils 

to work at, butt manly. the manly drawing which expreues Me artist's 

knowledge in a few, bid rigorous strokes of pencil or brush. 
n
it s 

pant  was not A illusive imitation, but vigorous expression of 
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the knowledge of farts, a setting down only per of his imprmsions 
of the essential rm., of au object which he  or remembered. His 
work therefore was never very highly finished, at least that which he 
set before his pupils; and hence it was work which a student could 
attack with confidence, and from which he could easily acquire some 
al -important truths and principles to guide him in his Mture study. 
He himself had the invaluable faculty of seizing upon those salient 
points which give character to a scene. He did not rely for his 
effects ma Ay careful rendering of details—Mey were for the most 
part suggested rather than given—but ou the combining of 
incidents and details into a harmonious whole; Me insult a subjec-
tive impression. His hest works were undoubtedly his architect, 
Wet drawing,  He loved to depict ancient things and more 
particularly old and beautiful bits of Gothic work. In thft he was 
assisted by his technical knowledge, to which he added an excep-
tional dill in the peffect rendering of the texture of stone; his cool 
greys were Me envy and despair of many an tator. To omit 
mention of his v sepia and indigo" drawings would be to leave half 
of hie work untold. He has left some fifty or sixty volumes A 
admirable Affiches on tinted paper. They are not generally known 
and have never been exhibited, but it is to be hoped they will one 
day come to receive the public recognition they deserve. In some 
reaps  they are unrivalled. They Mow him to have been a perfect 
marter of the art of light and shade. To take up one of them 
books of sketches and study it is to leant all that An be learnt of 
beautifultexture,atmospheric effecm and gradation. 

In his death we have lost one whose place at Ampleforth we An 
never hope to fill, but thanks to his generosity and Mu of Miss 
Boddy we are Me possessors of nearly all his pencil and painting 
copies. May they keep alive his sp. and 
wish to one who saw him on his bed of sickness a mohth before he 
died was that his old friends at Amplefonh would remember him in 
their prayers. He died as he had lived, in perfect peace. 
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CHRISTOPHER PRIESTMAN. R.I.P. 

Christopher Priutman, whom many of our readers will remember, 

died early in June at Belfort fortified by all rites A Holy Church. 

He was first alto for some titne and a member of the orchestra. 

Always considered the frailest of five, he survived two of his 

rothers, Henry and Oiwald—both of whom died son. Years ago. 

He entered the School at the same Moe as his four brothers 

pmt the age of twelve. R.I.P. 

aloficoo of *ode 

dim x 
Admirers of St. Tervaa's works owe a debt of gratitude to the 

Benedictines ...brook for t. excellent edition of e 
Poiregox We learn from Father Benedict Zimmerman's scholarly 
introduction that St Teresa finished her first draft of the work in 
105 at the Con.. of St. Joseph at Avila. The manumript atter 
her death found iry way to the royal monarvery Me 

Baronial
 where 

it is still preserved. Some time after ry6x the a ete
rewrory t. work with many changes and mme additions. This 
manuscript is now at the convent of Valladolid. The present edition 
is Me result of a careful compaison, and piecing together of Me two 
tents.,.d so gives us the whole of St. Teresit's invaluable work. 
Former English translators of whorn Mere ary two, have followed the 
Valladolid edition only. Abraham woodnua, (167M 
has been republished in rient's Cloister Lihntry (root). The 

is English has a certain charm about it, but the sentences are 
frequently cumbrous and inolved, and their moaning is arfficott to 
grasp. This is also the case in Carron DaltonN wangled. (18,a) 
which lacks the attraction of arc... to cover 

and 
The 

Stanbrook edition is in clear and flowing English, and seeing that 
Father Zimmerman .has repeatedly compared every word with the 
rigi.ls, and can vouch fur the accuracy of the 

with
there 

be no doubt that it gives ue St. Teresa, thoughts with a degree 

In an article in Me Doceurside Regiem, March 1,1 t, Abbot Butler 
St. Teresa teaches consisrvntly the vi nues are more desire. 

mystical graces and must he the foundation of all genuine 
spirituality. Thus the Way of Peirction will he found hardly less 
suirvhle in communities given up to active nor. than in those that 
practise the contemplative life as did St. e  own uns.. May 
we not add that persons living in the world,  who.re striving to lead 
a serious p I life, will find much in St. Tenrvids strong and clear 
teaching which will be of immense profit to them? What a help it 
would be to one leading act active life to acquire a habit of rem., 
tion, to gain the virtue of being able to turn to God who dwells M 
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the' soul that is in a Mate of grace, and to convene with Him I 
St. Teresa teaches that this is not a grace of mystical coemplation,. 

it./1/Ttistel=CifttXe 'cl'n= uan'dtt o'r Ot=v' esinCt 

rttr f,nr:::4:17Z4nt'I.VP,Irg,t,?; 
entirely of gold and precious stones—ns short, one that is fit for so 

fired
reat Lord—md Mat we nre partly responsible for the conchnon of 

bilding, because there is no stmeture so beautiful as a soul 
with virtues, and the more perfect these virtues are the more 

brilliantly do the jewels shine. Withio this palace dwells the mighty 
king who has designed to become your rathe.. who is .Wd on 

throne of priceless value—by which I mean, your heart. 
" At the first glance you may think that such a simile to explain 

this tmth is 
not

andt may move very useful to yom for we 
women are not learned, must make use 

In
very means in order 

to undersund well that wc Mtve within us comparably greater 

ember when
we around us . . took care 

to rem  what guest we have rothin s, I think it would he 
impossible for us to give °twelves up so much to worldly virtues 
and cures. Mr we should see how vile they are in comparis. with 
the riches within us . Perhaps you will laugh at me and say 
that this is obvious enogh. You may be right, yet I k a l
time to 

eau
 Althoug. knew Med I possessed soul you 

did not preciate its value, nor remember who dwelt within ih 
.cau ad blinded my eym with the vanities of th ife. I think 
that deal understood them as I do now, that so great. king resided 

mom 
lite Palm. mY sot! sh.1.1 not have Him alone so 

eIZit:tC11 caTestl'.7:1ZInf-1,1 
resolutely give Him our heart own, and should empty it of 
everything else, that He may take ouk or put in, whatever He 
p.m, as if it were His own property. This is the mmdition that 

As Christ does not force ow will, He only takes what 
we give Him, but Ile d s not give Himself entirely until He sees 
that we yield ourselves enmtirely to Him" (Ch. xxviii). 

An eammt soul cannot help being enmuraged and spurred on by 
such pussages m these. We have touched upon one point only, but 
St. Teresa:8 teaching is throughout as luminous and pointed es it is 
on this matter of wolmtion. 

We would add that all the works of St. Teresa and of St. John of 
the Cross are being published ins uniform edition by Thomas Baker 
under the able editorship of Father Benedict Zimmerman. 
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Sa non. Agitimaa Fr. Plan"( Cmeo, O.P. Loner:arm ra 6d. 

This life is one of up rojected wies of "Lives of the Friar Saints" 
of which two have been issued. The object of the series is pkinly 
to give clear account of the saint's life and virtue in a brief space. 
The style and format of the book is amornmodnted to the presem 
day demand for the nem tasteful and shmt volume How 
are we now, most of us, from Charles Lamb's love oate tome
Scarce can we bring ourselves to read anything that is presented 
in attractive guise. Already then our Catholic publishers have 
given us the emenent St. Nicholas' serim, .d here is .other 
launched. We wish it every succms, and from our rending of this 
insMInsent wookl venture to predict that it will win it. Of course 
the conditions of the series impose succinctness and concentwion 
—a sort of .1. saim's life—and we mnnot justly minp.in From 
result is mrnetirnes unsatisfying. Especially is this the case when, 
as in this book, a highly concise m.unt of the saint's philosophical 
.d theological mhievement is given. The writer, we notice, 
remarks. wiM peMaps a sly topic. reference, Mat 'thin one can pre-
sume to abridge bim (St. Thomas) without losing the therm of Ms 
rare diction wilfully to excise an arguent, 

the 
one which 

he cal, 'a first and more obvious one,' such as the ?roof of God's 
existence draw from motion is the freedom of a pigmy towards a 
giant." We willingly assent to this though one may surely recognise 
that our modem time has some prejudices of taste and ppetite. 
And the fi rst clause is something like felo dese. But 

the
is is idle 

cavilling, and we are sure readers will get from the Life a tEl imerest 
in and reverence for the Angelo" f the Schools." 

St. Beaman, re. Fr.  Law-nate Cavell, O.F.N. Langlaaaa 

.ints &ties, We have little to say of it beyond the general 
remarks made above. The book is agion tastefully issued. There 
are six well chosen 

above.
We much like Me editors' decision 

to give good reproductions from smh winters ns Pintoricchio aml 
Fm Angelico da Fiesole, and thme .ints pnrliculnrly fortunate 
in their artists. The present we have found well written and 

dehlr'flt Tterit nuatv r td ''"Y "T hd ir i"17thas* tea
wa to° theTettrattionn rweu" Wd P PP Y

o tams en vague supposition and general refiecnons. One 
or two swords gave us pause, such as tt vocals" .d the phrase "it 
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es that, There is a sentence about knowledge on . 9 that 
perhaps, obscure. For ', robust beggar" we haven merely personal 

predilection for that delightful ph"  c sturdy beggar." We may say 
in conclusion that we emoyed this sketch of St. Bonayenture, hfer and 
1,71:1-rld express ow entire agreement with the biographer 

t. Tnture we must go to his writing, that no 
Got,. bring us into such intimate contact with his or so 
reveal to us the secret workings of his soul. But the biographer, 

ry Ben We us to such reading, and to introduce us to 
thewM 0 r .04 Obis, and the..raw Aways. 

Lorrarso el ror . %reader. A Carrera Mary's ,Gains. T. N. Taylor. 
e,Nbary Peer; 01005. If. 

This short guide, the only one published in English, will be of the 
greatest value to those who are going on Pilgrimage to Lourdes. 
May it also prove an in move to many to visit that hallowed spot 

Coffey SDiarp anb gofers 
Afey, :red Summer Term begins Our b. wishes to tEIT 

Barnett and L. G. Auddin who have lert. ne following joWeel 
School r—J. B. chanson, B. J. Gerrard. R. J. Mcnrdle, S. F. 
Mori, and L. S. Spine, 

AG, 3ral B C. Clapham was redacted CallWM M the 
He appointed the following Officiate for the Term t—

Librarians of We Iniper Library 

Librarimn or the moue Bono 

Librarians or Me Inner Aihrmy 

Tc'

Gicket Butuntion 

May .0. Cricket Ponta commence. The following sou tan 
Captains of the Cricket Sets :— 

str' 1:tr nwniC TWZrnia. 

nu, 

May 7rh. Meeting of the School in the New Theatre. 

Nay of. Home CO.. Match. Our opponents were Dun. 
comb. Park. The visitors were AgMu ealnelned by Mr. L Book. 
the veteran opponent of the Australian Elevens that visited England 
in the early nineties. The match was rather dull and wriP really 
little more Mao a practice game. Of the School Colts a I. Bart. 
showed good form a. C. B. Collison played with quite a straight 
bat. Chamberlain too showed promise, but he might leave a little 
more to chance. 
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eleopleforeh College. 

tv. vre. 

Bar=bc.  .r.‘: 

NI,  • 

th 

23:chas 33 

Taal. wh, / .95 Totra 

Hay alh. CARE Match. Our opponents were St. John's 
College. The visitors won the toss and began confidently. . The 
first wicket HE with the score at 53 and Me second with x22 on 
the hoar Three wickets then fell quickly but the wore was taken 

game9 when St. John's declared. We had no chance of winning the 
and indeed came very near to losing, for it was only owing to 

a plucky stand by Clapham and Williams during the last quarter of 
an hour that we were enabled to draw. 

St. Joke, College. elogfieforth College. 
h.wn

A T. 1Zr {t r Waslec'

Z: c. 

H. Stettr, e. 

• }Did act bat 

2101.11 17 0100/ 10-0.

Vedas 
I Bart 

it=s15 
L. T. Maw% Oat oat 

xt. 10 

Tata. a.). taS 
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dloy 10. His Lordship the Bishop of Middlesborough con-

firmed the following t—G. M. Hayes, F.1. Le Fevre, B. J. Gerrard, 
A. L Milburn, A G. Gibbons, F. Mackay, B. J. Emery, L. B. 
Lancaster,. S. Crags,. F. Newsham, J. C. Crags, J. G. Sirnnson, 
D. Collis., J. F. Oath, L. d Spitler, R. J. ltdcCardle, S. F. Mori, 
the Hon. C. Bamewall and C. J. Mead. 

Me, opel. Id, congratulations to Fr. Herbert Bye, 
Sebastian Lambert and Fr. An  Barnett who were ordained 
priests today. Also to Br. Gerard Blackmore who was Ordained 
deacon. The "collecting'. members of the Matund Society scent

the day at the Fosse. 
Mr. W. Swarbreclt brought the Think Cricket Eleven on their 

thirty... annual visit. The visitors hatted first and lost two 
wickets for g runs. Then a very long stand was made, Wray 
hitting our howling all over the field. Mansell also scored easily and 
the score was taken to go before the third wicket fell. After this 

right's fast bowling met with some success and the inning was 
brought to a close for a score that ww much smaller than at one 
time seemed at all probable. We had only an hour and a hal( in 
which to make 2 x runs—an impossible task earaidering the quality 
of the bowling. Under the circumstances out inning was sufficiently 

tistactory. Though there was at no time any prospect of winning 
we were never in danger of defeat. 

goargeog 

L. Creaer. 

74111:1.:

: 9
jolSfi 

1(!I 
a A.G.Ctaarn 

AmpleforlA College. 

Extras ra 

Taal (6 akts, ra 
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May co& InterSchool match at Ampleforth, v. St. Yam's 
School, York, We won the toss and batted first on a bowler's 
wicket Chamberlain was ren out in the fixst over and Wright 
joined Robertson. At rt Robertson was caught at the wicket off 
his glove. Williams helped Wright to take the score to pJ when he 
was out precisely the same way as RobertSon. Kelly made a 
single and in the next over was clmned bowled by a ball that kept 
very low. Richardson made a commendable effort to force the game, 
hit two four rathera three, tried for another four and was bowled. 
Clapham wa  foolishly run out and 6 wickets were down for 
gr. Marshall joined Wright and played an invaluable innings. He 
only mode 9 rum but .pt up h. wicket while Wright wem for ° 
the bowling. The seventh wicket fell at co.. Barton stayed to see 
Wright king up the roe and filen was bowled by a shooter. 
McCabe scored a single off his first ball and then Wright who had 
played a great innings of 6,e —including to fours, 4 twos and a five 
—was out to a ff yorker." The innings closed for ros—a good 
score under the circumst.em. St. Peter's could make nothing 
of the bowling of Fawcett and Wright and though not a single man 
was bowled, their innings closed for gp. 

Ampleforth College. St Pete, Sao, 

tiiyn ,

sea ° 
x:n. 

gnlaeakenl 

° ti.
Fert z6 

, kisffake, 

Hama 

Tout Tont 

. ..The Second Elevens met at York. St. Pete, winning the toss 
were dismissed for ro. We batted feebly and were all out for go. 
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There was time for a second innings, and playing very keenly we 
got our opponents out for 

which 
own first in 

Jo
nings' total of go. We 

had then minutes in  to make ,1 runs. An exciting 
race against time commenced. No. wm wasted. The batsmen 
attempted to score every ball and the outgoing bets  on 
his way to the pavilion passed his sucessor hurrying to the wickets. 
It was an exhilarating innings. Inc the end we were defeated by 
one boundary stroke. 

St. PeAr's ...hoot 2nd XI. 

Tout To Total go 
St Pekes Se 194 XL AnyLlrfora Ca/ye and XL. 

";. 
T. G. lifeDen.1.1, NuriimesS. 

n.P. hrsDoes1.1, 

O. ih 

Total Toul 6> 
y „ust. The annual whole day expedition to Goremire took 

pine. There was one very heavy shower but otherwise the day 
was bountifully five. 
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Cricket Match, away v. Castle Howard. We lost the toss and 
fielded first. The wicket was drying butwns uot verT 
Owing to reMly good howling hacked up by excellent fielding 
we got Castle Howard out for soc. Richardson took s wickets 
for as. Our innings started badly, and half the side were out for 49. 
The yt6 wicket fell with the score at qs, and the nth end 9th with 
the additiod A one run. Clapham, an excellent bat G an 
emergency, Men came in and helped to take the score to toe and 
th. win an  game by f car tuns. 

Casa Noma,. 

rR ' 
w..i: 

w. 4. V.•=4..e.).! .,:.

B. R226211.

Af. c o, ISMy,'IS i, 

H. Chapman, not out S., o 

Tom ro- .T. 

forth Cone, 

Arse O. WhA Sunday. Fr. Abbot sang Pontifical High Max.
After Mass the mccal match with the London Old Imuremiane, 
Cricket Club was commenced. Weoubplayed the .'Old Boys " 
all departments of the game, though it must be admitted they had 
much the worst of the wicket, which was very fiery in the morning. 
Kelly played a grad innings of s6  scoring all round the wicket and 
with every variety of stroke. The "Old Boys,'' who were without 
two of their regular howlers, fielded excellently throughout the whole 
of our long innings. One or two catches were missed but Mme 
were by no means easy, and the ground fiekling never got loose or 
slack. They were ably captaGed by Ma Bernard Rothford. 
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Lona. Old Lausalians. CAl,,. 
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Jump. Whit Monday. Some Members of the Upper Library 
went to Mahon to spend the day on and in the river. The 
Natural History Society were out for a field day—their first whole 
day expedition this term. At home there was a Cricket Match 
between Elevens of Ampleforth (under x5) and Podlington School 

Colder 'G. The visitors won a close match by aT tuns. L. H. 
ochford played a good innings and was unlucky to miss his fifty. 

Poeklkgfon Sebool Omfer 21141<prIk College (under 1J), 

DeTn74 

ei,Collis. • s. . Hoi.ison 

A.M. ea.. 

Sanas ts 

Inter•SchooI Mgt* v klingtu School. I Ne 
batted first and thetas mainly to Clapham and Richardson scored 
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tga: Clapham's 5, was quite a good innings, made without a 
chance or even a bad stroke. Richardson played fine forting 
cricket, the proper game under the circumstances, but he got out 
with a bad stroke. Pocklington Miled to make a good fight: The 
College howling was good. Wright, Richardson and Fawcett keeping 
an almost fault.. length; and the fielding was excellent, L. Winn.' 
two catches being especially smart. 

as pleft. College. Parka,. Sao,. 

Ta' 
Jure. The Natural History Soeiery wentbytnin toSioningtoo, 

walked and collected to Kirby Illoorside, and trained back. 

Ave 9tn. Major B y Drew came over from York to inspett the 
O.T.C. contingent. 

rme rzlq. The Dramatic Soddy gave a public dress rehearsal 
Mae... 

Julie 1414 A haYday. The Past v. Present Cricket Match 
commenced. At eight °Mock before a large audience including 
parenm, sisters, cousins, " Old Boys," etc, the Drama. Sariey 
prorned dna. in the New Theatre. 

Ana 1,11, Feast of Corpus Christi. Exhibition Day. An ac-
count of to-day's proceedings will Im found eluwhere in these peg. 

Axe 4141. The Cricket Eleven played Bootham School at York. 
1Ve lost the toss and Bootham started well scoring 6o before the 
first wicket fell. Richar.on Men brought about a collapse and 
tight wickets wtte down for ,a rgna Harrison however. Mt out 
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pluckily and his score of as included eight fours. The innings 
finally closed rod. ClaPhrtm ,.“ ,nesmth 
ChamberMin and before the partnership was ended, the pair had 
passed the Bootham total. Neither player has a beautiful style, but 
both played orthodox cricket, hitting the ball clean, and generally 
wellsn the centre of the hat. 

Staaa/. Aweplefo. Calk, 

&c.trssto`P!!"' a wdgnt  . If. v.watt 
attahe 

Tn. ral Total It wkal 

Ane 448d. Coronation Day. n mi., The 0.T.C. contim 
.gent had a field day on the moors nett Duncombe Park. The rest 
of the School played click.. At to o'clock a large bonfire in front 
of dm College was lit, and the National Anthem was e.g. There 
were also fireworks and effective illuminations. 

June 8901. Home Cricket Match, v. Cattle Howard. We were 
fortunate enough to I.e the toss, for Castle Howard went in to 
baten a wicket that never became really easy but was very difficult 
during the first hour of the match. IVe thus got a strong batting 
side out for a very small total. The College Eleven batted well and 
freely against only modem. bowling, ana won almost without effort. 

Castle Jima. 

O. .1 ,s Total ; 
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Amplefirth College 

e' t 

o..1;rcn, 

vaa 

Map: to pid  
Tad i-o 

The and Eleven went to Pocklington and won their  quite 

comfortably. The wicket favoured the bowlers, and the s uingsc  w. 

very low D. P. McDonald bowled through Me whole c< be 
Pocklington fi rst innings taking five wickets for only foer rens. 
He also made the highest score of the match.

r,Von Sehool and XI Ampleora College vd XL 
Firt 

EteZrt,',4 
mg= 

it
N a ' 

ne. 

Tdal 

Peeking. School and X.1.. Ampler, a College XIS XI. 
ea 

OTtnt. t." E'  Clasi; 0.1711=17. '

Vit:f .1t ..."1ftel? "‘.7. It taWaClx,'  ilightnett 

g. teroteld.  rrintet, trnbtere.
. . 

' t* ana" ott 

Total „ 
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figy .r.a. A contingent of she O.T.C. consisting of ag cadets, and 
Sergeant Instructor Wright under the command of the officer 
commanding left for Windsor for the Royal Review. They paraded 
on the Squar y.do p.m. and received an enthusiastic sendoff 
from the School. 

AO 5th. The Eleven went to York to play the Yorkshire 
Gentlemen. We won the toss and had first innings on a perfect 
wicket—perfect, that ih from the bats en, poiM of view, for from 
the bowlers. it was very much the teverse. Under the circumstanc. 
1,6 was not a sufficiently large score. The College threw away a 
number of wickets by what can only be described as wild strokes at 
the lobs sent down by Mr. Lane-Fox. Br. Clement and Kelly made 
a good stand for the fifth wicket, but when a fairly large score seemed 
in prospect, Kelly was run out through some smart work in the field 
and fatal hesitation on the part of the batsmen. Clapham played 
a plucky innings later on, though he too succumbed to a ball that 
should have been hit to the boundary. The Yorkshire Gentlemen 
had a strong batting side though they had to fight very hard for 
their runs until they had passed the second hunred. After that 
the fielding fell off rather inexcusably. Sir Archibald White and 
IVIr. 5. P. Wilson nub played a splendid innings and were never in 
difficulties. Kelly, wicket-keeping was quite up to his usual high 
standard, and the number of v extras" was due rather to erratic 
bowling towards the end of the match. 

Alotfikfora College. Yorkaire Cenllernen. 

C'rrrare.=raii; n 127r1iiVnil ".' 7 

C." t ",417,7!"'" 7: 
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'Joy PAM Insprion from the War Office of the 0.T.0 

* * * 

Egbibiti011 IRE 

is year for the first time the Exhibition was held in the middle 
term—on of term—on the fifteenth A June. As it wes eice the iceet 

Corpus Christi, Pontifical High Mass was sung by Father Abbot" 
during which the choir rendered Ebner, "Mi. de Spirht i Sarre." 
They did not however do themaelves justice, as was evident from 
their singing later on in the day, when they showed their true poers. 
Aims was followed by the mrocmsion of the Blessed Smcenent 
through the motto.. A Guece of Honour, made up of members of 
the Training Corps in khaki uniforms and carrying rifles, ccom-
panied Ae Blessed acrament, and nothing could have added more 
to the grandeur and solemnity  of the Procession. The canopy over 
the Messed Seem mem was mrried by Mr. H. Carter, Mr. E 
Dawes, Mr. J. H. NS., and Mr. J. P. leaby. In front of the New 
Monastery a beautifully decorated altar had been erected, mid here 
Benediction was given, the School and visitors kneeling before the 
Blessed Sacrament on the lawn. The procession was over by about 
eleven o'clock, and Ace err a short interval the Exhibition 
commenced in the New Theatre which looked as Might and 
attractive the morning sun, as it bed appeared comfortable and 

theatredike" in the glare of the footlights the night before, during 
A. performance A "fifacheth." The rnoming's programme was 
opened with the singing of Bishop Medley, Ode to Ara Mater," 
in which the solo was well trod plcesimly sung by John Caldwell, the 
first treble. T. Prologue then followed, the rendering of which by 
. , Narey. might be looked upon not msilm e introduction 

to Am general. mogramm, Wt idso. pm,* as In  Me 
reciter himself, who was so frequently to be brought hefote the 
notice of the audience during the con. of the mcening. For in 
addition to the fact that he appeared once more upon the prograMMe," 
In his really clever emeution of Chopnn's "Fantasia Impromptu," 

he alao figured prominently in the Prize List, and was mentioned 
in the Headmamer's speech Ar his Access in the Higher Certificate, 
M whice he gained a Distinction in History and more especially 
was congratulated for winning the First Foundation Scholarship at 
Trinity College, Oxford, last December. 

The .tribution of Prizes for the various subject, which formed 
the chief part oMhe programme was interspersed with the customary 
Glees, and Speeches. The Latin and French speech. were partici, 
larlygood,John Daniel Telfener and Noel Chamberlain distinguishing 
themselves in the Amer for their humorous and spirited acting. 
Donald P. McDonald also deserves special mention for his graceful 
recimdon of William Watson's beautiful poem, "Domino Quo 
Vadis." 

Towards the close or the proceedings Mamie Leng—the eehooh 
boy Siddons of the previous evening—was presented with the 
Ampler°. Scholarship, which he won this year. and then, abet the 
Distribution or Special Prizes, the Headmaster read his Report. He 
spoke first of the change of scene in holding the Exhibition and 
pointed out the advantages as compared with the study hall. After 
commenting on the health of the school, he proceeded to speak of 
theta test development, in the form of the Officers' Training Corp, 
which was, he thought, a step that no one would regret. He also 
spoke of the football and cricket which had been quite up to the 
verag, and then turne.d to the rceults in the Higher and Lower 

Certificates of the previous year, and read out a list of successes. 
In conclusion he thanked the Ampleforth Society for their Scholar-
ship, and the donors of special prime. 

Mesa pleasing Epilogue, recited by Ralph Mackledge, Fr. Abbot 
roma to welcome tds guests. He regretted that he was unable to 
introduce to them this year His Lordship Bishop Medley, who had 
been unavoidably detained at the last moment. In speaNng of the 
new building he reminded his audience that it was only owing to 
the generosity of Mr. Peter Feeney that it had been possible to 
build it at all; and with a few supplementary remarks he drew his 
speech to a close. 

After Anch the visirs made their way to the cricket field to 
win.. an inspection of the 0.T.0 by Colonel Leese. The Crape 
consists of sixty boys, and their display of military manoeuvres was 
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carried out with great success, a statement which we uninitiated are 

enabled to make with confidence on the authority of Colonel Leese 

who, at De and of the Review congratulated the Contingent on 

their performance,. urged them to still greater selfeacrifice in the 

perfecting of the work they had undertaken. He hoped that by the 

end of the following year, their num.rs would be greenly increased. 

Alter the Review there was Tea on the Lawn and the resumption 

of the Past u. Present Cricket Match in which, it must be confessed, 

the Present proved rather complacent victims. Appended is the 

more :—

Pst 

Crnittekt Y'r '"7

° ot 
°ii. ' • ;,••

bans o 

Total tTa Told 

The day was formally brought to a close vith Pontifical Rene. 

diction given by Fr. Abbot during which the Te Degent VIAS ung. 

The following is the Prise List 

Pale tilt 
Razwaous Isisentsenon 

VI Form ... .. Reginald Marshall 

V. Form . Noel Chamberlain 

Higher I. Form .. John Temple 
Lower III Form . . Vincent Knowles 

Noel Smith 
Graham Emery 
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Reginald Marshall 

Higher III. Form Jo. Ternple 
Lower III. Form ... ... Anthony Rankin 
II. Form ... John HeDman 

„ Onrtaing ... Joseph Morrogh Bernard 

HISTORY 
VI. Rum ) Noe Chamberlain 

Higher III. Form (Amnon) ... Vincent Knowles 
Lower III. Form (Greek) ... Godfrey Hayes 

Higher III. Form 
Lower III. Form 

Gnooaasetv 
Cyril Clarke 

Gerald Famdl 
,„ ... Anthony Rankin 
... Francis Morrogh Bernard 
... Joseph Morrogh Bernard 

Levin 

Set L '4)1=2 11"; 
Set II. Hugh Marron 
Set III. Not awaryled 
Set IV. Edward Marsh 
Set V. Nol owardal 
Set VI. Martin Ainaough 

Set VII. 
'rae m s' Itibr Oins 

Set VIII. Eric Le Faye
eIR ,JOSeph Crum 

1 a 
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Scam. (Cared) 
Gassy 

S. IV. • • • Godfrey Hayes 
Set I. Aug ustirm Kelly I . (1) Eric Le Fivre 
Set II. Hugh Marron Set V. (PoSpin) ••• (a) Cyril Craws 
Set III. Edward Marsh S. VI. (Natural Gen. Simpson 
Set IV. Edmund Leach 
Set V. Martin Ainscough Mute Pam,. 

Piano ... ... Vincent limey 

;nee. 
Set I. Noe awarded Theo, glower 'rive) ... Vince. Knowles 

Set II. Cyril Simpson Impmvement Walter Rochford 

S. III. "* Vimi "'"L-awa= PAINTING AND Duwratc. Primes Iro Painting ReginaM Marshall 
Set IV. ... Martin Ainscough 

Drawing ... Charles Mackay 
f 1.e. RaM1wicY

• • I 04 RNA won Improvement ... Martin Ainscough 
Extra Prize Mr Me hest copy of 

Set VI. George Newsham 
the year ... ... Ralph Blackledge 

MIRA PRIM. 
Best Classical work of the Year for the 

VI., V. and IV. Forms ne Kelly 
(Presented by John McElligot, EALAugustiA 

Milburn" Prize for the Upper School 
(Mallsernalier) .. George Richardson 

English Essay for the VI., V. and IV. 
Forms ... Noel Chamberlain 

(Presented by John Rah, Em.) 

G6IMAN 
Set I. Charles Mackay 
Set II. ... Arthur Dent Young 
Set III. ... Anthony Rankin 

S. I. 
Set II. 

Sat V. 
Set VI. ... 

Set VIII 

Set X. 

Mantsbavics 

Eustace Morrogh Bernard 
... Hugh Marron 

Vincent Knowles 

.. Denis Long 
Norman lilshwick 

Harold Martin 
rchibald McDonald 

Graham Emery 

Sawn 
Praxis Long 

ward Williams 
Sri DL (.Wwaism") Cuthbert Collisun 

Higher and Lower III. Forms John Caldwell 
(Presented by John Nevill, SAO 

Fishwick" Prize for the II. and I. 
Forms (Latin Grammar) Norman Ifishwick 

Special Prize for Latinand Mathematics Alan Clapham 

Special Prim for His, ... Vincent Narey 

txy 
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the Mr81114tIC Societe 

MACBETH 

On the evening of the fourteenth of June this year, the Exhibition 
Play was for the first time acted in the new Theatre Hall, and those 
who witnessed the performance will t, we think, regret the change. 
The stage .d ac _though theta tter me. praise more for its 
quality Man for its quantity and variety—are incomparably superior 
to the former temporary erection in the Study Hall, and perhaps for 
the first time io Ampleforth history, the audience was able to sit 
through the performance, without feeling cabin., cr.., con. 
fined" for want of room. But although the external surroundings of 
the dramatic perform.ces has been chenged, yet the type of 
remesentations still remains the same. In spite of the prevalent 
tendencies of Me modem professional stage as a whole to look upon 
musical comedia or society Mays as the criteria of dramatic excellence, 
theemateur actors of Ampleforth can still chtim to be conservative—
in the only true and proper sense of that word—and to hold up as 
models the great classical mastemieces against all the "Ghoul. 
Soldiers," "Merry Widows and other similar products of Me genius 
of our twentieth century dramatists (D 

This year, though a Greek comedy had been contemplated, 
yet finally it was to Shakespeare that the actors turned for their 
play—.d to Shakespeare in his finest and most tragic vein. 
Perhaps there is no other of his works which can be so easily staged 
with success as out "Macbeth.. So full is it of exciting incident, 
so rapt up in gloomy mystery, and the effect is so heightened by the 
introduction of the supernatural element in the Wren of " the three 
weird sisters "; that from the point of view of stage effects alone, 
it "has the makings of a successful play. But what is really of 
paramnt importance in the reproduction of " Macbeth "—without 
which, even if the staging of the play be perfect, it must inevitably 
be an utter failure—is mat the title role .d the part of Lady 
Macbeth Motdd be entrusted to skilled actors. It is essentially a 
"two part play " and we are glad to be able to congratulate the 
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Dramatic Society on having achieved this most important poi. 
successfully. 

The last time we beheld Leonard Williams in a Shakespearean 

play it was as the gutle ir.da—that "Eve of an enchaMed 
Paradise "—that he appeared ; but oew it waa in the very different 
part of the devilish Macbeth. Certainly the change from the heroine 

of acomedy to the hero of a tragedy is rather a startling but he 

moved to us by his perform.. that though like Nick Bottom, the 
weaer, he could act with credit the part of a "Lady de.," yet that 

is chief humour is .r a " He was at his best in his 

oliloquies, and during the Murdertyrant.and Barg,klet scenes. The part 

of Lady Macbeth was taken by Francis Long, and his performance 
from first to last was exce.t. Not only w. his acting perfectly 

graceful, but what is of even greater value—it was 

intelligent All Me subtle and varying emotimts of that intricate 

character were brought out by motion of body, expression of fa, 
and tone of voice that Mowed forth the skill of a read utor. We 
would emphasise the words "real actor," as it was this want of real 
acting among the perform. which formed the chief fault. There 
were of course some exceptions, for example, the three witches 
(EROS Martin, Anthony Rankin, and Denis Long), who enter ed 

Young

into the spirit of their parts, and notably Arthur 
Dent Young, whose graceful and dignified representation of Banquo 
was one of the most plusing features of the May. But the secondary 
characters, mken as a whole, seemed rather to speak their pans than 
to act then, and though Me speaking wag good IR g<.<., yet 
there were those who in this respect, also lacked that variation of 
tnne end power of expressing the different emot.na which denote 
the true Won Hosrever this must to some degree be a characteristic 
of nearly a, play awed bye school, and one .nnot justly exact 
a professional standard from .y body of amateurs. One feature in 

Me reproduction attracted our attention as being omewhat novel. 
We had set before us the uene in which "then wife and babes 
of Maeda are savagely slaughtered v—one which is almost invariably 
left o n performne. of 1.1.1.6. One rather wondered how 
the scene would be brought to a close without a coldbl,ded 
murder taking place before our eyes ; but as the murderer rushed nt 
glacdurs little son, we were prevented from witnessing this piece 
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of realism by the timely All of the curtain, the piercing shrieks of 
the little victim leaving us to imagine the sequel. We may conclude 
our observations with a word of praise for the above mentioned 
rnur.rer U. D. Telfenerk whose performance might be set up as a 
model for actors of minor pauts. 

Appended in the caste .—

OuumuTla PERSONA 
moon thine

mamo,00<omorto itinga AriUA L W.Wattans 

V.7 

siwrio.00 oro. English Boren, 

/. 

I ROMISON 

DES Illomd 'Review of the &Were ffrotodno &MOP 

On July rst a conti of the 0.T.C., twenlynine cadets in 
umber, with Sergeant Ira nstructor Wright, under the command of the 

0.C.. for the Royal Review at Windsor. We paraded on the 
Square at haltapast seven in the evening and marched down the fields 
to tilling. We had some hours wait at Leeds for the Special con-
veying the cadets from Me Public Schools of the North of England 
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turd Scotland. It was about Ac, a.m. on Sunday morning when we 

left Lee.. We arrived at Me amp at Windsor at half-past eight 
end Mund the tents already in position. There was break( k about 

alf-past .. Our quarters were with the 2oth Battalion, 

5th Brigade. Sunday afternoon we spent by the Thames or 
wandering over Windsor Castle. The night we passed in the tent, 

Aped in blankets on a waterproof sheet spa rad on Me grotto. 

Our kit-bags did duty as pillows. Monday morning was occupied 
with drill and preparations for the Review which was held in the 
Great Park some distance front the Camp. Here special stands 
had been erected, and in front of these the whole force numbering 

0k000 cadets .as drawn upm shortly after a.m. Their formation 
was three sides of • rectangle, and our contingent was stationed on the 
extreme len, nearest to the stands. forming yea of No. a Company 
of the ;nth Battalion under the command of Major Warre, D.S.O. 

The King arrived. Me ground.. three o'clock.d was followed 
by the Queen, the Prince of Wales and Prince. Mary an open 

arriage. His Majesty rode along Me lines inspecting Me Corps 
and then took up a position with his staff, which included the Duke 
of Cmmaught, Prince Christian, Lord Rohm. and Sir John French, 
at Me saluting base. The Queen's carriage was dravm to the same 
poMt and the massed bands of the Brigade of Guards were moved 
into position to play the' arch past." Our battalion was the last 
to march past, and on thenturn to camp we were informed that the 

Ring was especially pleased with its smartness and marching. We 

entrained at Windsor at midnight and arrived at Ampleforth on 
Tuesday morning at half.past nine fit but fagged. 

an Westminster /*beg for the aoronotion 

One of the Journal Committee has asked me to write about the 
Coronation. I received a huge envelop, one day last April and 

when I opened it found in it a card front Me Duke of Norfolk
inviting me by command of the King to the Coronation. Iwovery 
glad to get this invitation so soon, .d it made me very excited until 
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after the actual day of the Coronation which was two months later. 
T. card was sent by the Duke of Norfolk. On the aoth of June
we. up to London, found it covered with decorations and full of 
people from all countries. At night it was lit up wit“Iuminations. 

I had to be in the Abbey at half.past seven on the Thursday mominK 
and so had to leave Ne Hotel Russell very much earier, which was 
very inconvenient. I got a o f and started off, but when we were 
near the Abbey I had to get out and walk on account of the traffic. 

I found it very hard to get to the Abbey because the crowd was so 

enormous. Many of the people had stayed up all night to get a 

good place to see the King and Queen. I arrived at the Abbey at 
last mld show; my pDce. I was sitting next to a naval cadet 

and we had to wa for a very long time, and then we heard huge 
cheering and roars and shouts from the crowd who were meeting the 

Ae and Queen. They passed up tIm Abbey and the ceremony 

gean, It was very long and I could not see it very well as there 
was a large wall in the way. I was dressed in black ve/vet with a 
white satin waistcoat and a white tie. The singing was very fine and 

he King and Queen came the boys of Westmffister School 

pined in the singing, and shouted Viva Regina Maria "and Viva 

Rex Georgina." After a very long time the King and Queen passes
by me again and we all sung "God Save the King,' 

Saanownlffi, 
Lower III. H. 

Otte& training dart. 

An Office, Training Corps Contingent was formed on the 8th 
March, and now numbers two officers and RIty-three Cadets. It is 
expected that the RAI establishment of seventy-five Cadets will be 

reached in the Michaelmas Term. 
The Uniform is the usual Service Oren e with brown leather 

equipment j the Greatcoat Carrier alone is of a light web pattern. 
The heavy demands which the cleaning of appointments mak. 
upon the time of their owners hove been readily responded to. The 
members A the Corps are evidently proud of the, uniform, and 
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no stimulus has been required to make them present a smart 
annemonee. 

Colo ur Sergeant Instructor C. G. Wright, yth Yorkshire Regiment, 
has directed the drill, and thanks to his inspiring energy Me whole 
of the work required to fit the Continue. to take its place at Camp 
has been successfully accomplished. 'Ills includes ',lose Order" 
work, skirmishing, attack and Men., Advanced and Rear Guards, 
and Outposts. The Moors provide admirable ground for practice, 
and have been the scene of some interesting and instructive Field 
Days. 

A site for a new Rifle Range has Leen chosen mut of the Square, 
and the work of construction will be undertoken as soon as the plans 
have received the approval of the 

the
authorities. 

A Continue. of thirty...attended the Royal Review at Windsor. 
It was placed in the 20. Remotion 

j

under the command of Maor 
H. C. Warm, DEO., who was specially conmlimented on the 
smartness of his men in the " March Ram" After the Annual 
Inspection which was held towards the end of Me ter. the Inspecting 
Officer gave Ne Officer Commanding a very satisfactory report upon 
the appearance and work of the Corps. The chief weakness is in the 
work of the Section and Squad Counnandets, who have not yet 
acquired an adequate appreciation of their position and responsibili-
ties The following appointments were posted in order dated the 

sth March, pr 

Col. Sergeant Clapham, A. C. Corporal McDonald, I. 
Sergeant Matey, V. G.  Collison, C. E. 

„ Blackledge, R. H. Lance.Corporal Han, a F. 

Lance-Sergeant Marsh, R. J. 
Corporal Robertson, R. A. Harrison, R. H. 

The thanks of the Continue. are tendered to Fr. Mayo, S.J., of 
Reaumo4 Major G. Parry Drew Mr. Sykes, who is 
Colonel of the East Riding Territodals, and to Mr. W. E Gaunt for 
trig *game air... the or. and to Colonel W. F. Leese for 
the gill of a drum and two bugles. 
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the natural bIstors %octal,

spite of many rival attractions the Nod red lory Society has 

had its normal number of members during the present term, and 

although less ty has been displayed then in former y  some 

good work seems to have been done. The attendance at the General 

Meeting, h. never fallen below thirty, and the papers read were of 

more th.. su. interest. Sectional meetings have also taken place 

as us.l. 
We are pleased to be able to record that the Geological Section 

seems now to be well established. It has held several meetings 

during the present term, under the direction of Fr. Sebastian lambert, 

who has read papers Fossils," Processes of Rock Formation," 

and "Fault> and Joints in Rocks.. 
On Ascension Day there win an expedition to Newburgh and the 

Fosse. The upper lake, where the beautiful Bog Bean and Marsh 

Cinquefoil were in bloom, is always a good hunting-ground for the 

entomologist and rnany specim  were obtain.. Butterflies were 

reniarka.bly scare throughout thee day, though  few were captured 

on the return by Yearsley Moor and the tilling Woods. 
The Annual  Expedition to Gormire w. also a natural., field-

day—an unusually successful one in spite of a very heavy storm 

which occurred in the morning. The Green Hair Streak Butterfly 

was very plentiful this year on the Moors, where also the Tiger 

Beetle was found, while the Fritillaries were seen in great numbers 
tbe slop. of the Haroblaton Hills. Sc.. imereating botany-

apecmens were r.orded including the Greenwinged MeadovrOrchis 

and the beautiful and local Dusky Cam. Bill. 

On Whit-Monday, a party of Naturalists weent by train to Sinning-

whence they walk. up the valley of the Severn in the 

direAion of Lestingham. The early part of the day was spent in 

exploring the woods which overhang the river. They seem to be 

one of the most favoured ham. of the Butterfly ONhis which wa 

found in several places. The party then went on to Lastingharn 

and returned m IGrhy Moorside by way of Spaumon Moor. 
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The following papers were read this term by members of the 
Society 

May Net " The Pigeon" R. H. BIAGOLHOGH 
June rah .The Turtle V. G. N.. 
July Oh "The Weasel Family B. J. BOOCOCK 

the I:Ural 

In the early spritng many a hopeful prophet foretold "King's 
weather " for the summer term, and their hopes have been realised 
even beyond thegolden dreams of optimistic meteorologists. For the 
weather has been gorgeous. There must we auppose have been 
some rain abice ster. We remember a week or so of lather cold 
days in June, huts ur impression of the term is one of day after day 
of cloudless skies and a dazzling sun that seemed to make the belief 
of the Parsers almost intelligible. the nights in the first fort-
night of JAY when the moon has riaenAnd blood-red over the venerable 
tower of Gilling Church arid traverad its lonely path from Ea. to 
West acrose the valley, the only light in the heavens because it WAS SO 
great On one of these nigh. the writer, sleepleas, leaning out of 
his window felt the wondrous witeberall of this vale in the power of 
the ailent moon now sinkin wheng in the West—for it was hetween two and 
thinn in the morning—  while Eaos sad hen rad arm were 
bathed in silvery light, in the far East a veil seemed gently lifted 
revealing rosy daw East was greeting West and a spell was 
charmingly broken. 

t • t 

Sott was at least with us in the depths of the Country, on Coron-
ation night. Around the 'Wage fire in front of the College we sang 
the National Anthem with all the ant that the ...ion, the flames 
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a. the unwonted scene dehranded. Whether it was due to the 
impatience of the authorities to see us in bed or to the perennial 
state of advance our clocks have assumed or have had thrust upon 
them for the benefit of would.be travellers, our fire was alight five 
minutes .fore the others. The sudden illumination of Me sky on 
the stroke of ten told of many others in the neighbourhood—n.1bly 
that which the bucolic loyalty of the villagers had prompted on the 
top of the hill and described in the nrkshire Post as one of the 
most noteworthy in the North of EngrEd. When it was lighted 
it gave the impresaion from certain points of a great fire kindled 
on top of the m.astery. The two fires no doubt lost something 
front their proximity. We were proud of ours—its dimensions and 
the energetic way it went about its dying for King and Country—

symbol of the loyalty that was .fing out our breasts—mtil we re. 
next sing of the fire lighted by old Laurentian, Mr. De., 
Lord Lonsdale, agent, at Whitehaven. It was a hundred and 
three feet high—the large. in England. The fireworks, though 
.quenters of the Crystal Palace might have been critical, were 
good —mote especially the rockets. At the best diaplays, they 
are the most attractive. Their meteoric but vigorous life contrasts 
strangely with the little apologetic puffs with which in loveliness 
and grace they end. 

• • • 
We are glad to be able to state that the exceptional dissipations 

of this Coronation Sum Term has had no deleterious effect on 
the Sot k.1 Work Fund in mer connection with Mr. Normn an Potter, 
great work at Si Hugh,, London. Rather +tore tha the Los 
promised to Mr. Potter has been readily subscribed and this with-
out dy effort by peaceful persuasion or importunate entr.ty. We 
hope some of those boys who live in and Weer Loodou will add their 
pereonal service to their generoaity for thrs is what Mr. Potter 
especially desires. 

The neighbourhood is becorningrenOwned for MOOT trials. Lately 
we have had . invasion of .m from Gerd, //Kid came out of 
their course to try Sutton Bank About eighty passed through 
Oswaldkirk but several turned bad balled by the bank aod made 
for their destination by another route. 

• • • 
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The golf has Est an ardent champion in Fr. Leo Hayek to whom 
the success that has attended it during the last few years has been 
eMirely due. His untiring aro.. the oew coume have made 
golf practicable for the School, and the Club will with difficult,' 
replace him. Fr. Leo is now at .nton. The smell boys will have 
special reas. for lament seeing that in his magisterial co,. hie 
work lay among then+ The Gothic revival in Church vest,. 
which has masked the past few years is attributed to him and 
ella. he was consulted and designed dress. kr the York 

Page.. We wish him many years of good work. 
• • • 

The Cricket Eleven have had on the whole a successful s.son. 
They were twice defeated, once byes strong " Yorkshire Gentlemen
side and once by the Post In both matches it at be said the 
Eleven contributed towards their defeat In the game with the 
Yorkshire Gentlemen the College batsmen played the really difficult 
bowling well, but failed badly against Mr. E. Lane-Fox's "lobs." 
"The only way ro play slow howling is to d it" is Said to have bed 
the advice of Dr. W. G. Grace to a young cricketer. But when boys 
are opposed to a team of men on a ground la, enough for a cot, 
nmtch, doubtful whether it k tviee to adopt this method in 
eating with the cleaved. of au expert lob" bowler. In the 

match with the Post the Coll, Eleven gave a really bad display 
of batting. There are mitigating circumstances: the atmosphere of 
Exhibition Day is ecarcely one favourable to .rious cricket in a 
game with a scratch Eleven of "Old Boys " Mere is always absent 
the intense rivalry—the keennese to win—which convert, a moderate 
school Eleven into a formidable aide; and this year the College 
innings took place immediately after the Inspection of the O.T.C. 
It does not seem to be on record.. what success moors, Cincin. 
naus ploughed when he laid down the sword for the ploughshare, 

the sudden change from canyirig a Lek.field to handling + 
cricket bat seemed to he too much for Me College  batsmen who are 
also cadets. However there was no excuse Mr the tame strokee by 
rn.ns of which four or five of the even got themselves out. For 
the Post Mr. J. H. Nevill howled very .t and kept a good length, 
.d Mr. J. P. Roby batted with much of his old power and skill 
though he was obviously short of practice. 

• • • 
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The most satisfactory feature of the season was the handsome 
victories the Eleven obtained in the InterSchool matches, all of 
which were won outright. St. Peter's were beaten by siAy rune 
Pocklington by eighty or ninety and Bootham by to wickets. A. C. 
Clapham was a most consistent batsman, a firserate field and a good 
captain. Kelly, wickrokeeping ia said by one whose 44Per.C. 
makes him competent to judge, to be the best that the College 
has hitherto produced, and the fielding generally was of a very high 
order. The Eleven contained only Axes reguffir bowlers MA each 
of thue was well above the average, and aided by smart fielding the 
attack was sufficiently formidable. The batting of the Eleven was 
rather uncomincing and the style not at all impressive. There was 
an almost total absence of the° pretty" batting which G. W. Lindsay, 
B. Collison A. C. Heaketh and H. Speakman had accuatomed us 
to look for in Ae last few seasons and it would bee simple untruth 
to descrose any individual inning, u —to barrow an authetro term 
from Longinna— "eye-smart." The following are the averages 
of the FRB 

Eleven:— 

Peron. 

A. C. Clapham 
A. . Kelly 
A F. It Wright r 

N. raamberlain 
G. H. Richardson 
H. J. McCabe 
C. B. Collis. 
G. S. Barton 
L. T. Williams 
RA Marroall 
D. St. John Fawcett 

I. Robertson 

ao6 

a LI 
'39 
102 

ao 

a9 
6o 

IS, 

Iwo 

9.5 
Bta 
5'6

aro 

Ammo. 
D... John Fawcett 4 93 6-6 
G. F YI.  [I yao 9.6 
A K NI. Wright yyo as z 
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A. C Clapham, A. P. Kelly and G. H. Richardson were given 
their Cricket "Colours during the term. 

The following have won [hen Average,  P.: —
Batting (pres..., Mr. W. 1. Taylor) A. C. 0.81,140.1 

Pest All Round Cricketer (" Wyse Pat I) G. H. Ricemaosow 

• • • 
The Lawn Tennis Club has had an almost record membership, 

and thanks to the weather which helped to keep the Courts in first. 

J
condition, and to the energy and tact of the Club Secretary, 

J. D. Telfener, the season has been au unusually successful one. 
Mr. J. Stanton has again presented two Racquets as prises for 
Me Tournament. At the tirne of our going to press only the first 
round has been decided, of which the following is the math ,—D. P. 
McDonald beat J. J. Robertson 6—x.6-3; N. J. Chamberlain beat 
C. Mackay 6-8, 6-6 P. E. V.Istelte w.o., R. H. EMCkiedge 
scratched ; A. F. Melville Wright beat 1. A. Miller 6-4, 6—o 
W. 1. Dobson beat a Hume 6—q, 6—+ 

There has been a revivalof ee: Polo this term, due in some 
measure to the long period of hot weather which made swimming so 
desirable; to, perhaps, the swing of the pendulum—there was no 
Water Polo lest year—and to the necessity for practice the 
TOUITAMerlt which has just begun the time of the writing of this 

ay. teams are entered for this tournament. Taks 1 
H. 1. En D, Bark, C. Clapham (Cap.. 1.1468arks. 

17.1steke and D. P. McDonald Tn. 11:—Goa4 A. Darby. 
BarA A. P. Kelly (Capt.). Ha//Bark, B. J. Hardman and N. J. 
Chamberlain. Holm* J. A. C. 'remit,. J. J. ...Morn C. 
R. Simpson. Team 111 1-6.1, D. Collis.. Bark, R. FL Black-
log. (Capt.). FlatABA.41, E. J. mvtin and N. 6. aunt, 

J. DON, C. Mackay and F. H. Pezzi. 

• • • 

At the Aquatic Sports which to be held at the end of term, the 
following events will he contested are t—
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Competition for Swimming • Colours it lengths (goo 
yards) in to minutes. 

a. 0, Swimming Face. Prize—Silver Cup-3 lengths. 
Diving—O,. Pr:fie—Silv edal. 

4, Swimming Race—(boys node (331i MN. 
3. Learners' Race. Pease—Sviminiwg (Badminton Library)—

. length. 

• • • 
The following are the head boys of each Form 

441., ra.,e—C. 5.1.20n 

t 

HID Maurenlians 

Cram m4444444 Ns been playing cricket tor Onnekirk. 
Demo. Powea has ,sed . Imermediate Medical at Trinity 

College. 
Cot. Tecrewen A milking a tour in South America. 
PATRICK Neasow is nudging surveying with a view man woo 

T. H. J. Hunk was Holofernes in the Skakespenre Comma 
Ball at the Albert Hall. 

J. J. kleamv is studying at Dmdon University. 
PRII.11 WILLIAMS Du received the appointment of an Assistant 

Commissioner on the Cold Coaat. 
Don penis McCaw., Het in "Great, roo,) and Dom Pet, 

Nev. (and in History isok) took their M.A. at Oxford this terTh 
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Dow Hex IIRRT BYRNE (snd in "Create" twos) and BERNARD 

Pommel, (s. in History ism) took their B.A. degrees. 

T. O'C. Deimaa et the Trinity College Sports won three firm 

and a third. First in Me Do yards, tos.3 seconds. First in the 

sso yards, ape., seconds. Third in the too yards. Pi. in the 

no yards (University Harriers' Tournament) I so., seconds. 

N. E. lierreasoks at t4 same spores G4 the distinction of 

winnMg the Viceroy, price for the Qu.er Mile, and received the 

cengmodations of His Excellency. His time was 3i seconds. 

G. F. WELCH at the re Golf Tournament at Portrush was the 

winner of a Cup. 

* 
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BEFoRa the elan echo. of the Coronation die away—not to be 

.rd again, we hope, for a long generation—some of its minor 
Notes may be istinguished, and chronicled. Is it the UM time 
Mat an English king shall be crowned wi th these old-world sacred 
and romantic rites ? Before this reign .ds the rising tide of 
radicalism and unbelief may have swept assay, if not the Throne 
itself, at least its religious and chivalrous surroundings. Already 
the suggedion is muttered in some quarters and few realize how 
unique in a prosaic and irreligious age our English coronation has 
becme. A glance at the usage A other mations A instructive. 
Tbe Muscovite Czar sem the crown upon Ms own head, but he 
takes it from the altar after it has been blesse d by his priests. 
Among Catholic sovereigns only Me King of Hungary has been 

ointed .d crowned during Mass. Other European monarchs, 
whether kings or emperors inaugurme their reigns either with no 
religious rites at all or with nothing remotely resembling the mystic 
ceremonies of our 

by
coronation. No throne stands now in 

owedand not for eighty years has a Most Christian King been 
hal  with the chrism of Clovis in the cathedral at Rheims. 
Perhaps Me Kings of Spain haven ever been solemnly or
certainly in the new co titutional kingdom His Most Catholic 
Idaresty formally assumes a 

ns
uthority with neither priestly blessing or 

public prayem—he mkes a short .th in Parliament at Me hands 
of a Prime IMMister I The Portuguese king did the same. That 
mushroom monarchs of revolutionary origin like those of Semi, 
Italy, Belgium, or even Germ. Kaisers or Bulgarian Czars, Mould 
have no religious crowning is not surprising. They have no 

4.4 most!, ecclesiastical 
intervention. The King or England who ever, though he reigns by 
parliamentary tide, still holds power from the Almighty, is not too 
haughty to receive his crown from the hands of his churclis ministers, 

Liu 
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and with elaborate ritual Mat goes back to William and Aldred, or 

even furMer to Ethelred and Dunstan. 

a • a 

A Royal coronation is by Mr the most Catholic service now 

surviving in the Anglican church. Illhen Me Reformers pulled the 

old ritual to pieces they didn't dare, or were not permitted, greatly to 

alter the forms for a Coronation, These rites occurred but seldom 

they affected only one person, and were witnessed by comparatively 

few, moreover the claims of early Protestant sovereigns were so 

ambiguous then they needed all the sanction drey could get from 

ancient usage and hallowed forms. Hence the survival of the 

traditional forms. "Not. the warmer the um  ma ran 

then

wash

 nction front an anointed king.? TEre was something same, 

mental about a royal consecration, as though conferring a kind of 

character, The ceremonial used at the Coronation of George V 

was Me Lider Regalis drnwn op by . Abbot of Westminster for 

the crowning of Richard the few changes introduced being more 

i n substance than in outward form. Of course Protest.. had to 

Ming in the presentation of a Bible, .d to have a Communion 

service instead of ass. But it is Me only religious rite in which 

they still use Holy Oil, the king being Mrioe anMomd on brow 

and breast .d hands with the sign of the Cross , the sword. Spurs, 
sceptre, ring awl Crown are blessed with prayer if not with holy 

water and the crown, taken from Me " Altar " (not the " holy 

table" in this cooncetion), is placed upon the Sovereign's head by 

the " archbishop ? who legally claims to represent St, Augustine. 

Thisimest coronation was in some respects even more medieval, 

thm is, more Cmholic, than many of its predecessors. 

• • • 
What a str.gely sacerdotal figure the King's photograph shows 

him in his Coronation robes, In long purple tunic, embroidered 

stole and cope, with sceptre in hand and diadem on head it is far 

more the prirot than the warrior that we look upon. Cerroc of 

Wessex was raised on a shield sod hailed as king by Me shouts of 
his victorions warriors ; the Maclord of Ehe ,mgall Se, has been 

changed by the Church into the t,porel Shepherd of the Lord's 

fold and Cerdic's latest descendrot, rahhis mare, tmarded face. 
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and his sweeping all  and crowned head resembles nothing so 
much as an Oriental bishop.

• • 

At the last two Coronations the abbacy of Westminster, pertain 
ing to the honour of the Laurentian house, has unfortunately been 
vacant such being the present dearth of dem.—or of their 
appreciation! Others it would have been an interesting and 
suggestive incident if among the various pre.sions advanced And 
adjudicated M view of the Coronation, an abbot of IVestinitister 
had submitted his claim to pawn. services which of late have 
been usurped by the Elizabethan Dean. The abbot had to instruct 
tFe kin privately in his ceremoies. to hear his confession overnight 
rind perform various other duties during the mlual coronation At 
might plausibly be contended that the ...Int of Westminster 
is not a more shadowy personage than some others whoseclaims 
have been recognized, than hereditary cup-hearers and chamberlains 
fotsooth, or the Champion of England I The Court of Privileges 
considered end passed judgment upon some less substantial 
pretensions than those that could he advanced by an abbot of 
Westminster. Plad such a one proffered hie claim and offered 
loyally to discharge his ustomary dutie, the claim might of course 
have been rejcted; bunit would have been eonffdered and s ome 
day it might have been allowed. Perhaps by neat coronation 
the Laurentian community may have produced some one ofi. sons 
worby to wear the Westminster title with due modesty and gram 

Rumour tells of many heartburnings among the High Church 

bishops agree to resume the mi., which is the distinctive head. 
dress of their rank. A fine chance was missed again of asserting 
is Continuity !" Where all else is medieval and so much is Catholic, 
where heralds morn about in rehards• and kingmat.arms in mystic 
garb, and peers in the rolids of their various grades, it dues seem 
incongrnous that only the spiritW barons should wear no. head 
impeding.  the Crown is set upon Me King's head, each peer 
puts on hum oronet—every peer except Me Lops, who rank first 
in the baronage! Perhaps it is meant to show that Me Crawl E 

not Me source of spiritual honours as it is of temporal. But
...rel. opportunity was lost for the public and aidhorised 
resumption of Me old insignia of en, morsel rank. The mint cf 
Popery however clings to a mitre, and protestant prelaMs have 
al,s been shy of wearing them--except on their coat of arm,. 

4 4 

Talking of Pee., and with sweeping changes impending in the 
powers and constitution of Me Upper Home, linor politicians 
urnember that in old Catholic days, when the Baronage of England 
was strongest and most useful, its hereditary elements were very 
much less numerous than they have ever bun eime. Before the 
Reformation only a minority of the Peerage had a right to their 
summons by heritagb The abb. of padiament outnumbered the 
bishops; and both together slightly outnumbered the lay lords. 
Th. is to say a majority of the Peers had gained their seats and 
Meit powers of legislation not merely as sons of their fathers, but 
by personal merit or public urvice recognised by some form of 
either election or appointment. These Spiritual Baronies formed a 
very democratic element in the State as life peerages bestowed on 
talent Mat hark.. from the tanks. Thus the destruction of the 
abbeys altered the whole balance of the Constitution. With the 
abolition of Me greater part of the Spiritual Peerage, the hereditary 
element, for the first tirne in history, became predominant in the 
more powerful Chamber and the tendency was strengthened through 
Me confiscation of abbey lands, by which a new nobility was ern 
Ached, pmtestant and hereditary of course. Thus were doubly 

landlord, both of Stem useful elemenb in the State, but neve 
meant to be paramount. Tudor tyranny and unchecked land' 

.ownership are thus among the evils entailed upon the count, by 
the Reformation; the former needing to he cured by the Moo& 
letting of the Civil War, whilst slow and painful attempts are now 
.heing made to remedy the latter by radical or sociali st, /egislation. 
From this standpoint some may view with more equanimity the in. 
evitable changes Net are impending. But among projects for reform 
of Me House of Lords why does no one suggest the restoration of • 
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spirituel peerages ? As a temporary but effec mmedient it h. 

much to r.ommend it. Fancy swapng a recncatreo House of 

Lords with five hundred abbots ! 

• • • 

On July igth of this year was celebrated the 3,1.1a of the opening 

of St. Marys Church, IVoolton. Memorie0f old laturentians cluster 
thickly round the house and Church. The names of Frs. O'Brien, 

Whittle, Pres, are still remembered in Me parish with eff.tion. 

Some of the old inhabitants ere fond of mlling how Fr. O'Brien, 

in order to arm expense. secured the voluntary labour of the young 

men to get out the foundations of thenouse. Others will recall the 

pmsperous state of the Misnon under the direction of Pr. Whittle. 

At the division of the Missions in ant, Woolton fell to the Mt of 

Downside Abbey and Me I.t Laurentian Rector was F Prest. 

The presem Rector, Fr. Vincent Come, taMug advantage 
Jubilee of the Church, which falls about this time, has carried out 

extensive scheme of renovation and redef Or•tiOn of the Nave 

and Chancel. 
• • • 

Fr. Carney has shown praiseworthy energy in not shrinking 

from celebrating the eve. on a grand smle. Fr. President (Dr. 

Gasquet) and F. Butler, Me Abbot of Downside, kindly conserved 

to honour the proceedings with their presence. A large number 

of the brethren . well as of the secular clergy, responded to 

the Rector's invitation, The proceedings opened with' Pontifical 

High Mess. Fr. President (Dr. Gasquet) was Me Celebrant and 
it is not often that one hears the liturgical sMins rendered with 
such sweetness and devotion. Fr Abbot Butler of Downside 

preached a ho (and not too long) sermon on the text, "My 

house is a house of prayer." The ceremonies were conducted by 

Fr_ B, Gib.. and the intricate pontifical functions ware per-
-formed with a smoothness and quiet, which formed a pleasing 

cocarast m Me excitement and conMsion which often prevail when

Bishop descends upon an nsopMsti.ted personnel. One of the 
results of the Abbatial system is to be seen in the ease with which 

our Fathers acquit themselves of the, various duties on these 

oc.sions. A choir of Benedictine Fathers rendered the Music, the 
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old Mechlin. It was Mven with a precision and a hmrtin.s which 
soon will be heard no longer; for at no distant date the united choir 
of the different families will be no more than a happy memory. 

• • 4 

So large a gathering of clergy could hardly have been mtanged 
for at Wootton, were it not for the kindness of P. E. J. Hemelryk, 
Esq., J.P., who entertained about fifty of the Fathers and placed his 
beautiful grounds • their disposal for the day. Some very happy 
speeches were beard after the dinner. Fr. Preside. received a 
very warrn welcome on rising to respond to the 

the
of his health. 

Everyone was pleased to note how much better he looked. After 
alluding to the sumptuous lunch prepared by the host he said that 
he now tmderstood Me mining of a word that had often punted 
him, that was Wootton Mirk 

• 4 • 

Prom our Oxford Correspondent :—

More often than not, the "summer" term is something of

...me, Po go up at the end of April .d try to believe it D 
summer, the pretence is kept up through a cold and cheerless May, 
and the, just es the summer rally begins, " schools" and going 
down" are upon you, This year. however, no complaint could be 
found, mve Mat, for so relaxing a place es Oxford, it has been if 
anyMing too hot and oppressive The temptation to build a town 
beside a river D strong, but if Oxford had hee built on " Boars' 
Hill" it would have been a different place—in more than the 
topographical sense. 

The term has passed without much ineMent. We had a vMt 
from three of Me Colonial Premiers, Si. E. Morris, Sir. L G. Ward, 
and General Botha, who received honorary degrees. The arm 
welcome accorded the I.t named was very pleasing. Atw the 
Encaenin Lord Chad. Beresford and the Maharajahs of Gwalior 
and Idar were similarly honoured. 

Public lectures have been diverse and numerous. For some 
reason or other i ssible hours are freque 

clock 
ntly chosen for them. 

Von o' ock in the afternoon on a hot day in Me toiddle of "Eights 
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Week " . mot the time one would naturally choose to go to
lectures, especially if they be in a foreign language. That 'despite 
such Jrawbackagond audiencesassembled to hear M. Bergson, two 
lectures on Lid& de &engem. is a tribute to the position
philosophical system, or rather method, has won for him. The first 

s maiBy concerned with the problem of method a. both the 
possibility and nature of pbBosophic tuition. The s ond, dealing 
more pannularly with the special moblems involved in the concept 
of ch.ge, outlined the proposal by which he would reverse the 
positions which substance a. change have usually held in 
Philosophy. 

The Pentane lecture was given by Professor Bury of Cambridge, 
who took for his subject Romances of Chivalry on Greek soil"; 
Professor Selwyn Image hes continued his course on the fu.a-
mental laws of "Fhoe and Applied Art" ; the second "Halley 
Wine was delivered by Professor T., 0... The Movements of 

thB Stars"; while our thanks are due to the English Board for 
arranging a course of latures by Professor Lagoa, of Paris on 
French poetry. 

Some of the Reform Statutes have advanced a stage further. 
That creating a Finance Board and the Faculties statute have 
assumed a final form, while the preamble to the Greek etatute 
exempting Honour students in Mathematics and Science from Greek 
was passed by a substantial majority. If coming events have been 
casting their shadows before and Oxford is to become a Oreekless 
University as the pessimists deck, it is hard to reconcile their 
prophecy with the fact that " Literae Humaniores" had more candi. 
dates this ynr than it has had within the memory of man. 

Eights week was favoured with brillMnt weather and some splendid 
racing was rum New College "humped" Magdalen the first night 
and ained their position to the e ; but the tables have been 
turned at Henley where Magdalen after disposing of New College 
in the first heat secured the Grand. The intesuniversity cricket 
match ended inn hard-fought victory for Oxford. This leaves us nn 
gsy firstn the greater athletic contests of the year. 

At our own Hall no one has had to face the ordeal of fi nals this 
year, but Me Rev.]. S. Mooney of Wmolhampton is to he congratu-
lated on his "second" in blarhanatical Moderations. During 

NOTES spy 

"Commemoration" the Pevv. Paul Neville Bete jamb 0.P., a. 

Justin McCann proceeded to the M.A. degree, while the Rev. 
erbert Byrne took his B.A. 

• • • 
We beg to acknowledge the receipt of nre ...nit., thy St 

Agtvalin, the Austral Lg., the Ikomwon, Feria, the Btellelin de 
S Martin, the Downside Rig, the Georgia, the Irish Rosary, the 
Oscotia, the Rate*, 

thy 
Rawn, the ..dsla Skrira Berta., 

the Sega" wont Afittheils,ex, Ushaw Af.yarime, 2droundiarg, 
• Bede's Mag.*, .d the LW/anion. 
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goribar alamlleta III 
A WEEK IN RUSSIA-1 

STEAMING swiftly along the wide, smooth Gulf of 
Finland, of which the low•lying shores were barely visible 
from our decks, we steered towards a golden ball that 
glittered on the horizon ahead, until, as we drew nearer, the 
chimneys and roofs of a town began to detach themselves, 
and the glittering ball proved to be the gilded dome of a 
church sparkling in the sunlight. The grey mas of a 
for  showed up nest from Me dull waters, with a chain 
of flat islets, fortified and frowning, that stetch across the 
sea-way, and together with floating mines and submatines 
are supposed to make Cronstadt impregnable. I was not 
prepared for the pall of smoke, belched out from innumer-
able chimney sacks, that, as we advanced up the Neva, 
hung over the city before us.  1 had pictured St. Petersburg 
as a city of palaces, fortresses and "prospcktsv—the haunt 
of. anarchists and czars, hardly realising that it is also
busy, manufacturing centre whose appearance from the 
sea reminded one of nothing so much as the first ew of 
Liverpool to one sailing up Me Mersey channels. En

vi
tering 

a canal the Dundtar Castle" made its way slowly to the 
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Port which again lies some three miles below the centre of 
the city. 

A large part of our first day under the Russian flag was 
consumed by custom and police formalities, with a most 
minute examination of passports, and slow, laborious deci-
phering of unla,liar foreign namm. The officials who had 
boarded us at Cronstadt took away even the small case of 
ammunition used for signals and rocket-apparatus As a 
Catholic priest I had been refused a passport by the Russian 
Consul in London, and referred to the Minister of the 
Interior at St. Petersburg! After some trouble and official 
intervention the Visa was granted with apologies by the 
Russian Embassy in England; but the Consul was hardly 
to blame as ureepealed laws still forbid the admission of 
Catholic priesss the Czar's dorniMons. To judge by 
the amazement expressed by my fellow-Davellers at such 
belated intolerance unrepealed laws against Catholic priests 
might be absolutely unknown her in England 

But if it is difficult to get into Russia, and mill harder, they 
say, to get out of it, yet when once landed on Russian mil, 
the ease and smoothness of our movements were agreeably 
surprising, and the complete absence Al supervision or 
restraint. I had anticipated securing passports Al breast 
pocket, ready to be produced every to minutes. Actually 
they were taken from trs in the Neva, and we never saw them 
again, or wanted them, till they were retumed to us on our 
depar If we were under supervision we never knew
nor didture. we experience the slightest annoyance or difficulty 
though we moved about singly or passim, by day or by 
night. Neither were signs of popular repression visible, or 
Al the down-trodden people of whom hostile critics talk with 
such exaggeration in our daily press. You see far more 
swaggering officers and more military domination in any 
Prussian town than in either Al the Russian capitals. 
Doubtless our visit did not coincide with, or provoke, either 
pogroma or revolutionary riots ; the officials seemed pleasant 
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and obliging, the few police about looking like stolid, good-

Tatured family men who had never hurt a fly in their lives! 
hough the upper classes are tall, handsome and well set 

up, most of the common people are of a smaller size and a 
lower caste, with somewhat forbidding arouses, liat-nosed 
and low-browed. This a the Finnish type, approximating 
to the Tart, that prevails in the nor. The popes or 
clergy are and picturesque in their grey or black 
habits, and tall, brinumerous mless hats with long hair hanging over 
their shoulders. Rough and tangled as this is generally 
worn, it gives them an uncouth and disreputable appearance, 
that is probably belied by the simplicity of their lives; many 
others of the city clergy and upper tanks with their noble 
beards have however a most dignified and patriarchal mien. 
A characteristic figure in the streets is the droshk-driver, 
generally a man of enorrnom proportions with a low-crowned 
top-hat, and a arDskirad coat thickly padded and worn 
even in the heat of a Moscow summer. Its voluminous 
folds are supposed to be an equally effective protection 
against either heat or cold; they have other ssdvantages as 
well. Private droshky-drivers are said to be paid by 
weight ; and there's a story of an enterprising American girl 
who prodded one with her hatpin up to its head, failing 
even then to arrive at the quick 

In modem times when new world cities spring uplike 
mushrooms in a night, peopled by emigrants from distant 
shores, the foundation Al St. Petersburg fails to impress our 
imaginati as it did that of our fathers; but it was a 
marvelloroonf eat for its age, and it remains to all time
monument of what may be accomplished by the relentless 
will of an ,scrupulous autocrat. In roo; Peter the Great 
had just gained an imports. naval victory over the Swedes, 
Men the chief enemies of his rising empire ; and his first idea 
was to f ound a ortressagainst their inroads on an island lying 
on the broad bosom of the Neva. This project developed 
after the decisive defeat of Charles XII at Pultowa and 
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Peter resolved to build no merely a tort [oh... the Swedes 
but a great city and a new capital, that was to be Russia, 
gateway to the West —a window three:0"i. the Tartar, 
turned from gazing through Moscow .back to Asia, should 
look out upon Europe and the West. Seldom hash site been 
less fitted for the foundation of a greatcio—thisinhospreable 

spot with a long, dreary winter amid wide stretches of 

marshy soil and sodden bogs, and endless forests shrouded in 
heavy log. The swift stream of a noble river swept by to 

tempestuous sea ; but its waters were Rosen for long 
months, and its frequent floods overflowing the low banks 

turned the land into stagnant swamps and quaking bogs. 

Peter paved the maned with dead men's bones, and built 
his city upon them. it foundations cost one hundred 
thousand lives. Soil for the mounda of the faro-ere had to 
be carried in baskets on men's backs. Relays of forty 
thousand labourers were kept continually at work—Swedish 
prisoners, Russian troops, peasants pressed from every pro 

vime ; and they died like flies unheeded. Provision for the 

needs of such multitudes was beyond the skill of the age or 

the humanity of the government , Rmtne, Rot, siskresr, 
plague claimed hosts of victims; but human life has ever 

been cheap and abundant in Rumia, and the work went 

ruthlessly on. First the for  was built, then some wooden 
quays and houses; three wide alleys were next driven 
through the for  on the river's left bank, where the main 
part of the city now stands. The chief of these, the Mark, 
Prospekt, runs a straig. course of three miles, and for length 
and breadth at least is still the fine t street M the world. 
Along these ernba.nkments and avenues tradesmen and 
artisans were bribed or forced to settle, and the nobles com-
pelled by Imperial ukase to build their palaces. Outraged 

nature sometimes revenged itself. Tremendous floods swept 
over the growing city, threatening to reduce it its original 

swamp; but man's skill and pertinacity prevailed;t   and by 
degrees the marshes got drained and dried, canals were cut 
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and deepened, river banks were raised and strengthened by 
inreonry. Catherine II completed what Peter the Great 
began. She is regarded as the city's second Foundress, to 
whom it owes much of its splendour, and many of its finest 
nrsnuments. St. Petersburg in summer is as fair a sight as 
eye could wish to ree—the river gaily dancing in thes e
light, its broad surface and several streams spanned by wid
bride, its granite quays lined by classic an d  and rows 
of palaces, overtopped by gilded domes and coloured belle 
shaped cupolas, the whole dominated by the grim wallsand 
tall gilt a re of the Fortress where the bones of dead 
Emperors are buried, and living victims of autocratic rule. 
The Neva in its louver reaches is crowded with craft of every 
kind,and bordered with wharves, docks, warehoures, behi. 
which stretch the endless streets of a busy, manufacturing 

E. 
Everything looks modem about Russia! It is only 

young State at most the two hundred years of its capital 
making a respectable antiquity ; and even Moscow wetly
data perhaps from the twelfth century has been mostly 
rebuilt since Napoleon. The wide streets and vast open 
spaces of SL Petersburg, it tall regular home from, its 
classic colonnades and palaces suggest Paris or sty great 
western capital, only the golden cupolas, the bulbous 
multi.cloured spires the bizarre architectum of the 
churches lending distinctinn and local colour. But if the 
city lacks raname and antiquity, it suggests pow er and 
immense wealth; it is the only

,
 rentinental capital that 

have  Napoleon's barbarous 
by

and never elsewhere 
have I received taco an impression of riches and splendour as 
Thy  thechurches and palaces of St. Petersburg and Moscone. 
The Hermitage picture-gallery formed by Catherine II 
ranks high among the celebrated collectiom of the world 
the imperial palaces stored with priceless works of art, are 
respllnthnt as PRO fancy ; and many a church cupola
recalls the gorgeous dream,— 
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"Of a dome A molten gold 
To be a counter glory of the sun. 
There shall the eagle blinded dash himself; 
There the RI. beams shall strike, and there the moon 
Shall aim all night her argent archery: 
And it shall be the tryst ul sundered stars, 
The haunt of dead and dreaming Solomon 
Shall send n light upon the lost in hell, 
And flashing, upon faces without hope." 

In the centre of St. Petersburg the Kazan Cathedral, 
dedicated A SA Peter and Paul, reproduces on a smaller 

scale and not very successf ully the dome and colonnade 

of the Vatican Basilica.; its sanctuary screen of solid 
silver is composed of church-plate looted by the French in 

rerc  and piously applied to its present purpose when 
recaptured by the Cossacks of the Don. St. Isaac's, a most 
imposing claoic building in the form of a Creek cross, is 
unrivalled for the beauty of its mosaics and the splendour 

of its jewels, marbles and gold. Polished granite monoliths, 
sixty feet in height, seven in diameter, one hundred and 
twelve in number, support the four peristyles of the church; 
on the construction and decoration of which nearly three 
millions have been expended maVchite and lapis lazuli 
being as common here as marble is in Italy. Beautiful 
pictures in mosaic, and modem in style, adorn the 
lkonasta.sis, whose glittering sumptuousness is somewhat 
relieved by the subdued light of the interior. The church of 
the Resurrection, built to commemorate Alexander II on 
the very spot More he was murdered, displays almost 
equal splendour, as well as some interesting developrnems 
in its aachitectural features and its sculptured decorations. 

At the far end of the Nevski Prospekt riso the /area of 
St. Alexander Nevski, the third largest and most important 
monastery in Russ ie and the residence of the Metropolitan 
of Sr. Petersburg. Laura, a.nciently Laura, mea.ning 
Sheepfold, always connotes a group of monasteries governed 
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by an Archimandrite ; the head of a single one being 
the Hegvatteaos. Here there are no less than seven. The 
titular potion St. Alexander, was a Muscovite St. Louis, 
contemporary and counterpart of the Latin Crusader he 
was a thirteenth century Grand Duke who fought chival-
rously against Tartar hordes and Teutonic knights and 
sternly rejected overturns of reconciliation from the Pope 
His title A Nevski comes from his great victory over the 
Wotem knights won by the banks of the river on the very 
spot where OA monastery was afterwards built. Canonised 
long ago by his church, Alexander's wonder-working 
remains were brought here by Peter the Great, and 
enshrined in a. richly-wrought tomb of solid silver. The 
wealth of the church's adornment in Italian marbles, 
Siberian agate and Persian pearls attests the popularity of 
the shrine, and the faith of people and princes in its health-
giving virtue. 

A long night journey of goo miles, itigated by comfoto 
able sleeping arrangements, brings them traveller next morning 
to Moscow. Thestraight rail-route which an autocraruled 
as the shortest line between his two capitals runs through 
monotonous plains  forests that show a few scattered 
villages, but hardly a rows, and only one IOW rang, of hills 
to break the level. Morcow at first sight is disappointing. 
A busy, populous place of modern appearance it swarms with 
specimens of all the many races gathered under the Czar's 
rule ; butcities soon lose tool colour in these days A rail 
and travel, and here the oriental garbs of Tartar nomads and 
Siberian merchants are fast giving way to the stotoclothes 
A modern life. The wide suburbs look commonplace and 
sordid, but the battlemented walls of the so-called Tartar 
city are distinctly picturesque with their towered gateways 
guarded by quaint little shrines and the Kremlin is unique. 
Moscow is said to resemble Damascus, thought to appreciate 
iv eastern appearance one must view it from above, as 
we saw it from the Bell-tower of the Kremlin. Spreading 
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largely over a. level plain intersected by channels of the 
Moskaw, its houses are embowered M wide gardens from 
where dense foliage rise minare. amigilded domes, °white 
towers with golden-throated bell.' groups of twisted spires 

Bred with variegated tiles, green, bcee, crimson, yellow. 
Let the poet lend stone lines again to describe the scene 

"Each mom new rooh shall dazzle, nice.° totters 
Aod masonry in morning magical
. Mat land rehire we would he 

where life no lot,. jars, nor jolts, but glides, 

Only that last line does not suit Moscow in manner J 

The streetbeing paved with big cobble stones you may 
glide aver them right enough when buried u they usually 
are, inches deep in snow, but during the short summer as the 
droshkies race recklessly along at breakneck speed they 
certainly jar and jolt. It may be good for the liver, and 
luckily the horses are surmfooted and well cared for. Even 
in early June the heat was mrrille; the surds glare in the 
Kremlin square reminding ooe A Me Piceza A SE Peter's 
in July. 

The jewel of Moscow, the heart A Holy Russia and .s 
glory, in the Kremlin. Rising on a slight eminence above 
the river which along one side washes the feet of it oers, 
the Tartar f ortre. or Kremlin coroticees a third ciy, set 
within the other two, and forms a vast fortified precinct, 
roughly triangular in shape, containing within its gates 
churches, 

ame 
palace. convents, a citadel, sar nil acegovern-

ment offices. The noble cincture of its walls, the twelve 
gothic gateways and cequent towers recall forcibly Ad 
picturea of medieval towns, which is the less surprising when 
we learn that they were erected by Italian workmen towards 
the close of the inquecents. Italian artists too built the 
churches and older par. A the palaces in a ious mixed 
style that M partly Lombard, partly borrcur owed from 
Byzantium and even Persia. Travellem talk lightly of the 
Malsornmedan appearance of Moscow and the mosque-like 
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character A Russian churches generally; they forget that 
the Turkish mosque war originally a Catholic basilica, and 
that Me PlusshIntan stole most A his architecture fro& 
Christian Greeks; they forget even th. Consta.ntinople was 
ecer a Christian city, that the Turk, an upstart among the 
nations, has oever had art or style of his own, and Mat the 
Muscovite would never have borrowed them if he had. 

The several churches of the Kremlin group are um 
expectedly small; all put together would not make a good.-
sized Master in the west they are more like covered side-
chapels of a vast open-air cathedral. Each one serves 
some particular purpose in the Czace career—one for his 
baptism, another for his coronation, another for his marriage, 
one for his burial, though since Peter the Great the 
Emperors have been interred in the fortress church of the 
new capital. The external grouping of these churches is 
very effective; their high walls, their countless cupolas, 
and a few lofty to  with gilded chains hanging from 
the doubled-armed crosses that crown them, all ma. 
one harmonious picture with Me encircling battlements of 
the white-walled fortress. Of the dins, solemn interiors 
only general impressions remain ; of dull gleaming vaults 
renLing on tall circular columns and lighted mainly from 
alAt of gigantic patriarchal figures that loom from the high 
roofs and round the lower spaces of the pillars; of aisle 
walls showing an unbroken series of Ikons in metal garments 
and golden frames, before which silver lamps twinkle and 
innumerable votive candles. The sanctuaries are screened 
off by a richly decorated wall, the Ikenastasis, bearing 
favourite picturres loaded with barbaric wealth of gold and 
precious stones. Crowding the narrow aisles, and dimly 
visible in the gloom, and the tombs A patriarchs, saints 
or grarld dukes in one church alone there are forty-seven 
princes buried ; most of these tombs are of bronze, one of 
silver contains a martyred patriarch; .me a.re covered 
with taalla, many have lamps burning upon them. Through 
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the solemn spa.ces a stream trickles continuously of curious 
sight-seen, or devout worshippers bowing and crossing 
themselves before their favourite saints; whilst ever and 
again rises and falls the grave chant of stately priests, 
magnificently robed and bearded, whose voices are the 
fullest and most sonorous in the world. The effect is 
deeply impressive. Over these shrines of Faith and Father-
land broods a mysterious religious Gann ; earthly wealth 
and simple piety combine in their adornment, before them 
religion and patriotism bknd in devout homage to God 
and the Czar. 

"And I will think in gold and dream in silver, 
Imagine in marble and in Come conceive, 
Till it shall surely dazzle pilgrim nations 
And stammering tribes from undiscovered lands." 

Just outside the Kremlin walls, its weird pinnacles 
showing in every prospect, rises the most remarkable church 
edifice in Moscow, in Russia, probably in the world, for St. 
Basil's is the most Insane specimen of - eccentric building 
that has ever been erected. Yet though 511 to
freak it really fits in perfectly with its environment. Its 
ground plan shows a number of small circular chapels 
grouped round one somewhat larger in the centre, all co
nected by a labyrinth of narrow corridom,. and all crowned 
by cupolas of different design. Altogether there are eighteen 
chapels, and eleven domes varying in colour, height and 
shape r some look like extinguishers, others more like melons, 
pinne-applxteees, oniom, bulbs of all kinds. St. Basil's was built 

the si nth century to replace an earlier structure of 
wood, the cone-shaped pinnacles of which were reproduced 
in stone. The legend runs but am need ant accept la that 
Gan the Terrible put out the eyes of the Italian architect to 
prevent him ever building anything more wonderful 

There is a religious significance about this shrine that 
illustrates well the intense faith of the Russian, always deep 
even when not strong enough to control Lis wild passions. 
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The holy man enshrined hem was a poor beggar clothed 
in sackcloth, loaded with chains, who sat by the palace 
gates reproaching, not always mutely nor merely by his 
austere life, the godless deeds of those who dwelt therein. 
But when he died and his soul was borne to Abraham's 
bosom they honoured his mortal remains far beyond those 
of grand dukes or czars; and his glorious sepulchre over 
against the Imperial dwelling stands ever as a witness to 
eternal law, a silent proof that faith and penance are more 
durable than pride or power. 

The 'sitor to the Kremlin, or in fact to any of the 
Russian palaces can sup on horrors as well as lunch and 
dine on plots and murders. Her in Moscow are the Red 
Stairs down which were thrown red criminals or 
murdered Czars—the Czar still walkse cu  down them on his 
coronation day. There after murdering his father they 
hanged the five year old son of the Catholic Czar, possibly 
an usurper, who is known as the false Dimitri. That wooden 
cross marks the spot where the Grand Duke Alexis was 
acccinaced only Me other day, some of his mangled 
mnrains being blown on to that roof rat storiG 
high r here is the Convent where his widow, an English 
princess and now a nun, prays for his guilty soul. Within 
that church G St. Petersburg you see the dint made G 
the pavement by the bomb that killed Alexander II: this 
cheerful, peaceful Square witnessed the massacre of the mob 
on Bloody Sunday. Outside yon grated window the fellow 
conroirators of an imprisoned Empress were hanged before 
her eyes , in those dungeons the Gn of Peter the Great 
was done to death at his father's orders ; wiGin that palace 
Paul II was murdered with the connivance of his own son ; 
in attempting to escape from that for  where his mother 
had imprisoned him, Ivan II was killed by one of his guards! 
Altogether Russian annals are as full of gruesome stories and 
domestic tragedies as—well ! as any medieval history of 
western Europe ! Details may be a little more picturesque 
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or grim, with an added tore. of Oriental ferocity; but 
Russia was always four hundred years behind western ways) 
and the British to  (who knows English history) has 
really no call to nrip the white ol his eyes at the long 
list of Muscovite conspiracies Aad were either quenched in 
blood or succeeded through treacherous assassination. 

The bugbear of gnash guide-books is Ivan (John) 51. 
Terrible, a savage but able but that recalls Ma Henry 
VIII. Ivan h. some excuse in that though living in the 
same century as the English Bluebeard he had a. less 
civilized background and a Ass settled stage for his 
misdeeds. He was not hypocrite enough to persecute for
religion, he killed his son but not his wives, and the 
butcheries that Henry got other people to out through 
legal forms Iv. frequently executed with his own hand. 
Altogether the Muscovite makes the more picturesque figure, 
and he scored in the manner of his death for whilst Henry 
died in despair, crying out upon the monks he had murdered, 
Ivan became .e himself,  so made a better end than 
might have been expected.  The black pall that still 
envelopes his metal tomb indicates ha monastic profession 
and his tardy repentance. Ivan once proposed marriage to 
our Queen Elisabeth, no doubt recognising is her a kindred 
spirit t—and a. very well-matched couple they would have 
made! 

(To be amanuala 



ZOe glonfio Al* urifake of El3e clihoert 
A CONTRAST 

Ay Cairo, the wise, the experienced, will tell you strange 
and wonderful things of the Coptic monasteries A the 
Eas n desert, only, alas, the dewriptions do not quite 
tally. According to one authority thee monasteries were 
haunts A the foulest and most abotninable vice and 
debauchery; opportunities of drunkenness and crime were 
the real attractions which drew men out into the desert. 
Another authority informed us that the inhabit.. of the 
monasteries were foully dirty, loathsome of appearance, 
diseased, and mostly mentally unsound—in fact a collection 
of naturals and cripples expelled from the world of men 
which they only served to cumber. Then there was

. Frenchman who had written a book—a beautiful, tantalisi 
ing, exasperating book, in the most beautiful academic 
tmodem French—a meandering work which proved its 
author  of some learning, culture, polish, brilliance, 
and poetry, bmanut one who, owing to excess of these excellent 
qualities, failed ever to come to grips with his subject. 

My Frenchman scintilata without illuminating—he sees 
too muchand yet too little. Camels' souls, priests of Ammon 
Ra, golden deserts, sinister defiles, historical chatter, arch-
eological reminiscences, sunsets, sunrises, and minme and 
beautiful constructions give very little foundation upon 
which to build; therefore did we decide to go out and 
see this convent of St. Antony—five days' ride over the 
desert beside the Red Sea —a strange desert inhabited only 
by svoolly-headed coastguards in the Egyptian wrvice ; 
beautiful polished Sudanese dressed in jerseys, riding 
breeches, puttees, and tarbushes of Khaki, with a .noble 
hackle of ostrich plumes on one side Most effective 
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gentlemen, who salute smartly, stand to atteMion, and 
maint n that preternaturally solemn countenance which 
all theai ebony race assume when in office; on the shore 
these men ride 0 and fro. Westward stretches a most 
unholy desert of rocks and crags, eastward the Gulf of 
Suez, up and down which run tramps, troopers, mailboats, 
and ships of war. 

This dmert coast road gives one A odd enough turn, to 
one riding southw anard on his right hand lies the grimmest 
of uninhabited l ds, parched, empty, desolate, unknown; 
on his left within three miles there ploughs a steamer 
with deck stewards, old ladiet, liverish civilians Sahibs, 
Plem-sabibs, invalids, tourists, deck cricket, sweepstakes, 
cocktails, concerts, and all those devilish accompaniments 
of English travel , before his nose bobs and waves the grey 
head and neck of the traveller's camel. Well, five days of 
thisand you come where few people cme to that monastery 
of Antony the sainted Abbot which lies at the foot of Mount 
Usdum ; a huge wall of rubble tarty feet high and above a 
mile in circumference encloses the place—it has but one 
ent 

No 
rance. 

w before Igo any further, just let me here say, that I 
know nothing more of St. Antony than that he has a day 
0 the calendar, and that each year his name is handed 
down to posterity in the catalogue of the Royal Academy, 
wherein are numbered and labelled the various pictures of 
his temptation nted by the anatoAsts of the day. 

paiWell, I said that the monastery had but one entrance, 
but !amide this one entrance there and two vast niches, 
like two blocked-up gate,vays—were it not that they were 
obviously built for some purpose. Above oe of these niches 
is o. wooden ledge with a trap in its floors; beside the gate 
a little turret with a bell and stone to steady it ; within the 
niches remains of fires and Alms, and blackened stones—
all this not a little puzzling if you but pause to think. 
This niche is the perquisite A the local Arabs. By im-
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memorial tradition the monks have thrown aufficient food 
for four persons into this niche each day. The local 
Bede* arrange among themselves hoar this is to be shared 
—those who want the food live in the niche for two or 
three days and draw the rations. While we were there 
man and two women lived in the niche for two days and 
gave it up on the third to three men. In return for this 
charity the Arabs bring the monks provisions from the 
Nile, font days' journey, once a quitter. The basis of the 
arrangemem is that in return for transit and also for defence 
the monks maintain one family every day in the year. 

We rang the bell, a ridiculous tinkling affair, cracked, 
weak and crazy, with a hoarse, thin, dusty little voice—
chink atink ad ink a bink ti rink tik a tik a tink a tak a ti 
ti rink —for some ren minutes , we beat upon the door of 
iron with stones—the and was more melodious and 
resonant ; presemly a black shawl fluttered over the battle-
ments—" Who are you?" "Soldiers of the State "— 
" Welcome !" "And travellers of consequence "—" God 
be with you." The shawl vanished and after some time 
footsteps vmre heard and voices behind the door—a 
grumbling argument, a rattling of wooden key0 a heaving . 
and thrusting, a clanking of bars, a squeaking of hinges, 
and at last the door gaped, yawned, groaned, creaked, and 
eventually opened slowly—and we were in the monastery. 
Now, first, remember a monastery in the East has nothing 
to do with any preconceived notons of monasteries in the 
West; cloisters, buildings, choirs, 'chapels have no part with 
these monasteries of the Egyptians; an Arab village with 
a wall round it is what you have to bear 0 mind. Now 
the monastery of St. Antony is a village of sixty houses, 
formed in two streets. Besides these there is a large and a 
lesser garden, a guest house, a general store, a stable, a 
mill, four small churches, a swimming bath (please not, 0 
libellers 5), an oil press and four vaults. 

The disarray in which I describe these things 0 on 
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purpose ; do not please worry ads. systemin a Coptic 
convent ; almonen, hareem buttery keepers, doctors, priors, 

V1  e
n,

are all a part of the Wesrem mania 
for system tidiness and purpose, which begins with St 
Thomas Aquinas and leads to motors and Sir E. Cassell. 

Well, the door opened and we entered the monastery, at 
least passed the gate and saw the village before us, and 
perhaps half a dozen of the monks.—gentle-eyed brown non, 
both old and young —some in poor blue n shirts, others 
in black gowns, with black shawls uponcottotheir heads—each 
must reeds kiss our hands, and bid us welcome in a manner 
at once humble, gentle and civil. We were led from the 
gate to the domed porch of the great chapel which stands 
at Ore end of the village 

ere 
matter of about three 

hundred yard, there chain were brought out, syrup of roses, 
tea, and coffee. The monks heard with great grief of the 
death of But,. Pashas* Indeed I take the opportunity of 
her remarking that this is the first occasion that I have 
heard from Eygptian lips any condemnation of this shameful 
crime. The monks know wired it mea. and grieve; the 
others know what it means and can scarce conceal their joy. 
The Englishman wags his head and says, " This is a bad 
business about poor old But ros." Weld to continue, Mese 
monks are twemy-five in number, ten of them are priests, the 
rest brothers; besides these there are two servants who may 
become monks some day. 

Now on first acquainta.nce these monks differ from 
Mar s, Neetoriato, Jacobites, Syrians, Armenians, or 
indeed any native Christians I have met, in that they 
apprer to have a very distinct idea of Christian charity; 
they seem to have no feuds or rareorow hatreds; they 
speak with unclouded brow at once of Jesuim, Franciscans 
and Out Greeks of Sinai. Our liturgies differ, but the 
Saviour is one" was a little phrase continually recurring 

ts tiVatjtIVV,U igtr Cued est Moe in tre. 
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and said with a gentle far off smile most comforting. We 
stayed perhaps hall an hour talking of this and Mat, and 
then went into the chapels—two chapels, a great one for 
coolness in summer a small one for warmth in winter—two 
chapels with altars and lamps, and screens of good wood-
work inlaid with ivory in places and, I think, bone in others, 
a few old and bad pictures, one good Arab lamp, some 
osrich eggs and straw mats, lecterns like Punch and Judy 
rhea tre_s; them form the trappings of a simple enough 
double church, the greater whitewashed, the lesser painted 
with rude fresoes. 

On the floor of the summer chapel lay olives drying—
mats in the winter one. Now, let me here say that of the 
appalling filth so noticeable to some travellers I saw 
nothing —neither more or less than noa iny Arab village; 
as to the monks they were not only gentle and civil, but, 
over and above this, the prim sts were by no means so 
ignorant as some will have them ; of history they knew not 
a little—the conquest by Anent al As and theta xes of 
Omar, the folhes of Hakim and the villainirs of Ed Darars, 
the riots and raids the Berbers, were all things referred 
to in casual conversation which betokened either some 
reading or at least some intelligeM conversation. Very 
little you may say, but fax beyond the native Christians of 
Asia Minor, or the schools of the American Missionaries 
and other perverters of youth. 

We kit the monastery to go to lunch, but not before a 
kid and above twenty of the finest wheaten loaves were 
premed upon us—"It's little we have but that little is 
you  and so on, but really meant and no return expected. 
In the`vening we returned to hear the choir office, for indeed 
these monks have offices—one at midnight, one at four, 
one at seven in the morning. Now to be sure one should 
be very merrs over this, ready with some good hearty jokes 
about vain superstitions; or else should one be supers 
higher critical, ready with sage and profound comparisons 
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with ancient Egyptian mysteries, priests A Isis and what 
not; anything but the obvious event under one, nose. 

We went into the chapel and found the monks and 
servants and brothers mattered in various nooks, but 
roughly in order of precedure,—servants at the bottom, 
then the brothers, and the priests within the semen: a low 
sonoro murmuring filled the place; each monk and 
brothers s repeating the office which I think does not 
vaq with the day the than was rapid, articulate 
monotone and full chested, not nasal or whining; and 
there was a look of attention and meaning which seemed 
to me new in Eastern Christians. By the door an old 
brother repeated his prayers with unapt sincerity, hands 
outstretched and head upraised. Occasional,' one A the 
pries. beyond the scrmn would tum and say which prayer 
was to be repeated; sometimes the chant would change to 
a brisk measure, the cadence of which was familiar
so for about an hour, during which we distinguished, the 
Gloria in excelsin the Pater, the Sanctus, and the Creed, 
and several psalms in Arabic beside this, something like 
litanies in Coptic —so for an hour with an abrupt termin-
ation, a slow falling away, but nothing syste tic. 

Upon this office I noted one thing, and thatma is that the 
Nufai Dervishes are undoubtedly beholden to the Coptic 
monks, for much of their Zikke—the rapid cadence, the full 
monotone, the sudden changes, and above all the rhythm 
of their chants are, I fed prettysu , identical and hardly 
by coincidence. Ott om way back[o camp we passed 
old brother in his cell, ninety years A age, blind and nearly 
toothless "I would salute you could I lift my hands" 
was his greeting and farewell. 

The next morning to Mass at y-go florid. There are 
three Masses a week—Wednesday, Friday, Sunday. The 
brothers only communicate, nidew serving a ms, thrice
year— Christmas, Epiph.y and Easter. I had been pre-
pared for some slipshod slovenliness at Mass and trembled, 
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but it was a great relief to find that these fears were 
unfounded. I will try to describe this Mass A the Coptic 
monks as I saw. it. First, in the dark church office was 
continuing as on the previous night; the priest who was 
to my Mass stood before the central altar but not within
the sanctuary` he bowed and prostrated before the altar 
much as Moslems do; he then censed the altar from wit, 
out; he then stood before the altar with a lighted taper 
held parallel to the ground and signed the air with a sign 
of the Cross ; this indeed did remind me of Egyptian 

onum.ts. While the office continued to be chanted, the 
priest and a server weM within the sanctuary and vested, 
by the simple method  of selecting what they wanted from 
a heap of garments lying on the right of the three altars; 
they then came out—the priest in a red cape a. black 
urban, the server in whim with a white turban a white 

hood with a large red Jerusalem cross, a tunicle with the 
same device on the hack and front, beneath all a plain alb 
or shirt embroidered with silver. The priest and server 
then went out into the body of the church and came back, 
then prostrated before the altar and went into the sanctuary 
when the pries t washed his hands, turned and faced the 
church—all this while the monks sang. Now the server
came out and was given by one of the monks a tr ay of 
little and cakes of bread, and a flask of wine; with 
infinite care and much ceremony the priest selected one of 
the cakes then compared it with each of the others, then 
anointed it with wine—the remainder were anointed with 
wine oleo—the tray of anointed cake, wars then taken 
away; the selected cake was put upon the altar and 
wrapped in a pail; the wine from the flask was poured 
into a large chalice and also wra.pt up. Then Mass proper 
began: the Gospel, a. long selection from the Exodus, 
being read aloud in Arabic to those in the church; after 
which variom psalms were named by a monk and sung by 
the rest—one old monk, in the darker parts, called lustily 

c 2 
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on the monk who named the psalms o "speak up that 
men may know what to do;" Mass proceeded up to the 
consecration, when a bell was rung in the tower and all 
prostrated. Communion was thengiven to theserver alone 
so far as I could see, the host was broken in pieces, dipped 
in the chalice and given with a spoon; eac ta time the 
server partook he walked once round the a r with a 
kerchief held to his lips—he partook three times in all
the priest then consumed what remained, and drained the 
chalice; he Men washed his hands with great care and 
took three great ablutions, the chalice being fi lled each 
time; the chalice was then wiped, dried, and set aside, the 
priest then tamed to the church and said, "May God bins 
King Edvmrd the Seventh, King 0 England, and his sons; 
May God bless Mark Sykes, his wife and his children; 
May God give rest and succour to the soul of his servant 
Bums." Then each monk in his order came and was 
blessed by the priest, then each brother, and lastly the 
mrvants. So we found that Masse was ended after one and 
a half hours—the blessing was again reminiment of the 
Dervishes, the priest stroked the Meeks 0 each man and 
blew upon his forehead. 

After Mass each monk and brother and ourselves was 
given the remainder of the blessed and anoinmd cakes 
tom which the altar bread bad been selected. Hence I 

gather the origin of " Pain ben'," which gives a emsidew 
able insight imo the very early distinction betwixt blessed 
bread and Commun—which is something of a back-
hander for Gibbon, R.ion J. Campbell and Co. 

After Mass breakfast and a general view of the convent 
(see plan). In the garden there is a small church dedicated 
to a local mint named Mark or Murghos, who died within 
the convent, I noticed a picture of him holding a rosary—
the rosary is part of the Antonin monk's office. It consists 
only of Divine praises in short ejaculations like the Moslem 
rosary. In the garden which is but badly kept there are 
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vines, olive trees, date palms. In one comer of the garden 
we came acr a little house wherein stood a chair and a 
boa of rusty tools. "What is this place ?" "Once one of 
our monks was a mender of shoes; two years ago he died!" 
and hem was his house. Since he had died nothing had been 
moved, his shoes and in the corner ; a bowl of olivs, now 
dried and shrivelled, stood upon the shelf; graff grew 
under the stool which was half turned; perhaps, as on Me 
day the old cobbler rose from his work for the last time. 

. . . . . . 
Now, if you take the train a Alexandria and travel 

westward you come to another land—neither A the Arabs 
of Arabia nor the fella, A Egypt, but to the folk who call 
themselves sons of the Weled Ali. To t their camps is 
to find a strange enough contrast to the Bedawi of the 
Sharnieh, of Hejaz or A the JazirahlebArab. Frankly, I 
do not like these people.  The Eedawi,l know, have their 
faults and virtues, and among their virtues is an easy 
gentlemanly tolerance of other men's creeds, combined with 
a decent respect for their own religion, and a natural 
predisposition not to worry about other people's souls. 
Now, the moment I stepped into a tent A the Weled AS I 
was immediaMly impressed by the Ma, that there could never 
be and never would be any fellow feeling betwixt them and 
me—civil they had to be, but friendly or amusing never. 
Tall, brown, stagly built, and with a puffy look about the 
cheeks—which seems a part A the Moroccan and Tunisian 
countenance—they were Arabs and something else ; their 
white robes, white trousers, ad (ems made them new ad 
strange creatures. Their eyes are small and cunning, set in 
a fleshy face ; their beards Min ; their complexion sallow. 
No guestfire bums in the tent and it is only lit nder pro-
test--and then not to brew coffee but a tea thatu burns the 
breast and silences digestion. Coffee is shameful," Tea is 
from God; Tobacco is shameful." 0 most abominable 
puritans / As you speak you can see that you yourself are 

ME. 
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"shameful"; Mere is no "Salaam alaikum "—there is only 
superior look; there is no freedom, no ease: but a Polite 

grumpiness which evidently conceals, very ill, a dour and 
rasping f.aticism. These fellows are all most profoundly 
influenced by Senussi ; the women are veiled closely and 
hidden behind harems; every stimulant is rigorously shut 
out except the aforesaid tea; and when Shaykh Senussi is 
mentioned, a kind of holy shudder pervades the place. In 
Me first tent I went to—no conversation ; in the sscond I was 
informed as .lows "Sens si is the holiest of men, a Place 
of pilgrimage, a. shrine a m iah, a fountain of piety. 0 
how virtuous a man he isle he can breathe virtuet into 
other men's souls: Hashish eaters, drinkers of coffee, smokers 
A tobacco and other filthy-habited persons have recourse to 
him—he breathes upon them and behold they can never 
again abide the stink A Hashish, coffee, or tobacco, they 
are cured of such shameful ways. Miracles he works daily. 
His greatest Made was worked on an Englishman—this 
Englishman diryuised himself a.s . Arab of Syria booted in 
red boots, with Kaffieh, Egul, and Abba cloak he imposed 
on all as a true believer, yet when he was five days' ride from 
Senussi,the Slave of Peace shuddered and said, 'I smell filth 
—there is a stink A impiety in my nostrils—Kaffirs are at 
hand, go forth and seek.' And the servants of the Slave of 
Peace went forth and found this person in red boots and 
Kaffieh marching in the desert with a face like a hyaena. 
And they seized him and reported to the Holy one. 'Smite 
hirn,' cried the Holy one, and they smote this one, and the 
blows fell like winter rain on the mof of a te., and he 
a.dmitted his lies and uncleanness and he was turned a.way."" 

The tents differ from those of the Bedawin of the East, 
being of white bars and having tassels within, and wind-
sails and ventilators. The Iance has never been used nor do 
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they know the name of it. Mullahs live in the camps and 
the children are taught the Koran. Honemarellip is not 
considered, and there is no connection or interest between 
them and the people of the East. Prayers, groans and pious 
ejaculations are the order of the day—readings of the Koran 
and hatred of unbeliwers I think the mental outfit; eery-
thing is put down to religion white clothes are religion, 
tassels in wnts are religion, food, drink, and everything 
else are religion 0 Mullah however told me that it would 
be possible to visit jerbub under the following conditions—
Hone agreed to leayeall tobacco, coffee, etc, behind; further, 
agreed to say and do nothing unclean while M the Oasis; 
further, came from the Turkish and not the Egyptian aide 
and sent a messenger humbly craving leave to enter; then 
indeed perhaps it might be possible for an unbelieving 
Kaffir to approach this Holy spot and the old humbug who 
Ives in it. 

Mare, Sores. 

gOabonf6 anb (laps 

Tire sky from east to west is islanded 
With broken cloud, through which the western sun 
Shoots rays that of a truth do parallel run, 

Yet seem to us like mighty spokes to spread. 
True seeming this; for by it we are led 

To the source from which their being was begun. 
But eastward, lo ! the clouds cast every one 

Long shadows; and these too It,,, a fountain head 
Seem to diverge: and falsely lead the eye 
To seek a dark sun in the eastern sky. 
So truly do we seek a source of light 
And right but not 0 wrong and night. 
All goodness points to the one Good indeed 
Evil is but a lacking and a need. 

NE. ggss. J. B. WI.. 
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Ir will doubtless at first sight seem strange to speak of 
religious house chiefly composed of two wedded couples 

with the, children, or of the religious life without the 
triple vow of poverty, chastity and obedience. My subject 
nevertheless may be fittingly termed, as I have termed it, an 
attempt at the religious life. As such 1 believe that some 
account of the establishm made at Little Lidding by 
Nicholas Ferra.r, about revs,, for the sole purpose of leading 
a life entirely devoted to God's service, will not prove 
without interest for Catholics. Perhaps Nicholas Ferrer 
and his household are already known to the readers of this 
journal from Shorthouse's delightful description of them 
in John loglesaug. Though the Reformation suppressed 
by force the Catholic faith in England, it was powerless to 
destroy the religious instincts and needs of human nature 
which that faith addresses and satisfies. Therefore we soon 
find these instincts making themselves felt even among 
the Protestants. The first effect of the Reformation had 
been the substitution of the natural for the supernatural. 
Elizabethan England on the whole sought to make the most 
of this world and cared little for the next. This led at first 
to great success and glory alike in the world of politicsand of 
letters. It is the age of Drake, of Burleigh, of Shakespeare, 
and of Bacon. Yet all this worldly glory and prosperity 
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ended, as was i nevitable, dissatisfaction a. disillusion-
meta. We shall clearly see .is if we co 

a
re with the 

close A Dame's great poem of Me supern l the final 
teaching A she greatest po. A the natural, Shakespea 
Dame leads us up to Me vision and fruition of God re.
heaven which for ever satisfiesour will and nature. His 
final words are s-

- sCia volgeva it mio diure eil velle 
Si coma rota retigualmenm e moue 
Damns che move il mti e Pease Mello, 

Shakespeateti mnclusion about the life and destiny of man 
is one full of hopeless  and utter emptinress—

e We am such stuff 
As dreams are made on, a  our little life 
Is rounded with a sleep, 

After and against this thereaction came. Man created 
for God turned again towards Hinz. Lacking the Catholic 
faith* the religious instincts found one-sided and often 
strangely perverted expression, but some means of expression 
they must and did find. Now, when  vve have a strong 
revival of religion it of necessity bring with it a duire 
in men's minds a life of complete dedication to God's 
service, other words the religious life. Ins nth 
century England,, hatred of Rome checked this for the most 
part, but here and there we have attempts made at such a 
life. The most important of these is the home ho estab. 
lisped in 1655 at Little Gidding by Nicholas Ferrar, an 
Anglican St the Laudian School. He was born in 1590. 
and was the son of one Nicholas Ferrer a city merchant. 
He was brought up from childhood by a very devout 
mother, and from his earliest years seems to have dis-
played such whole-hearted zeal in God's service as would, 

depsi.ed of mis kith mi by bleu num 
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I believe, have made him a canonized saint, had he been 
a Catholic. When only eight years old he underwent a 
religious experience which impressed itself on the whole of 
his future life. In bed .e night he was assailed by doubt 
both of God'a existence and, if He did exist, of man's power 
to serve Him acceptably. He went out into the garden and 
there prostrate on the ground with tears he begged of God 
'that He would put into his heart the true fear and awe of 
HisDivine Majesty, that this fear andlove of God might 
never depa. out of his mind, and that he might know how 
he must serve Him. After much bitter weeping he All his 
heart much eased and comforts began to come to h, to have 
an assurance of God, and the doubt began to paw away and 
his heart was much cheered . . Two thin, . 
were so imprinted in the heart and mind of the child that 
they came fresh into his memory every day of his life. The 
one was the joy and sweetness which he did in that watch-
ing night conceive and feel in his heart the other was the 
gracious promise which God made to him to bless and keep 
him all his life so that he would constantly fear God and 
keep His commandments.". Soon after this he was sent to 
school, from which at the a., of thirteen he went to Clare 
College, Cambridge. His early life was marked by his 
religious devotion and by his intense application to study, 
which with the aid of an exceptionally good memory soon 
made him an excellent scholar. On the other hand he sees 
to have been intensely serious, and to have taken no part imn 
social life. 

In .13 he was compelled by ill health to leave Cambridge 
and to travel abroad. He seems at that time to have been 
so ill that he did not expect to live. He wrote to his parenta 
to comfort them for the death, which he believed was at 
hand, by thoughts of the joys of heaven. He says also in 
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this letter that if God should grant him to return home alive 
° I will all the days of my life serve Him in praising His 
Holy Name and exhorting others; yea, in His tabernacle 
and in His holy sanctuary will I serve Him, and shall 
account the lowest place in His house better and more 
honourable than the greatest crown in the world." On the 
conti nt he spent much time in study at Leipsig and at 
Padua.ne He also travelled through Holland, Germany, Italy, 
and Spain, going through the last named country on foot. 
Twice he neaxly died of illness, and he had a hair-breadth 
escape from capture by pirate, On this latter occasion he 
displayed the courage which marks all men of true holiness, 
for when the sailors were doubtful whether to surrender to 
the pirates or no, he urged on the crew resistance to the 
last. Fortunately, however. a larger ship coming into eight 
attracted to itself the piraes' attention. Nor did he neglect 
his religion. We catch , for instance a glimpse of hint 
pawing a Lent in quarantine on his fi rst entrance into Italy. 
Thou dap he spent in " reading, meditation and prayer" 
on a mountain covered with thyme and roseman, keeping 
also a strict fast. In Italy he was of course face to face 
with Catholicism. We hear of charitable attempts  t his 
conversion. Neither then or later however did he receive 
the grace of the faith. The re a.n we cannot tell though 
we may perhaps suggest that he was to be one of those 
lanterns which God in His Mercy keeps alight in the dark 
places unillumined by the faith.. On his return his father's 
death kept him .r some years engaged in business and 
public life. He took a leading part in the management of 
the affairs of the Virginia company, and i 1614 sat in 
Parliament as member for Lymington. Then it was that 
he assisted in the impeachment of Middlesex. A successful 
political career seemed open before him, but in reality 
he was longing for a life of retirement that he might 
devote himself wholly to God. He was offered a 
Professorship at Gresham College, and a post under 
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Government. He refused both and also the offer made 
to bins by a rich merchant A his daughter re marriage 
with Lreb000 dowry. At this time indeed he seems to have 
wished to go to America aa a missionary. He could not 
however leave his widowed mother, the more so as all 
his life Img he was devoted to his parents and relative. 
Therefore he hit upon the expedient of combining bob 
family and religious life, he himself remaining celibate. His 
mother aided him in this, and accordingly in May shag she 
bought an estate at Little Chiding in Huntingdonshire. 
What horses steps towards retirement from the world 
Nicholas intended to take we do not know.• He and his 
family were hurried to Little Gelding that year by the 
plague. His brother John Fervor went on thither first to 
prepare the house. Nicholas Farrar joined him soon aftery 
wards, when he had wound up his business affairs in town. 
As soon as he arrived, his mother rode over to join him from 
Bourne, where she had been staying with her daughter-in-
lays. When she reached Gidding she would not enter the 
house till she had been to church to return thanks to God. 
The church, however, was then full of hay, as it had been 
used as a hay-loft since the godless days of Queen Elizabeth. 
Nothing daunted, the Ad lady pushed her way in among 
the hay, paid her devotions and then made her son send 
immediately for workmen, who then and there tossed the hay 
out of the windows. Next year the family paid a finals
to town, when Nicholas Farrar was ordained an Anglican 
deacon. For this he prepared by much fasting and inedit-
ation, and watched through the whole of the preceding 
night. Therefore, though of course here mned as much a 
layman as before, he doubtless obtained fromai Our Lord very 
great graces. At the same time he made a solemn vow 
before his family and friends to devote himself to Gov, 
service and to become "the Levite in his own house." 
Further than the diaconate he never proceeded. 

At Little Gidding he spent the remainder of his his with 
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his family" With him lived his mother and his brother, 
John Ferro with his wife and his on Nicholas and daughter 
Virginia (born at Gidding). His sister Susanna also lived 
there with her husband, Mt. Collett, and some fif teen of their 
sixteen children. Two of these Collett nieces, Mary and 
Anm, wished later to take vows of chastity, but being pre,

medtby the Protestant Bishop of Lincoln, their diocesan, 
they had to content themselves with an open resolution 
of this life, which however they kept till death. How 
Nicholas Ferran was able to persuade his relatives, with 
one mnsent to adopt a life of retirement from the world 
and a rule of prayer, as strict as that of many religious 
houses, is indeed a mystery. Apparemly it was due to 
his remarkable personality. We may compare with it the 
religious vocation of the seven brothers of St. Bernard 
through the influence and example of the Saint. 

Before describing this life and rule at Little Gidding I 
will say a. little about the place itself. It:s situated on
hill not far from Hureingdon. There is a fine Wew from it 
over rolling country of the typical midland type. The hall 
where the Ferran lived has been mpletely demolished. 
Only a farmhouse stands near the sitcoey The little church 
remains as it was, though shorn of seven feet at the west 
end. Behind the church is a wood. The church, quite 
small and without aisles, is furnished like a college chapel 
or monastic choir with opposite smIls. These were so 
arranged by the Ferrara; but whether or no the present stalls 
are their work or that of the clergyman who restored the 
church in 1883 I cannot say. The brass eagle lectern and 
the brats font put in by the Ferran still remain, though the 
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former was only discovered in t80, in a pond where the 
Puritans doubtless threw it when they pillaged Little 
Gilding in 1646. The Ferrars also wainscotted Me church 
and put up a pulpit and reading dmk. They did not 
however put in or restore any stained glass window 
depicting Our Blessed Lord, as Shorthouse 

as 

represents. The 
present e t window is nineteenth century woM. On the 
Antrary a Protestant dislike of images combined with a 
fear of giving further scandal to the now powerful 
Puritan school of thought kept the church without a, 
paintings or carvings of religious subjects.° It was, how-
ever, kept in a clean and reverent fashion rare at that time in 
Protestant churches. 

The day at Little Gilding began early. The household 
rose at 5 a.m. in wi and s a.m. in summer even old 
Abs. Ferry r rising at this s early hour. After private prayer 
all met M the great chamber. There the boys and girls 
repeated by heart set chapters of scripture and hymns. At 
6 o'clock they Gid the first of the hourly offices of the day. 
As it would then have been considered too " Romish " to 
use the Catholic offices even in a modified form, Nicholas 
Ferrari compiled an office of his own for use every hour. It 
comisted of psalm a portion of a concordance or harmony 
A the Four Gospels compiled by himself, and the following 
hymn sung to the accompaniment of an organ:—

. Thus Airgeis ang, and so donee 
To God on high all glory be; 
Let Him on earth His area bestow
And unto men His Gym° show." 

We note that the general substance A these offices i 
quite in accordance with the Catholic liturgy though lack-
ing its beauty and folneG. Certain members of the family 
were responsible for the recital of the office every hour. At 
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6.3o the whole family went in procession to chapel for

Morning Prayer which was read by Nicholas Ferran This 

was followed by the hourly office of 7 o'clock, after which 

the children breakfasted and then weA off to their lessons. 

For their slue Aion no less than three schoolmasters lived 

in the house, Nicholas Ferrer having, as we saw, a truly 

Benedictine love of learning. At to o'clock all went to 

church again and the Litany was read. The elders fasted 

till dinner at rs.,. Before dinner a hymn was sung and 

grace said. During the meal some i ve though 

secular book was read aloud and an abstract made of what 

was read, to be af terwards transcribed and learned by Ore 

children. After dinner there was recreation till s o'clock, 
when the boys went to school. At o'clock, Evening 

Prayer was read in church. At 5 o'clock (probably after 

the hourly office) there was supper, preceded by a hymn. 
At supper the Bible was read and also, I am so, to say, 
Fore's Book of Martyrs. This book had been read to 
Nicholas from childhood, and was his Asa Sanctorum. 
His early acquaintance with and love of this lying work 
was doubtless largely the cause of his deep-seated but pery 
fectly sincem hatred of the Church. After supper there was 

a n till bedtime. The older members of the;house. 
hold as well as the children were fully occupied all day 
long. Some rooms were fitted up as alms rooms for poor 
widows. These were tended by Nicholas' nieces. The 
nieces also ted the sick and poor of the neighbourhood, 
and dressed the wounds of any who were injured. They 
seem in fact almost to have acred as district nurses. They 
found time, nevertheleG, for elaborate embroidery and for 
writing out books in a "fair writing" then much in vogue 
as an intermediary between ordinary writing and printing. 
Nicholas Ferrar also sent to Cambridge for a bookbinder's 
slaughter who lived in the house fora year and taught his 
nieces to bind books most beautifully. Moreover the whole 
family employed themselves in making Concordances or 
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Harmonies of the Gospel both for their own use and as 
presents to others. Posions of each Gospel were cut out 
and neatly pasted t ether, while little engravitigs were 
inserted o illustrate thoge text. Seventeen A these or mile 
works are still M exisrence. I have only seen a facsimile 
page, but, even from that one cannot but be struck with Me 
extraordinary neatneo and minute carefulness of the work, 
which thus recalls the manuscripts emanating from the 
monastic oriptoria earlier times. Nicholas Ferran him-
wlf translated several devotional and ascetical books, 
boides writing copiooly on religious subjects. (These 
writings are now los, having been destroyed by the 
Puritans). To him it was that George Herbert entrusted 
his now so renowned poems for publication. 

So far we have dealt with the life of the day, but night 
was by no means given up to sleep. Nicholas Ferro at the 
suggest ,n of George Herbert 600A instituted a night watch. 
Two men or two women together reciteL one night in each 
week, the whole Psalter antiphonally from 9 o'clock until 

o'clock; two thus watching each night. The watch was 
kept by the men in their own oratory at one end of the hose, 
by the n theirs at the other end of R. The Psalto 
was recited kneeling, but intervals were allowed in which 
the watchers rested and in wi warmed themselve 

nter
s at 

the fire. Low organ playing was also interspersed with the 
Psalter. Nicholas Ferrar himself watched two nights
week, and on the other five nights rose at t o'clock and 
prayed till mooring. On his watch night he seems to have 
spent the whole night in devotion. Thus prayer at Little 
Gidding was all but perpetual. 

The Sunday rule was somewhat different. They all rose 
as early as ual but remained in private prayer till 9
o'clock, whenus they attended Morning Prayer in church. 
Afterwards till ro.do they taught children from the neigh-
bouring parishes to learn the Psalter by heart, these children 
being therefore known as The Psalm children." At to.yo 
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Nicholas Ferrer goad the first portion o, the Anglican corn-
munion mrvice and the Vicar of Steeple Gidding poached. 
After eervice Me Psalm children were given a free dinner, 
and then the family dined. Recreation followed till 
o'clock, when the household walked out to Evening Prayer 
at Steeple Gidding. The hourly offices were all said 
together after the evening service. The remainder of the 
day was given to recreation. Once a month there 
communion service for which they all me to have fasted, 
and on those days the mrvams, who had also been to 
communion, dined at table with the family. Surely on these 
occasions devom acts of spiritual communion must have 
been made by  all and great graces thus obtained. 

The fare at Little Gidding was very )plain. "Their 
bread was coarse, their drink small and of relish 
to the tas.," says Hackett (Life wilias). More
they seem to have kept fast days rigorously. "On A. 
Wednesday," we read, "for the better rviting of their bodies 
to their Hearts and their Hearts to the Meditations of the 
Day, they forbore the Refreshment of corporal Food." Qn 
the great feast days of the Anglican Church (all of course 
Catholic feasts in origin) they met as a little society, each 
member of which was 111150 after some virtue (the Sub-

e, the Cheerful, etc.). The members then told edify-
ing tales taken chiefly fromthe lives of the ascetics of the 
desert or other early fathers, though some also from the 
lives of great men of more recent date. Among these it is 
interesLing though somewhat surprising to find the death of 
King Philip III of Spain held up to admiration. There 
were also stories of martyrdom of of them being really 
such, though them were also a few pseudo-mamyrdoms out 
of the hateful Foxe. These stories were interspersed with 
hymns sung to the organ. The whole exercise was written 
down and the " Conversation" books containing them have 
been preserved. Two of these have been printed and I have 
looked through At,,. The stories are delightfully quaint 
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in manner, and though this quaintness, to our taste at least, 
amounts sometimes to a certain affectation, deep piety 
pervades Me whole book. Among the 'hymns W a most 
beautiful translation of "cur mundus militat." Another 
delightful hymn or song in the book begins 

"0 happy you, that have subdued 
The force o' the world's desire 
And into the fort of solitude 
For safety do retire. 
You fled from freedom so supposed, 
In straitness freedom find, 
Because true freedom is inclosed 
P the circuit of the mind. 
That soule, wyth God, which I affect, 
I will withdraw part, 
And tell unto it in effect 
The masts of My heart." 

01 this academy John Ferrar was the Guardian, Nicholas 
Ferrar the Visitor and Mts. Collett the Moderator; Anna 
Collett was the Patient, Mary Collett the Chief. We have 
seen that the peculiar life at Gidding was partly the result 
of the special circumstances which forced Nicholas Ferrar 
to continue life with his family. A great deal in it can 
however be traced to Nicholas Ferrari study of the Fathers 
of the Desert. Unable owing to the prejudice against 
Popery to copy much from contemporary or medieval 
Catholic models Nicholas Fernar was thrown back on the 
eastern hermits of the third and fourth cemuries. When for 
instmce Nicholas' old tutor Bishop Lindsell remonstrated 
with him on his austerities, he asked him why he bad taught 
him to read the lives of the old fathers if he were not to 
imitate them. The Conversations are, as we saw, full of 
stori es taken from their lives. From them too was surely 
derived the GOMIS. reCitSti011 of the Psalter, which w., 
I believe, one of their chief devotions. Moreover the 
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fact that both the Mass and the sacramental system in 
general would bulk less lame in the lives of dewrt solitaries 
than among lair religious made them mote congenial 
models to those unhappily deprived of the. supremely 
important constituents and elements of Catholic devotion 
and religious life. On the other hand the oonversations, 
the reading at meals and the organ-playing and singing at 
the hourly offices and in the conversations was probably, as 
the Anglican biographer herself suggests, derived from the 
Oratorions whom Nicholas Farrar must have come across 
in Italy. Such practices of their life would not offend his 
Protestant opinions. 

Of course this mingling of family with religious life lacked 
permanence. Several of the younger members Aft Gidding 
to mat, and finally the religious life dies away, though not 
entirely till John's death in 16m. On the other hmd we 
hear of friends being received to live at Gidding and to be 
educated according to the rules enforced them. Moreover 
other friends came over to Gidding and especially from 
Cambridge to spend there a few days of informal religions 
retreat, sharing in the devotions of the house. Of these 
by far the most interesting figure to Catholics is the poet 
Crash., then a fellow of Peterhouse, Cambridge. He not 
only joined in their prayers both by day and night, but when 
he returned to Cambridge continued a similar life there. 
"In St. Marie, Church near St. Peter's College," says the 
Preface to his poems &spa to rite Temple (quoted by the 
biographer), "he lodged under 'I ertullian's roof of angels, 
there he made his rest more gladly than David's swallow 
near the house of God, when, like a primitive saint, he 
offered more prayers in the night than others in the day." 
One of his poems seems to refer to the Gidding community. 
Nor did his devotion lack its reward. Ejected from his 
fellowship by the Puritans because of his refusal to sign the 
covenant, he went abroad, received the grace of the With 
and ended his days at Loreto attached to the Holy House. 
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I will conclude with some account of the last days and 
character of Nicholas Ferree. His mother died in 1634. 
Nichol., no longer afraid of causing her anxiety, now 
incmased his ascetic practices. He spent his scanty hours 
of sleep lying on a bearskin spread upon the flopr nor would 
he warm himself by a fire. Much of his copious writing 
was written kneeling. He grew extremely depressed by 
the rising power and growing truculence of the Puritans. 
Indeed he foresaw their triumph, and once told his brother 
Joho, "If you should live to see the Divine service sod 
worvhip of God by supreme authority brought to nought 
and suppressed, then look and fear that desolation is at 
hand." Curiously enough when in 1637 he went up to 
town to t his friend bishop Williams in the tower he 
foretold to him that he should come out of prison and rim to 
gnash dignity. I cannot but conclude that God in recom-
pense for his file-long service had granted him some share 
in that prophetic power so common with the sat.s. Form 
seeing then the coming overthrow of the Anglican establish-
ment and liturgy he earnestly begged his brother to keep 
firm in that worship and doctrine. "It is the right old 
good way you are in," he said, "keep to is." Itsoot-. you 
strange that so learned a man could really have Mought 
that the good old way which had not yet been a hundred 
years in existence. le must not however forget that he
had been brought up an Anglican fmm infancy, and that 
all his religion rvnie to him through Anglican channels. 
This appealed to his affections .d to a certain natural 
piety towards the belief of his childhood. Indeed I feel 
sure that not a few simple, devout and affectionate souls 
are to-day kept in one form re another of Protestantism 
by the force of early religious training and by the remem-
brance of graces rervived within it, though not of course 
through it. Such mistakenly think that to deny the 
Protestam negations is to deny and ungratefully to reject 
all this good which God has given them. This was, I 
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believe, largely the case with Nicholas Ferran. At this time 
Nicholas began to compose a meditation on death, of which 
Nye possess a Regale., which breaks off in the middle of a 
sentence, as the author left it when he died. On Friday, 
Nov. 3rd, 0637, Nicholas Femrer felt suddenly ill. Sum that 
he was soon to die he sent for the Vicar of Great Gidding, 
Mr. Groom, and begged him to continue the daily services 
at Little Gidding. Soon after this he took to his bed, from 
which he finally removed to a pallet on the floor. Here he 
lay fora month, faint but tree from pain. He no longer 
even wished to live. On the contrary, "1 rather des i " he 
mid, "to be dissolved with St. Paul, and to leave this life 
or one eternal in the heaens." 

On Sunday, Nov. 5th, he received communion, doubtless 
making a.n act of spiritual communion with the greatest 
fervour. He would summon fromme to ff ache differen 

ti 
t 

members of his family and urge Mem to continue in the 
same way of life. Truly humble he abhorred any personal 
praise. His brother once said to him, " What shall become 
of us poor sheep, if the shepherd be now thus taken from 
us?" "Do you know what you say ?" waa the answer. 
"Go, I pray you, go to church and fast this day and beg 
of God to forgive you your undue speeches and expressions: 
it uch grieveth me to hear them." When a clergyman 

tinted him of his plentiful alms he answered, "I am to 
ask God forgiveness for y great neglect in that my duty. 
It had been Ma tny part to have given all that I had, not to 
have scattered a few crumbs of alma here and there. The 
Lord God forgive, I most humbly beseech Him, my too 
much carnal Mve to my friend. M this End." He seems 
in these woods to regret that he had not adopted absolute 
poverty instead of having kept his money for his family. 
He now ordered his grave to be dug and some books of 
poetry and romance to be hum t which had been locked 
up in chests since his retirement to Gidding. On Advent 
Sunday he again received communion and again doubt-
less made fervent acts of love and contrition Later on 
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he summoned the clergymen into his room and asked Went 
to say the prayer fora dying man out of the Prayer Book. 
Then he lay still as if asleep for an hour and a half. "But 
afterwards" (I now give the description of his end in the 
very words of his brother's memoir) "be, on a sudden, 
casting his hands out of the bed with great strength, and 
looking up and about, with a strong voice and cheerful, 
said, " Oh, what a blessed change is here! What do I see? 
Oh let us come and sing unto the Lord, and magnify His 
Holy Name together. I have been at a meat Mast Oh 
magnify the Lord with me." One of his nieces said pre-
sently, "At a Wart, dear father ?" "Ay," replied he, "at 
a great feast, We great King's feast." And this he u red 
with as and and perfect mice as in the time of his hettealth. 
While all stood somewhat amazed and loth to interrupt 

more,him, if be should say  he laid himself down most 
quietly, putting his hands into the bed, laid them by his 
side, and then shut his eyes, and in this posture laid, his 
legs stretched om, most sweetly and still. The ministers 
went again presently to prayers, and after awhile they mid 
that prayer again (that God would be pleased to send His 
angels to can, his soul to heaven), all kneeling round about 
his pallet. While these words were saying, he opened his 
lips and gave me gasp; and so, not once moving or stirring 
hand, foot or eyes, he rendered up his soul, to be carried in 
their hands unto His Lord dents Christ's bosom, which was 
that he so often prayed for. And at that instant the clock 
struck me, the hour that he c onstamly rose up every morning 
to praise God and to pray unto Him." He was buried nem 
Thursday, Dec. yth. We are told that his right band and 
fingers remanyed "lithe and flexible as if they were of a 
living man." The bodies of Catholic mints often main 
wholly intorno for centuries) need we then wonderr e if one 
who, though deprived of the faith by invincibleand therefore 
inculpable ignorance, nevertheless according to his imperfect 
lights devoted himself wholly to God, should have been 
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permitted some small share in this mark of divine 
approval t 

He seems to have been by temperament impetuous md 

stasterful and yet at bottom very humble. He wasa great 
udent but somewhat narrow in his intellectual outlook. 

He never could depart for good or evil from the teaching 
of his youth, and he therefore never attained to a wider and 
truer creed than he was then taught. On the other hand 
he never relaxed his grasp upon the partial truth which it 
contained. He loved dearly the Anglican Church and was 
most obedient to its amhorities (for instance be would not 
men recite the Litany daily withom express leave from the 
Bishop). It is sad indeed to have to record his hatred of 
Catholicism. The Pope he believed to be Antichrist and 
his sayings about the Holy Mass I would not care to set 
down. This however, probably also in part due to his early 
reading of Foxe, proceeded hom zeal for what he honestly 
believed to be the true faith and the true Church. Hence 
at root it is surely far more Catholic than the modern tole, 
ation of Catholicism by many Protestants because they 
have ceased to believe that there is any one objectively hate 
creed. Nicholas Fenrer seems also to have been most 
genmom, a most loving and dutiful son and devoted to his 
leiltieS. In fact we saw how he feared that his love for 
them had encroached to much upon his love for God. 
Yet he certainly did love and serve God wholly and that 
throughout his entire life. This is the chief fact about him, 
and this after all is the only really essential duty of man. 
Had he been a Catholic, Were can be (m I have said at the 
outset)as little doubt that he would have become a saint. 
Even it was, hew. catmint, one of We hatiest men who 
have ever limd outside the true Church. 

After Nicholas' death the Gidding life still went on and 
probably continued till John Ferrads death M 5657. The 
church however was sacked by the Puritans in 1646 and the 
(am', /,' was temporarily driven away. Indeed the Gidding 
household had excited much public attention both friendly 
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and hostile. Many visitors came to see it, and of these not 
a few were Puritans who came in ender to find fault. 
Friends however mme too, and among these was King 
Charles himself. The King came there three times, once 
in s6, on his way to Scotland to be crowned at Holyrood, 
again in alter at the outbreak of the Civil War, and finally 
in 0646, after Naseby, he visited Gidding alone and in the 
darkness of night.* This perhaps it was which brought 
down on Gidding the fury of the Puritans Mat sme year. 

The ins, ttablewant of perm e of the reliagious life 
at Gidding was but a synth. of the instability of the High 
Anglican religious revival of the Caroline age. Dependent 
on royal favour and without any firm basis of infallible 
authority, it gradually died away into the utter deadness of 
the eighteenth century. Nevertheless the study of this move-
ment and of its various manifestations of which the Little 
Gidding ronsmaity is doubtless among the highest, should 
not be without interest or value for us Catholics. Indeed 
from the study of any deep religious life or of any holy men 
outside the Catholic Church there is I believe a twofold 
profit to be derived. On the one hand the wea.kness, one-
sidedness, and instability of such nonsCatholic religion, 
whether displayed in a society or M an individual, should 
teach us to appreciate the more that strong, entire, and ever-
lasting faith which is ours. On the other hand, when we 
contemplate the wholehearted devotion and service of God 
of men such as the Per who lacked so many aids to that 
service which we by God'srars, grace poroess, we ought surely to 
be stirred by a keener desire to make the fullest use of our 
complete treasure of dottrine and sacrameot, lest at the last 
reckoning we should find that, whereas theY with their five 
talents had gained a full five besides, we had buried our 
own ten fruitlessly in the earth. 

E. Wooster. 

Vint,: 4 Ooini of Titro 
Lest night I was aroused by the toy of a gale unsur-

passed to my remembrance for violence and vetoed,. The 
shutters were closed, but the window was Open and I lay 
awake listening in the darknero. I could follow every 
phase of the hurricane. I heard its long sweep through 
the swaying beeches, now stripped of their last leaves and 
shaken in branch and seem. Now and then I heard the 
map of a broken bough, and later on, towards morning, 
the sudden terrific crash of an ancient walnut tree that 
had weathered the storms of nearly two hundred years. I 
followed each tiro and fall, each lull and swell of the 
tempest, as it paused only to gather fresh energy for another, 
more violent, omburst. I could have fancied at times it 
was the sobbing of some wild creature in mortal anguish of 
suffering, in frantic paroxysms of woe. And images of pain 
and of passion came before me and, by association of ideas, 
seemed to offer an explanation of that feeling of pity, as for 
a thing half human, yet of dread, as of some blind and 
destructive influence, which had possessed me from earliest 
childhood, when the wind howled and beat against the 
house. 

No other element or natural phenomena do I find evoking 
the rome sensations of sympathy and repulsion, of ascin-
ation and recoil. Is the cause of this physical or psycholo. 
gical? Does it spring from the soul within or the storm 
without ? Is it a voice or only an echo 

Those waves of pain gradually working up ro crescendo, 
mounLing and falling like the ebb and flow of a tide, each 
time inctrosing, till at last they diminish in duration and 
intensity—those alternations of fitful energy and collapse, 
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of efforts and ...Bode, reiterated and familiar—what 
spectacle of nature presents them to us more faithful/y, or 
half so poignantly, . they are suggested by mere varia-
tions of sound? An invisible orchestra, the power of the 
wind over our nerves and emotions is proportionate to ur 
own impressionability. Appealing through the most spiroit-
ual of the senses to the profoundest depths of our being, it 
demands an ear responsive to delicate vibrations and a 
temperament instinctively in  if we would seek 
for a meaning in its music, wild and rudimentary, but 
requiring like the immortal masterpieces of genius, not 
mical intelligence alone, but adequate imagination and 

risibilityse  for its understanding. 
Is it not then because of this exclusive appeal to the 

hearing that the wind seems at once the most imperronal 
and subjective, the least material of the elements? 

Yet, whether it moan over the restless Wate/S or whisper 
through the summer woods, whether it rave and rage at 
sea or on land, by night or by day, the voice of the wind 
ever remains a myetery to man's spirit, something haunting 
yet atrange, akin to him but and often hostile. He 
may read into it his many moods,remote  finding it swift as his 
thought, sudden as his inspiration, impetuous as his impulse, 
free as his fancy, boundlere as his desire , but he knows it 
to be at the same ti complex and incomprehensible as 
his soul itself. Fire, ewater, earth, these he can bend to his 
will, control, and make minister to his pleasure t but recent 
experiments notwitlroanding, the empire of the air isaths 
beyond his conquest. For what power less than divine has 
ever bade the winds be still and can human science truly 
be said to command that mysterious force which submits 
only when it is spent, or in obedienro. laws spontaneous 
and inscrutable . caprices? 

On the other hand it may well be this character of incal-
culability and inconsequence which, joined to familiarity, 
amounts for the little awe it inspires in the normal mind. 
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When we listen to reason rather than a transitory impres-
sion, to experience rather than sensitive nerves we believe 
that a hurricane as much . fever or passion must end in 

ourreexhaustion and convince lvm that without aid from 
fire or flood, its ravages in temperate latitudes at least, are 
seldom irreparable. At sea, where wind works the greatest 

ischief, mariners fear it le. than fog, and laugh at its 
ravages s a strong man laughs at a woman's anger. 

Its strangest power is over the nerves, bewildering, agit-
ating, even alarming. The sensation of uneasiness, irritation 
and distrere see, to arise with this incarnation of unrest, 
passing through all the stages of disquietude to the excite-
mem of revolt, sometimes in the insane, to the frenzy of 
delirium. There is a tension of the nervous system differing 
entirely from that which precedes a thunderstorm for 
instance. Then it is umally from a feeling of lassitude 
that we suffer, a languor and prostration, explainable by 
the weight of the atmosphere. But as soon u that prereure 
is removed by the discharge of electricity, not merely do 
we feel relieved but invigorated, not simply refreshed but 
exhilarated. After a.gale, the comrary takes place. I.ead 
of reaction we have diminished vitality. Peace follows 
trife, calm succseeds to storm, silence to tumalt. But the 

peace, the calm, the silence, are those of exhaustion. Our 
deliverance is sleep, that image of death, not life awakening 
its to renewed activity. Hence the wind to me remains 

the type, Me tragic and supreme symbol, among all the 
elements and phenomena of nature, of the force at once and 
the futility of passion. 

Others indeed sumass it in all that depends upon visual 
appeal. Impressions received through the eye, bet a.e of 
their distinctly objective character, must influence the ear, 
to a certain extent, when the two organs are affected 
simultaneously. Therefore we lose something of  the 
melancholy cadence of the waves by seeing them dance and 
sparkle in the sun, of the burden of the ocean's lament in 
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the stupendous spectacle of its vastness. It is only at a 
distance or when darkness falls, that we can appreciate the 
Sher emotional shades these sounds should suggest. Imo. 
luntatily we dose our eyes to follow a fugue of Bade 
savour a song of Beethoven. And are we not apt in our 
entrancement over a sunset's colour to undervalue the 
delicate harmonies of evening, when sounds, almost in-
audible at other times, surprise us with a new sonority 

It will be answered that in nature no less than in certain 
forms of art impressions conveyed through two separate 
organs ase blended so perfectly as to enhance and appar-
ently complete each other. But is it true in the case of the 
ocean, is it even true In that of a Munderstormt 

The question is an intermting one, 
It

 be decided perhaps 
by individual taste or temperament. Still, if hearing be a 
finer to  medium, a subtler agent for spiritual influ-
ence than sight, its action must bestronger, since it isomer, 
when exercised alone. For this reason. a tempest, im-
measurably inferior from the point of view of sheer impres-
siveness, grandeur and sublimity[ moves m in a nner 
that a thunderstorm never does. Both raise in thenmind 
the Mea of conflict. One is vivid, dramatic, picturesque. 
We are taken out Cl ourselves, carried away and enthralled; 
but as our interest is not personal, neither does the crisis, 
awe-inspiring though it is, profoundly affect us. Long and 
intimate association with c in well known Biblical 
scenes, imagery and personages,erta must always and in
determine the character of the emotion such a storm calls 
forth in the Christian's b.., strictly limiting his semi-
menu to those of a religious but somewhat vicarious order. 
Thunder, we were told as children, is the voice of God and 
mims very definite and distinct ideas of veneration and of 
fear, long after the days Cl childhood are past ; but how 
different is this solemn awe from the weird and unearthly 
terror inspired by wind I As different perhaps as mysticism 
from religion ! At all eveMs, however absorbed, we remain 
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throughout a thunderomrm merely spectators. Should 
physical sensation prevail over contagious example or the 
influence of early tradition, some of us may exult in the 
oslossal combat going on above us; but our thrill is dm to 

• electric currents, tangible as any battery, not to the 
glorious excitemeM of combat for combat's sake. We are 
stimulated, but by false appearances of hazard, blinding us 
to the triumphal issue, by a cheap delight in danger divested 
of all preoccupation of our individual weal o 

mover 
r woe. 

Mo the sublimity of the attendant circumstances, 
Me violent contrasts of light and dark, the lurid lightning, 
serve, whilst xalting, to remove the scene still further 
above the pale et human emotion into spheres dazzlingly 
inaccemible. Yet, at the same time, so real and material are 
the images evoked by thunder-clap and lightning-flash, so 
convincing their impact on the senses, that they must 
appeos almost gross compased with the wind's subtilty, to 
its vaguer suggestions. Never other than objective, they 
ceme at last even to symbolize. The and of thunder 
becomes to our ears verily the cannon's roar, the crackle of 
grape shot, the heavy roll of artillery ; the lightning is the 
flash of steel, just as the storm's vibration is the quivering 
shock of a cavalry charge. And if we should behold cloudy 
hosts arrayed against each other, the powers of the firma. 
ment fighting the dread field of Armageddon, it is with 
weapons of warfare realistically familiar. If with Miltonic 

aesty, but with rapidity unattainable by word, the battle 
stamps itself upon our Main, like an Apocalyptic vision, 
in characters of fire, as suddenly too m a vision, or as a 
picture flung upon a screen, it vmishes, leaving us, save 
fora transient feeling of physical elation, no more sense of 
reality than a dream, 

How differently are we affected by that combat of which 
at the time we have often only audible evidence! For the 
agitation of the trees, the waves and the clouds, I will 
claim to consider but as accidental and accessory. They 
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add little, after all, to the essential quality which distin-
guishes the wind from every other element its independence 
of visual effect. Even when we see the havoc the storm is 
working our sense of it does not seem greatly heightened. 
Imagination plays so large a part in audible mpression. 
Next morning we may read of disaster and rain we may 
behold the beach strewn with wreckage, the garden laid 
wa.ste, damage and destruction M orchard, wood and field. 
But these results can but confirm our midnight apprehen-
sions they could not augment the poignancy of our dis-
quietude, when actually under spell of the tempest. The 
strange restlessness to which we were a prey by day, the 
fevered insomnia of the night, what else were these but 
sympathetic vibrations, symptoms A disturbance outside 
ourselves ? The pulse of the universe had quickened to a 
fever pace; our own had risen in response. 

Again what a difference the intense yet complex feelings 
suggested by the wind, particularly that most musical, 
weird and eerie wind, that blows off the Atlantic and 
haunts our shores and the wilder coasts of Cornwall, 
Ireland and Wales! Here, miles away from thesea not far 
from thew estern frontier A Germany, when it freshens to a 
brews, can we not fancy something of the old salt savour
in the softer buffets of that same wind we strove and 
struggled against in our youth—likennto a spirit we could 
neither elude nor repel, personifying perhaps the aggregate 
of those subconscious and persistent influences which are 
breathed in with one's native air, with one, ancestral 
atmosphere! The tones of its voice can be plaintive, can be 
passionate, but though waking in the human soul every 
echo of the whole gamut of human suffering, strife and 
despair, they are always more than humanly potent. What-
ever of effort and of revolt is imprisoned in man's spirit 
would seem to be seeking an outlet, surging and seething 
in the storm. We MI the conflict is tmgic enough to have 
a collective significance, yet is it poignant enough to be 
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purely personal. And because it is immaterial it appears 
to us interminable, a struggle pursued till the end of time 

old as the world, of doubtful and tremendous issue, the 

never ending duel of will and fate; "for the creature was 

made subject to vanity, not willingly . . . • and groaneth 

and travaileth in pain, even until now." 
Direly this accounts, fancifully yet not m incredibly, 

for the far larger hold which the wind, in proportion to its 

power for evil, takes upon the imagination. We undemand 

the superior danger of other elements, yet they do not 

occasion us the same disquiet. Our terrors are not intui-

tive or tempers.mental, are rather perhaps survivals of a 

lower stage of racial development or merely contracted I 
we do not feel them part of see. When we Mr the wind 

we remember that" our wrestling is not against flesh and 
blood," but against some mysterious force, in a sense 

indeed one with It, but at times, at the full height of the 
storm for insance external to ourselves, and, m truly 

than thunder, than liglightning, to be idem 
truly

with the 
"principalities and powers and the rulers of the world of 

this darkness." 
"Aims Comm," 
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It u usual to speak of the erection of the Cathedral Priory 

at Belmont as the work of the English Benedictine Congre. 
gatim, devised by its Superiors and carried into execution 
at the order of General Chapter. It true statement 
from the official point of view. Only by the sanction and 
with the encouragement of General Chapter could such an 
undertaking have been begun and completed. Nevertheless, 
it would he vain to seek for the story of its making in the
acts and decrees of Chapter. Living thince—monmteries 
should be clamed among 'organisms with personalities of 
their own—are not built up by statute A modem poet has
thus described the "Making of man"..— 

Before the beginning of years 
Them came to the making of man 

Tim, with a gift of tears; , 
Grief, with a glass that rani 

Hamm, with pain for leaven; 
Summer, with dowers that fell; 

Remembrance, fallen from heaven, 
And Madness, risen from hell; 

Strength, without hands to smite 
Love, that endures fora breath; 

Nigh, the shadow of light, 
And Life, the shadow of death. 

Such lilting verses dance in the memory and Time, Grief and Co. have a trick of changing partners in the melce t
but they could never have helped much M the creation of 
anything—except a minor poet. Thry with their gut..., 
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to our mind, merely a subatitute for the fairy godmothers 

of the old story—an unsatisfactory one. We shall take no 

note of them, Or of anything that has to do with the philo-

sophy of history. Our simple task is to MI of some living 

beings who assisted at the birth of the Cathedral Priory of 

St. Michael and the Angels,—certain very substantial god-

fathers , who brought to its making and cerichment such 

gifts and graces as they had it in their power to bestow. 

Thee tory begins with a letter written to Fv Barber, Preai-

dent of the E.B. Congregation, by the Right Rev. Thomas 

Joseph Brown, Bishop of Appollonia and Vicar Apostolic. 

Wales. Finding himself greatly M want of priests to serve 

the missions of his large diocese, he turned to his brethren 

for help, and begged that certain propositions he had to 

make might be considered by the President and his adviser, 

In reply, the President instructed the priors of the three 

house, St. Gregory's, St. Lawrence's and St. Edmund's, to 

hear what the Bishop had to say and, after due deliberation. 

to advise him what course of action, if any, should be 

adopted by the Congregation. The meeting was held 

at Coventry. D. Peter Wilson (Downside), D. Ambrose 

Press (Ampleforth) and D. Francis Appleton (Delegate of 

D. Placid Burchall, Douai) were present. At the first 

Session—Fr. Ambrose Preot has left us an elaborate 

report of the meeting—the assembled" Fathers proceeded 

to read the le[ ter addressed to the Rev. Father Prceident,” 

and having duly Mimed themselves into a Committee, 

remlved, firstly "to stay their Councils until they had 

received from the Right Rev. Dr. Brown, either in writing 

or viva vole, the Propceitions which his Lordship might 

have to make secondly *that they would bold their 

deliberations without the Bishop being preen t" 1-1 most 

correct attitude, facing the business straight and promptly 

courteous, yet undemonstrative, ready to he amiable 

or disagreeable, as it might be deemed advisable. At 

the Second Session, the Bishop came before them and 
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made the following proposal " Will you consider and 
inform rne if you consent, that this District (vis. Wales)shall 
retain the services, or an equivalent to them, of such Ecclesi-

mastics as ay enter the E.B. Cong., being sent to one of its 
Colleges by the M Ap. of this District, and educated upon 
payments received from him to the period of their Pro-

and to the age of s or till they shall have time to 
go through an ordinary course of Philosophy and Theology? 
Being regulars and members of a empt Cong., the 
parties in question will personally be subject to the Visit-

and Correction of their own Superiors: but it will be 
necessary for the V. A. or Bishop to possess authority, such 
as the Provincial has, for appointing them 0 any mission 
in his District." As atryone might have foreseen, it was 
"unanimously decided that the Proposition could not be 
entertained, because it involves a material deviation from 

s rConstitutions." But the Fathers very kindly made a 
uggestion That under the fostering care and active 

co-operation of the V. Ap. the Community of SS. Adrian 
and Denis he established and settled in Wales. They (the 
Fa:hers) feel convinced that the Rev. Fathers Bonney, Hall 
and Hankinson, and others professed for that dispersed 
Community, are members capable of carrying out forthwith 
the undertaking with the strongest hopes of sccess and 
that the prospect has the high recommendation of being 
in conformity with the anciem practice of the English 
Church." 

We have reason to suspect that the "prospect" did not so 
highly recommend itself to the Lamspring Fathers above 
mentioned. But the suggestion of a new monastic establish-
ment, preferably in the Welsh District, fitted in with some of 
the aspirations of FF. Aoelrn Cockshoot and Ambrose Prest. 
These two, the lore and the reigning Priors of Ampleforth, 
the wiser for some expmiments unotisfactory to themselves 
and their Community, had conceived and discussed together 
and with their friends the idea of a Common Home of Studies 
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and Strict Monastic Observance for the Congregation.. 

Bo 0 fart had resulted in little or nothing except some 
desultory talk and correspondence. The neo step in 
advance was another proposition, communicated by Bishop 
Brown to President Molyneux on Nov. loth, Ayr (a year 
after the establishment of the Hierarchy) M the following 
letter 

" DEAR Fa. Pahsoren, 
"On nay w, home from a meeting of the Bishops, 

preliminary to a future Synod, I avail myself of one leisure 
day to submit to your consideration, and that of the 
Regimen, a proposition of great importance, but which I am 
hound to request may be received by all of you as strictly 
confidential. 

"If Chapters be appointed, and the recommendations 
of Bishops originate with them t moreover, if Regulars be 
excluded from all the chaition,pters, they become thereby reduced 

reto a sort of in rior pos and the English Benedictine 
Congregation lose s all its former peculiar distinctions. In 
a few years hence the result may become very serious. 

Any details of what took place at our na0ting we 
engaged to keep secret. One only exception was made, 
and its the communication I am about to submit. 

"Mixed Chapters of Seculars .d Regulars cannot, it is 
said, be admitted—re is unknown in the Church. Moreover, 
o the office of Can  is perpetual, the Bishop, or the Canon, 
being a Regular, could prevent the latter from being re-
moved by his Superiors. 

"The only recant of preserving some portion of your 
ancient privileges is by constituting Regular Chapters ) but
mo than one of these would probably not be admitted, 
and more than one would burden you too much, whilst one 
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such may benefit the Order and 01 Regulars in England. 
That one is naturally the united Sees of Menevia and New-

This I sought the sanction of the Bishops to propose 
to you, a. if you choose to agree to supply it, they will RI 
concur in recommending the appointment to the Holy S.. 
Time, however, will not admit A long deliberations and 

Yo. negative answer vvill be irrevocable. 
"Are you then willing to form the Cathedral Chapter 

A Newport? It "Al require at least four Canons with a 
Dignitary, and to be inueased, as means ermit, to ten 
Canons. If you agree to this, and establish yourselves at 
Newport, and there perform the Choral Duties, the eyes of 
the Cathohc Body will be fixed with admiration on you, 
and the E.B.C. will gain much before God and man. 

"Now I beg of you to consider the proposal by convoking 
the Regimen, not by epistolary correspondence. I have been 
too much from home this yeak so that I cannot go to join 
your deliberations, b. I will afford you any aid in my power 
by replying to your enquiries—or I shall be glad to afford 
you three rooms at my house, and a fourth bed may be 
engaged M Chepstow. Time must not be lost I go home 
to-morrow. With best wishes, I remain, Dear Fr. President, 

"Your devoted Brother in Xt., 

+ "T. J. %sown. 

"Might not Lamspring be thus restored ? The mi.ion 
at Newport is able to mai now 3 Priests, two Lay-
brothers and 3 Nuns, but they

nroin 
live with mu. economy. 

The copy of this letter from which our transcript has been 
made was sent by Dr. Molyneux to Fr. Ambrose Press, and 
in the covering note (Nov. s5th) the President writes, "I 
have no doubt I shall calla meeting of the Definitors and a 
few influential Brethren at Downside for Tuesday the .d 
at Dec., that is, for this day week. I should very much like 
you to be there, if the state A your health, and other circum-
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stances, will permit you to travel so far in this inclement 
season of the year." The Definitorial consultation naturally 
resulted in an acceptance of the proposal, though not
final encl....anal one. Meanwhile, FE Cockshoot vv. 
busy with his and Fr. Prest's scheme of a Common House 
of Studies, looked upon now with some favour by Superiors 

and an authorised subject for discussion. He drew up 
and printed a circular with the heading " The Building. of 
St. --" (the blank space was left to be fi lled , with the 
name of some mission to lie obtained by arrangement with 
Dr. Brown one of the other bishops) asking the brethre 

or
n

to consider the Difference in point of Advantages and 
Expense, etc., for the double object of a Monastery and 
a College, which will be offered by the Present Buildings 
(unnamed) alter their enlargement and alter tion, on the ono 
hand, and on the other, by the Erection 53a nitiO of a small 
Monastery or House of Studies, and the appropriation of 
the existing buildings to the requirements of the College." 
There is no hint of the Cad's., Chapter proposal. There 
is no mention, either, of a Common Noviciate in conunction 
*h the House of Studies. But both were i Me

l
 air. In 

the covering letter of one of them ci rs, n directed 
contrite (probably Fr. A. Prost), rcula Cockshoo t twrites : 

Holme, April s3, 5953. A, according to present arrange-
e s, the subject of the establishment of a I louse of Studies, 

or of the Monastery of St. Benedicis in the Diocese of New. 
port, will be discussed by the President? and myself, with 
Bp. Brown, as well as at Downside, we ought to lose no 
time in acqniring clear conceptions of the nature of the 
proposed Establishment and of the extent of the accommo-
dation which will be required--otherwise we cannot judge 
of the propriety of accepting or of declining to accept the 
Buildings at Coedangred, which with their concomitants are 
supposed to be equivalent to ,g1noo. On the subject of the 
Noviciate, it appears to me, Mat the novices should pass
their Can, it...! year of probation in coinmon at At. 
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Benedict's, after having had a first year of probation at their 
respective Houses, as Postulants; during which year they 
could be employed as Assistant Masters." The blank 
spaces of the first cirettDr are now filled up with St Bene-
dict, and Cordangred, a South Wales mission, offered by 
Bishop Brown to the Benedictines in furtherance of his 
College scheme. But we note that the word "College "and 
everything relating to its requirements have now been 
crossed out with the pm. The Common Noviciate,
dently, is about to takers place. It would run better in 
harness with a House of Studies than a College—if indeed, 
a joint College and Noviciate would not be altogether 
unmanageable. We feel sure the Bishop, looking first, as 
was right, the needs of his Diocese was not altogether 
pleased with the change. But he has his private knowledge 
of the negotiations concerning the Benedictine Cathedral 
Chapter to console him. 

It is as well to remark, at this poi., that Fa Anselm 
Cockshoot had the much.admired habit, when  an idea 
took hold of him—and he either originated or amimilated 
many—of schematising R mtring it up into WO or three 
main divisions with three times three subdivisions tying 
portions together with brackets; labelling the divisions A, 13, 
C., etc., or I, 2, 3, etc.; boxing up the whole within ruled lines 
of latitude and longitude, and then issuing it as a Schedule, 
either in print or in script, for the convenience and 
enlightenment of his brethren. The form these schedules 
took leads one to surmise that he acquired the method from 
the patient and admiring use of Go-Big a complete coune of 
Moral Theology in Mbular form, much priced by our fore' 
fathers. We may not doubt that such schedules had their 
value. They helped to keep the details of the scheme in 
their subordinate place and order; to prevent them from 
overlapping or obscuring the main issues and at the same 
time to insist that no one of them should be overlooked. 
Fr. Cockshoot's were really good of their kind. They have 
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someshing of the neat excellence which we unwillingly 
admire in the schedules of the Board 0 Education. We 
have a fancy that Form IX would have greatly tickled 
the palate of the worthy Fr. Anselm, if he had lived to 
taste

During the next few years, these schedules were produced 
with surprising rapidity. There are eight 0 them—in 
print or writing.—connected with this one question of the 
House of Studies. The first—that already referred to—is 
not of great interest to us in these days. It vaguely informs 
us .at at St. Benedict's, Coedangred, there is a good church, 
three bedrooms, and "good though probably too small 
offices"; also it presents to the reader Fr. Cockshoot's idea of 
the minimum rermirements of the establishment in staff and 
buildings i—the former may consist of three primts, who will 
share between them the offices and duties of Prior, Suborior, 
ProlNsorol Theology,Professorof Philosophy,Junior Master; 
and Novice Master. The second, third and fourth schedules 
are tabfis of comparison, chewing, on the one hand, the 
mmbined expenditure of men and material, over the training 
andieducation of novices and juniors, in the three existing 
Houses; and, on the other, the prospective expenditure in a 
sIngle House of novices and studies common to all three—
assuming the final result to be 't the production of four 
priests in the aggregate per an:. We may not suppose that 
Fr. Anselm's patient elaboration (three times repeated with 
variations) of what in effect is a simple sum in arithmetic 
was needed to convince the Preside. and his advisers of 
then n  gain that would result from a centralisation 
of the training and schooling of the young Benedictines. 
What then could have been the use of all this labour? I 
think we may assume that Fr. Anselmis readily-excited 
enthusiasm had not so far proved infect that he had 
found the Brethren indifferent to his scheme ; and that he 
was trying to imprint the advantages of it upon their minds. 
He *could show them that it was all as simple and certain 
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as that two and two made four—or, perhaps, with some 
luck and good management, a trifle over and above. Such 
preliminary schedules were what he called "prosp.ts." 
He was one of those who dealt mainly in futures ; or, if 
we may .y it without disres0ch he was in the habit of 
counting his thickens before they were hatched. Indeed, in 
this instance, he began to count them before the nest was 
made or the place fins fty selected for the building of it. As 
soon as Coedangred was mggesmd, :he seized upon the idea 
oyfully, and called up t all the brethren to joice with 
him in his discovery, that here, with about a third o( .the 
present expenditure, we should hatch out —not four priests 

per annum. but five; an average of six novices resulting in 
the annual production If five priests —one haA egg.only in 
a clutch of half-a-dozen. 

We learn from a letter of his to Fr. Ambrose Prest, dated 
April 16,11,1434, that the R.cript horn Rome concerning 
the establishment of a Benedictine Chapter in the Diocese 
of Newport and Menevia has now been published. He writes 
as one who has knowledge of the march of een. only by 
hearsay. "I have heard little of the Project of 1S53 for 
many months") but he hashes n told, he says, of the tejection 

an offer of land by Mr. Vaughan, and of the later offer, by 
Mr. Wegg Prosser, of "a very handsome church which he is 
willing to build, with four acres of land, which he believes he 
is able to enfranchise, and a endowment of /zoo a year." 
''I imagine," he adds, "although Ica nnot speak with con-
fidence on the point, that the church is in progress if not 
built in great part, and that it is adopted for the Cathedral 
Clmrrch of the Diocese to be served by the Benedictine, 
agreeably to the Rescript from Rome: and in the event uf 
the B.edicdnes dechning (w),Mh is not anticipated as they 
were pledged at the Oscott Synod) to serve the Cathedral 
Church and to form Ms Chapter, the Rosminians are math 
to take the duty and send at once G Priests, and z Lay 
Mothers. If the Chapter decline the formation of a Common 
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Noviciate there, I believe St. Gregory's will still take the 
place as their Noviciate and House of Studies . . . . I give 

Von this t, bee se You aPpear to have .arcely heard 
of it." (Fr. Prest was not so ignorant as he allowed his 
friend to suspect). "The name of the place is Belmont and 
.e copies of letters from Dr. Brown and Mr. Heptonstall, 
which I enclose and beg you to return, will give you a 
more detailed description of the Offer in general." From
second letter of Dr. Heptenryall , dated May 70), we learn 
that Fr. Ambrose Prest had already been consulted both about 
the formation of the Chapter and the Belmont buildings, and 
that . far only " the foundations of the church which Mr. 
Prosser intended to build (before we ca.me forward) are 
in the ground. He cannot go forward with building the 
Church itself before the end of July or the beginning of 
August,. account of the formalities to be encountered with 
-regard to the exchange of Land. B. he has now and has 
had fora long time several men employed in cutting Bath 
Stone etc. for pillars, window jambs etc. Hence when he 
begins to build, the work wills advance rapidly." 

Passing over Fr. Cockshooth "Notes fondle adaptation of 
the Statute. Capitularia to the Ben. Cath..Chap. of Newport 
and to a Common Noviciate and House of Studies" and Fr. 
A. Presth comments on them—.he begins to break out into 
schedules again—we come to •Bishop Brown's lengthy and 
volubleaddress (the draft, in the Bishop's small handwriting, 
takes up ten closely-written foolscap pages) " To the Very 
Reverendand Reverend Father President and Fathers of the 
E. Benedictine Congregation in General Chapter Assembled" 
—at St. Lawrence's, Ampleforth, July 13th, 1154. It is 
only possible to give a brief summary of it here. His Lord-
ship, after :congratulating them " upon the appathntly 
flourishing condition of their Monastery.," and.n brief word 
about "the ancient and resuscitated status " of the English 
Benedictines, informs them that " a single Chapter soffered, 
by the consent of all the existing Bishops and with niost 
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flattering to  on the part of the Holy See," to their ac-
ceptance. "This," he says," will involve the right ofnomin-
ting a Regular to the Headship of one Diocese; and of 

perpetuating therein the existence of Regulars in parochial 
ministrations, from which gradually they will be excluded 
elsewhere. Your Definitory has steepled the offer. B. I 
look upon it as still within the power of the Chapter to 
decline it, although not without injury to your reputation 
and welfare. Yet would I. in the very interest of Me E.B.C., 
greatly prefer that you should decide against forming the 
Cathedral Chapter of the Diocese of Newport and Menevia, 
unless Da acceptance be adopted by you cheerfully, unaniin-

ugly or neatly sn, and with a resolution to carry out the 
scheme in SUCh. way as alone can be creditable and 
beneficial to yourselves." He then gives some plain spoken 
reuons why the Chapter should be most anxious to carry 
out the when  and says "Borne of you may reply that the 
Holy Bee is not hound to aecept any of those recommended 
by the Chapter for the Episcopacy. Certainly the Holy See 
may decline any'f the names—but it will do so only svItert 
aII three are such as against them lie doubts and to
objections. Suppose stachM be the case, and a Benedictine 
who was not named was appointed-rora Regular of another 
Order —or even a Secular: still Re is a short-lired man; 
whilst a Chapter does not die, and at his demise the remedy 
revert.° Me latter. Iran conceive no other serious objection 
except the difficulties of carrying out the scheme . . . . 
Your difficulties will be, to supply subjects and money. To 
me it appears so essential to the interests of the E.B.C. that 
the Benedictffie Cathedral Chapter be rigourously carried 
out, that you ought to decide—' Men and Mon, must and 
shall be found.' Somereliance may be prudently and confid-
ingly placed in Providence which has in many ways mani-
fested a special interposition in the affairs of the E.B.C., as 
BOOM., demonstrates." Then he comes to the discussion 
of the various propoud plans Newport, most desirable 

re
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of 01 places for the Cathedral Monastery, but an impossi-
bility. There is no freehold land near the existing church; 
the cost of that a little distance away is forbidding—Poo 
per acre. If the monutery be built outside the city, it might 
just a, well have been put anywhere else. 1. Lt. CO. 
Vaughan has made an offer of nearly for  acres about five 
miles from Abergavenny—" by a very bad road and at
distance 0 about five miles from a market. The scenery 
is beautiful ; but on thm man cannot subsist . . Every-
thing will have to be erected the` , as at Newport except 
a boundary wall. Col. Vaughan thinks that for Ls000 a 
monastery sufficient to comain eci persons may Ise erected, 
with offices, and a decent church, in considermion O stone, 
tilesand lime being on the spot. You will probably hesitate 
before you assent this. And you will bear in mind that 
the eyes of many,to not looking friendly, will be upon your 
undertaking, ready ['mock at the Caricature of a Provisional 
Cathedral Church, being a nomn of a monastery." 35 "Ale 
Wegg Mower offers a beautiful Church, quite fit 0 be called 
a Provisional Cathedral, s acres of freehold land, all the 
ornaments for church service, Poo per An. for the main-
tenance of Me Service, and stone for the Monastery on the 
spot. The cost of the Church will be nearly £ro and 

000may exceed that sum . . . . You will have to find means 
for the building of a Monastery and offices." . . . . He, 
the Bishop, cannot promise much help. He tells them they 
must nm calculate on the Holy See assigning to them 
portion of the Franciscan funds in his hands, but says, " I 
can offer p000 for an annuity of Po for nry life, begging 
that some care be taken of my sister, if she survive me; 
and certain medical men are of opinion that one of the 
valves of ray heart is nearly closed. You may reckon 
a few hundreds from public aid—the rest must be made up 
by yourselves." 

We may skip Dr. Brown.s attempt to forestall the 
objet ions to the scheme likely to suggest themselves to 
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the Chapter. They are most 0 them of little weight and 
need no refutation. Two hoes only be devotes to, peMaps, 
them serio, consideration of all. How are you to 
supportost subjects 0 Me Monastery There will be 
no School.your The question will, I think, be satisfactorily 
answered by Fr. Anselm (Cockshoot)." Then he turns to 
the need of a House of str observance in order to 
contradict the false notiom oficter some detractors of the 
Congregation, "who confound the inisdoings of a. law 
with the character of the whole." He quotes two instanms 
in illustration of what he means, the second of which 
is of some i still in these days. v Because one 
Member, very dicnterdiscreditablyin my impartial opinion, was 
ffi t prevented from running greyhounds a coursing 
matches, betting thereon and bartering his high-bred dogs 
for large prices, only sheltering the Priesthood and the 
Monk under the Soubriquet of Mr. George, I was directed 
to look m him as a specimen 0 English Benedictine
Nlissioners, whose doings no Superior checked. These sad 
thin, have been talked of far and near—to my grief; 
inasmuch as no expla.nation could be comprehended and 
accepted. Hence or spirit of worldliness, to the exclusion 
of zeal, retirement humility, docility, poverty, is charged 
against the whole E.B.C.d (Poor Fm George Caldwell; 
Yet his successes with his greyhounds, only a brief episode 
in a long life, enabled him to build a handsome church 
free from debt, and his Ormskirk parishioners learned to 
venerete him as a man of blameless life and a true gentl

whose only fault as a priest and monk was a of 
pieaty rather old-Lashio  in its strictness a. severtype ity.) 
jThe remainder 0 the Letter 0 chiefly taken up with advice 
that Chapter should make known its wishes and suggestions 
concerning the rights and duties of a Monastic Cathedral 
Chapter, a few congratulatory .ntences, and a rather 
lengthy regret that the English Benedictines had not found 
themselves able and willing to take otter the Cardiff Mssion 
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when it was offered them. But a passage in the postscript 
should be quoted The Provincial of the Order of 
Charity, so soon as if was proposed that Newport should 

be the See of the Diocese, offered to withdraw his subjects. 
If the existing church be made the Cathedral, he is not at 
liberty to retain it— especially if the Chapter be composed 
of onks—to who,n, thereupon, the Cathedral belongs. 
With much difficulty I induced him not to abandon the 
Mission which I had no means to supply, before I could 
ascertain your solution , and, in sequence, he con-
eted to leave his subjects till al ter Easter, by which time 

I presumed that the determination of the E.B.C. would 

be known and acted upon. Subsequently he gave me an 
extension of the services of hi; Order, until the month of 
August, now at hand, when lie withdraws his subjects in 
case yon can replace them." 1-1,, honourable and generous 
act deserves remembtance and recognition. His Lordship 
further described Newport as quite a. model mission," 
and said, "1 should be most sorry to lose the services of 
those who work it so well." 

In the Definitions 0 this Chapter we find no allusion to 
the Papal Rescript, or to the proposed new foundation. But 
a letter front Fr. Heptonstall (Rome, April ISM, 155), com-
missioned by Chapter to present its views to the Propaganda, 
tells us of the progress of the affair. Drs. Brown and Pokling 
were with hint. A difficulty had been raised connected with 
the provisional nature of the proposed Belmont establish-
men and its ultimate transference to Newport. When faced 
by 

it, 
 Dr. Brown began to waver. "A day or two ago," Dr. 

Heptonstall writes, in a P.S. dated April tore, " Dr. Brown 
was pressing me to gWe up Wegg Prosser's place and, by a 
paper to the Propaganda, to pled, ourselves at once to 
Newport . . . . I did not conceive myself to have the power 
of thus pledging the Congregation, and besides that, I 
thought we should be acting a very dishonourable and un-
grateful part towards Mr. W. Prosser. Dr. Folding entirely 
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agrees with me under the circumtances." The Bishop, 
moreovea had grown impatient at the delay, a.nd resolved 
to leave Rome at once. He did so and byes rrangement Dr. 
Heptonsoll follow6d a few days later. Then, as no letters 
came from Propaganda, be began to regret that Dr. Hepton-
tall, at least, did not wait to see the affair to *conclusion. 

In a letter to Fr. Cockshoot (written to inform him that 
when submitting the business which took him to Rome 

to the Holy Father (Pius IX), the Pope inquired into the 
condition of the E.. Congregation, and especially how 
many homes of Noviciate there were.—Hearing from me 
that at each Monastery there was a. Noviciate, he observed 
immediately that this would not be allowed to continue") 
he openly confessed to this uneasiness. Even after the 
receipt of a preliminary letter from Borne, he could not keep 
from looking back to the Newport scheme. He was so 
nearly of a mind to throw over Mr. Wegg Prosser, that he 
actually began a qua with him one of the conditions 
of the gift—the introdurrel ction of Plain Chant at Belmont
declaring that any such " dictation on matters of internal 
dimipline" would be resented by Me E.B. Congregation. 
It was only on Sept. md, 1836, that Dr. Heptonsoll was 
able to write of the good Bishop ; "He seems now to have 
given up Newport altogether." 

At this dare, therefore, we may assume that Belmont, with 
every one concerned both in the Congregation and out of 
it, was accepted o a settled fact. The deeds of transfer were 
not ye signed ; Propaganda had not yet issued the copy of 
the Statutes; the building of the monastery had not yet 
actually been begun. But Belmont was born. Fr. Allanson 
and a few friends, with his freshly-written history of the 
fail* of a similar scheme in 5781 before there had doubts 
of its success more particuOrly of the Common-Noviciate 
part of it. But, though quite out of sympathy withthe 
new establishment, they were prepared loyally to support 
it. Fr. Allanson wrote to a Confrore "Whatever may be 
my own private opinion on the establishment of a public 
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Noviciate it is my duty to support the authorities of the 

Body M carrying out the wishes of Chapter—and I shall do 

so Beetled upon." Fr. Cockshoot found one more 
inn for the issue of a brace of schedules—not unlike in form 

Rd mire o prospective as any that had gone before. But 
now they wero not devised to convince the Brethren of the 

excellence of the 50erne that was taken for granted. They 
simply ask advice "in the preparation of the Designs of the 
New Priory of St. fili.ael." The Definitory had entrusted 
the erection of the monastery buildings to himself—a 
buoyant enthusiast, and Fr. A. Press—a sombreminded 
critic; both with a reputation Or business capacity and 
expert knowledge of building. Fr. Heptonstall, Provincial 
of the South Province, acted with them as a sort of super-

and financial agent. We have 110 room left to deal 
with the troubles and anxieties of the. good men in their 

task or to tell of Fr. Anselnis devoted labours and se. 
ocrifices. We see the result and are proud of it. We 
Mould have liked to be able to add that Me " prospects" 
have been realised to the futi but we cannot. Fr. Cock-
shoot was too warm-hearted and sanguine for his prophetic 
arithmetic to have a chance of turning out correct, even 

by accident. These last schedules (the last-mentioned 
he lived to schedule a very large and complete Way of 
Monastic PeMcdon for Me Belmont novices and another 
for the Community of St. Mary, Priory, Old Longworth, 

e, himself) had as little of the nature of esa.ct science o 
the first In Schedule 1° he gives the etiolated Chois 
Community of St. Michas rs on Aug. 15111,1837, as ss and 
the inconie as £y5o. This might have been somewhere 
near the mark. Be M the companion schedule, giving a 

Prooect" for Aug. +5th, 1866, nine years later, his lowest 
estimate foretells 45 choi mksand no  lay-brothers, 
and a nice little income of Li3So; his ollest vision foretells 
61 emit-monks .d novice, with lay-brethren and income 
in proportion. 
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(pinto 
Gorge straight to heaven. So shall you be 

And seem most sweet to human eyes. 
Tne soul re. God hare bidden rge, 

Its stooping is no joy to me. 

The Rotes pines grow in a wood 
Straight, straight so heaven, with lengthening rm.. 
How lovely would each seem to each 

If pine saw pine and understood ! 

If pine saw pine, and year by year 
Grown taller saw its sister grown 
To stature answerMg its own 

How fair would each become! and dear I 

But how if pine should lean to pine 
Drawn by the neighbouring loveliness: 
Should lean in longing to possess, 

And swerve away Iron heaven'. design? 

'Hie stooping works its own defeat, 
It mars the perfect loons of both, 
It sets a limit to their growth,—

The point at which they airo to meet. 

Awhile they work each other's death, 
Hiding heaven's brightness each from each; 
Th.., learning late the truth I teach. 

Take, with bent ms, the upward path. 

Grow straight to God, and love shall then 
Stream on your soul from every hand, 
For He, in His most sweet command 

Makes twins the love of God and men. 
Aug. r9,1. 1. B. 

preBenbarito bepriveb unbar Owen 

efi3aBefO 
To the Ampleforth Journal for July 0900, the present 

writer contributed a paper entitled "Archdeacons deprunived 
under Queen Elizabeth." As several readers fo d it 
iMerreting, he now propmes to follow up by the presen 
list, born which the names of Bishops.i  Deans, and Arch[ 
deacons, who held prebends or canonries with Their other 
ecclesiastical promotions, have beenmitted. 

Waren. Amon, M.A. Oxon 0554,o Prebendary of York 
1558 (7), Fellow of Oriel 0550, Principal of St. Mary's 
Hall, Oxford 45.56, if he as a layman had a prebend 
at York (which seeng doubt!ul as is narne does not 
occur in Le Neve), probably resigned „together with his 
office of Principal in 1559. He crossed to Flanders 
x560, but returned in 056s. He again crossed the sea in 
0565 in which year he was deprived of his Fellowships! 
Oriel. He was ordained priest at Cambrai in the sante 
year. In s568 he founded the English College at Douay 
which in 0598 was transferred to Rhei He was 
Regius Professor of Divinity at Dmay 0570,m. D.D. 
Canon of Cambrai about IQ, Cardinal Priest of the 
title of Ss Martino z587, Archbishop-nominate of Mechlin 
t589. He died the 06th of October 0594. D.N.B. I, 
504. Gillow I, x4. 

91105055 ARO., Prebendary of York (Wighton) 0556, 
Worcester (04) 0558, and Hereford (Partonshans) 0559, 
Rector of Hartlebury, Worcesteghire, so,. and 
Vicar of Southstock, Oxon, 0550, was deprived M x.560 or 
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.561. In S.P. Dom. Add. El& XI, 45, and wherever 

he is mentioned by Strype he is called Jahn Arden. 

It is uncertain whether he is the person of the. names, 

who took his B.A. from Christ Church in r53617, and 

his M.A. in 1537 (Foster Alumni Oxon.), or the man. 
who according to Cooper (Alh. Cesdah. 1, .9) was 
elected from Eton to King's College, Cambridge, in 1547,

but left without taking a degree: probably the latter. 

He was very likely related to Edward Arden of Park 

Hall, Warwick, as to whom see O.N.E. II, yry. Gillow 

I, 57. He "lurked" in Herefordshire with Archdeacon 

John Blanton and others. 
Wubaxfa Arno., MA., Prebend, of Lincoln (South 

Scads) from x556 to 1561, may not improbably be the 

William Atkins of Sander's list. He is possibly the 

William Adkins from Salgrave, Notts., who entered 

Winchester College in 1534, was Fellow of New College 

1541 to 1546 where he became MA., and Fellow of 

Winchester College x546. He died still a Fellow in 

December 1561, and his brass may still be seen in the 

Cloisters there. N. Er Q. and S. II, .5. 

Tames Bacon, &D. Cantab. before 1557. 11 the heading 

of the document printed Itymer's Foaltra XV, 563, is to 

be taken . decisive, this person, who was Master of 

Gonville and Caine College, Cambridge, and Prebend, 

, t Ely (6th Stall) and died the est or end of Jambe, 
1558-n was deprived of his prebend before his death. 

Cooper AM. Cantab. I, tub 
WELENA MOIRE, Prebendary of Here.. (Pratum 

Mann) se, to s56o, may possibly he identical with the 

person of this name who was incumbent of Longford, 
Norwich diocese 1356 to rg61, vuhen he was succeeded 

al, deprivation. If he is, he was probably deprived of 

his ,bend at the same time. 
EDMOND BEDINGEEIAL Prebendary of Exeter (St. Endellion) 

sun* deprivation and his successor was appointed in 
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I362. He was probably related to Sir Henry Biding. 
field as to whom see D.N.B. IV, ,33. The names of 
Humphrey and John Bedingfield occur as recusants in 
Strype Annals 11, ii, 343,6,6 ; 111, b, 411. 

B.D. Oxon, Prebendary (4th stall) of 
Christ Church, Oxford, 1546, and first President of St.. 
John's College, Rector of Handborough, Oxon, vvas 
deprived of the fi rst two preferments in 1556. and Strype 
seerns to imply in his additions to the list in S.P. Done 
Add. Eli..XI, 45 (Ann. 1, i, 41/), that he w. deprived 
of the Rectory.. well. It appears however from Wood's 
Annals I, I., that he was Rector when he died on the 
rgth of July, 1567. He was a native orPate, and entered 
Winchester College at the age of eleven re 15 rg. He 
was Fellow of Piety College I rom @gal to 154r, and 
M.A. 15.6-y was Rector of Tingewick, Backs. from 154o 
m 1557. Willis' Cathedra, III, 454, gives his epitaph. 
See D.N.B. XL, 136. 

&maxim Bann., Prebendary of Wells (Eastharptree) ISSt 
who vacated his Prebend before x564 may possibly be 
identified with Richard Bemard, MA., Fellow of Lincoln 
College, Oxford, and also with the Richard Bernard of 
Sander's list, who is undoubtedly the Richard Berea., 
D.D., who matriculated at the University of Douay in 
1578, as to whom see the Ample forth Journal for April 
l911. et P. J.. 

joNN BICEEPION, Prebendary of Ely (7th Stall) and, 
according to Sander, of Wells, was deprived of, or 
resigned the former preferment in (SSA He was 

probably also the Rector of Shipdam, Norfolk, about 
1557 succeeded in ,61. 

LEONARD BOO, M.A. Oxon I546 (whom Gee pp. 185, 
236 calls Lawrence and Dodd calls Richard). Preben-
dary of Winchester (compare Stone Man. II, ii, 265), 
Salisbury (Kingsteigoton) 139, and Wells, and Rector 

• of Kingsworthy Hants, 1358, .was deprived of all four 
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preferments early in Elisabeth's reign. He had been 
headmaster of Reading School in 1546. He was uncle 
to Thomas Bilson afterwards Protestant Bishop of 
Winchester (Strype WhitgiJt II, 350). On the agth June, 
586a, he had already been a long time in the Towet 
(Goth. Roc. Soc. 56. He was still there in April mgo 

(S.P. Dom. Eli. LXVII, 95) and was removed thence to 
Manhalsea by order of the Privy Council the Lire 

of October max where he still remained in July mtio 
(C.R.S. I, 6o, go). In 1579 he was aged about fifty. 
(Strype Ann. II, ii, 66o.) He was discharged from the 
Menhalsea between June rsas and March 158a/3 

(C.R.S. II, mi). 
BBRVIDLOFILW BLITBITAN, M.A. Oxon (Stipp. 156o), Preben-

dary of Wells (Hinder), and Rector of Cossington, 
Sornersetshire, was deprived in 3566. Stype As. Ill, 

39) 
Hem, BOG, B.D. Cantab. 155x, Prebendary A 

Southwell (No n) 1559, Rector of Keggsworth, 
Leicestershire, 1554, was deprived of hit prebend before 
the Sth of lune 156a, and A his rectory in 156o, and az 
appears from S.P. Dom. Add. Elfin. X1,45, fled abroad 
either in or before that year. According to Bridge-
warer's Lancereatio, he died in exile. He became Rector 
of Ringsteare St. Andrew, Norfolk, in 3551. Cooper 
AM. Cantab. I, 431. 

G8ORG8 BULLOCK, D.D. Cantab. 1557 (ordained ostiary in 
London Dec. m55), Prebendary of Durham (tore Stall) 
155a, Master of St. John's College, Cambridge, x554
Lady Margaret Prolemor of Divinity 1556, and Rector of 
Much Munden, Herts., about 1556, was deprived of all 
four preferments and fled over seas, but was captured by 
pirates who robbed him of all he possessed. He was at 
Antwerp in mfio where he died in mflo. DAV .8. VII, 454. 
Gillow I, 331. 

GILBERT BOURBFORD, or BURFORD, B.D. Oxon 4554, Ch. 

CS. Oxon B.A. marer, M.A. 3545 (ordained Acolyte 
March 1555-4 at Oxford), Prebendary of Wells (Hanel-
bear.) 4535, Rector of Haselbury Pluncknet 1355, and of 
Clotworthy 1556, both M Somerset, was deprived in 156o 
(SVIVO Ann. 111, i, 39). He was also appointed to the 
ChanAllership (Wood says in as, but this must be 
wrong), which owing to Me accession of Elizabeth he 
was unable to obtain (Fasti, I, 13M. He went to 
Louvain at once. In the list of fugitives beyond the sea, 
printed Strype Atm II, ii, 596, and dated 1915 of 
January, 1576, he is called "Milford Barford, Clerk A 
Somerset." In Frere's Mara Ruction his surname is 
given, Benford. In October 4576 he was still living 
in great poverty A Louvain. S.P. Dom. Elio. CXXXII, 
47. C.R.S. I, 0.g, 13, 44, 46. 

lioBEar Bonham.. Prebendary of York (Stillington) 1558, 
was deprived in x559, if we may BUFF Ryinere Foedera 
XV, 563. 

Tnoians Bram. Prebendary of St. Paul's (Bronclefintry) mho 
war succeeded after deprivation in m6a. Cf. Strype 
Grilal, 87. 

GiLes GABEL, PGA. Oxon mg, Prebendary of Wells 
(White Lakington) x554, and Rector of ideovilion, 
Somerset, ig,, was succeeded after deprivation it 156o. 
He had been Fellow of All Souls, Oxon r,o, Rector of 
°aloe, Cornwall, x541, Rector of How Caple, Here., 
shim 1549. He went abroad to Louvain early. Hi, 
name occurs in Sander's list and in the list of fugitives 
beyond the sea dated agth January 1576 transcribed 
Strype Ann.11, ii, 5967. He was still living at Louvain 
in mga (Phillips Alto:. Hierarchy, pp. 356.64 He 
was no doubt a member of the Herefordshire family of 
that name. According to the Conrertatio died abroad 
before 13813. Cf. C.R.S. ig, a3, 36. 

RICH8RD Cana, M.A. Cantab. before 4546 (/ LL.D.). Pre-
bendary of Exeter (Chulmleigh) and Master Qf Magdalene, 
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Cambridge, 1546, was deprived at any rare of his 
Mastership in 4559. His later hiztory is unknown. 
Cooper At*, Cantab. I, zoo. 

For Sow,. Cskuman or CHAMBERS, Prebendary of Chic, 
ester, see the Amble f era Journal for April mu at pi 495. 

Timms C mGm  or Cu..., Prebendary of LiM-
field (Pip P.m) 4552, and Vicar of Worfield, Salop, 
1547, resigned Ms prebend and was deprived of his 
vicarage, being succeeded in the former in 456; and in 
the latter in t56s. He was absent from the visitation 
of 5559. In November 4577 his nanle ...among the 
am or so Staffordshire recusants as residingat Castle-
chureh (S.P. Dorn. Elie. CXVIII, 47 [s]I. 

Wuzdare CIlSA., Moa Bac. Oxon 4544, Precentor of Here-
ford 1354, and Prebendary of Hereford (Ewithington) 
4545. was deprived of his preoentorehip and resigned 
his other prebend M 155q. His later history is unknown. 

Tared. CLEMENT, Prebendary of York (Absthorpe) 1554, 
was absent from the visitation of 4559, and his prebend 
ws sequeetrated. He w. succe. in it in 156.4. He 

doubtbbl the Clement, priest, 
,I

 Sander's list. No 
o  he was related to John Clement, M.A., M.D., also 

in Sander's list as to whom see ',N.B. Xi,;;, Gillow 
H. 

Marmot Cumoca, B.C.L. Oxon 4548 (D.C.L. and D.D. 
according to Gillow), Prebendary of 

Y,4,, 
Ch.cellor 

of the Prerogative Coort of Canterbury, and Rector of 
Orpington, Kent, arid Bishop-nominate of Bangor was 
deprived very early in Elizabeth's reign, though he wan 
not succeeded at Orpington till 1566. He we. with 
Dr. Ooldwell, 

is
of St. Asaph's, to Rome, here we 

find both in Jan. (C.R.S. II, p. 5). He became 
Cainerarius ry67 and CUSIOS 4578 of the English 
Hospital. On the 6th of February rryo he gave evidence 
against Queen Elizabeth at Rome (Laderchres III, 
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p. zory. He was first Rector of the English College 
there 4578-9 and was drowned soon after on a voyage 
Iron; Rouen to Spain. Gillow I, 500. D.N.B. XI, 57. 
C.R.S. I, 23, sa. Though it has been doubted, Dorn 
Norbert Hirt has shown that Sander was quite right 
in calling him a prebendary of York, see Elizabethan 
Retigious &release., p. 15 a. 

Auzuoms C  B.D. Oxon 1536, Prebendary of 
Chichester (Fide) 1551, and Incumbent of East Dean 
4558, and Vicar of Cowfold 4554, both in Sussex, form-
erly a Cistercian, was deprived and mcceeded in his 
prebend in 1563, and in the other two livings in 456o. 

He had been Vizor of Oving, Sussex, 
No.. AETHER Co, D.D. Oxon. Though it would 

appear from Le Neve, Hennessy, and Gee, that he was 
deprived of his prebend at St. Paul's and from Rymer, 
Fordera XV, 56; that he was also deprived of his 
canonry at Windsor, it is clear that, if this were so, it 
was not on theological grounds, for he died the Mth of 
July 4555. S. Wood's Colleges and Rails, ed. Gutch 

P. 35,
ROBERT COLLINS, Prebendary of Canterbury (6th Stall) 

4954, was depressed in 5559. He was formerly Cardinal 
Pole's Commissary for Canterbury and Calais. He may 

be the Oxford man who was B.A. 15n, M.A. 4545-6, 
B.C.L. 554,, B. Can. L. ryaz, Rector of Chignal St. 
James, Essex, 4594. Cf. Mrype Parker I, 103, Crammer 

t4, 475, Mem. III, i, 474, 476, 477, 484, ii, rry. 
One Robert Collyn was sent to the Queen's Bench for 

religion 6th Feb. 5578,5nd discharged on the 18th Feb. 
following. 

Wiudare Commswom, Prebendary of Chester 5556, is 

5514 by Sander to have been deprived, though Boase 

says he died in 5558. He however compounded for the 
first fruits of the Rectory of Cristleton, Cheshire, the 
55111 of June 5559, in which he was succeeded before the 
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reth of February 5560w. He i6 therefore another proof 
of Sande, a.ccuracy. He was possibly the incumbent 
of Ford in the diocese of Durham who w. absent from 
the visitation of 555p. Another of this name was 
Rector of St. Mary Moses, London, 1555, and Recurs of 
St. Nicholas, Olave, t555 to his death in 556, 

For Hams COMPERE., Prebendary A Coventry and 
Lichfield, see Downside Review for Dec. xmo, pp. 301-5. 

ROBERT Comm M.A. Oxon 1557, Treasurer 1558, and 
Prebendary (Mora) 5559, of St. Paul's, and Rector of 
Great Greenford, Middlesex, was deprived in 5559. He 
had formerly been Fellow of Balliol 1547, Vicar Of St. 
Lawrence Jewry 1545, Rector of Beckenham, Kew, 1547, 
Rector of Crick, Northants, 1548. 

hours., CRETE., M.A. Oxon 5544, Prebendary of Wells, 
and Rector of Lydeard, Somermtshire, was deprived in 
556o (Strype, Ann. i, 39). He was a native of 
Herefordshire, and received the first tonsure in London 
in December t554 (Frere, Mariam Reaction, 558). He was 
Fellow of All Souls and B.A. in imo, but had migrated. 
to Christ Church by ryry. He becamesecond master at 
St. Peter's College, Westminster, in 5551, and Chaplain 
to Philip and Mary in 1555. From 1554 to 5557 he was 
Vicar of North Pers.., Somerset. He seems to have 
gone abroad early in Elizabeth, reign. He is called 

Crockford" in the list of fugitives of 59 January, 1576. 
According to the Con is he died abroad, apparently 
in Spain (see C.R.S., 759,141). 

Wirssms DAL. or DAWBER, M.A. Oxon before 1556, 
Chancellor and Prebendary (1st Stall) of Bristol 5558; 
Rector of Littleton, Gloucestershire, x556; of Lower 
Heyford, Oxon, 5557 and of TingewiM, Bucks, 5559, 
was deprived of all his preferments, except the rectory 
of Lower Heyford, in 1553. His name ocurs in 
Sander's list. He entered WinMester College s in 5555 
at the age of eleven from !Nilson., Oxfordshire, and 
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was at New College, Oxford, as Scholar and Fellow 
from ry45 to 5558. He was ordained subedeacon at 
Oxford, being then MA in May 5556 (Frere, p. s58). 
According to Sander he was in prison in 1565 (C.R.S. I, 
ro, ash He appears to have retained the rectory of 
Lower Heyford till he died in 5587, and must therefore 
have conformed to some extent. 

ROBERT DALTON, D.D. Prebendary (7th Stall) of Durham 
1545, and Incumbent of Billingham rhry, and Vicar of 
Norton 5556, both in the Durham diocese, having been 
deprived of all three preferments, was succeeded in all in 
156o. He is probably the Benedictine who took his B.D. 
at Oxford on oth of May t538. It S.P. Dom. Add. Eli.. 

he is described as" unlearned, wealthy and stiff," 
and we are told he was sentenced " to remain with the 
Lord Dakers of Me North." 

RICHARD Dowance, Prebendary of Salisbury (Warminster) 
5558, and Rector of Stratford Toney, Wilts., 5554, was 
deprived of both these preferments soon after Queen
Elizabeth's accession. His name occurs in Sander's 
lies In S.P. DOIll. Add. Ors. XI, as, he is described 
as "an unlearned priest but very stubborn." He is 
probably to be identified with the Richard Dominick 
who compounded for Long Critchell Rectory, Dorset, 
on the IMF of lune, 1559, and vacated it before the 
,3rd of February, r56o/5. and alm with the Richard 
Dominick who entered Winchester College in 5557 from
Chilmark, Wilts, who was afterwards Fellow of New 
College and M.A. and Rector of Witchingham and 
Sahum Toney, both in Norfolk (res. 5557). See 
Q. 9th S. XI. 551. He with Harding refused to asmnt 
to Mwel's election the see of Salisbury and was
imprisoned (Harding'sto Detection, p. 235). 

GROPER,. DOWNES, D.D. Cantab. r5z6, Chancellor of 
York 5537, and Prebendary of Gloucester (Morton), 
was 'deprived of these preferments and succeeded in 
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1561. He appears to have died soon after. He was 
Fellow of Jesus. Cambridge, 1515, and ordained 1506. 
Cooper, I, aro. Wood's rata I, 090. 

RICHARD Daum, Prebendary of York (Noah Newbold 
[date unknown] and Barnby 0558), was deprived in 1559. 
He appear, to have died ib s56x. (Compare Rymerds 
Foedem XV 563.) He may be the Dr. Drury mentioned 
(Dasent, Rots of Privy Council, VII, 5oa) as in the Tower 
for religion. 

Joan Duareox, M.A. Oxon, Prebendary of Chichester 
(Bursalis) 0554, Fellow of Winchester £553 and of Etm 
1555, was *stud from Chichester in 056o, from Eton 
the 10th of September 1561, and probably had already 
resigned his Winchester Fellowship. He had been 
Fellow of Oriel 0554. 

JODry ERLD, formerly a monk at Winchester, and one of 
the original Prebendaries, compounded for the first-
fruts of the Rectory of Compton, Hants, 05 Jan., 0550/1. 
He was deprived of both of these prefer ment> in x559, 
and on the and Nov. of that year was a prisoner in the 
Marshalsea with Peter Langridge and in bad health. He 
was afterwards enlarged on his own bail but es fed 
to Hampshire and restrained from coming to Me 
Cathedral or WincheMer College. (S.F. Dorn. Add. 
Eire XI, 55. Birt's Elizabethan Reli gime Settlement, 
p. 169). One of this waa in prison in the Gate-
house Nov. 0595 (C.R.S. II,name 085). 

Room EDGEWORTH, D.D. Oxon 0506, Chancellor of Wells 
s555, and Prebendary of Bristol 1555, died in 1559 but 
if we can take Rymerss Faders XV, 563, as conclusive, 
was deprived of his Bristol prebend before hM death. 
D.N.E. XVI, 385. 

RALFIARD Frivreirsrs, D.D. Cantab. 155, Prebendary of 
Canterbury (lath Stall) x554, and Lincoln (St. Martin's) 
s558, and Parson of Lyminge, Kent, 0555, was probably 
deprived of all these preferment. in 1559 or x560, 
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though he was not succeeded at Lincoln till 0564. His 
name occurs in Sander's list. He had been Fellow of 
St. John's, Cambridge, M 0540. One of this name was 
Vicar of Orton, Cumberland, in 0554. Cooper, I, sm. 
Strype, Parker,1, 003. Elem. III, i, 436, 438 no. 

Fowma or Fare., Prebendary of Salisbury, is mentioned 
by Sander as deprived, but is otherwise unknown. 

EDWARD Goosium, B.D. Cantab. 05% ordained sub-
deacon in London Dec. 0555, Prebendary of Chichester 
(Fording), and Rector of Fulbourn St. Vigors, Cam-
bridgeshire, 0554, was deprived of his Rectory in 1559/6o 
(Rymer.s Facto, XV, 569, but in s361 obtained the 
living of Stoke Dawborn in the Winchester diocese. In 
1563 he was succeeded al ter deprivation in his prebend. 
He fled abroad and became Professor of Divinity in St. 
Michael's Monastery, Antwerp. He was alive in o565, 
but the date and place of his death are unknown. He 
was at one finis a Fellow of Trinity College. Cam-
bridge. D.N.B. XXII, uri Gillow 

Wrxxisrei GOOD, M.A. Oxon 0550, ordained acolyte at 
Oxford Dec. 0554. Prebendary of Wells (Combo astir 
Nov. 0556, Rector of Middle Chinnock, Somerset, zath 
Sept 1556, resigned these benefices and we  to Touruay 
where in 1560 he emered the Society of Jesus. He was 
professed at Rome 0577, and died at Naples the 5th of 
tidy 1586. Sometime Fellow C.C.C. Oxon. D.N.B. 
XXII, 03. Gillow 11, spa. 

RICHARD HALL, M.A. Cantab. 0559, Prebendary of Worcester 
(7th Stall) 0557, Fellow of Pembroke Hall, Cambridge, 
1556, resigned his preferments soon after Elisabeth's 
accession, and went abroad. He gave evidence against 
the Queen in Rome on the 9th of February, 1570 (Lad-
erMius III, ao6, where he is described as a Priest of Fork 
diocese). He took his degree of D.D. in Rome. His 
name occurs in Sander's list. He was living at Louvain
in 1570 and at the English College, Dom', in 0576. He 
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became Canon of St. Gery's, Cambrai, and Canon and 
Official of,"):St. Omer. He died at St. Omer the 26th of 
February 16034 Gill. III, It. Cooper II, 386. 

Ric.. Hewa, M.A. Oxon 13w, Prebendary of Exeter, 
and Vicar of Broad Clyst e336, and Rector A Thurle-
stone, x848, both in Devonshire, having been deprived 
was succeeded in all his preferments in e560. In S.P. 
Dom. Add. Elie. XI, 45, he is called "an unlearned 
priest," and we read he was ordered " to remain in the 
Counties of Devon or Cornwall, the City Exeter and 
within three miles of either of his late benefices always 
excepted." 

HARCOURT. Sander mentions a Harcourt Prebendary of 
Norwich who has not been identified. 

THOMAS HARMS, M.A. Oxon 134z, D.D. [534, Treasurer of 
Salisbury 1333, Prebendary of Winchester, and Rector 
of Bishopstone, Wiltshire, was deprived in e359. As his 
name occurs in SP. Dom. Add. Elie. XI, 43, he was evi-
denly not then known to have gone abroad, but most 
have done so before 186z. He died at Louvain in 157a, 
and was buried on the 16th of September in St. Gertrode's 
Church. 0.6.13. XXIV, 339. Gillow III, ea4. C.R.S. 
I, 18,, He was ordained acolyte and sub-deacon at 
Oxford May 1534, and priest in London June x354, being 
then Sub-warden A New College (Frere, p. We). 

JOHN HEIM, Prebendary of Wells (probably Combe IV 
or VI), occurs in 

is
list, and in Dodd's is called 

John Henning. He is prohably to be identified with 
John !lemming, M.A. 1333, Fellow of Oriel 1551 from 
Worcestershire, who was sotninoned to return into 
residence in 156r (Boase, p. ze8), and with John Henning 
who was admitted, already a Priest into the Professed 
House of the Society of Jesus at Rome the ;4th of 
November, 136e (Foley V.( 1434), except that the latter 
describes himself m " Provinciae Wintoniae." Fr. Pollen 
informs us that he was born about 154e and Wm he is 
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al. wiled John Cox. He would thus be identifiable 
with John Devon alias Cos sent to the Manshalsea 
,5th April, x561, " I or saying of Mass and conjomnge" 
(C.R.S.1, 33). 

THOMAS Hasn'ts, D.D. Cantab, 1357, Chancellor of Sarum 
4558, and Vicar of Brixworth, Northants, was deprived 
in Aug. 13303. He fled abroad and entered We 
Dominican order in Flanders, and became Confessor to 
the English Dominican Nuns from King's Langley, 
Hens, who had established themselves at Bergen-on-
Zoom. The date and place of his death are unknown. 
He was sometimes Fellow of Clare. See D.N.B. XXVI, 
z98. Gillow III, eoz. Dr. Sander calls him Hopkins in 

Eowns or Ebbw HETWOOD, B.C.L. Oxon 133e, Prebendary 
of Lichfield (Ecclesha.II) e554,waa deprived and succeeded 
in 1564. He was probably abroad when Queen 
Elizabeth as ended the throne. He entered the Society 
A Jesus at Dillengen in Bavaria December 4366, and 
afterwards removed to Antwerp. He died at Louvain 
in October 13,8, or as Foley says We 9th of Jan., 
1398. He was great-grandson of Elizabeth Rastall, 
sister to Sir Thomas More. N. Se. Q., Oh S., XII, 983. 
See O.N.E. XXVI, 329. Gillow III, a,. 

ROBERT Hog, S.T.B., Prebendary of Winchester, and, 
according to Sander, of Canterbury), and Rector of Old 
Romney and Sandgate r33.3, was deprived of We first 
preferment in x338, and succeeded at Old Rom)ney in 
r56o. He is certainly the Robert Hill " re Commissary 
at Calais," who is deacribed in S.P. Dom.la Add. Elie. XI, 

45, as "very perverse in religion." Very likely M.A. 
Oxon ;5445. Supp. S.D. x549. He was in the Fleet 
prison in 1567. Cf. C.R.S.,1, 48. 

Gm. Haw., B.C.L. Oxon 4343, Prebendary of Wells (St. 
°woman's) e334, Rector of Skilgate, Somerset, 13.4e, and 
Vicar A Wimford, Somerset, IS,. WAS deprived of these 
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preferments in 1560 (Strype Ann. III, i, 54, and Gee p. 
539). He was very likely at the same time deprived of 
the Rectory of fl.es.r, Somerset, 045, and the Rectory 
A East Mersey, Essex, 055. 

LANSHWICE Fluones, Prebendary of Sarum (Bishopstone) 
054, was succeeded ))564, probably on resignation. 

RHOS US MR, BE., Prebendary of Lincoln (Leighton 
E.t.a.) 1358, was deprived soon after Elizabeth, 
accession and succeeded in 1560. 

ROBERT HUTCHINS, or Hurcnicson, or fan..., Prebendary 
of Wells (Henstridge), was deprived and succeeded in 
060. His name occurs in Sander's list. One Mgr. 
Hutchenson, Dean A the Chapel Royal, is mentioned 
by II Sehilanoya as deprived 51st Dec. 058. Cal. S.P. 
Ven. 058.8o at p. 5. 

Tgomm Huta M.A. Oxon 5449, 4th Prebendary of 
Winchester 036, and Lincoln (Norton Episcopi) 1535, 
and Informator A Winchester College 052, was 
succeeded in his two Winchester preferments in r56o, and 
in his prebend m Lincoln in 1561. In S.F. Dom. Add. 
Elia. XI, 45, he his said to be in the custody of the Lord 
Treasurer, but soon escaped to Louvain. He died the 
oh of May, 1594, at Douay, and was buried in the Lady 
Chapel of St. James' Church the.. See D.N.B. XXVIII, 
415. Gillow III, 526. C.R.S. 1,58,21,42,54. 

G. Room, Prebendary of Chichester (Fittleworth), was 
succeeded after deprivation in 061. Possibly to be 
identified with John Iguldon, fellow of Que.'s, 
Cambridge, ordained priest June 054. 

ROBERT ISHAIS, M.A., resigned his Prebend (the 6th) 0 
Peterborough before the 3oth of September, 1559, and 
his Canon, at Windsor before June 1560. 

Amen ptcasox B.D, Prebends, of Canterbury, Rector of 
St. Clement Danes, London, and Master of the SMroy, 
was deprived of his Recto, in 1559 (Newcourt I, 595) 
and most probably of Ms prebend (see Strype, Parker I, 
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so3) and Mastership. He however signed 1559. 
Compare Strype, Mem. II, ii, III, i, 478. 

ROBERT Jonnso, LL.B. Cantab. 1331, incorporated at 
Oxon 051, Prebendary of Southwell, and Hereford 
(Pant. Major) 1551, and Rector of Bolton Percy, Yorks, 
was possibly deprived of these prefermems in 5.5.59 before 
his death the same year. He had been Prebendary of 
Roches., Worcester (1st Stall) and York, and Rector of 
Clem, Shropshire Le Neve is, a seems, error in 
staLing (as he does in speaking of his York and Hereford 
prebends) that he died in 1537 or 058. (His accomt 
varies). He is probably confusing him with another 
Robert Johnson, LL.B., I layman and married man who 
died the soth of November, 1558. (See Cooper I, x85, 
551). For our Robert Johnson see D.N.B. XXX, z6. 
Gillow III, 638. Cooper I, IC, He was probably 
Fellow of All Souls ordained exorcist at Oxford Sept. 
556. 

(To be continued.) 
Ions B. WAtmwsnam. 
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THOMAS RADCLIFFE 

THOMAS Rancor. as Nr H kilown, the elgen of Ampleforth, 
died in October.. was buried hero when he was at school M ISA 

To the end his memory of Mose years, even when it failed him 
ers loss remote, remain. P.N.,' He 

yesterday, of the strike " in the School in r836, caused apparently 

by a reduction in holidn's end gm.led by the mina. NM... 
of Fr. Margison reinforced by his dog. In narrating the event he 
roost carefully dissociated himself from the leaders whme stay at 

LAmpleforth after the event was somewhat entailed. His mem, of 
told II. by his grandfnheo himself an old man, took one 

back to years not far distant from another eehellion in which his 
family played so well known a part Thomas Radcliffe was a man 

respected by all with whom he came in contact. The staunchest 

of Catholin, it is literally true that be carried the principles of his 

religion into the minutest circumstaaces of his daily lin. For ten 
years the prist whopas served the Brands!, mission has been enter. 
mined by hiem, while since 1.6 the chapel itself by been in his 

home. His claims upoo our prayers are many. 

JAMES GIBSON DEES 

We also ask the payers of our readers ns James Gibson n«, J P. 
aged 6y, who died on Aught r ith,fortified by Me rite: of the Church. 
He was for many years land agent to Lord Lonsdale. 

JOHN LANE 

ws has reached us of the death of another Old laurenti.. 

Join Lake was in the School from r84,—,S4S. He nedonne 
sand of last January. Though yeam had eingsed since
Ampleforth—his home was in Australia—his affection for his School, 
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as vre judge from his own letters and those of his wife, never grew 
cold. A staunch and devout Catholic, he took an active past in Me 
promoti. of Catholic interets in Australia, and the Requiem Mass 

by
for the repose of his souls in the Cathedral Ballarat, was attended 

by very large numbers. " He always entertained,. his sorrowing 
wife wrote to Fr. Frio,. the gseatest love and the deepest gatitude 
for Arnpleforth which had such a powerful influence for good on 
Ms life May he rest in peace. 
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"Me, 1.irs on St Pa, JosetM1 Hirkady, Quartery 

This book is the completion «a former work by We same author 
publined in tgog under the title Pard—Colinthio, 
GerhrlionJ and Romans. The new volume deals with the "Epistles 
of the Captivity "—Ephesisns, Philippians, Colossians and Philemon. 

Rickel. deserves warm praise fur hi...5 to respond lea way 
retneed, often felt by busy riests of some 

of
and upko. 

Pew  Catholic commentary on the epistles of St. Paul. To the 
preacher seeking elucWation of the (often extremely obscure) Sunday 

betatles, this book may be confidently recommended, and it will also 
found helpful to the Scriptural student desiring a more bins. 

acqusintance with the Pauline writigs. Fr. Ricksby's 
in

n. is 
eminently sane and practical. The text is not printed  die hook, 
but each section of the epistle under considerstion is paraphrased, 
and each paraphrase h followed by a conimeotary in which the 
author's purpose is to attain as nearly as possible to the exact woNs 
and meaning of the Apostle. This of course necessitates that the 

. basis of study shall he the Creek text, as settled by a 
juWcious employment of textual criticism. jibe Vulgate., We Revised 
Version and tlie English Catholic Mmslations are copiously wed, 

none is followed exclusively. Fr. Rickaby shows that lie is 
well wow.. with the great non.Catheic hrtglish comentators, 
and'n the spirit of a true snob, he is not wheele to receive 
assistance from their works, notably from thme of Ur nhighdow 

k.r lit 

!:' :,,Po

 nail 

r:=ni GUcv:1:?,ranta'art'st:e=rlrvtl: 
the beet norkCatholic expositions. Some of the notes bid ad might 
he sa i. , wth, pro. Thus, the somewhat smulge nlirase 
tv sow... (1,th. x. a n) is dismissed  Iltekaby in too 
wren., a Whim, and MOM should have been said shout the 
.° 11. 5 (EIM. kl, a). on the other hand, Fr. 

Rickaby's notes on textual difficulties ere good and sensible, and he 
has a rather attractive suggestion which appears to be new, for the 
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obviously corrupt text of Col. IR .18 (Vulgsrazznaii4Jims ,j,i, 

(C.:
where he 

'"*
"::rstuh:teZig'71':74 ̀ ,171"tvtOO:a1r5y: ,„,n".tplayslkw, 

suggests,

551'hb tnt Fr. Rickel, wffini ths Fins. 
rs beyond the 

wr"Ote:}4t1;:l
 erne 

es of the New Tesmment. Epistle to the Hebrews and the 

Bechisidiss Synebolone=frifir.24tDensi,r. 5.1, 

The name of Bensinger has for many years been &household word 
in the world of 'neology, standing for ti reliable collection of all 
important a.cigo, infellibIe awl otherwise, of There 
wits always one diawnek to the volume, and that it Wrious ons to 
the stwlent—the lack of a good mdse. There was of come, We 
Index Systemmicu, but it mew irritating institution when one was 

wok
:d" 

first 
 

brought Da rt
d rd¢: '

!Phntt ' in the ;It he; 
nnweart, S.]. The preswt edition, also his work. amts. Me 

F

decrees etc. of the intervenince wog, and additional decrees 
of former times. We are Md.. to the publisher for giving us a 
book well printed and bound, great advance on the bad type and 
Peor Incier of the editions up to and including the ninth. 

Ooe thing we regret. Rather Man be a six. to chronologinl 
order, which entails as Clovis Concordantiarum " of reference 

to 
arious editions, we should have preferred all additions 

to be made.t the end of the volume. follow, on the reference 
umbers ~aI rleadY 

but t=i,:renlraterZr=d24:::: 
is a great differwce in the numbering that will snake it necessary to 
use the Clavis," whenever reference is mWe. 

Itudbxen. Linguae Keraiene. tive,Cattlen. Herder. 216,aoth. 

This is a grammar that has stood the teat of fifty yes. and now 
appears in the nimh edition. We recommend it to th.e English 
students who feel no objection to wing a book in the Latin tongue, 
although they have at hand grn .0.55 
vernacuIar. The Hebrew type is somewhat cllenrer" tnne that nich 
we find w a rule in this country. Many have been the Hebrew 

grgrammar does not RR 
ammars without exercises 

this r arespect. 
translation into the Hebrew, this 

ammar i n 
6 
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cm,fraa,a_ ma ,,ary, II. By Rev. Albert 
McKee, C . R. T. 11,shbourne. ef.d. 

dqs of scientific enctimile Ione writing OnnYulthieet 
isnot tolerated. Especially in the world of controversy is it necessary 
to he scrupulously rossect in 

this
and sweeping generalisations 

are most dangerous. In this controversial pamphlet, which nines 
tons from Canada, wee/ton. prnfess to find satiskeLion. There are 
conclusions which it would be difiicelt to establish from the macs of 
Scripture tanned g. p. 6); at times there is • want of clnmess 
and recision ; example, un la, among six essential elements 
Inuit p. for forgiveness of sin in confession, are 

of
on the 

pia of the priest Ordination, jurisdiction. and power of absolution. 
lehat dots power ot absolution" mean as opposed to the other 
two elements ? Again we Wink the author wDolt find it hard to 
dprelld satisfactorily many of his general statements, the one on 
p 31 for example. 

This pamphlet was seen by a Catholic layman wh, to use Fn 
If canon's phraseology, is certainly not one of Seta. allies on 
earth," nor given to acting mom of "Sman's spluttering end slamling 

Visi're=sut enTht:e;e 'lo wft reObrk?"' Ieleel 
as if I want to question every statement in the book." 

E.t.a fo Mr Sorra Near,. norrstated Irmo .Frenebal Abbl 
rrizara, by A Pn,.0. 45,.. T. Ins 'Mown, 316. 

Seco • translation of a book into English is justified, three 
conditions ought to be fulfilled—Me subject most be one which 
interests the British public; it must be treated in a way Wet will 
appeal to them the transStion must be into English and not into 
Calkised English. When we fi rst saw this work on the Sassed 
Ifs its ve, title gave rise to serious misgivings. Of Masse 
tia“.1001 is one which will appeal to even Callon, anon would 
wekome anything that would stir up devotion in this cold, 
weptical age, but we must say at the ou.t dud this volum treats 
of We subject in a wsy that will do anything but a l to the 
rig. reader. The language is such as to make us feele rertain 
that the manshaton " A Priest," is either of the same nationality as 
the writer of the book, or els, sod this is scercely credible, an 
Englishman who is painfully ignorant of his own language. 

With regard to the first fault we have to find with this work—ave 
can with ease picture Me reverend Abbe in Me pulpit, filled th holy 
zeal, caravan vivid pictures of the sad condition of Marountry, 
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thundering against the Freemasons with the Po nlike
exaggerated eloquence of We odwnws-
tively rare that a se, sk 
the effusions of .French lish miss with 
a plentiful sprinkling of &stens ible supply of 
paregraphs—en on • page is the sverege —the taint 
deplorable. 

.When we turn to consider  mat is 
necessary 

anon 
 quote a few samples a We kind of words that 

are foun practically every page i—ratiocination. impulsion, 
orientation of ols, 

peer
mansuetu  tantrum, 

the
nom*, en 

The stupid note at Me foot of  0 would give the impression Mat 
the book is supposed to be applicable to the state of England in the 
same way as to France. In dm face of this, the psssage on p eac 
about murderous laws, Satanic reunions of Issasonte lodges, etc., 
oughtso have had some qualifier  smelled. 

On tile subject of this work anal cove...lost Me same gm. 
we have We inspiring volume wrkten in excellent Eng. by Fr. 
Dalgairns. We do not pretend to )114C .0 Abbe 
iknisan5 work in his own country—but there was no call for its 
translation into English —we will go further, it is • translation that 
will prom nsiwhievous Protestant country, for if it Its into 
non.Catholic hankie must bring ridicule on the Church. 

SA Paul and Ail Morn By  AM! Cogs., 1.ard. 
Nes u and dent,rdirion. Longwas. r91. "Mr, dd. ma; 

,„4

Popular edhions of comments. and woWs on Sensed more 
written by non.Catholice are abundant, some few rthodox, most 
of then] distinctly heterodog all suspect ben use they lack the 
/canteen, of the Catholic • Church, to whose care the Sacred 
Writings have been committed. It must be sadly admit. that 
Catholic works in the English tongue on Scriptural subjents are few, 
and popular editions a th.n, ac an) fw... In Wis matter we sre 
doubtless still suffering nom the effects of centuries of pemeention 
when a popular Catholic literature was impossible. Gradually the 

15'ant'  bnat'i 'Z 'on' Ed'redul. scei 
more urgent cerhims because t

sen 
he mgmtiSMS Of ow 

porta 
needs'

have 
 may 

u„carcely
erive 

i relived
rom a 

 the persozl pro
ge 

,Starhahe 

and the need that therein for him to be cable  and to C011e/[ 
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trr1:77=f2'217;1,',2:„cr.L e7°GrIZ 
placed that valuable and charming work in the hands of many who 
could not afford tbe two.volume edition. We welcome now the 
cheap issue of SO d'avl a., Alissionh It is a work which gives 

trustworthy picture of the period covered by Acts XIII to XXVIII. 
One is taught to admire the magnetic persoriality of the problemsos
of the Gentiles, to understand the difficulties and  with 
which he was faced,* to appreciate his writings. All through the 
book one feels that the subj.. treated by a scholar of the first rank 
who is one  of his subject. 

The translation it on the whole very good, s few unfortunate 
Americanisms and instances of bombastic phres lgy are minor 
blemish. upon a work of great value. We would express a hope 
that Messrs Longman mays. their way to publish Abbe roue., 
remaining works in this popular edition. 

Ilhatrated BAT Hislory of Me Old wad Nero Tertamenkfor the ease
of Cat., &bah. By 1. Seale, IAD. lath Edition. 
B. Herter. xfy. 

Little need... said to recommend thisbook. The fact of a 

Catholic 
edition being called for is • proof  its wide popularity in 

Gtholic Schools, end is a higher commendation ffian any laudetcry 
remarks. Experience in 

of t 
using it for teaching suggests two criticisms. 

The first is upon the style. The hook is • series of abstracts he 
Bible narratives without any commeMs upon them. Hence it is 

lea
pre-eminen  fe, but it can hardly be called stimulating. It leaves 
too much he teacher and one would wish that some help were 
given towards the explanation of some of the greet critical problems 
which one is bound ffice even in teaching children nowadays, 
if theyare to . ffifeguerded from the rationalising tendencies of our 
age. The second criticism is upon the v ITO illustrations." Surely, 
now that cheap reproduction of good works of art is so w 
might expect better illustrations. Some of the pictures in this book 
are groteque—for instance that of 

be
emerging from the whale ; 

mhers are misleading it would be difficult to tind arty that inspire 
devotion or approach to probability. And one must remember that 
children ere incapable of making due allowance for the license of art. 
How often has some small boy come and said quite seriously, 
"Please, sir, was it really like that?" And one is forced to say, 
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Lair /Et ror.nns. Lartmans. Price r 

tliZZLe ", a :7.1'  1 lc 

Theftrst two vol... of " The Riff Saints Series"—St. Thomas 
Aquinas and St. Ben eventure—were mentioned in our lest issue, the 

four volumes .ve now been issued. To dinermine a criterion 
by which to estimate the relative value of these volmes is somew hnt 
difficult ; perhaps the hest is suggested by thee ...sing woMs 
occurring in the life of St. John Capistran on p. sa : "Personal 
influence can only affect those with whom it .nip in close 
contact." In reading ffie ffie Saints we aspire to be brought 
under their 

and 
influence, to I.rn their Ch117.<73. and to have 

our ideals and aspirations ennobled by coming in close contact with 
the friends of God. Bearing this M mind ffie. volumes appear to 
us to be of very unequal merit. 

The 
heel 

fe a vi. v is much the hest of the four. The reader 
will feel throughout menharm and influence of this great Po. 
The introducon seven pages by Mgr. Benson is valuable. as it 
deals clearly with the ons of his work as Inquisitor, and his 
Excommunication of Queen Elizabeth. 

neede life of St. Antony by the same writer the critical face,. 
is  with discretion and good judgment. The book shoold 

a to foster the devotion to the Saint, whith is already so wide. 
greed in England. 

The volume cm St. John Capistran we place third in order of 
merit. Though interesting, one does not gain from it the same 
knowledge of de Sint' character. or feel his personal influence in 
ffie same way as in the two former lima. 

St. Vincent Ferrees Life is the least satisfactory ; for it is little 
more than a catahies e of the places where Plantelied, and 
reiteration of amounts oft,e enthusiasm wiffi which he was received. 
His prodigious labours fr the Church are set forth, but in knowledge 
of the man himself, and of his growth in sanctity, we feel that we 
have learned but little. Only at the end of the book are we told 
that he wrote a Treatise on she Spiritual Life. A few well chosen 

is from it might have Mught more of this great Saint than 
many pages upon his journeyings. 
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"Bet Cloud.. By Sir IMAM Brands Bwfn. Bum fr Ooln 
Psi e 

The "Red Ctoud" is a delightful "Book for Boy,' It is full of 
thriBing adventure, Indian life, and information about the animals 
of the Great Prairie. But the reason we. would choose this book 
amenpt many of its kiad is bemuse all through there rune that 
pidt or 

o the au mots o file. m the is 
with a keen love of Nature and a horror of all that is sordid, 

ded 

freshness and 
eve

often enough fora c Boy's P book—a spirit that 
ie deeply religious. 

" 
This u a simple and placing 

[M1e life of the Hleaed Joao. I[ 1=1,'.1°;47,2= from 

(alAymr fume.) 

Prue ad 

°`". 
nu Li. ChildrorAs Royer Book. By Mother Ar. Leyola. 

Burns Ac Ooks. Apr, 64 CAM., rs. Lea., as. 

This is an excellent little book. The pneyere are simple and 
thoroughly seneible. 

The I.Aertnan, Arinoards .A. Sons, L. 

Coefasa ciiDicar atb aloies 
Sept. Arm, Opening of Tern:. Our hat evishea to the following 

who left at the end of last Term W. Clarke, V. G. Homy, 
W. W. Beasley, P. E. Vulysteke, J. A. Mills,. A. A. Darby, I. J. 
Rohellson, B. J. Hardman, H. and F. McCabe, R. A. Marshall, 
F. L Pozen A. C. Clapham, A. Dent Young, C. IP Mackay, R. L. 
Haynes, W. F. DobeOn and B. F. Cedio. The following joined the 
School today E. A. McDonnell, J. P. Douglas, T. V. Welsh, 
L. and C. Unsworth, R. G. Cuddon, S. W. Rochford, G. S. and C. F. 
McPherson, L. G. Lythgoe, V. G. Cravos, G. L. Beech, A. J. and 

C Pollock,  A. F. and j. W. Bisgood, H. E. Walmealey Greenwood. 

Sept. Am, Voting for Captain took place this waning. G. R. 
Richardson was elected, and made the following appointments :-

1..arittlIS a the Upper Libr, 

LibtarialtS at. ( W. G17 .= 

.. otarery 
capteim of the Games ... ( At F' CMelctra.! 

"' 'M et' 

Captains of the Hockey Sets 

Mem& bawd. Non C. namewen 

Captains of the Football Bets :—

andsee—L. C. Lay, Y. D Fannies 
,,,ssne—L. ruln., H. J. "Wm 

e. munl.e. A. C. MeDanaid 
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Sept 241. Meeting of the School in the New Theatre. The time 
was occupied chiefly with the making of arr.gements for teaching 
the School the Rugby gam, 

Sept BABE The Hockey Season commenced today. It is 
proposed to practise Rugby. short afternoons. 

Sep. P6M. bf BE. H. ET Somers (t atBattali. Irish Guards) gave 
us an instructive and interesting lecture illustrated by blackboard 
drawings de red, ...us. The lecture vms intended primarily 
for the O.T.C.Contingent and the mere civilian had difficulty in 
fully appreciating all that was said. The lecturer after some intro-
ductory remarks about discipline, spoke of Protection in its mill. 
tar y not its econornic sense. He next led a company in an attack, 
which made the enemy's plight quite piteous. After some instruction 
on re-Control )) are took shelter from the enemy's fusilade 

dead ground.. The lecture seemed exhaustive, was brighL and 
Mr. Berners had no difficulty in holding the attention of his audience. 

qth. Sincere sympathy with A. P. Kelly, bead of the 
Schoo, on his father, death. 

Oat rah. The two days' Autumn Retreat begins. 

4.10. The Retreat, the discourses of which were given by 
Fr.. Lawrence Buggins, 0.S.B., ended this morning. Of its spiritual 
value it is not cup" to us to speak, but we may express our 
gratitude to Fr Lawrence for making the lest two days not a bore 
but interesting. Teaday we kept the Hmdmaster's Feast, one of 
the few—ft. nal in; prgia ullholidays that occur. 

Mr. P. A Narey, who left the School a few years ago, came to 
coach us in Rugby. After some instructions in the morning—a 
kind of Rugger-tubbing "—a game was arranged for the afternoon 
between the first two fifteens. The Headmaster kicked off. A 
tentative sort of performance then took place. 

.rp.h. The first of a series of competitions the Golf Club 
Secretary has arranged for the Term took Mace to-day. It was 
won by J. A. C. Temple. His score for the nine holes was (vo 

km 9) 9. 
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Cht rph. bfr. H. B. Wright,. old Scottish International forward, 
and Mr. C. H Wright came over from Harrogate to coach the 
School. Rugby. We are glad 0 know that Mr. C. H. Wright will 
be able to stay with us for some weeks and have leisure to teach 
us the game properly. 

Oat Mr. Kenneth Duman, en old E Sedbergh boy and a 
prominent Yohshire threequarter, motored here with his brother 
to take part in a Rugby Trial Game. A first fifteen was chosen in 
which Mr. Duncan played ins. three.quarter. A mmt instructive 
game followed. The School thremquarters, kept well togeffier by 
Mr. 0011.11, played in what was declared to be for novices a most 
promising style. An mtermhool match has been arranged foe 
November 1st with our old "Soccer.' Pocklington, who 
have had one season's experience of Rughy. 

0, ',h. The Caphin of the School in.duced in the name of 
the Government a Rugby Football Bill, necessitaMd by the change 
from Association. The Bill was treated m a nofficontentious 
measure and quickly disposed oL 

Oat. art. The Rev. Sir D. O. Hunter Blair, 0.S.B., gave us a 
lecture on Bishop Hay. Like the other Lectures we have heard 
from Fr. Hunter Blair this one was made light and interesting. 

Now. .rst. All Saints. Fr. Abbot sang Pontifical High Mass. 
The choir has been rather weakened by the loss of some of its 
prominent members whose BM., have ceased to be treble or even 
alth and Fr. Dom inie has not yet had enough time to train adequate 
successors. t, Where are the songs of spring Y Ay, where are they) .
we queried, thinking of the fine rendering of the Holy Week music 
Wt Easter. The songsters are now mute in the inglori.s nave. 

After dinner the first Ampleforth Rugby match took place. Our 
opponents wre Pocklington School. The following were the 
Ampleforth aide:—G. F. Farrell, back L. T. Williams,
Martin, C. F. Sharp and R. L. Harrison, three-quarter backs; 
A. E A, Kelly and J. J. Kelly, balfffiacks t N. J. Chamberlain,  I.E. 
Richardson (again), 0. S. Barton, J. F. Tel., C. B. Collis., 
E. J. Martin, a P. McDonald and A. F. Melville Wright, forwards. 
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The ground was in excellent condition and a capited gams resulted. 
From a line.. following the kick-off the Ampleforth forwards 
broke away quickly and dribbled up to .e Pocklioeton goolline. 
Here a scrummage took Mace. Our forwards got pos sion at 
once- pushed the Podding, eight over their own and falling 
on the ball a body scored a corporate Wright kicked a 
good This success within three minutes of the start put great 
spirit into the home side. The forwards controlled the scrummages, 
pushed the Pocklington ,k off the ball and in the loose played
with irresistible dash. From one of a number of fine rushes in 
quick succession, Wright kicked over the neckline. line, raced the 
full back and touched down behind the goal posts fora second try. 
The ante player kicked the gOal. After the kick from the centre 
Nay settled down for some time about midfield. Our third try was 
the result of some good work by the halgbacks and Sharp and
Harris, the racisg along the touch line to score out. 
Wright failed withtter  the goal kick. We continued to have most of the 
game,but jug before half time one of the Pocklington " threes " 
picked up the ball in his own twenty.fiva ran through a host of 
Ampleforth players, and though finely brought down by Farrell, 
he was backed up by his right wing who send far out. The Macs 
kick was unsucceuful. At halftime the scores were, Ampleforth 

two Ruda one try thhitteen pi.); Pockling, one try (three 
poi.). On resuming Pocklington went off with a great rush and 
play ruled near our twenty.five. The Pocklington eight were now 
getting the ball both in the tight and from touch. Their huh 
were difficult to stop, and but for fine tackling chiefly by Farrell, 
Willem, and A. P. Kelly, whose defensive play throughout wu 
superb., they must have scored on more than one occasion. Event. 
wally our forwards got the ball and wheeling the "scrum" dribbled 
up to the Pockfington thentyifive. fle. Chamberlain picked up,and 
by a fine piece of opportunism made an opening for Harrison, who 
taking the ,s at top speed went over the line and scored near the 

A very easy placskick was used. Almost immediately 
from the drop out some good combination between Williams, W. A. 
Martin and Sharp ended in the buterarned scoring our fifth
This was .converted. Then Pocklington's turn mune. A bout of 
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passing among the backs resulted in a try from which a goal vies 

kicked This was almost immediately followed by another which 

brought their score up to eleven points. They pressed now almost 

to the end of the game and Farrell and Williams were again 

prominent in defensive work. In the last minute our backs got 

going again and W. A. Martin scored our sixth and final try after 

the best piece of ,sing in the mat.. Wright kicked the goat 

Finalscore ..—Ampleforth three goals, three tries (twenty-four poi.); 

Pocklington one goal, two tries (eleven points). 

In the evening many of the Up, Library attended the Solemn 

Dirge for All Souls. 

Nov.3. A furious gale has been blowing for twenty-four hours. 

The sight of the slates leaving the Old Monastery was great. 

Nov. VA. The Month Day "Speeches" were held in the New 

Thee. a. me. There was no music, which was a pity, but the 

Recitations were well knom a. the enunciation clear and 

generally easy. We liked best V. G. Knowles, ,o had a Mc. 
piece, and E. J. IVilliarna who put and pathos i, a piece that 

required fire and pathos. The followingthe  w. the ,gramme 

111.11,1nox 

ReovalON 

RecrrAnon 

Racilwriow 

RrtornaloN 

Mccruknota 

1.mo:00N 

RecliKelOn 

PateliATiOn 

L. W. Simallit 

V. G. 1,..40WLIta 

C. W. FFIBLD 

V. G. Lisraa 

W. I. Rocitrolso 

/. Krum,

E. I. WILL1,115 
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ov. M. The Rev. Fr. Robert Exton of Birmingham Oratory 
gave us his well.known lecture on Me OhenAnwnergau Pasdon Play. 
The slides were most beautiful. Of the lecture imelf it is quite 
beyond us to speak, but both those who had seen Me Play and those 
*o had not were equally enchanted As a lecturer on a, subject 
he had chosen to make Ids own, Fr. Eaton must have been extra. 
ordinarily interesting to listen to. The supreme power and 

the pathos troth which he unfolded to us this evening the history of the 
Sacred Passion was enthralling. We are immeasurably the richer 
from his visit. 

Nov. 10114 A. F. +1001e Wright won the GAf Competition 
played this morning. His score was ,q. 

AR+ R. A. Feast of All Benedictine Saints, and a whole holiday. 
Fr. Abbot sang Pontifical High Dims. After Mass there were 
whole clay expeditiom, The Golf CI* went to Kirby to play a 
match on Me Kirby Links, which are considerably longer than md 
superior to the School course. D. P. McDonald returned the best 
cost A large party went to a mmt of the Sinnington Fox Hounds 
at Ton, Smith, Crossing. Hounds found in a small cover near Pry 
Rig and ran back to  Aplefortb, but the scent was poor and 
there wan not much sport. 

Nov. .r4f14. Two Ioter-Library Rugby Games were played today. 
The Middle Library opposed the Upper Library Second Fifteen. The 
former led to within halta.minute of time, when they Giled to endure 
a "scrum" on their own lin, and were beam, after a very close match
by three goals and two tries (twenty-one points) to one goal and five 

es( twenty points). The Lower Library played he Second Fifteen 
of the Middle Library, and after a most exciting game won by two 
tries to one. 

Nov. rbdx. Mx Oxley Grabham elldrnown Yorkshire Nate, 
alist, gave the School+ most interesting lecture on the "Manmuds of 
Yorkshire... The charm of the lecture was considerably heightened 
by the fact that Me slides were from photographs by the lecturer 
himself, and the episodes and incidents related in connection with 
them were part of Mr. Oxley Grabber* personal experience. 
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.rpth. The Golf Club held another competidon this 
morning. This was won by A, P. Kelly with a net score of go 

(49 - 9). 

Nov. az.. Feast of St. Cecilia. Choir whole holiday. The 
Ode, Cantandbut Organi.r. was sung during Mass. V. G. Knowles, 
who took the solo part, did well. After breakfast the Choir went to 
Rievainer for the day. In the evening Mere were celebrations in 
the Refectory: The following wan the programme:—

s"` " 
some

.;.Rhe 61*Lut R. J. Hmsn 

Soxo Aiken Dram 

'•rt1 
151111 ws,n  J. " "' 

ntaregY" 
L""

" 011111, 
rest" 0.

.4.1=:171 

Fr. Theodore Turner, who happened to he staying at the monastery, 
delighted his hearers with two of his inimitable songs inimitably 
sung. 

Nom 2.0h. Two "Soccer" fixtures had been arranged last year 
before it was definitely decided to take up Rugby this term. The 
game with Booth.) School was played M.*, The tWO Elevens 
had had a few practice games but the results were not convincing. 
The First Elevens played at Ampleforth. Bootham were weaker 
than they had been for some years, but gave us a hard game and 
were leading by a goal until in the last minute Riaardson rather 
luckily turned a fmt cm* from Burge into the net and made 
the score two all. At halkirne Booth*, who had much the 
better of the gam, led by two goals to nothing. In the second half 
Ampleforth premed almost continuously but the forwards were 
feeble in front of goal, Our first goal came from a good shot by 
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J. J. Kelly shortly after the rebtart. The following was the Ample. 

forth Ode A-Gsve, E. J. Martin. AAA, A. F. Melville IlAght a. 

0. S. Barton. NallBo as, C. B. Col con, N. J. Chamberlain and 

E. J. AA,. Amor., B. J. Burge, C. F. Sharp, G. R. Richard. 

son, A. P. Kelly and J. J. Kelly. 
The Second Elevens plaAd on tA Booth, School ground. 

Here we had a runaway victom, the final score being seven goals to 

three. The names of the Second Eleven were :—Geee. . Bee. 
Bork, D. St. John Fawcett and L. T. Williams. Bee$Beeekr, F. L 

Doherty, J. A. C. Temple, I. G. McDonald. Femme., G. F. M. 

lialh R. J. Roberts, W. A. Marlin, D. P. McDonald, H. J. 

Marron. 

Nom 261.1e H. J. En, Web the Golf Competition with a score 

of - 
Nae path. Fr. Mauro gave us a most delightful lecture on 

English Schools of Painting." The slides, as has been the case 

with all in this series were very beautiful,

Dee. ale The first crosscountry run of the term was held to. 

day. The ground was very hAvy and the members of all four 

divisions arrived home pretty well fagged. 

Dee. 70h. Today the last "Soccer" Match was played. Our 

opponents were St John's College. We won by four goals to t, 

but the play was not at all up to the usual s.dard, and even the 

player gave us the impression of being rather bored by the game. 
Under the circums.ces ,baps this is only to be expected. 
Athletic interest is at present monopolised by Rugby. 

D. Beh. Feast of Ae Boma*. Conception. Congratm 

tati.s to C. M. Power, J. IV. Bisgood, H. E. Greenwood, Ad 
T. V. Welsh, who made their First Communion to.day. Fr. Prior 
sang the High Mass. 

WhoAday expeditions had been arrAged for today. The Sixth 
Form went to Melton, the Upper Lib, to CAtle Howard, the 
Middle Library to Rievaubt, and the Lower School to Hyland. 

The Upper Library were to have Alined back from Mingsby, but 

o breakdovm on the North Eastern line caused them to walk home, 
and they made a belated return. 
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After sup, there were'•Speeches"in the Theatre. Fr. Abbot 
pesided. L. T. Williams, in recognition of the Bright centenary, 
gave John Bright, Speech on the "United States." It wars good 
effort. The other Speeches were Aamely up to the level of those 
in ovember, but R. Robertson .d W. E. Leach were good. 
TheN music was serious and well done. The following was Ae 

10111 
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Dee. z r The Golf Competition held this more 
E. Morrogh Bernard. His score was ye (4g-.), 
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Dee. r.za. Cross-Count, Run. After tea we had a lecture by 

the Veo Rev. Fr. Cummins, 0.S.B., on "Russia and the Orthodox 

Church." The speaker's firiency and humour made a subject

whose title sounded rather dull, interesting and fresh. 

Dec. 13th. 
nIto

"Rugger" MOM, Ampleforth v. Ripon 

School. The following was the Ampleforth side F. Farrell, 

hack L. T. Williams W. A. Martin, C. F. Sharp, and R. L. 

Harrison, three.quarter backs; A. P. Kelly and 5. J. Kelly, half 

becks ; D. P. McDonald, J. F. 'Felfener, 0. S. Barton, E. J. 

Martin, J. Chamberlain, C. B. Condon, G. R. Richardson and 

A. F. Melville Wright, forwards. The game took place on our 

ground and in rather a strong wind, but despite adverse conditions 

great game resulted. Ampleforth lost the toss and front the 

kick off Ripon carried the game into the home twentdfiv, and 

dosed us on to the goal line. The Ampleforth pad, however, 

conEolled the scrummages, and judicious if not long kicks into 

touch by the backs relieved the pressure. Our forwards gradually 

worked their way down and A. P. Kelly picking up smartly scored 

the first y, after a quarter of an hourk play. Wright missed the 

which goal-kick which was a difficult one. From the dropout Montero. 

pressed, and after a serio uf scrummages in the Ripon twenty-five, 

two or three of the Erwds dribbled the ball over and scored a 

mcond try. The goal kicar k again fdled. Halftime arrived with 

the score mchanged, Montero. six no., Ripon nil. On 

resuming Ripon made some determined visa hek the footwork of 

their forwards being quick and clever. The game fluctuated but 

was chiefly M the Ripon half, From a heelout by our forwards 

Kelly got his three-quarters going and Martin scored easy try 

from which Wright kicked a goal. Just before time Wright with a 

great kick from near the touch line added a penalty goal to our 

score, and we won by 0.. .° tries 

(fourteen points) to nothing. 
The game was mainly between the Ampleforth forty aMs and the 

Ripon backs. The defensive play of the latter was extremely good, 

and our threequarters were so well marked that they were never 

given the roost to develop an attack, and could not make it. Our 

forwards in Me Mme kept well together, and their rushes were 
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telling and repeatedly gained a great deal of ground. But in the 
tight they seemed clumsy in comparison with the opposing eight, and 
though they got possosion of the ball, their heeling was not nearly 
clean enough nor quick enough to give their half k a, good 
chance. A. P. Kelly at standoff half was in good Erto andsgenerally 
made`he most of his opportunities. 

A Middle School Fifteen was selected to go to York to play St. 
Peter's School and Fifteen. M our XV there were about seven or 
eight Mayers who probably would find a place in Me Ampleforth 
Second XV. A quite ludicrous exhibition followed. St. Peter's 
were heavier and faster and better in every department of the game. 
Their forwards penned us down in our own twentdfive and crossed 
our line every three or four minutes. Only twice during the game 
did We leave our twenty.five with the ball play, and on both 
occasions we came back as quickly as we could preceded by
St. Peter's than/Wet with the ball. The final score was
Peter, Second 

SV, 
fourteen goals and twelve tries (a hundred and six 

Poi.); amplao., nothing. 

Dee. zsth. The Examination for the Ampleforth Society 
SMoarship and the Term Examinations nod today. 

Dec. r6a. The Sinnington Fox Ho  nds, who had met at 
Wass, killed below the Bounds' wall. Mr. Sherbrooke, the Master̀
promted the head to thoCaptain of the School. 

Dec. ',h. The Rugby Fifteen played a strong scratch side 
used mainly of masters. The game wo fest and umil th last 

quarter of .an hour, when the superior condition of the School side 
began to telk quite ven. At halftime the School led by nine points 
to eight. Harrison, Melville Wright and Williams scored the 
School tries, the last afters brilliant ron and prfeeBy timed pass by 
W. A. Martin. M Me second half L. T. Williams scored again 
from a judicious cross kick by A. P. Kelly. Shortly afterwards the 
latter set. matters by dropping a goal, thus bringing Al School 
score up to sixteen poims. 

Dee. 0 Y. The Examinations ceased at noon. After tea the 
Lower School gave us a representation of The Maid of Orleans, by 

gr. Benson. A criticism appears elsewhere in these pegn 
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... tz rt .pth,FLArbo;i ,l e.c,t ,Gj ler of the School. The 

The Heed Master announced Me names of the winners of the 

English Essay Prizes. They  re :—

The eves awarded for the hest work done in the Certificate 

&Amin/fowl. July were won respectively by N. 5. Cimmarmewo 

and II. S. MARRON. 
Later in te evening a Concert was held in the Refectory, and so 

emended„ The following was the prognimmet—
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Graves term BII 10.nofliclal EfilleP 

Dep. ”Si. 

The vacation ended tmdelt. 
Sept. owe. Drilled in B. Compnoy, for the first time under the 

new resident Sergean,Instructor. HE name is Gtagani his 
regiment Me Irish GUM. Has not the voice of Sergeant Wright, 
but umehow cliff... conviction that the sword is mightier than 
the pen. 

On. rph, Aro in the front row of the scrummage. After 
yesterday, game feel like Jaques ° comp, idiom." 

.. pauing the Sixth Form Study this evening when 
member of the O.T.C. having apparently mistaken me for a dis. 

comfited fce. charged into me. By way of liquidating a social debt 
thus contracted he invited me. "Come into our ekes,. he said. 

Will he Sergeant object," I replied; s for I am a civilians "On 
the contrary he will be pleased you will swell the °Wilber of the 
audience." Now in spite of being a civilian, I am condemned to 
one hour's drill week, during which time Sergeant Grogan—if there 
is anything in the tranunigration of soula theory—is Tarquittios 
Superbus. A little diplomacy—or what Me masters call tact—might 
procure me an easier time. He was standing by a blackboard,
mighty figure clad in khaki, and wu reading aloud with a rich Celtic 
accent from notes in a little hook, non-coms. of many grades listening 
to the winged words. He was explaining the amount of military 
knowledge required for some Gemination. Cannot recapture details. 
Occasionally fired questions at Me class, who were rot the most 
put respoosive targets. At halepast eight the school bell rang. 
The class rose and saluted the O.C. who was presiding, myself 
a had lest. 
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Nam lift Absence or accupnfion, which some poet hen mid M 

not rest, brought me to watch the Lower School Rugby game. Felt 

like Aeneas in Hades watching heroes that were about to be. 

Nom eetai. St Cecilia% the one day M Me year in which Me 
Choir rule supreme. Had forgotten the day, but vision of white] 

robed choir boys at an unusual hour rernirt.d me. The Ode was 

mg with spirit and succemfully. Knowles sang the treble solo sod 
Nll no doubt hereafter be ranked with those before Agamemnon. 
Noticed that for the second or third time the Ode wen sung to • 
mange air. Had I not been foMfied by reading Spenser on the 
triumph of mture over mutability, should have been perturbed. The 
Choir Symposium took place in the late evening. Wee not admitted, 

but found • harbour of refuge in the pantry, whence • wholly 
insufficient view of the Refectory was obtained. Choir for some 
time lemma.. me of Odyssey preparation (already overdue), for 
they were dealing with the desire for Mod and drink. Very soon 
they became tuneful. Leese sang ',Ulan," His voice wm so 
true and sweet OW ea the last notes died array I murmured with 
Titania, I pray thee, gentle mortal, sing again Mine ear is much 
enamoured of thy note." Wish not acceded to. Knowles appeared 
with violin, then coyly, I thought, proposed health of Choir Master. 
Fr. Dominic spoke. Too far away to hear. At times mud] enthusiasm. 
At times a mmur or something distinct from applause Conjecture 
Fr. Dominic talking of more Choir practices. Approached closer and 
found excellent cover behind a pyramid of plates. Fr. Dominic 
paying compliments to pest members of the Choir who had seized 
the oppornmity or a lifetime—an unearned holiday. My cover" 
suddmly removed by servants. Retreated to Homer and my room. 

Lan BSI. Returning from Mahon where the Sixth had spent the 
hew op at Slingsby. appeared in Permn 

of station master. Had my ticket ready but it was not that. Coal 
truck had caused two parallel lines to meet ahead of us. Walked 
home. After supper went in to w Speechea" The hilarity of 
Second Form poets contagious. Haynes gave me a new impression 
of Tennyson. Marsh played difficult piece on violin without
mistakes. Am I mistaken in thinking that simpler and more 
melodious sob would be received with greater =sham 2 

L_ 
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Dee eel& Saw the Lower School rendering of the Maid
aleanr. Picture of French ealesiastim a danger to the for .n. 
Found the apapa nl to team unwelcome on Me eve of breakup. 

RWiO4 ISPAIPRE2 Corps 

Two Annual Official Inspection took place on July rah sod sou 
mnducted by Major G. Barry Drew, West Yorkshire Regiment. The 
Report was reared from the Sho Office al the end of August awl 
with it the O.C. received a Certificate of Efficiency for the Corps. 
The Report, which is regarded as satisfactory, concluded with the 
words, This contingent has made a good beginning." Of Me con. 
tingent twenty.nine went into camp at Tidworth Pennings at the 
beginning of August. We hope there will be a la, muster next 
year, though for a beginning this is satisMctory. 

At the Mopening of the present term e Corps numbered fifty-six, 
which with the addition of fourteen recruits makes a total of sever.. 
The to  work has consisted chiefly of ground woM. Rifie 
Exercise, Squad Drill and Company movements in close order. 
Greet rovemet w notable in discipline, steadiness in the 
ranks undo lingocarr t the various movements. due no doubt in 
large measure to our new resident Sergeanfilnstructor James Grogan, 
of the Irish Guards. 

The Corps has suffered a loss in the departure of its fi rst Super-
ising Officer, Major G. Barry Drew, who may be correctly styled the 

godfather of the Ampler°. Contingent. He bas 
his, 

patiently 
watched over Me infancy or the Continue., and to nterest and 
able guidance much of M present prosperity is in.oubtedly due. 
The Contingent has already suitably congratulated hlajor Barry 
Drew on his wedding recently, and is glad to take this opportunity or 
thanking him for his great helm and offering him our best wishes for 
the future The name of his successor has not ye, as journalism 
my, hanspired. 
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Ube public Schools' CAMP, 1911 
THERC are tiro Camps for Public Schools' Contingents which 

form the Junior Division of tthe he Office, Training Corps, one at 
Aldershot and one at Tidworth Peening's. Ampler°. was in Camp 
this year al Tidworth, Lt.-Colonel A S. Oidey, ist King's Royal 
Rifies, being in conimand. We were in the First Battalion with 
Oiggleffivick, Renton, Sedbergh, Uppinghain and other schools. 

We marched into Camp about seven o'clock on the evening of 
July 31st, and al once drew our !Alia bedding, etc. n was dark 
by Me time we finished. We slept about five in a tent seperior to 
the shelter we had at the Royal Review at IVindsor last June, for 
the floor was boarded and the tent generally better rigged out. The 
heat was tropical. We at halfffinst five: coffee was served at 
ten minutes to 511, and at twenty minutes past we fell in with Down-
side and Beaumont for morning prey  whiCh were Add 4 4 . 
Dominic oung, O.S.B., of Downside. After prayers we Ad an hour's 
drill. Break. was at & quarter to eight. At halt ast nine there 
was moming parade which la  till haltpast twelve, and then 
dinner. On most afternoons we had instructional parade, which 
consisted of rffige.finding, rite ription of targets, This lasted 
from three to four. We were then free till bedtieffi. me. During this 
time some schools played Rugby football or cricket, but most cadets 
wandered aimlessly about We Ca,. Between seven and eight we 
used to meet in a large marquee for a singffiong. Those who 
could sing sang, and ffiose who had not voices joined in the chorus. 
On the night of August 4th we had our first experience of night 
operations. Our battalion formed part of the attacking force. The 
morffi in Me dark in absolute silence and over broken country, 
each of us unffirtain as to whm would happen and when, was as 
experience in our lives that we are gladeot to have missed. tore.A  
supreme moment of our attack, the cloud .compelling Zeus conspired 
with the moon to play false. Marching in darkness we had 
lowed the enemy's position by the flashes of their MP fire. When 
at close range our Comp, received We order to charge. Just at 

that moment the clouds parted and the os moon came out. The 

enemy were lying in the shadow of a hedge. We were theoretically 
annihilated. But the attacking force on the whole was successful. 
We rffiumed to Camp about midnight. 

During the last few mornings instead of the usual parade we used 
to attack or defend given positions. For this purpow the Camp was 
divided into ee, parties. On Tuesday, August Ph, wead operations 
on A larger scalffi than any hitherto attemted. Nohs. 3 and 4 
battalions attacked No. battalion and a battalion of the 6ffith 
Rides cm Sidbury Hill. No x battalion wee at close quarters with 
Me enemy when the order to cease fire was given, and we marched 
hank to Camp in detaWments. 

On August wth the Ca, broke up. We had had a most 
strenuous and extremely instructive time. 

assn. u L Sufic, 

lower School Plop 

THE MAID OF ORLEANS 

Bv Rotuma Hu. Benson 

Tuns play was produced by the Lower School on Wednesday, 
Dec. ell, rum. We have heard it said that the tutted. of 
criticism is apprffiiation, and so pleasantly were we entertained on 
tut...day evening that it requires an effort involving considerable 
strength of mind to with  that definition. ye we ffiel the, from 

logical point of view, it must he withstood. For a fagffiht amount 
of infraction couvinced us that it was the acting more than 
Ina pRy itself which gave us our enjoyment. There is a 

with laying of Goethe, Wm if anyone is hardy enough to find fault with 
such a miter as Euripides, he should do it upon his knees. We 
hope that we have not forgotten hert pirit onois advice when we , 
tlmt ';The Maid of Orleans" was not written in Mgr. Benson, happiest 
and most dramatic vein. The Historical plays of Shakespeare have 
long aga abstain us how difficult it is to make a good play out of 
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histoffiwl material, and the present play did not wooed where 
Shakespeare failed. Throughout the scenes, we felt the absence of 
my one definite dramatic motive. We looked in vain for the rap 
mous hope of , triu  courage of the saint , we 
looked in vain (end if the play was niment to he a mpg,. play, 
surely tit is was a grave omission) for any vindication of the Justice 
of Providence, or my worees resignation to the Divine Will. The 
only side of Joan: character that was developed in Me course of the 
play was her weaknem and irresolution, and this from the point of 
ew of religious dorms, should not have been the prevailing theme. 

But indeed, we are M grave doubts so to whether the play was 
meant to be a religious drama at Had a definite dramatic line 
two taken we should have had no doubts. But ail, are saw was 
• ague admixture of religion, melodrama, and pantomime. The 

ps lt was not conviming. The appeal to emotion we not "pr. 
eed" by a sufficiently Mfinite annum., and the three elements 

above mentioned were sometimes presented in rapid succession in 
the.ame scene. If we n, so, the author seemed to !met that 
when m mdience is, through the ffiult of the dramatis, hesitating 
between religious emotion sod comic relief, the line of least resistance 
is to give way to the comic elm,. This unot the ffiult of the 
mdience which does not care to have its deeper.  intertupted 
by quite unnecessary mmic ',nines," and M. such an Mtn,
ruption lace mad,he tendency ism., the whole thing ua }eke. 
Apra from this.agueness of construction. there was another dramatic 
mistake, which however was under the circumstances not entirely the 
fault of the author. For ap ntly realising that tut could not 
command Me resources of the messional stage, he preferred tom at 
his story in a succession of sidemen.. The result was dm ffie 
undeniable dramatic oppornmities of the story were in the main lost. 
Fax more attention was paid to the sketching in of small individual 
characters then to the framing of a well-knit rigorous, dramatic plot—
a dramatic blunder Mich Aristotle was at some pains to correct 
many centuries ago. 

There is a great digerence between "The Maid of Orleans. 
and mp 

lag 
.N•livity wNch we had the pleasure of 

witness, year. The merit and beauty of the latter lily chiegy 
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in the feet that Mgt Benson told us the story simply and directly, in 

one harmonious spirit throughout With grem discretion, and, 

be it added, generosity he allowed the gospel Mow to make its 

appeal through the medium  In our opinion it was 

entirely the right way to treat such a subject. The play did not 

stand on the Mt of the author's woe. It mod almost entirely 
upon the poetical and emotional beauty of the subjec, brought into 

of by the direct treatment of th author. But a subject such as 

the et, Of Joan of Are cannot, ass n drama, stand upon Me merit 
of its own intrinsic beauty. The eery 

end a pathos of i. own, but it . mit so sacred to the human mind 

that my treatment of it will do. To usake its true ap,I the story 

must be granulised in a vivid, poweWil, well-mnstruct. manner, 

witha little splendour of veree. The grander and more ideal Me 
of the Maracter of the central figure should, we think, be brought 

into at least as much promineme . her weakness, and above all 

one strong dramatic line Mould be taken throughout, Otherwise, as 

we see in Slakes, Fleury VI Mr example, the play becomes
mere presentment of re'historical facts, not a drama. So far as a mere 

spemtor may judge, and presumably he is the person for whom the 

play is written, Me verse and setting of The Maid of Orleans ',tem 

unworthy of the theme. 
The acting ow admirable throughout. D. T. Long se Ram 

had a difficult part to play, and played it consistently well, 
es,ially in tbe last two scenes. R J. Power Mminated the 
stage as the Bishop of Beauvais, and brought out the cynicism 
and malevolence of that worthy ,ffite quite excellently. The 
feature of the performance, howeve, was the acting of the minor 
characters. Lancaster, C. C. Simpson, T. V. Welsh, and C. 
Ffield were thoroughly good. They got ev,thing possible out of 
the small pax with which they were mMsted. and threw them. 
selves with real artistic appteMtion into tbe characteristics of their 
respecdve Mies. We iniay now hope that all who have minor parts 

to play will realise that the success of the play depends quite as 
mucM1 upon them doing their own work perfectly as upon the 
excellence of the protagonist Experts tell that in a Ore. bas-
relief no figure can be left out without spoiling the whole picture. 
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So roe test of an smor is his ability to go the fullest meaning out of 
.y chruacter no matter how small, which be hu to play. It is 
often very difficult to be artistic in • small part. From this stand. 
point the ...ter sketches given us by Welsh and Held were 
extrerneM interesting. 

Tbe crowd wits very spirited and added a great deal to the effect. 
In the lam scene however they were too comic and too barbarous. 
Any normal crowd would be more sympathetic, .d their stence 
on the comic eiement made rather a burlesque of Man, last 
moments But still all praise to them their vigorous acting. 

In the items sung by the choir there was a not.. improvement 
in tone among the trebles, bur a certain mrelessness wiM regard 
to time, and a want of enemy and "attack'. robs their singing of 
distinction. T. solo sung by Leese was admirably render. 

Appended is the caste 

APArrAuS PERsoeire. 

A MO 
A Mak. 
A Pa. 
A M.; Merdiet 

" 
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%ante %amen ant. Debating SOCHIP 

Trus First Meeting of the Term was held on Sun.,. October nt. 

na chair was taken by F r In Private Business the 

customary election of officials took place. Mr. RicharMon was 

elected Secre tary,  and Messrs. Rally, Chamberlain and Livesey 

were selected to form the Committee. Mr. Telfener and the 

members of the Fourth form were formally admitted to the 
Society. 

In Public Business, Mr. Richardson read a paper on "Sir 

Walter Raleigh.. He was obliged to pass over his subject's early 
years owing to the scanty material at the disposel of 
biographer. Raleigh is first heard of in the yea rArp when we 
Old hire established at court, and a greet 

it
of the Queen. 

Despite the engrossment of court life he took a k.n interest in 
agriculture, and, every one knows,. introdu.d the puce into 
Ireland. op. being suspected of intrig., he was relegated 
to the Tower. This recess afforded him leisure to indulge a latent 
passion for letters and science. Ultimately he procur. his release 

Eldorado.
ffering his services in a project. seizure of gold mines in Me 

E  Fare, however, dogged his efforts, and he returned 
again to England in M., only to suffer execution the charges 
which had led to his former imprisonment. 

The Chairman in spoking of the literary .pect of Raleigh's 
life referred to the popular .d erroneous notion that the 
Renais.nce arid the Reformation had a necessary connection. 
Moms. Sim,. Hall, Chamberlain, D. McDonald, and Long 

also spoke. 

The Second Meeting of the Term was held on Sunday, October 
8th. Fr. T Goggins was present . a visitor. Public Rusin., 
Mr. Wright moved " That in view or the recent national strike, the 
power of Trades Unions ought to be curtailed, After deprecating 

a system whose activities had but raently necessitated military 

coerciom. he proceeded to review the economic fallacies which lie 
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at the root of Trades Unionism. Be.use the capital,[ is rich a. 
the employee poor, it cannot be logically inferred that they bargain 

on nnequal terms, for Me capitalist does not compete with his 
labourers but with h, fellow ctpita.ts. Unionism is a deplorable 
retrogression to the medieval Guild apt., which is totally intr.,te 

to meet the exigencies of modern times. 
.Live sey exonerated the Unionists from all blame in the 

appalling disorders, which Mr. Wright had pa.ed in livid 

colours. The real .use of the disturbances was not thesuch  Unionist, 

but the "hooligan,. to whom the strike had afforded scope for 

indulging his riotous propensities, under the cbak of anotheds 

Oevnce. 
Mr. Chamberlain traced the history of Trades Unions. He c.. 

sidered that the only possible eurtai.ent of their power tv. the 

repeal of Mr. Lloyd George's Picketing Act,. bundled through 
Parliament in Into. 

Mr. Sharp regretted the infectiousness of a strike, which reveals a 

lamentable to  in the workman to disorder. 

Fr. Bugg. said that the payment of members herald. an .1.1X 

of more Labour members into Parliament. Such persons would be 
rendered more competem by their previous .periences in the 
management of the Unions. 

Messrs. Temple, E. .rtin, Richardson, Hall a. I. McDonald 

also spoke. The motion was carried by r. v.. ..S. 

The Third Meeting ve held on Sunday, October rhh. In Public 

MUM bin J. Kelly rnd &paper on •' Me.," The early portion 

of the paper was occupied with a history of Mexico from the 

beginnings dorm to the Spanish conquest. After a criticism of the 

rule A Spanish viceroys, dealt with the country's vicissitudes 

since the Declaration of Independence in x822. Since that date the 

country has been slowly developing, but unrest-. characteristic of 

every embryonic nation—still holds the field. 
Messrs. A. Kelly, Richards, D. McDonald, Chamberlain, 

Simpson and Boocock also spoke. 

The Fourth Meeting of the Term was held on Sunday, October 

sand. In Public Business Mr. Morrogh Bernard moved "That our 

L 
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sympathies are with Charles I in his struggle with Oliver Cromwell." 
110 speaker pointed out that the St. l obsessed by the 
thought that they were trustees under Gad a the gilts they h. 
received. Charles I had the misfortune to inherit a kingdom 
weakened by the disrupt. forces everywhere at work. It devolved 
on dingly, to levy taxes, with which m quell the foe within 
and without,. so sustain his tottering country. 

Williams re. Mr. Hall's speech, in opposition to the 
motion, owing to the latteds indisposition. Mr. Hall hailed Croat.
well as the saviour of his country, by courage and determination 
in grasping the opportunity of sing England from the Stuart yoke. 
Charles ID. be reckoned among the number or those unfortunates, 
who are impervious to all reasoning, which is at variance with their 
own preconceived notions. He was in nunce a t.ant, but lacked 
the gift of astuteness, without which no tyrant can remain se.re in 
his possessions. His unpopularity inevitably led to his execution. 

Mr. Chamberlain vindicated Charles as • politic.. He had to 
deal with a froward Parliament, which, owing to its blindnessto the 
precast  conditions of the country...ern...its, frustrated every 
effort a tn. King by refusing to grant the n...ry supplies. It 
became ire  for Charles, therefor, to levy taxes on his own 
.count, and thus achieve ends which he deemed beneficial to the 

ountry. 
Mr. Kelly consider. Charles a misanthrope and therefore incap. 

able of discerning the true interests of his kingdom. 
There also spoke Messrs. L Williams, Richardson, Temple, 

Simpson E.Mardn, Power, D. McDonald, Livesey and Long. The 
motion was carried by o votes to 

Th. Fifth Meeting of the Term was held on Sunday, October 
2.11. Br. Ddeph.sus, and Messrs. VVright, Ward and Perry were 
present as visitors. In Public Business Mr. Telfener read a paper, 
entitled The Election of Popes and the Making of Cardinals," to 
an expectant House. Messrs. Chantherlai. HNI, A. Kelly, E. 
Williams, Simpson and Morrogh Bernard joined in the  of 
the Pa.,

The Sixth Meeting of the Term took place on Sun., November 
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5th. Mr. Herbert Ward was present. M Public BliSiZIPS.9

Martin move that t. House deems “That some form of 
compulsory military service is desire... He 'said that hon. 
members must not close their 

of
to the fact Mat enlistmets, 

aeepite the indefatigable efforts of recruiting officers, were steadiH 
diminishing in numbers. The Englishman of today, like the gods 

of Lucretius, was 
pa

ragon of apathy in regard to his country, 

welfare. It would seem inevitable, therefore to have resort to 
latlon and awaken him to the dangers menacing his s«mity 

on ev ery aide. 
M. 7. Cht.e, in opposing the motion before the House, dilated

on the economic upheaval, which must necessarily,  result from such 

a drastic measure as that proposed by the last spmker. 
r, Kap, resented my props sal which would increase the burden 

of the tax.payet, s. v.. conscRptiOn. 
Mr. L. Williams expressed his perturbation at the tho ught of an 

invasion. Hon. members should be prepared to secure imm unity 

without regard m cost or convenience. 

Mr. Chamberlain thought the condition of England called for 

greater attention to borne affairs, and the oppression of the bellicose 

propensities of our countrymen. 
messrs. Livesey, Power, Hall and Simpson took part in the 

batede . The motion was carried by IS votes to 14. 

The Seventh Meeting of MeTerm wash. onSunday, November 

Isth. Private Businms Mr. Livesey, motion relative to the 

announcement of debates received the assent of the House. In 

Public odo. bf r. Chamberlain read an interewing and instructire 

paper on Edmund Spenser.. 
Messrs. Morrogh Bernard, E. Williams, Clarke, A. Kelly, 

Richard., and Emery iMarrogated Me Reader. rr. Prior 
complimented Mr. Chamberlain on his carefully prepared paper. 

The Eighth Meeting was held on Sunday, November path. In 

Public Business bf r. Smith moved "That Manhood Suffrage is 

desirable, The speaker first sought to dispel fr.• the min,. a 

hon. members any misgivings they might.tertain regarding this 
propoml. deprecated the idea that it was a steppingtstone 
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Socialism. Mr. A.M., bill would merely extend the franchise to 
younger generation, and thus bring them at an early age to a sense 

N responsibility. 
AR. UP opposed the mmdon . asked hearers not to 

emertain a measure, which  would constitute mob-rule, regardless of 
the appalling consequences it mug entail. He cited Me democracy 
of AR. in proof of his contention that once the franchise is 
extended indiscriminately, Me government of the country becomes 
too unwieldY. 

Mr. Chamberlain saw in this bill fresh tosofa democratic 
movement emending over the whole of Europe. History shows 
forth clearly that every on the Church has emanated either 
font en absol. monarchy, w from an absolute democracy. It 

ould, therefore, seem preferable to steer a "Via Media " course, 
and deny complete control to the masses. 

r. Richardson thought this measure would be a tend, recognition 
of rho rights of the poor. 

Mr. A. Kelly said that in his opinion the present 
to was moving too quickly. Such a vast extension of the vote was 

manifestly premature. 
Mr. Knowks had no objections to this motion, but must first of 

MI be reassured that the poorer cksses were capable of using the 
vote reasonably, before recording his N.M. 

The Ninth Meeting was held on Sunday, November PM. In 
Public Business Mr. Burge read a paper entitled "The conquest of 
Italy by the Goths.. A great a,..1 of diwussion ensued. There 
spoke Messrs. Boocock, D. McDonald, Clarke, Long, I. McDonald, 
Robertson, E. Williams, L. Williams, Pielardson, Monogh Bernard, 
A Kelly, Wright, Power, Simpson, IL Martin end 

The Tenth Meeting rev held on Sunday, December grd. Fr, 
Abbot, Fr. Bruno, Mews. Lindsay and Perry were present. visitors. 
In Public Business Mr. Marron moved That Government of the 
people by the people has proved a feLtre." Het rusted Mat 1.• 
members would not raise an obvious objection to the motion—that 
Athens and Rome are typm of successful dernocracim. It is a 
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plausible but fat/axiom argue.. which must not be countenanced, 
for it blinded one to the fact that thewigencies of particuNr times 
require different modes of constituting authority. The tendency of 
a democracy is to legislate excessively and prematurely. Seldom 
ao. the a... real. the far-reaching effects of mery NE He, 
thereGre, urged the House to give a decisive assent to the motion. 

Mr. Temple thought it would he temerarious Mr the House to 
exprms any such opinion, since the former speaker had suggested 
no remedy for the eviler he discerned in present government. He 
would be the last person in the world to maintain that the existing 
regime was flawless, but M the Nck of ern obviously more satisfactory 
scheme, he preferred an attitude of polidcal quietism. Present dis. 
contents would io due comae spontaneously produce a solulian ef 
their difficulties. This longeMfor solution would not be accelerated 
by making drastic changes in the legislative body. Hon. members 
must remember that superaxdo omnis forhora fi rendo et. en not by 
chopping and changing. 

Mr. I. McDonald preferred Mr. Temple's way of thinking. He 
emphasised the point that democracy interested the humblest voter 
in bis country, welare. 

r. Power failed to discover any ground for dissatisfaction with 
the premnt Constitution. Eery class is properly nted. 

Mr Chamberlain lam  the note of imtability which charac. 
tads. democrstic government. 

Fr. Abbot pointed out that democracy had widened Me System 
of offieialism and had thus th...mne, or tnin. who take 
a practical interest in national concerns. He thought previous 
speakers /sad not paid sufficient attention to thereat the legislation, 
besides imposing restraint. tended also to remove existing ones. 

Mr. Morrogh Bernard cited Byron to support his intkdemooratic 
co

Me
ictions. 
ssrs. Livesey, A. Kelly, Simpson, Loaog, E. Marti. Burge and 

Hall contributed to the discilSsion. 
The feeling of the House was frankly opposed to Mr. Merron's 

motion, which was lost—, votes to sr. 

The Eleventh Meeting of the Term was held on Sunday, 
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December roth. Br. Bdephonms and Mr. Perry were our visitors. 
In rm B ented on Mc Livesey's 
absence from a meeting of the Committee. Mr. Livesey at once 
proceeded to defend his absence. The Chairman prohibited any 
further discussion. 

In Public Business Mr. Long read a paper on "Charles Lamb." 
There spoke Messrs. Lives,. Morrogh Bernard, Simpson, Richard-
son, Wright, Hall and Boocock. 

The Twelfth Meeting was held on Sunday, December syth. Brs. 
Maxim and Ildephonsuk with Mr. perry were present as visitors. 

Public Business Mr. Sharp moved " That this House approves 
N the poliey of the prnenl Government." The speaker proceeded 
to review in detail each important measure introduced by Mr. 
Asquith, Governmenk and then delivered a vehement defence of the 
principles underlying Mesa measures. Socialism would of course. 
discerned in every movement directed towards reform by querulous 
and narrow-minded individuas, but the House mu. turn deaf ear 
to such unfounded imputations. He had nothing but praise for the 
Government's able administration of Foreign affairs. 

Mr.Meran thought the Government too impetuous in passing bills, 
and cited the Land Tax as an instance. More than 4200,000 had 
been expended in procuring £rnoo Mr the Exchequer. Homo 
Rule was no feather in the Liberal cap, but rather D. COnfession of 
their subservience to Mr. Redmond's dictatorship. Every tr. 
patriot must resent such pernicious interference. 111 the light of 
recent revelations the Ims said about the Government's foreign 
policy the better. Mr. Asquith and PartY werethe embodiment 
of 'Mamie and opprmsion. Each bill they had brought in was a 
gross assault on the liberty of the individual. The House must 

/bereDre express iM disapproval of Mr.Sherp's motion. 
Mr. Simpson feared that the last speaker was in error. He had 

sneaking suspicion that Mr. Marsh's statistics had been " cooked." 
It was really too preposterous to ask hon. members to give credence 
to them. 

Mn. Chamberlain declared Mat up to Me year 1956 the name 
"Liberal" had been synonymous for "Economy." Since that date 
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howewr, the Government has appointed some tro. officub, and of 
these s000 have fail. AD snug berths without .crying off the 
laureb of competition. The Mouse of Lords had been assailed at 
the instigation of Mr. Redm.1 who had fish of his own to fry. 
Money had been squandered wholesale on Utopian schemes of 
edumion. 

Mr. Choke, io Me course of a violent attack on R.icalisro, 
lingered on tue note of rashness which was so predominant in this 
Government. 

Kelly h..° fault whatever to fi.d with Mr. Lloyd 
measure. Ef e dimovered in them the genius of a great statesman. 

bf r. L, Williams found an opportune moment to bring Teriff 
Reform beneath the survey of the lima. Hon. Members Must 
surely realize that this se  of the Tory programme would do 
away with the Mstress a. unemployment of the people under 
Radical administmtion. 
.. Hall would have nothing to do with Old Age Pensions. The 

poor were being discouraged from thrifty habits. 
Mr. Power vindimted the Free Trade policy of the Government, 

Messrs. Roberts., Wright and D. McDonald also spoke. 
The House used D entertain the motion, which wee cast out by 

, votes to ca 
vote of thanks to the Ciliuman eMed the meeting and the 

terminal sestion. 

31111105 Ethattng SocietV 

The layth meeting of Me Society and the first meeting of the term 
was held on October me Br- Raymund and Mr. Herbert Ward 
were present as visitors. After Me Lower III Form had been elected 
members of the Society, M.. were elected for the term, via Mr 
D. Long as Secretary, end Memo. Hayes. Rankin, .d N. Fishwick 
as Me Committee. , 
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The House then turned its attention to Public Business, Mr. 
Ranicin moving " That this House condemns the agiMtion to stet,
the Johnson and Wells fight." The honourable mover prefaced his 
remarks with some humorous references to the Nonconformist 
conscience in general and that of Mk Meyer's in particular. He 
then proceeded to lament the soft spirit of these degenerate days, 
and closed with a vigorous defence of boning from the artistic 
point of Wew. 

Mr. Lintner opposed. An elementary knowledge of logic, he 
informed the Society, enabled one to distinguish between a boning
match a. a prize fight. Developing this point, he emphatically 
classed the contest under discumion in the swond category. Mr. 
Linnet continued with a full explanation of the evils, knotwn to the 
Press as colour difficulties, which would be the inevitable result 
of the proposed fight. 

Mr. Crews deplored the action of Mr. Meyer and his supporters 
stoAping the skilled exhibition of what he knew to be a roost 

useful are 
r. Bee. opposed the motion as giving encouragement to a 

debasing spectacle. His sentiments were contradicted by Mr. 
Ainscough, who considered the proposed fight would give the 
popes a. a useful Maxon in fair play. 

bf mars. Hayes, IGI/ea. S. Lancasteu and Chamberlain also 
supported the motion, which was carried by a, votes to 6. 

The refith meeting of the Society was held on October ME Mr. 
.ach in moving That Germany is at the present .y menace to the 
British Empire, commenced his speech with en interesting sum., 
of rise .a fall of other grmt empires in former an,.. Then, 
turning to details he dwelt on the rivalry between the trade of 
Great Britain and Germany, and concluded with some eloqu rat praise 
of the proficiency of Me latteds army. 

Mr. Hayes' opposition had a twofold basis. In the first place he 
put before the House facts and figures to prove the overwhelming 
superiority of the British navy. And secondly, he suggested that

an  obserm of modern European politim must he struck by the 
unpopularity of the Germ. Empire. 
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Mr. C. Lomaster drew the attention of the Home to the saying 
need of modern Germany—colonial expansion sod also cast doubt 
on the 

m e
of Ireland. The loner remark drew forth an 

indignant contradiction from Mr. Lynch, who gave particulars of the 
good work done by Irishmen under the British flag. 

Mr. Rankin mode some interesting remarks on the difficulties which 
would overhke Germany, trade if she embarked upon an aggressive 
war with England. 

A brisk although somewhat one-sided discussion was continued 
by esss. C. Rochford, Barton, Gerrard, Le Roe, Dobson and 
Milburn. The arr.. was rejected by x8 votes to 9. 

The ilMth meeting of the Society was held or. Sunday, October 
IA. Fr. Dunstan and Mr. Herbert Ward were present as visitors. 
In Public Business Mr. D. Long moved "That Capital Punishment 
should be abolished.. The hon. member stated that no one had 
• right to inflict such extreme punishment and that murders were 
just as common in countries where Capital Punishment was in use 
as in countries where less drastic measures were resorted to as
check to crime. He also maintained that a criminal, hatred of
long term of imprisonment would be quite as sumessful as Capital 
Punishment in deterring crime. 

Mr. Ainscough opposed; Gpital Punishment alone would check 
the violence of 

e 
tho 
released 

a ar am .a .0N imprison. 
criminals would b ased only to slaughtembeir fellow being, He 
pointed out that if Capital Punishment were to gm the consequence 
would be policeman and taxes—hm mai sl Capital Punishment 
should tather be more frequently employed than it is ; Strike leaders 
he thought should be definitely silenced by no lem a penalty. 

Mr. Rankin took a spirituel view of the case and would allow
criminal many years of repentance in prison in place of the few 
weeks that woo/a pre.. his execution. 

Mr. Hams showed Jewish tendencies, an eye for an eye and life 
for life he thought was only fair. 

There also spoke Messrs. S. Lancaster, Chamberlain, Leach, 
Kill, C. Lancaster, and L Rockford. 

The House did not divide. 
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The .88th meeting took place on October send. Fr. Benedict 

and Mr. Herbert Wad were visitom In Public Business Mr. IV. 

Rochford moved °That the French Revolutionists were justified." 

The hon. member declared that prior to the Revolution the nobles 

and clergy were rolling in wealth and privilege, being at the same 

time protected by an army and navy which was financed by the poor 

were starving a. who were made to pay taxes from which the 

rich were exempt 
Mt. . 

dm

Rochfor  pposed. He vs...opinion that the much 

pitied lower class. of France were by no means so dissatisfied as 

Mr. IV. od. a ined. The French Revolution was the 

result rather of self seeking agitation. A number of discontented 

members of society persuaded the poor that they were suffering 

from ustice ; their sole aim was disturbance, as is she. from 

the fact that they sent their own leaders to tbe scaffold when once 

the monarchy had been abolished I Moreover Fran. had lost in 

power since he Revolution had taken place. Had not the Germans 

captured their Capital 
Mr. Liner agreed with Me hon. mover. He gave some Aston. 

ag
shing details concerning the quality of food consum. by the poor 

of France previous to the Revolution. He fled with Mihbeau 

that the people, wish should prevail against that of the King, and 

this fact justified the Revolution. 
Ile Hon. R. Bamewall justified the excesses of the Resyslution 

by • happy simile: When lock.gates are broken down no one can 

control Me pent-up river. 
Fr. Benedict.° spoke, and Messrs. Ainscough, Lynch, Gerrard, 

N. Fish.ck, S. Lancaster, McPherson, McGavin, Morrogh Bernard, 
N. Smith, Le Fevre and D. Long. 

The motion was mrried t as votes to 18. 

The 8th meeting was held on Sunday, October sgth. Br. 
Illtyd CO present as a visitor. In Public Business Mr. G. Chamber. 
lain moved That the Pen hos done room for England Man the 
Sword." kir. Chamber. commenced by making some philo-
sophical reflections upon the essential qualities. the swod and the 
pen. He then explained Mat if we consider the muses of things, 
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man is the strongest force on emh. A. this strength ie anent 
to mrecle but to mind. He turned his Mention to the will power 
of ankind: it is ree will of its subjects that must he gained ifa 
country is to rest successful. The mind of man cm influence his 
erill, the sword cannot t the sword cm wound, Ramon win. 

The Hon. R. Hamm. opposed. His theme was : Theory can 
My suggest; questions are settled by having recourse to action. 

be 
leader is he who knovea when to take rine. Pages may 

be we  whilst time it being lost The pen is hmdrnaid to the 
sword: but only hmdmaid, not the prime mover. 

Mr. S. Lancaster thought that all the scribes in England would 
not be able to keep the Germans from our shores if we let our 
armaments go to ItISL 

Mr. L Rochford pointed out that thenuestim was particularly 
difficult because it presumed that the influence of the pen and the 
sword could be repented, which was not so in fact 

Mr. Le ram refereed to Greek History for argumente that the 
pen without the sword has power to conquer. 

ch gave instance of a poetic leader who by means of verse 
Mitred the fmlingt of his men that their attack was irresistible. 
Br. Illtyd and Messrs. Heffernan. Hayes. Eillea, L. Fishwiret and 

C tamales alto spoke. The notion was IM r re vote to 

The nosh meeting was held on Sunday, November ph. In NM, 
Busness Mr. 0. Collison moved " That the American Colonies 
were justified in rebelling from England.. The speaker pointed 
out the indiscretion of tbe Mother Conn rey in imposing intolerable 
taxes on her colonies. The Americans would have submitted to 
three impositions if only they could have had representation in the 
English Government by way of recompense. 

r. Lynch opposed. He stated that the New World had been 
Me spoilt Mild of England win true that taxes had been imposed, 
Ind not such heavy ones as three on the other colonies. England 
had wished t live in harmony with America 
should be gore and, as was natural. that thea   that Mothermutual Countheryp
should retain supreme authrity. 
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Mr. Lintner um. Me cause of liberty , it Was renremonable to 

expect a large coumry to submit to lmding ,rings. 
Mr. Hay. thought England was relieved from many troubles by 

the breaking loose of such an unwieldy pet as America would Inn 
proved. 

Mr. H. Martin said that the courequene progress of America 
clearly ahomd the reasonebleness of the revolt. 

Memo. Lythgoe, Leech, Heffernan, Dobson, Gerrard and 
McMahon also spoke. The motion was lost: ea votes to are 

The s meeting was held on Sunday, November lath. Mr. 
yncMackay moved That in the opinion of this House Ireland ought 

to have Home Rule." 
Mx N. Hahn& opposed. There also spoke Mr. Hayes, T. Long, 
Long, Chamberlain end Lynn. 

The meeting was adjourn. 

The and tingesmee ok place on Sunday, November nth. Br. 
Francis and Messrs. rbert Ward, Cherie, Wright and Charles 
Darner were visitors. In Public Business Mr. L Rochford moved 
the adjournment and the Hon. E, Bamewall snood. Mesers. 
Heffernan, Ainscreigh, C. Lames, Farmer. RaMin and Barton 
also spoke. Mr. Mackay then made his reply, and upon voting the 
House was equally divided. 

The eyyrd meeting was held on Sunday. November ebth. Mr. 
Herbert Ward was present es a resit.. Mr. B. Martin moved "That 
EngWnd should adopt Conscription." He maintained that in War 
the Gamma could conquer us owing entirely to our want of 
nmben. 

Mr. Le Rime opposed. He thought that enforced military 
service would make mere lambing of many intelligent citizens. A 
small army of true fighting men ma better rem a host of people 
following an uncongenial vocation. 

r. Lynch repeated the objection to further taxation which would 
be necessary if a larger army were maintain.. 
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Mr. Limner thought that the sparsity of numbers in out military 
force waa eompeomted by its ferocity. 

Mr. Hayes suggmted that a wise government should choose out 
from its subjects those who displayed bellicose tendencies.. impose 
upon them military service. Mem.. D. Long, Beech, Rankin, and 
Cravesalso ryoke. The motion was to ; re—ao. • 

A vote of thanks to the Chairman brought Me meeting and the 
semi. to a close. 

paragraphs 

Do Aquatic Sporm were held to the end of last terns after 
our Summer Arm had gone to press. The chief event wes the 
Hundred Vat Open Rate for the Cup. This ns three lengths 
Of Me Open Swimming Bath. This rue produced a fine struggle. 
n. P. Kelly wem off at a great pace and secured a good lead, but 
he was unable to stay and gave up after two lengths. Vulyme 
then led, but C. E. Mackay gresitudly wore Mtn down, and O the 
end won with some yards to spares may's tivne was one minute, 
Flirty-eight and one.fifth seconds, and is a Soho record. There 
was a very large entry Or the Diving Competition. Blackiedge, 
COIBon Vulysteke and C. R. Simpson seemed the best The 
Medal was ultimerely awarded to Blackledge. The race for the 
Lower School (under re) was won rather easily by C F. Cravos. 
R. L. Haynos won Me "Learner," Race (one length). 

After the races the Competition for the Swimming " Colours " 
took place, The oonditions are twelve lengths (e. yet.) in ten 
reinutes. "Colours. weregedned by A.C.Clapham, D.P.McDonald, 
W. A. Martin and J. A. C. Temple. Temple's time, eight mines 
and nine second, is the fastest that has been done iv this 
Competidon. 

Team A (A. C. Clapham, eaptairry met Team D (R. J. Blackledge, 
captain) in Me final for the Water Palo Cup. After a very keen 
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game during which neither side could score, " mtra time " 

played. The defence on both sides still prevailed, honey.... the 
end waa a draw, neither side having scored a point. 

• • Id 

The Final in the School Lawn Tennis Tournament was played 

at the end of last tem. The winner. were P. E. Vulysteke and 

N. J. Chamberlain. 

• • • 

The resulw of the Orford and Cambridge Schools Examinations 

for ter were issued at the beginning of September. In Me Higher 

Certificate Ampleforth Came Out third in the list published is the 

Melee or Catholic Schools taking the Examination. Or rather we 

tied witit Stonyburst Or third place CO.B.MSothea 

MI candidate, who w V. G. Natty (who obtained a Distinction 

in English History and also passed in European History), A. C. 

Clapham, F. W. Long, B. J. Livesey, G. R. Richardson and N. J. 

Chamberlain (Distinction in History). J. A. Miller and A. P. Kelly 

obtained certificates excusing them lie,onsions and the Previous 

Examination at Cambridge. Felicitations also to Me following 

"Mop.. the Lower Certificate t—A. Dent Young, L. T. William, 

J. A. C Temple, R. J. Blackleg, B. F. Cadic, J. C. Caldwelh 

J. J. %oily, H. H. Marron, F. I. Possi, C. R. Simpson. and 

E. J. Williams. 

• • ill 

The Golf Club has had this term a record membership and the 

increase in its funds has made possible submantial improvements in 

Me mime. The eighth Greer. . been changed tathe Awn beside 

he Upper reen Library Tennis Court, and the ninth is now the "Gas-
works G —an unpoefical name but topogr,Ocelly suitable. 

The "See.. Green which is said to have reminded a recent 
visitor a the Alps, is being completely rese t and will be ready for 
ore tem. The teeing grounds are also being mind, or perhaps 
we should say being " teed up." The torrential rains of the last 
three weeks have rather played havoc with the surface of the course, 
and the Holes have, like the " nine mesa monis,. been filled up 
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with mud; in  during the last fortnight me would alin.t have 
required the services of a pilot to get through the links on the low. 
lying fields, while one or oonnwe.r submerged, reminded us 
of the hiatus in the Darwinian scheme of evolution, Enthusiasm 
for Golf has been considerably stimulated by the frequent 
Competitions that have taken place, and the handicap,- has reaaen 
to congratulate himself on the .1 that no two competitions were 
won by the 

<n
payer. Melville Wright is perhaps the 

most scientific Golfer at prent and D. P. McDonald sad 
H. 3. Emery are also good. Theban round this term for the nine 
holes was accomplished by Wright with a score of thirty-eight. 

The Lectures provided y the Headm.ter last term have 
been exceptionally numerousb and exceptionally good They were 
remarkably well attended. Perhaps this was due to the lecturers 
rather than their subject, which takm by Memselves do not all 
sound of absolutely compelling imerest. Fr. Cummins and.. 
Hunter Blair are old friends, and they would, we think, get a large
audience from the Schml ($.13 .y subject. Fr. Robert Eaton, 
lecture on the P.sion Flay at Ober-Aanergau must of Course, 
from the nature of Nero, stand out by itself. Oa verda asrpFun, 
am Arra videara The fact Nat he w. rotened to with rapt 
attention for over two hours by en audience that nearly filled the 
body of the Theatre and that was composed of individuals whose 
ages ranged from seven to nearly seventy makes comment super. 
Mims. Mr. H. H. Berners of the Irish Guards gave a lecture at 
the beginning of Mtn which, primarily tended the 0.T.G, 
interested fm ffirger body of he  Fr. Maurus continued 
Art Lectures which have always been popular, and finally Mr. 
Oxley Grabber, a naturalist of European reputation, gave us a great 
treat by his lecture on the Mammals of Yorkshire. 

• F 
The Socffil Work Fund last year was devoted to providing funds 

for the higher  education of one of Mr. Potter, boys at St. Hugh% 
Balham, This year the School have decided merely to present NW 
Potter with a cheque to help him to ca, m his goat work. May 
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we again urge upon the School that monetary aid isot everything 
Personal service entails more saMfice and is more surely doubly 
blessed. There are a number of Launtians living in and near 

London vrhose assistance, even in themvacations only, would be 
welcomed, and for those further away there is the annual holiday 
for boys of St. Hugh, at some .ffiside pl e. V, alateripl 
assistance was given by some Old Boys one or two years ago, and 

they really enjoyed the work. This we add pup exraurar 
mares. It was to stimulma interest in the life of the poor that 
Anspleforth undertook Nis work. It would . a pity if Me movffi 

meet ended with a subscription, valuable as such aid is. 

er 

Ring out the Oro, ring M the 14....3 After nmoy years of 
Association Football, the Schml bes taken up Rugby. The change 

often advocated as desirable really became a necessity on account of 

Ne impossibility of getting a sufficient number of good Arooroation 

atches. The Schools within playing distance of us, with one 
nynn,,r inn,n11 piny frogby. When Pocklington School took it up last 

year it w. the .t straw. Under Rugby rules we arc able to have 
fixtures wither least three quite good School teams and also with the 
Yorkshire Wanderers, Harrogate Old Boys, Md the East Eiding 
Club and others. But altogether apart from matches our experience 
so far has been that as a School game Rugby is imnseasumbly 

the  to 'Wm., It gives greater scope for the exercise of 

two cardinal sorts of skill, novoffiffi and rpm. ffinro. FrOre can 
scarcely be said of it. 

F E 

We must congratulate the First Fifteen on the rapidity with which 
they have made themselves familiar with the possibilities of the game 
and on their success. The 

or
of cheering that greeted the 

wards when they gained the first try in the first Rugby iffiemcbcol 
match played by Anspleforth will not soon be forgotten by Nem. 
They aroas forwards in Rugby must be .the backbone of the side—the 
terminology is not of course physiological. Their power in the scrum 
mega had much to do with theyictories over Ripon and Pocklington 
School, and in Ads quid rushes in the loose they have the engine 
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of attack that has made the Scottish football teams formidable to any 

side. But their • hooking • is as premnt unreliable, e. their heeling. 

out slovenly and elow They also talon the look out for insulin 

dons front their leader. On more then one occasion we have noticed 

some heeling, and at the mrne time others attempting to hold the 

scrummage and wheel This is disastrous. We were fortunate in 

having in the School two especially good halfbacks. 5. 5. Kelly 

works the scrummage well and is quick in getting the ball. He 

should throw it out to his standoff half much herder than he doe, 

as it is import, to save time at this stage. A. P. Kelly as stand. 

off half by Me making of a great player. His defensive play is 

really mperb. If he corm himself of i113 one serious fault of holding 

on to the ball too tons he will be a gnat force in the attack of the 

ifteen. Williams and W. A. Martin makes powerful threaquarter 

wing, and their play is M a class by Cell Sharp, right centre, runs 

straight and takes his passes well, but he does not combine well 

with Harrison whoa right wing ...quartet. The latter has pace 

and can swerve, but he overdoes theneverse pass and should make 

for the line more. Farrell et beck is safe and a sure, occasionally a 

m, wide. His ki.ing though not long is und and generally 

finds tomb. Ile team as a whole are strong nasal and weak 

iu defence The element, principle of tackling low is not yet 

leamt. Early in Fehr., there is a match with S Pekes School, 

which nest to .1,0 and Oiggleswick is the strongest School 

ginner, in Me ounty. The result of this match will enable us to 

plme ourselves. 

re • • 

One of the Journal Staff has industriously compiled statistics of 

the Association Matches played by Ample... They are t—

rnard W. Lost Shawn For" Pgainst 
,44 r,LL2ttp ... 224 aye 49 Ws 954 359 

Saco, Khagais W 36 5 a s9. f5 

• • • 

10 Cardinal Bourne Co recently honoured by the Pope ie not a 

stranger to the School. A msdition Cal lingers Mat on his last stay 
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here he did the most sensible thing possible and wrested a holiday 
from Me authorities. We offer him in then.me of the School our 
sincerest congntulations on his drat, on to the mrdinalate. 

• • • 

The Old Boys' Annual Dinner was held on December se., at 
the Troodero Restaurant, Piccadilly Circus, lg. Fa Abbot presided 
And there wm a fairly numerous attendance. We find it difficult to 
write about a dinner at which we were not present, but all were loud 
in their praUes of the evening and Ae encellent arrangements made 
for it by Mr. Bernard Rmhford. We feel disposed to address hire 
in the (mandated) word. of Dionysus to Heresies, " ever I need 
advice about a bin,. come to you!" But as Cicero comma 
the famous dinner he fearfelly gave to Cana, inlihmigh the food was 
ward,liwas Attic salt that flavoured be. the food, The speeches 
were examples of reetadeinnic oratory at a high level. Mr. 5. P. 
Smith, dlr., proposed the w School s and Fa Abbot replied. 

Amp...hie London s was felkitomly given by Man. T. Penney.. 
Mr. B. Rochford replied. Fr. S. St. John, 15., replied to 
the Visitors' i• toast in an extremly happy vein. Finally the 

Chairman" woo given by Mr A. deeNormenville, contemporary 
of Fr. Abbot's at School. Fr. Abbot replied, and the gathering 
officially broke up. 

• • • 

We are sled to hear that the Old Boys' Cricket Club, whose 
headquarters is in London, is growing steadily and is now on a sound 
basis both from the players. point of view and that of the Tremens. 
Twenty matches were played by the Club last season. Of these Az 
were won, ten lost, three drawn and there was ono tie. These results 
we understand are regarded as satisfsmory, and if they do not look 
brilliant in cold mint, till the reflection la permissible that venni, 
like Puck, mislead, "lac Club's fixture card contains the names of 
Mar strong cricket teams, and after all "the pays the thing "; the 
games were enjoyable. Mr. R. C. Smith (3nss) heads the batting 
avenges end has also the best bowling figures. He teekthityeiz
wickets at an average cost of thirteen rune The Club has now • 
plethora of playing members, but the hon. secretary, Mr. 3. It. 
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Allan Hansom, is always glad to hear of "Old Boys" who desire 
to join the Club. His address is, Alfred Place Wes, South 
Kensington, S.W. 

• 

TM Ampleforth Old Boys' Annual Ball will be held on Janumy 
9th at the Marna°, Rooms, Hotel Great Central, London. The 
Hon Secretary is Mr. Bernard Rochford, on e Fitojohn's Avenue, 
Hampstead, D.W. 

15 

FL Abbot was in the chair at the Reunion Dinner which took 
place in the Exchange Hotel, Limn... ,  Oelobes 30th Mee the 
loyal .sts," Alma Mater" was given by the Rev. M. Philip Willson, 
COS.B. Fr. Abb. replied. The Rev. Father Parry, S.5., replied 
Me " Visitor" whose toast wasgiven by Mr. Gould. Fishwick. The 
Very Rev. 11.113 Billington proposed the "Chairman" in a speech 
that it would bee meiosis to call the event of the evening. 

• • • 

The Old Boys who as the " Craticulae playa num., Cricket 
Mathes on Tour during the first fortnight of August, had this year 
again guite a successful time. The organisation incidental to a tour 
of this so wm again in the hands of Mr. G. H. Chamberlain, in 
whom the  Platonic vans and Bvyos mut have hew particularly 
active for a considerable time before the tour began. For he 
dayMed well and muted out with spine Considerations of space 
forbid mu giving tM results of matches in detail Of th 
played, fim were won, four lose and one drawn, a gratifying result as 
the teams that were played were strong. The n Craticulae "—how 
appooprMte there me during the heat w HA Aug 1—were a 
powerful batting aide, Mr. B. R. Collisonave and Mr. B.. R. Bradley 
playing occulonally mite a brilliant innings. Extremely good fielding 
throughout the tour . made rather weak howling almost frmidatM. 
Three members of last mason's School Maven, A. P.

N

Chamberlain, and G. R. Richardson, took part in the lour and the 
to  was Mroughout composed entirely of present or past mombem 
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rare SMool. Old Boys teams are so often eclectic that occasional 
selLsuffmiency of this sort is refreshing. 

Appended is a summary of Me rest. of the tout 

:1570.551.irk 1,1 15 wan. , ederT11. 

.505 . /CD. Drawn. CrativeHr ver v.. ,  , 
Milken er. 

w. 

Wimmommn. wm. Whiu g,

ma so. sons Dmook Provos. mu Mrt7g, 

v. Povevo5.5,51nee. Hat. Fourron.15-Vykle au. 
Crnlier. 

es • 

The Credo.. Ball took place on November osoh. 
Were over a nuna,1,. .. . The artangennents were PerfectiTonhere

• * $ 

V. G. Pleasy came in ,see and len last July. He passed the 

Lower Certificate Examination in mo8 and mon and the Higher 

Certificate in tem and x9m, gaining a Distinction in History. He 

vrOn the Arnpleforth Society Scholarship in tem. In December 

r he was awarded au open Scholarship for History at Trinity 
College, Oxford, where he is now in residence. He was &goes..., 

his Chief successes being in the parts of S. Antnm Agya, in 
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TayOh .11,4,61 and the Rev. Robert Spalding in The Pr.. 
Secret, He was a member of the Foe.. Eleven of rmo. 

A.G. Cdocit. came. rms and left. the end of last term. He 
passed the Lower Certificate Examination. tn. and goo and 
the Higher Certificate in ig eo and ice 1. He wee Captain of the 
School during the Easter and Summer Terms of In He was 
Captain of the Football Eleven of Imo, and of the Cricket 
Eleven of rut i. 

J. A. M.. came in 'nog .d left letterm. He passed the 
Lower Certificate Examination in rgio, aud was used Respon 
Signe in (be Higher Certificate in fa if. He played in the Football 
Eleven of igeoffir. 

R. J. BLACKLIDOE came in 4404 and left last July. He passed 
the Lower Certificate in int i, and was a member of Me Football 
Eleven last yffir. 

R. A. Maas... joined the Seh.1 inagog. e passed the 
Lower Cerifi“te Examination in Imo He played haldback in 
the Football Eleven of lg.., and was a member of the Cricket 
Eleven last Sumo. 

J. J. 11001CIGION cern° in co. He played in the Football 
Eievens of imv so and ca.. a. in the Cricket Eleven of 

r. Ha was Captain of the School in the Autumn Term is 0. 

27. 

019 IFIttrentitin0 

Ftia Rov. C. B. Pao, 0.P., was ordained print at Haw yard 
Priory on Oct affih. 

Ma... A. M.D.., thi. son of James hffieDermott, Esq., 
Ramie, Co. Galway, was married on Sept. .th at the Catholic 
Church, Gave*. to Beatrice, daughter of the late Rev. Bethel 
Eerie. of Southwell. The Very Rev. Canon Crow, 0.S.B., performed 
the ceremony assisted by the Rev. W. Buse.. 

Ma. F. L. Hayss, son of Jam, Hay,, Esq.. of St. Paul, Amt., 
Willesdeo Green, was married on Sept. *let at the Church of Our 
Lady and St. Thomas of Canterbury, to afar, daughter of the late 
Nichol. Hayes, Esq., and of Mrs. Hayes, of Chorley. The Very 
Rev. Canon Hayes, 0.5.0., mimed by the Rev. A. B. Hayes, 0.5.B., 
and the Em. V. L UM. 0.S.B., brothers of the bride, officiate& 

Mr. V. G. NAM, Trinity College, Oxford, made. maiden Speech 
in he Union on the motion " TOO this House welcomes the 

minister's proposals for an extension of the franchise, 'Gip 
Oxford Maga* referred no his •• well-chosen language and good 

Mo. T. D. Powea, Trinity College, Dublin, passed his Second 
Year Examination last October. 

Mg C. E. ROGIFORD, Wadhans College, Oxford, is Captain of 
his College a Soccer. Eleven. 

r. E. R vo n pssed his Final Examioation for the Bar 
last month. 

Boococo has obtained a commission as and 
Lieutenant, Royal Warwicffihire Regiment 

It 2 
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Apparently "Cocks., was the spelling M use by Fr. Anselm 
when a small boy at College. The name is so printed in an Exam. 
ination Prospectus of the year .815. He WM then 12 years old 
and, as we learn, in the second class in Arithmetic the third clos 
both in Geography and Geometry (prepared to demonstrate thtrty. 
six propositions in Nuajfirti)and the fourth class in History. He 
had not yet begun Latin .d vve are not informed if he was one 
of those who in Botany had paid " particular attention to the innrisk 
grarres." (. afterwards claimed expert knowledge about to
end potatoes.) His place, by "order of studies," was number gs in 
the roll-call of eg oholara. 

This prospectus enables us to add one more nan, O'Brien, to 
the List pf Alumni. Fairclough (Fr. Charles), whore some of us 
remember, and who lived to reach his pcnd year, was then the head 
of the school. Coo, (Fr. Haunts) was second, Nil,. (our friend 
the Diarist) was third, Kelly (his churn) was four, and Atkinson 
senior (Robert) fifth. Six boys presented themselves for examination 
in Hebrew. Moll distinguished himself by a solo "explanation" 
of some books of Don Quixote. The Course of Studio was enter-
prising a. attractive. Its ,rim lar feature wo a "System of 
Universal Grammar," recently introduced and w now omplet. 
and brought into operant  The pros,tus ,ndly describes 
it as "habituating the youthful mind to dose attention, cool 
abstraction and accurate reasoning—.d therefore forms the 
natural link between the elementary study of Language and the 
higher walks of Philosophy, IVe think we recognise ...V 
Baines' handiwork here, both in the grandiose conception of
System of Universal Grammar and the rhetorical phrasing of the 
advertisement. "Cool abstraction" is good. 

Fr. Ambrose nest is number rain the list. He was four years 
Fr. Anselnds senior and took the habit in the year following. He 
was one of the Hebrew scholars J member , the seeend Gan (the 
middle boy with four above him .d font belov him) in Latin and 
Greek j relatively in the 51110 position in French, but advanced to 
the first dos in History, Geography and Arithmetic. He and a 
boy named Shuttle., were exempt .m examination in Geometry 
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and its branches, either because he had finished his education in 
the mysteries of 1.1fius Keith, etc or because he had never 
begun it. We I.n to the former supposition since all the school, 
except themselves and the nine smallest boys, had to answer to one 
or another of the higher mathematical subjects. To judge from 
their after careen, neither Fr. Ambrose nor Fr. Anselm took 
drawing or music lessons under the "Gentlemen of eminent pro. 
fessional talents res in the College." They were not, w 

ident
e

believe musical and we cturahave seen . archite l design, drawn 
by one or the other of them (a prospective extension of the hon. 
at Coedangred), which bet,s the untaught and unpraCtised and. 
We tathet suspect Fr. Anse. of studying grace of movement and 
m.ner under the other Gentlemen of eminent professional talents 
net resident in the College. We know he had, somehow and at 
some period of his life (by personal opens  or otherwise), 
acquired faith in dancing as . aid to culture. He reintroduced 
it at Ampleform o soon as he became Prior. 

No mention is ma  of classes in English. SU foreign languages 
were taught and ours wn neglected. Doubtless the English tuition 
teckoned necessary wea provided for in the System of Universal 
Grammar. Out of..., they could pick up andassimiDte enough 
knowledge a their native language te reedrted write with dear. 
fluency—. Ambrose picked up a deal more and was the moor of 
an eff,ive style j Fr. Anse. might have written equally well, 
if he had had a sense of humour. Neither at Oxford or Cambridge 
nor at any of the public Schools was there a school of English 
Literati, on a par with those of Latin and Greek. It was the 
proud boast of our forefathers at Ampleforth that they led the way 
in the proper study of their native tongue. 

e

V, quietly and with customary absence of ostentation the 
OH. hrts leased by of event Oat was momenous enough at 
Ampleforth fifty years ago. The New College as it was then .d 
long afterwards termed, was formally opened on All Monks day, 
,ISO with much pomp a. circumstance and some justifiable 
pride. Five bishops graced the oc.sion by their presence and 
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consecrated the side altars in the church Bahop Morris deliver. 
a stately oration on the theme that " Alma Mater never dies"; the 
boys had A whole week's holiday—in the middle of the term, and 
the new stage, wMch has only just been superseded, was inaugurated 
by an original pereth. One permanent souvenir of the festival 
remains M Me Ode to Alma Muter, written by the choiamaster of 
the day, which hes survived to become our College Anthe . 

The new buildings were a bold undertaking, and indicated lame 
views and hopes for that date, on the part of the College authorities. 
Designed on very big line, and carried out from limitedruralises, 
they showed a spirit of enthusiasm and enterprise that came to an end 
too soon. Nothing has since been undertaken about thy place on 
quite such a scale, .d even after hal, century has gone by with 
its enlarged ideas and its development of material, the New College 
would be had to heat for the spaciousness and grandeur of its corridors 
and hells. The architecture may show signs of inevitable economy, 
the construction looks a bit thin, end there is a lack of buttresses 
that was later to prove a source of weakness and expense but in 
style and artistic taste as well as in fitness for their destination th 
huge study-pMce and Mfty domitories, the LUX01,119 lavatory, the 
spacious passage and playrooms will bear comparison not merely 
with those that they replaced, but with new buildings in other schools 
of very much later date. 

Not in sise only or material convenimce was the New College 
a new departure, but in revised methods of discipline and in the 
opportunities it afforded for a roore full and cultured school-life. 
In this connection might be singled out as specially worthy of ruord 
the novel provision of ',Marie, or rudingautanas, in addition to, 
or rather in substitution Mr the crowded plamums of earlier times. 
Modern generations would find it hard to realise the conditions 
of schooklife in predibrary days, when earnest but somewhat 
unscientific lessons were bahmed by even more hearty and rm. 
scientific game, with the alternative in bad weather 0 rougl, 
romping round the playroom fire in which big and little alike joined. 
They were indeed "young barbarians all at 1lay." Ali this was 
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long ago changed for the better, end at Ampleforth sooner Man in 

other schools. In the new buildings a large Playroom war still

prominent future, with its thditional "ring" of wooden benches 

round the central " flue", but the two Libraries were a startling 

jniumation. These by affording to all the upper Muses opportunity 

Mr quiet reading or intelligent conversatMn gradually imparted a 

more civilimd and cultured tone to the school., that perhaps did not 

always escape the peril of priggishness, but was quite an exceptional 

future at Mat date. Besides emouraging rnore studious tastes the 

Libraries provided a retrut for gentler spirits from the noisy romping 

or rough horsoplay Mot often prevailed in the playroom—a merci-

ful shelter to ague look back with grateful appreciation. 

which 

In 

the privacy and comparative Comfort or the Libraries there was an 
appruch to clubife too and in Meir rudimentary attempts at 
self-government the beginnings may be seen of later constitutions 

granted to schoolboys by autocrat, prefects an experiment 

watched at first with much anxiety but afterwards fully rmognised. 

Under such humanising influence boys slough. off sooner the 
rough or destructive habits of their age and if some developed a 

little prematurely there were generally acquired more thoughtful 

moods and a more serious outlook than would once have been 

thought possible. civilCertainly it was to the wing in  of these 

new libraries, and of some of the masters of the day, that Me 

studious ways and literary to  can be traced th at one time 

narked off Amplefordians from their contemporaries grand if, as one 

undershot., AmpMforth was a pioneer in these paths, which other 

Schools were gradually to folio, Men the opening of the New 

College may be described literally and gravely, as epoch.making I 

With  Me death of Mr. Wegg.Promer at a very ripe old age there 

passed oway in August last a. venerable figure that Fes been familiar 

to the successive generatiou tIht hme gone through Belmont since 

its foundation irt rasp. To no other bens aCtOT do the English 
Buedictines owe so deep a debt of gratitude. His generous gran 

Me of land and of  beautiful church that he had built on his estate 

eve occasion to the firm foundation which the Congregation had 
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made for two hundred yea, a ...E. than which nothing has 
more deeply influenced the character of the whole Congregation. 
He was noteworthy as the only tn. of his .y in England who had 
built a cathedral from his own means, for he saw his does. 
Chapel grow into the monastic cathedral of the Newport Diocese, 
and even lived to take part in the olden jubilee of its consecration. 
As an old Balgol man Francis Ricghard WeggProsser came under 
theirnfluence of the early Tradaria. tubmissimo the 
Chureh while represe  ring his cell, in Parliament, and the 
sacrifice of his politic l career wac only one of many made cheerfully 
fm his Mith. His zeal was unbound. .d was sometimes shown 
in strange ways, as when he provi.d a primitive steam launch on 
Mt Wye to bring people from Moreton! to his new chapel, the slow 
p,rev of the holt when the river was in flood being the subject of 
scoffs and jeers from rude boys I In later ymrs the church became 

tn. ever home, so ton.,  and Probinged 922 hie 
attendance there j be neverseem. to lose his enthusiasm and vitality, 
and gave to the end an example of devotednms and a same of duty 
that every eatholic layman might emulate. Twelve mom. before 
he died, when over eighty years ofl age and crippled by infir.ti., 
he gavelled down to Leeds from Belmont in ostler to take part in 
the fi st Catholie Cogress, and some of us will not easily forget the 
pathetic figure of the aged man, es he climbed painfully Me steep 
sops of the City Hall, weak and tottering but refusing as ever Me 
aid of a friendly mm. With mind still dear and unbroken spirit he 
took part in the discussions more Man once speaking on Evolution 
and kindred themes with a lucidity and point that youngu men 
might envy. He rests now in peace beside Me church he loved 
and Mint, .d his memory will not fail so long as Belmont erode. 

• • 

Our readers will not need to be informed of the death of Sergeant. 
Major Garnet. The net was recorded in most of the papers and 
some a them published a pormeit of our old mend. This honour 
was conferred on him, not for his own merits though they were 
July recognised, but because of the sad accident which put an 
sod core,. one or Me evening papers phrased it (in 
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Imge capitals) he had "survived RUSSi101 bullets to be killed by a 

Motorman" He was knocked down whilst erasing a street at 

Scarborough end died on the spot. He Men eighty.one years of 

age. His service in the Crimea was bdef but distinguished one. 

For "ospiu.s gallantry  in a fight before Sebastopol, the French 

authorities awarded him the medal of the Legion of Honour. 

Besides Me Crimean medal, he possessed among English detentions, 

Me long service medal, Ste distinguished service medal. and the 

meritorious service medal. He was with us for so many years as 

our Drab instructor that came to he known amongst

sergeant." On his part, he had the MI MI of the College so much 

at heart, and wee so identified with its interests, that he everywhere 

constituted himself our champion, batting loudly of our success. 

and unable to bring himself to believe that we had been fairly 

beaten at cricket, football, or anything else, on Me occasions when 

cm suffered defeat. For this reason his decisions as umpire in the 

annual cricketma Hovingbant—where he lived—were some-

times . unespected by us as by our adversaries. We, of course, 

had no reason or right to be dissatisfied with teem; if those 

of the other side made a complaint, Sergeant Garnett was always 

ready to give them satisfaction (one at a time) in any via, they 

liked. 
There is an excellet pensportmit of our drillterge.t in one of 

the nurahers of the Diary—the predecessor of the fertivirff—froin a 

humorous point of view. He himself did not recognise the likeness. 

But we noun do see ourselves . others see us. 

We find in the Amnia 0.S .B. for tow that the Hungarian 

Congregation has historically justified its claim to rank third in the 

list of the fourmen congregations; it used to be thirteenth. We 

are told that it has been proved that the Hung., Cong. 

gation was constituted in sgeo, when the Abbey of St. Martin was 

made an Arch-Abbey. Our own Congregation, constituted in 'gm 
by Benedict XII, although the two ptavinces A Canterbury at. 
York had been founded immediat, after the Council of the 

Late,. in rex, ranks second. The Cassinese Congregation alone 
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takes precedence, and this not by reason of antiquity, for it was 
formed in tst, but because of the honour due to Monte Cassino. 

The following statistics taken from the laMst editions of the 
Album Benedictinum and Anneles 0.S.B. will prove of interest. 
Although the number of monasteries is only half as many again 
now as it was thirty yea. ago, the total number of members of the 
Order has more than, doubled. The most striking increase is to 
the number of lay-brothers, who have increased to three times 
their number in the thirty years. During the last five years 987 
osembers have joined throughout the world, as against nJo who 
have died, an increase of 

Black-Monks of Sr Benedict in the whole world:— 

Inno .7 0 70 vro .65 
t9 to t 53 3.4 7.4 n.b n5 t n4.5 

le to Congregation 

5
t 9 to 5 J39 53 

>5 ,a 
Sa 

9. 

• 

Athanuius Fishwick is to be heartily congratulated upon his 
whole-hearted and unselfish devotion to the mission and church of 
St. Joseph's, Cockennout h. With the help of some generous friends, 
he has recently added a new sanctuary to Hu chonch, greatlY iner.-st 
ing thereby its umfulness and bustay. The dedication tonk 
uce,. unday, November an.. Pont.. High Ma was sung by 

Fr. Abbot, who was assisted by Fathers Gr 
solemn ss 

egory Murphy, WA.. 
Barnett, Stephen Haw, Philip Wilson ..a Edward Parker. Fr. 
Fiellwick and his broth., Mr. /oho Fishwick, were masters of 
ceremonies. F Paulin. Wilson, Cathedral Prior of Worcester, 
was also present. Fr. Eghest Tome. Mass of St. Ceca was sung 
by a good choir frorn Workington. T ilihe sermons both morning and 
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evening were preached by the Rev. Herbert Luna, Op., of St. Francis 

Xavier's Liverpool. 
ie 0 

we Gam from the Sphere that Mr. G. W. Milburn has been busy 
with a statue of King Edward VII fora niche on the .utn side or 
York Minster. The illustration shows Mr. Milburn at work with 
mallet and chisel. The King looks a little uncomfortable in his 
priestly robes of alb and stole and cope. But, no doubt, as Head al 
the hurch he might have worn them during his lifetime if he had 
wished, and has as much right to them now as his Grace, the late 
Archbishop, whose tomb may be seen in the transept 

m 0 

mr. Perry, who lias farmed for . many years the " monestic farm, 
evidently continues to hold hie own among the most accomplished 
and scientific agriculorists in England. The wysterim of swedes, 

ti
ema  roots long and tools round and red, are not eery 

discou  for theminitiated, bur once agein we are glad to make our 
aonual record of the fact that Mr. Noy has grown some of Me finest 
siwcirnens in the country. This year at the London Dairy Show. 
Birmingham Ueda, and Vora, certainly the hest shows, he has 
urrigid ort ten fins priww, five seconds a. one third; while at Leeds 
his roots in the aggregate were adjudged the Friesland thereby secured 
an additional award.  lis succms at the London Dairy Show, where 
he received two firsts a second ands third, must have been especially 
gratifying both to himself and his son, who by the way is 6., 
responsible fortis year'. products. 

Mom our Oxford Correspondent 
The term has not bee a without interest or event. Many colleges 

take advantage of the' long " carry out shoe.. repairs or push 
on with new buildings to accommodate the ever i asing number 
of freshmen. This year these were in record numberncre but that is by 
Me way. The object of this paragraprh ig to comment on the pure 

cussedness " of Oxford in certain respects. Oxford and conserve. 
tism we in niany respects synonyms; tradition there rules mon, 
potent. At present " reform ° is much in the air,but nothing ever comes 
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or lameant to come of it. Vet in one Ming tradition holds no sway 
Our architects of bpsone clays have made Oxford one of the most 
beautiful cities in Europa; their modem representatives seem adverse 
to or incapable of copying, with the result that " the city of spires 
is stude with eyesores. Even 

but 
High" is not sacred. Oriel 

may ohove profited by Cecil Rhde, but Oxford ht not—architect/le 
all, The ew front to that College Mout of place in . the High", it 

ou/d be nhe stable companion of the Muaeum buil.gs. The 
statues in its nichm are still more incongruous. Cecil Rhodes in 

lounge suit, sten.. between two barlepsugar columns—a very 
travesty of those of St Mary's porch opposite—with his arm 
outstretched  and finger pointing down, the whole thing would be 
humorous if it were not so grotesque. 

Interna/ly, however. Oxford .11 not break with tradition. For 
nearly three years Congregation and Convocation have been dabbling 
with the Chancellor's proposals for refmm ; the Faculti. and Me 
Finance Statu tes are e sum total of their positive legislatim. 
This term the proposal hallow Seim. md Id.hematiml canalates 
an alternative to Greek in "Smalls again been rejected, a. 
that by no uncertain majority. ?Mt of Me reasons Mr and against 
the change are too hackneyed to repeat but scarcely one of the reed 
ergom. was used in the debate. Grmted Mere was no need for 
my 

why we
me had predeternxined which way he would 

led but sMy were trivial and catch arguments used which apparently 
members to diametrimlly opposite conclusions? Thus, one main. 
mined it would be to the beer interests of Greek itaelf allow it to be 

to 
mother conaidered snob a course would . Me death blow 

to that language in this country. The advocate urged it would open 
the doors to a large number of secondary schools which give an 
admirable training in Mathematics and Science but at pram t send 
Oxford no candidates. The op ter doubted the expediency of 
putting new wine into old bottles a. preferred to keep Oxford for 

"class." The defendant argued that the modicum of Greek req.red 
wee valueless and a mere wankof tin, the plaintiff claimed that it 
was a gmrautee of a " liberal" education ends0 on. The real 
argument for the Maw is that the Public Schools and ultimately 
the natim require it; 

ho 
reason against it that Oxford has a duty both 
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to herself and to higher education throughout the country, and M. 

at present Mat duty is to stand by the classical tradition. What the 

upshot .1. is difficult to determine. A Royal Commission has, 

like Damocles' word been hung over the bead of Convomtion ; 

Mat aarembly ie wise in disregarding the threat. It seems probab. 

however 
that" 

Responsions ill be developed into a genuine school

lea.ig certificate, which will close the period of liberal edumtion 

. schml and set the specialist, of all sorts, scientific and literary, 

free to carry their respective studies further at sMool or to proceed 

to Me Univers... 
Of public lecturm there have been many and various. Profeasor 

Image has been discouribg on " some Aspecta of the Arts md Crafts 

Mo.elenh" tracing its development from the original impulse of the 

PreRaphaelite Brotherhmd to the present day. and mMidering its 

inEuen. stained.glaas and architecture. This uteri subject the 

Queen of all the Arts " as Me Slade Professor styled it, in its special 

relation, to Oxfo. has also been trood by Mr. Leber.. Later in 

tt. term we had a visit from Dr. Nmsen, who cl.m. for hi. coomry. 

men the honour of being the first discoverers of America. That 

may be so or nut : if it es "P unch " remarked, Columbus is 

relieved of en awful responsibility , but the narration which have 

he 

tomer° atringely compounded of fact and fable. Finally 

the Professor of Poetry gave his only lecture of Me term on Poetry 

a. Learning." In it he differentiated between poetical scholars 

and scholarly poets, and showed by emmplm of pant and present 

sv.ers the relation and interaction of poetry and learning. 

This terra the Catholic undergraduates, who now number Mst one 

undred have made the acquaintance of their new Chaplain,Fr. [mg. 

The conferences have again been given by Dom Bede Camm,O.S.B. 

At our own Hall re have to congratulate Fr. Sylvester Mooney on 

his ',mond " MaMematical Moderations and to welcome Br 

Stephen bf arwood who is reading for Honour Moderations. 

• as • 

Bishop O'Neill, a well known figure and one revered and loved 

by those who most intimately knew him, has gone from us, —not 

to the Mauritius, but to tomeshorm whose latitude lie beyond 
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our measurement. In June he went indeed a Second time to the 
Maur... where he 

led
been Bishop Mr many yeam, to stay with . auccesaor in August he di.. He was a remarkable man 

witM1 his tall thin figure. clever with his broad forehead and his 
prominent nose dominating his face. Upright and gentle in his 

ovement, he was clear and gentle in his spirit. He smiled patiently, 
hut somewhat wearily et the world. 

thee.
Somthg of a (shall we my ?) 

listless manner, hardly allowed one to see gour and persistence of the character eneath. Most unobtrusive in his yet slowly he 
came forward —filling evenmally the post of President General of 
the English Benedictines and then the Bishopric of Post Louis. He was a thoughtful philompher, kemdy alive to literature and art (specially matte), very capable of mind; yet so simple and retiring 
that you had to Seek Ms opinions—you would not hear them 
uttered aloud and broadcast to Me public. 1Ve have Imt one who had a mealier and uncommon charm in his quiet ways, one whu M his gentlenem ma strong, and if we may judge, was 
sanctified in his life by recellemion of spirit and by 

alien
in 

bearing with ill-health and other trials not n few. R.I.P. 

• • • 

Alniong, A. in. Powell R. Canis, Vt,l.. and P. William . 8p, we 
offer sincere thanks for gins of 0.0us useful hooka to the Abbey 
library.

We beg to sanowledge Me oweith of We AdelAin, the So 
Argo..., the Asstral Geol. the Beaumont Review, the Boolletin 

Afor., the itredri, the Gt.., the Dom,. stmriro, the 
Edramdfax. the Genfg*. the Ir. Rosary, the Oseadas, the 
Rola flax, the 1.0ner, the RioisIa SIM Benedetti, the Stony. 
hose Napa, the SI,. taw' Alid.00r,yett, the IlsAaw 
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Vox.. XVII Aval4WiA Part III 

earbinAe altroman 
Mn. WILFRID W,11,5 Life of Cardinal New  which 

has been so eagerly expected, has been received with 
welcome and appreciation by all sections of the Press of 
this country.. It is a performance which W not only the 
most important of thewriter's many excellent literary 
works, but which undoubtedly takes rank with the great 
biographies of modern times. With unwearied pains he 
has collected materials from every possible quarter and it 
W his good for  to have found, in Newman's own letters 
and diaries, a biographical treasure which makes it almost 
possible to call these two volumes an autobiography. But 
Air. Ward's own work gives the story an additional value; 
far he not only furnishes that connecting narrative and 
that judicious comment which make it clear and attractive 
to the reader, but in many cases at specially momentous 
crises of the lile, and on occasions when hallrforgotten 
controversies have to be revived and questions of divinity or 
discipline are involved, his exposition and explanation 
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show a wide information and a sober judgme which 
And verymaterially to conciliate confidence. I nneed not 
add, for the presem generation of Catholic readers, that 
Mr. Ward commands a style that is at once easy, clear 
and strong. 

The book, whilst it gives an adequate accouM of the 
whole of New man's career—his Oxford days, his onveAion, 
his public life after that date and his literary achievements 
—derives its chief imerest, as all will recognize, from the 
fact of its being the first full revelation of his inner life as
Catholic. Many biographies, sketches and collections of 
letters relating to him are already before the public, A say 
nothing of the Apologia. But hitherto, as regards his 
Catholic life, we have had nothing that can compare in 
personal imerest with the le[ teA and diaries here made 
knoyvn to the world. The Apologia is personal, no doubt, 
and unsurpasAd as a liter, effort. But it is the utterance 
of a man who simply clears up a public and a polemical 
situation, and who resolutely abstains from lifting the veil 
front the sanctuary A his soul. It has been compared 
to the Confessions A St. Augustine; but it is not so much 
confession . self-defence. 

There is not a. little in the nature of confession in the 
letters and autobiographical fragments published in these 
volumes—and like all confessions A great men who are 
also in  and saintly, they give a wrong impression if 
they are accepted in their bare and literal sense. I shall 
have something to say on that subject later. Butwhat the 
story A New man's hie plainly shows, and what becomes 
still more evident in these pages, is that he was a unique 
instance of an artistic temperament .nArning itself with 
spiritual and inAllectual matters. I say unique not only 
because it is very rare to find the artistic genius devoting 
itself to divinity, philosophy and Church history, but 
because New s gift of artistic vision and artistic 
reproduction (in language) was supreme. The artistic 
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temperament deno, an unusual and almost instinctive 
a8nreciation of beauty ; not the beauty of propositions, 
however true or deep, but of nature of existence and of 
Act; the beauty and impressiveness of God, the angels, 
o u. fire e. a beauty 
spiritual and menta.I nature, e,and also of colour, forrn and 

sensible conditions. It is generally accompanied, in some 
degree, with the gift of reproducing or expres,g what it 
apprecia, in some artistic medium ; that is in a mediam 
,t does not reproduce the real or objective thing, but 
affords a transcription A the subjective impressions of the 
artist. New  was not a painter or a musician though 
there is some evidence that with cultivation he might have 
excelled in music; but he was an artist in letters. All that 
was beautiful in the form and colouring of moral sublimity, 
justice, grace, human character and human effort as he 
Apreciated it with a Amitiveness Ach as few men have 
possessed, so he could reproduce it in words and senten 
that were alive, admirably fit, and glorying with subdued 
colour. It is a temperament that has dangers. There 

reason why a m, so gifted should not have a vivid 
perception of pure intellectual truth, or appreciate the 
coldest abstractions of the schools. Nay, in a certain iense 
the gift of imagination is essential to a great reasoner. 
Analogies grounded on the concrete are among the most 
powerful means that philosophy can make use of to 
illuminate the abstract whether A conception or in argu-
ment. But the artistic temperarnent has this drawback, 
that it tempts its possemor to go further than cold reason 
waAanA ; to add touches, and shades, and nuances to the 
exposition of doctrine which without the write, con-
sciousnem, produce exaggeration in one direction or another, 
and tend to bias the minds of readers by mere power of 
style. It also exposes a thinker to the risk of realising too 
vividly the personal elements in doctrinal discussion or 
historical analysis. The personalities of saints, popes, 
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hereties, sind ethers of the Church are often Very picturesque, 
and far more attractive to a liter, assigt than points of 
dogma or of polemics. He is drawn, thererore, odeescribe 
Their motives, their circumstances and their temperamenti, 
and whilst he excuses or explains roe men, he looks, ar 
tiros, like losing grasp A objective doctrine. Moreover he 
sees things so solidly and so much in the concrete, that he 
has a difficulty in separating feeling from proof. He is 
drawn to think trot view which is strongly realised by 
himself — which is held in connection With touching 
associatins, powerful feelings and personal likes and dis-
likes, and is reinforced by a mplicated web of impresdons 

very difficult to disentanglcoe, is by these very conditions 
more likely to betrue. And there is always, for the artist, 

together with the gift of exquisite production, the endow-

ment of a very tender skin. He feels with greater or less 
intensity, in proportion to his own quickness and refinemero. 
Hence hets easily elated and easily cast down, easily hurt 
or distressed, and on the other hand often pleased and 
gratified on very slight occasion. 

To Catholics, the most enthralling feature of these 
volumes is the picture they give of Cardinal Newmank 
pain and resentment at his treatment by his fellow-
Catholics. We certainly were not prepared to find that, 
at certain periods of his life, he E4 so strongly tempted 
to sulk—if I may be forgiven the expression—to give up 
all idea of public work, and to believe that he never 

again could put any confidence in ecclesi superiors. 

We had been so accustomed—I speak for theastical generation of 
Catholics wroth was young in re,o—to look upon him as 

a hero, a sage and a sairo, that this biography has cerreinly 

found us unprepared to believe that he could ever have had 

trouble in his own interior with such unworthy feelings 

as disappointed vanity, the ambition of success, or petty 

personal dislike. Let me hasten at once to say, that in 

spite ol his own confessions, no one, it seems to me, will 
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think him less of a sage and a saint. There is nothing 
fine r alt the lives of roe Saints than the expression we 
here find, not only of his joy and peace in the Catholic
faith, but of his perfectly and intimately Catholic appre-
hension of the deepest ascetical principle, on hurolity, 
human applause earthly success true charity, sincere 
obedience, and conformity to the most holy Will of God. 
He feels the depressing temptations indicated above—but, 
except that he cannot help recognizing what he considers 
facts, he humbly and resolutely, and with absolute 
reliance on Divine Grace, strives to guard his heart from 
them and stan firm in refusing to allow them to influence 
his will, or his s behaviour. His own temperament and 
the circumstances of his position and history as a Catholic 
retitle us to say that his trial was exceptionroly severe and 
his spiritual battle nothing less roan heroic. 

rpink, fora m , who and what hewas. In s838, 
just before he madeomentup his mind to be received into the 
Catholic Church, hewas the foremost man in Oxford. He 
had opened out to mature dons and eager under radon
alike,a new religious horizon—almost a new world. He 
had searched and pierced and shaken Anglironssrn in that 
Anglican stronghold till men were uneasy and angry and 
convinced that something serious must be done. By his 
learning, his J..1 151511 of intellect, his gift A speech, but 
most of all by the magic of a most wonderful personal 
attra.ction, he had taken hold of the younger men with a 
power that has probably never had a parallel in the 
University. His philosophy of Faith, his defence of the 
Apostolic succession, and of the Catholic principles which 
be found in Anglicanisro and his for  of the theory 
of the via media had thoroughly aroused and alarmed the 
Heads rod the older men. There were other names in the 
moverrient—Posey, Iroble, Wilberforce—but they were 
cyphers to Newmro, in whom the rising generation 
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enthusiastically believed. Men like Dean Stanley, Anthony 

Fronde, W. E. Gladstone, Principal Shairp, Lord Coleridge 
and Dean Church, who were young in those days, sat under 

him at St. Mary's and have left A. recorded testimony of 
that fascination which in W. G. Ward's phrase, might well 
have been styled a "creed." By the acknowledgment of 
all, opponents as well as adherents, the University under-
went a "moral quickening" such ashad never been 
witnessed since the Reformation. During 1839 and the 
three or four following years this commanding position 

drew upon him the assaults of the Anglican Bishops and 

other authorities one after another. He gradually ga.ve 
Oxford, retiring to Littlemorn, and learning to face, what 
he at first opposed so vehemently, the claims of the 
Catholic Church. But his place in English history was 
already secure and whatever became of him afterwards, Ise 
would always be the Newman of 1838. 

He was reconciled to the Church by Father Dominic on 
October 9th, 584y. He never afterwards, it would seem, 
had any difficulties or mental Rouble in regard to Faith. 
But he was just the man to suffer a.cnrely from the far-
reaching changes which his conversi involved. His 

work seemed to have come to an end— on nay, his very life 
seemed to cease. The natural and spiritual joy and 
alacrity with which he had for so many years, in the 
plenitude of his gifts, fought for truth and religion, hardly 
knowing himself whither each step would land him, seemed 
to die outof him when he found he had to take up 
a catechism, and to accept a scheme of doctrine which it 
would be presumptuous and dangerous to improve upon, 
even perhaps to expound. It was like the stopping of a 
great achine in the height of its activity. It iscertain that 
he felt mthis kind of mental check—felt it too much,.d with 

certain xaggeration. Then he had naturally to break 
off old I riendships and to take up with new and unknown 
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Later on, A looking back, he referred to his feelings 
me 

(When we renounced for Thee) 
"Our antlers hopes .d fears 

The hopes of orning yrers, 

He was of a in. affectionate disposition and clung to his
friends with a child-like affection. When some left him 
just before his reception be said "When they went, it was 
like losing my own bowels." Those who accompanied 
Dm M his reception Mto the Church, and adhered to him 
afterwards, were the objects,as we know from the concluding 
lines of the Apologia, of his tenderest love. Even for those 
who refused to follow him and utterly disapproved of his 
joining the Catholic Church he retained the kindest feelings
to the last and was always ready to welcome them, to visit 
them and to correspond. Among these were Posey, Keble, 
Rogers (Lord Blackford), and Dean Church. He seldom 
alludes to any of these without the prefix "dear "—" dear 
Pussy;' etc. This emotional temper... which in lesrer 
men might have been called sentimental, made his leaving 
Oxford a great grief. We learn how he " tore himself 
away" from Littlemore, and ',mild not help kissing my 
bed, and mantelpiece, and other parts of the house." What 
he said of Reding, in Lot, and Gain no doubt is nIus of 
himself—" What thoughts came upon him! for the last 
time ,  he threw his arms round the willows so dear 
II hirn, and kissed them ; he tore off some of their black 
leaves .d put them in his bosom." 

This great man, at the age of forty-five, with such a 
history, such a place, and such a chara.cter, had, in a sense, 
to begin life again. That is to say, if he was to be in the 
future, as he h./ been in the past, a priest, a preacher and a 
leader in religion, he must now make fresh studies, submit to 
new superiors (having hitherto indeed had pra.ically no 

at that 
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superiors at MD and do the bidding of Bishops, of Roman 
Congregations, of a Pope, none of whom really knew much 
about him except that he was a first rate force for good or 
for evil, and had held the very strongest views against 
Catholicism. It was quite natural that. at first, the 
authorities of the Catholic Church should be inclined to 
keep him at arm's length. Every one was very kind and 
sympathetic ; this he felt, and expresses over and over 
again. Bishop Wiceman, who svas the first representrsive 
of Catholicism that he came into close communication with 
after his conversion, and Bishop Ullathorne, who stood by 
him as a firm friend under all circumstances, the superiors 
and staff of Oacott, Prior Park, and Ualsaw, Me Jemits, Me 
foreign Bishops and priests whom he met in his journeys to 
Rome, the Propaganda, and Pope Pius IX himself—as to all 
these we have his repeated testimony that they received him 
with a frank sympathy and a most considerate cordiality. 
But they certainly did not trust him. How were they to 
divine, at first, whither his principles might lead him? 
Was he safe from all danger of the heretical temper?—of 
pride, self-sufficiency, and the ambition to lead? No 
doubt he tam, for them oment, absolutely sincere in his 
profession of Faith and obedience. But would so great 

man persevere in docility and submssio under the 

Berr y 
that were surs to ars. in 'the nourse of his 

career yet to run? Newman felt Me existence of this cloud 
of suspicion all his life. He was aware of it at Rome 
where, with five or six companion, he was leading the 
humble fife of a seminar and of an mcetic, in Me years 
before his ordination. Hiist s sermons A London in the Lent 
of AO were a failure, as far as audiences went. The 
enterprise to which he gave his name, the "Lives of Italian 
Saints," excited at much hostility in the minds of some 
Catholics that it had to be stopped, and Newman said, even 
of Bishop Ullathorne, that people had condemned him 

without knowing hint" The well-known story of his 
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connection with the foundation of the Irish University 
convinced him that Me Irish Bishops disc and him, that 
Cardinal Wiseman was lukewarm. and that the Holy See 
it.lf virtually refused to back him. Much the same kind of 
trouble happened in the 1i...a dons rrgnnttnd the omitting 
of a home of the Orarory at Oxford, and in the events 
which led to his undertaking and then dropping the project 
of x new translation of the Bible. Then, finally, there was 
Iis connection with the R ivryfer and the Howe and Foreign 
1Wwinc, and with Acton, Simpson and DfillMger. Some of 
the Catholic authorities at that time were much dissatisfied 
with some of his writings and articles, and as his views and 
intentions were good and loyal, he came to be more and 
more deeply convinced Mat it was his fate to be distrusted. 
" I am simply discouraged and regarded suspiciously by the 
governing powers as doing an actual harm." He was "on 
the shell," "in decay," "strange," "untrustworthy." "I 
hve no friend at Rome," he confided to his diary in 186o, 
"I

a 
 have laboured in England to be misrepresented, back-

binen morn. . I seem to have had many failures, 
and what I did well was not understood, 

This seems bitter, but he was undoubtedly sincere in 
feeling that it was not "said in any bitterness." It waa 
a part of his "Confessions." On the other hand, we have 
imw before us what he really wished his disposition to be in 
the sight of God. No one can read the last pages of Vol. I 
of this Life—chapter xis, entitled "Sad Days"—without 
realising how holy a man he was, how truly humble, and 
how he had learnt to appreciate the Cross of Christ. It is 
notnecessay, here, decide whether he was always treated 
justly and wiaely. As I haw e said, i ...dale that so 
powerful a man and m subtle an intelligence should have 
been at once accepted as a Catholic leader and teacher. It 
was not only his past career that made Catholics some-
what afraid of hiin but that very shyness and reticence 
which were a part of his character. Lt was said of him that 
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when his mouth was shut it seemed as if it would never 
open, and when it wad open as if it vvould never shut. One 
can picture to ones self how, when he came, as a freshly 
received convert, to talk to Wiseman, to the Prefect 

ProPaganda, to 
,

the Roman Cardinals. to Pius IX 
himself, he would say everything that was polite, and 
charming, and dutiful, and yet give his hearer the most 
convinced impression that his mind and heart were simply 
under lock and key. His friends knew he was very 
different man—but bow were the Bishops to know a it and 
the good, old-fashioned, but perhaps natrow-minded 
Catholics who came across him ? There is a letter in this 
B  vtritten to him by Bishop Ullathorne, suggesting 
him in the gentlest terms and with an the reverence due to 
his standing, that he might possibly be affected by a subtle 
form of intellectual pride. It was a courageous and faded(
thing to do, but one can imagine that very few men would 
have done it. We are not told how New  accepted the 
admonition t probably, with all humility, and without the 
slightest resentment, Ica such was his custom, especially with 
Bishop UlMthorne. But it is characteristic of him that, in 
mentioning the matter to Cardina.I Wiseman, he said that 
the Bishop "did not know hint." One may ask whose 
fault was that? His Mist complaint, in the chapter above 
refmred to, and throughout is that he was "not understood.' 
There is no doubt that this NM, to a great extent, true, and 
that it arose from his own character. As time went on, Ms 
fellow-Catholicsin the British Isles, who bad never at any 
ti alter his conversion really failed to appreciate 
and to believe in him, came to know him better. The 
suspicions of his orthodoxy which without doubt had been 
entertained in high and influential quarters—not by any 
means in malice or without some justification—were 
dissipated by all that gradually came to light about
character that had infinite depths and opulence to rewahl 
the man who investigated it. From the dime of the 
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Apologia, when he re-conquered the admiration of the whole 
cou,try, he entered on a period of greater serenity and less 
bitter trial. Yet who can be sorry that lie had such a 
trial? To a reader of the intimate confessions of these 
valum else as anY Purpose of the hidden 
Providence M God can be, that this very trial, severe, 
reduplicated and long-continned as it was, was 

,that 
to 

him to confer upon a great that purgation, that 
purity and that holiness without nature which all the gifts of 
nature and genius ate useless to life everlasting. A 
man, however great he is, owes this supernatural 
discipline to the grace of God. But it would seem 
that a great nature, when it doss not resist, responds to the 
touch of God's grace more thoroughly and absolutely than 
men of lesser endowment. The whole of New 's life,

record of faith, Catholic instinct, tender piety, obedience, 
submission to Cod's will, and kindness to others. The 
spiritual kingdom of God 0 eyer before his eyes , he is 
never so beautiful in his thoughts as when he is praying to 
the Sacred Heart, meditating on the Passion, or imploring 
the in  of Our Lady or his own St. Philip. He 
never, in any point or detail, disobeyed his Bishop, or the 
Holy See, or murmured or reqsted. And there vvas nothing 
that he ever said or wrote which he did not submit, or was 
not ready to submit, to the authority and correction of the 
Church. His career would have failed in the ultimate 
perfection of holinem and "wisdom" (in his own sense 

of that word) micas he had gone through the fiery furnace 

of suffering. Neither would it have merited that wccess 
which crowned it even during his own life, but which will 
be far more striking and brilliant as titne goes on. For 

as the years pas, Me lesser details of his his
neverthelese. never lose their will be toned down 

and lose ther sharp edges,  distuimerest— Ming controversies will 

have ceased to excite any feeling, the great and good names 
with whom there was friction will stand out in the calm 
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atmosphere of comprehension, and Newman, greatness will 
grow in the minds of mn. For his greatness rests on his 
having seen some of the most vital truths that can Mk, 
human destiny, and expressed them in a language that ir 
three, and absolute. When a man who has this gilt of 
vision and this perfection of expression is also a soul that ir 
united with his God and a character. winMag that men are 
drawn love him, his name is secure, and it will pass MA 
the company of the world's greatere.a 

1 J. C. 
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A WEEK IN RUSSIA—II 

No one who walks about MMcow with sympathetic eyes 
can doubt the devout faith of the people; and though to 
critics, who ignore or forget the underlying beliefs; its mani-
festatioth may appear singular or supentitious to a Catholic 
visitor they are significant and pathetic. Open shrines or 
oratories sand se nels in every street and square, two or 
more guard everynti gate: and they are seldom Aft without 
hale groups of people paying their dev ons, bowing or 
kissing the ground, and crossing themselvoties rapidly; all 
with an utter absence of self-consciousness or parade. The 
wealth lavished on some of the favourite Ikons can hardly 
be credited—diamond coronets necklaces of pearls, and 
jewelled ornaments, obviously free gifts horn wealthy 
supplia in gratitude for favours received. There is 
nothing lints ke it in the world t the shrines of Loreto, Milan, 
Einsiedeln, Rome are beggared in comparison; and here the 
costly offerings are displayed before the eyes of all, nm 
hidden away in locked-up treasuries. The venerated 
Ikon it Moscow is a Theo.,. that as brought t  from Mount 
Athos and is now enshrined at the chief gate of the Tartar 
city like the Sacred Bambino at Ara Coeli in Rome it has 
ih attendams and carriagm, and is taken oM to sick-beds, 
weddings and public functions. So highly regarded is the 
image over the Redeemer gate of the Kremlin that no ne, 
even emperor or heretic, is supposed to pass beneath it 
withom uncovering or miming. Napoleon in Mra (like a 
few other cads since his time) rode contemptuously beneath 
the arch without any salutation, and slept that night 
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within the ng the bur ing of 
Moscow began, and the downfall of his own empire! 

One evening I pushed my way among the crowd of 
worshippers in  small shrine, where round the picture of 
Idadorina a blaze of gar  in which a jewelled diadem 
glistened. From a gallery overhead fell weird, plaintive 
cbaunts, Me angelsoices of boys mingled with men, deep 
bass ; a priest stood in the midst vested in a rich cope, 
Folding in one hand an ikon, or a relic, in the other 
painted cross. As each one knelt in tum, he kissed the 
sacred object, and the priest blessed him with the cross. In 
and out of the oratory flowed a ceaseless stream of people, 
most of whom ned some five or ten inutes, kneeling 
and repeatedly kissingremaig the ground, murmurimng their prayers, 
rapidly croreing themselves with three fingers from right[
left ; whilst some bought votive candles ands et them up 
before thesacred images. It seemed to be a kind of evening 
dens'ons—a "Benediction" with the figure of the Incarnate 
Lord as the centre of worship instead of the Blessed 
Sacrament; there could be no mistaking the atmosphere of 
devotion, or the spirit of faith displayed by the humble 
worshippers. 

To the present writer the religious side of the Rumian 
people naturally interesting, though a week's resides 

was
ce

among them could only confirm or correct opinions drawn 
hoax other sources. Free-thought and scepticism are 
supposed to prevail largely among the up, classes, the 
result of a literature drawn mainly from French soirees, 
combined with growing distrust of a moribund State-Church. 
The clergy, with exception, are said to be ignorant, and the 

• common people superstitious ; but on these points we must 
discount extensively the witness of British visitors, who 
usually regard as super stition anything beyond the vague 
opinions and meagre practices that make up their own 
religion. The supposedinfidelity of the upper clmscs 
is probably ranch exaggerated. it was never the peasants 
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who enriched these shrines or built these beautiful churches, 
though here as elsewhere the poor may be more conspicuous 
in their devotion. Neither are the frequent monasteries 
and convents recruited entirely or mainly from the poor. 
The widow of a c...1 Duke, herself • convert 
Isom Lutheranism and a grand-daughter of Queen Victoria, 
recently entered a convent after her husband's terrible 
death. 

It maybe well to recall here that the so-called" Orthodox" 
Church which finds in Russia it most numerous and 
devoted adherents, finally fell away from communion with 
the Holy See as early as the eleventh century ; and al ter 
some occaosal short-lived reunions, the Schism has con-
tinued unhesialed since the fall of Constantinople in my,. v 
Yet the Orthodox Church i s Greek and Slavonic 
branches is schismatical rather than heretical. Apart from 
Papal prerogatives the points in dispute are mainly matters 
of discipline and practice. Of the frequent quarrels be-

n the Orientals and the West the earlier ones generally 
arose from profound theological differences  affecting the 
very essentials of Christianity ; the miserable prolonged 
Schism that Photire began and Cerula.rius completed is 
based more on ancient jealousies and national rivalry than 
on seri°. disputes as to the Faith. With the exception 
given above nothing could be more abstruse and less 
important than the points M divinity, nothing more trivial 
than those of discipline, that now separate the Orthodox 
from the Catholic; unfortunately nothing could be more 
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bitter and unreasoning than the hatred of Rcime that 
prevailsgenerally among Orientals. Doubtless the Western 
natio. in times past have been far from b,meless in their 
dealings with the Greeks; the Latin conquest of Constanti-

ople in the early thirteenth eenture has never been forgiven
but it is upon the Greeks and not the Latins that the effects 
of the Schism have been disarerous. Boastfully indePendent 
of Roam *Orientals became the slaves in turn of Christian 
tyrants or Turkish sultans. Before Constantinople fell the 
schismatic, openly declared that they would soon er serve 
the Sultan than the Pope; and they got Mere cheice. 
State shackles cramp the freedom and check the develop-
ment of all theschismatical church.. Patriarcha that would 
never communicate with Rome have submitted to aPPoint-
ment and deposition at the whim of the infidel Turk; in 
Russia the Muscovite patriarchate was abolished by Poet 
the Great, its powers being now exercised by a Holy Synod 
over which the Czar's ,y-Procurarer presides. 

came across in Moscow a curious evidence of Russian 
hatred of Rom e and the Catholic Church. Conversing one 
morning svith an intelligent and travelled tradesman who 
spoke French, German and Italian, I had expressed regret 
at the division between the Churches, without atmmpting 
to apportion the blame. B. he would not join me even 
in lamenting the separation ; and although personally 
courteous and obliging,spoke most bitterly of the Holy See, 

Revon on any toms! 
From the date a the Schism the Orthodox Church seems 

to have been frozen and noses to have developed since. It 
lacks entirely those more recent manifestations of noctrine 
and devotion that bulk so largely in Western usages, though 
it retains the essentials with intenm conviction. The 
Incarnation, symbolised in the Thwart's and the Crucifixion, 
remains ever the central dogma of the Church, whilst its 
fervent and popular love for the Mother of God comes 
down straight from the Council of Ephesus and the long 
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struggle against Nestorianism. The Holy Child with His 
Virgin Mother is the favourite Ikon, for how better suggest 
the mystery of the Incarnation than by displaying the Divine 
Saviour on an earMly Mother's knee I But if there hss 
been growth of devotion to Christ and His Mother, there 
has been nom to the Holy Eucharist. The essential faith 
survives, vital and effective. Mass is duly celebrated with 
pomp and reverence, and the faithful are invited, unless we 
should say are permitted, to assist. But  celebrated 
seldom, and always within the shut S.M., s behind the 
wall of the Itionastasis; there are no daily Masses, and no 
private Masses; the holy Sacrifice is offered on Sundays and 
Masts alone, the people hearing little, and seeing less of the 
liturgy. Confession is elementary and infrequem t seated 
its from of the great Screen the priest, twice or thrice
yea pCLIVCS a. summary acknowledgment of misdeeds,and 
imparts absolution. Holy Communion is not administered 
more frequently. The Blessed Sac is reserved for 
communion of the sick, not for worshiprament either public or 
private t and no external reverence is paid to it. No lamp 
burns heMre the inconspicuous place of its reservation, 
though tapers and lamps are lighted before the pictures of 
saints: such external signs of its worship as genuflections 
are entirely unknown. Om ward marks of respect are 
however mainly matters of convention and reverence may 
be shown by screening the Sacred Host from profane gaze 
as well as by exposing It for public adoration. The former 
is a perfectly sound and ancient usage, and more in accord 
with oriental ideas of dignity. However unfamiliar then 
to wesmrn eyes the Orthodox Church may appear in its 
discipline and practice we must still regard it as a stage of 

,Catholicism early a.nd incompletely developed. ft is the 
Churchof St. John Damascene if not of St. John Chrysostom 
and it petrified it bears all the more striking witness to the 
beliefs of emly centuries, perpetuating with all the fidelity 
of stone monument the primitive faith and usages of the 
Catholic Church. 
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Russia hates Rome so bitterly that she will not receive at 
its hands even astronomical truth, with the result that she 
Dgs very literally behind the time—her unreformed Kalen-
dar being a fortnight fat  than the To the hurrying_ 
tourist this comes home very forcibly. Le ing England 
early in lune and travelling incessantly fora fortnight, we 
yet found ourselves in Moscow on lune and, the same date 
on which we had left hone! 'The Church Kalendar, as de-
pending on a movable Easter, can get much further out; for 
instanc, the o ve of Corpus Christi was over before I 
started,e b. when I went to say Mass at the Polish church 
in alomow, a. fortnight afterwards, I found they Fad not yet 
finished with the octffve of the Ascension ! These however 
are the least of the inconvenienc. Oat Russia suffers from 
its unbending conservatism and jealousy of the Holy See.

Orthodox discipline is full of inconsistencies and of com-
promises, that have antiquity but not logic tocommeni them. 
Take as an example the veneration of lkoWq that is so promi-
nent a feature M Slavonic life. The modern ikon is an image 
of Chris, the Madonna or the Saints, usually covered with 
metal garments, but with painted face and limbs. The 
robes may be wrought in metal and in deep relief, but any 
part of the pemon that appears must be painted in the flat. 
An unreal and rather grotesque effect is produced, which only 
custom renders tolerable, the reason being that the Ortho-
dox Church sanctions painting but not sculpture. A statue 
is idolatrous, a picture is legitimate; garments may be 
sculptured butinever persons ! This iraditional compromise 
derives undoubtedly from Mahomedan pressure and the 
Iconoclastic controversies of the eighth century; the Greek 
maintaining with the rest of the Church the lawfulness
of sacred images, but yielding so far to Jewish scruples or 
Mussulman jibes as to forbid.] religious statuary. Mahon,- 
edans and Jews, with more consistency and with the peril 
of idolatry ever present, forbid any representation of the 
human form, either in painting or sculpture. It may be 
pleaded, however, in palliation of the Greek position, that 
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the old pagan idolaters never mem to have worshipped a 
Paintiog ; their idols beiog always stocks or stones and 
oever pictores. Is the Orthodox position yielding a little to 
modern artistic it.. .0 le some later Russian churches 

beginning of religious sculpture may be observed, and the 
admission of human figures in deep relief, though hitherto 
for decorative rather than devotional p.p.. 

The lays of clerical celibacy shows a similar compromise, 
illogical perhaps but primitive. Priests are forbidden to 
marry yet they have a married clergy. Once ordained 
priest or deacon a man may never marry, but they freely 
ordain already married men; so the youthful seminarist • 
returns to his native village before taking major orders, 
finds a suitable mate and marries her, and then goes 13.k 
to be ordained pri.t. As the bishops must be celibate 
they have to be chosen from the ranks of the Black clergy 

onks. Again se  in ca of necessity such ohs 
or 

n occurs 
in foreign countris, Orthodox churchmen 

as
accept the 

rsimarations of a protestant clergyman, but if such 
minister were to join their on they would re-ordain 
and even re.baptize him 1 Anglican ordemare good enough 
for the dying, but not good enough for the living. Once 
more, the Greeks use ordinary leavened bread for Holy 
Communion where we use it .leavened; it is a trifling 
point of difference, yet their commonest term of contempt 
for us Latins is Azymitea" 

Russian religion seldom receives from the British traveller 
the sympathetic or intelligent consideration without which 
there cau be no comprehension. He is too apt to MO . 

to 
every display of piety to which he is not him-

self ccustomed; .d making n allowance for racial 
characteristics or for forms of faith far older Man his
he supposes that wherever piety is external it can never be 
internal as well. The Russians are simple people and not 
ashamed to show emotion; they are intensely religious folk;
with their faith prominent in both public and private tat; 
but there is no reason to doubt their sincerity evencthough 
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they find the same difficulty in keeping the Commandments 
as their neighbours. It is nor necessarily hypocrisy for a man
tosay his prayers,or go to church on Sundays, even though he 
has not observed all the Commandments during the week: 
or because a man has broken one or two of them already 

need he break another one on Sunday. He is more Likely 
to keep them all nem week if he has gone to church, con-
fesmd his shortcomings and prayed for di.ne assistance! 

Nothing more quickly upset 
ur

s the British to  and leads 
him to blaspheme than the exhibition and veneration of 
religious relics, which is so an incideM in Hoy 
Russia. Probably the travellercommon  has himself been geeing 
with revent curiosity at the desk and pen of the murdered 
Alexander, at the carriages and frocks of Catherine II, at
the towboots of Peter the Great, and he finds these objects 
helping him to revive the memory, and realize the individu-
ality, of his heroes. But it would be gross superstition to 
allow anything similar in regard to sa hriry personages 
And the British Protestant, who knows his Bible so much 
better than anyone else, 

It 
forgets the Scriptural 

warrant for such practices. It is quite wrong to venerate 
the relics of holy men the garments they wore on earth, or 
their bones that shall riseagain from the tomb , yet the hem 
of Christ's robe healed the infirm woman who touMed it, 
the bones of Elise us raised a dead man to life and the 
kerchiefs of Paul or the very shadow of Peter brought relief 
to the sick and the mmed 

One had often to lisaiten to cheap sneers at the wealth of 
Russian churches contrasted with the poverty of the peasants 
and the backwardness of the country. "What a waste it 
all is" people sigh, as they gaze on the treasures of shrine 
and church, "why is  it sold and give to the poor I" and 
they are pained when reminded that 

n 
the same remark was 

made on a similar occasion by one of the Apostles—the one 
that became an apostate! Beside, the poor never get any 
share of this kind of would, when i t has been "liquidated" 
by royal or radical reformers. English shrines were once 
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as wealthy as those in Russia and monasteries have been 
despoiled in many lands, but at their Gppremion the poor 
received noshing, and learning very little; all the wealth 
going to king, mistresses or gamblers. These critisisms are 

i. 
museums, or wasted in profligacy and ostentation. Priceless 
gems in hundreds may adorn dozens of Imperial diadems 
that are never worn, doorknobs and horses' harness may be 
studded with jewels and heavy with gold—such magni-
ficence is only admirable ! No one complains when strings 
of pearls or diamonds are laviGed on the Grypuss of the 
Imperial ballet; but it is intolerable that they Gould be 
given to God's altar, or the adornment of national shrines! 
Wemay find, moreover, an economical justification of Alum
vite usages, for these treasures in churches and palm. really 
form an important reserve of national wealth that iGeadily 
avaiWble in times of emergency, and meanwhile is displayed 
in public to gladden the eyes of the poorest. 'Lois nis 
better than hiding gold bullion in cecellarsas the Prussians me do 

the millions of their svar-chest at Potsdam. Here in Russia 
the public wealth asves as an open symbol of imperiG 
splendour ; it displays the faith and satisfies the piety of the 
Grion, whose bumbles t subjects can enjoy such satisfaction 
as can be gained from gazing at jewels and gold. 

Other points of contrast between the Ririsians and our-
selves strike an impartial traveller, and they are net always 
favourable to our national sclf-esteern. One morning in 

Moscow we visited among others the great church of the 
Saviour, which is a fine specimen of modern architectur, 

and was the chief monument raised in memory of the 
countrys deliverance just a hundred ya. ago from the 
French. Being the eve of Waterloo day our thoughts turned 

naturally to Great Britain's struggle with the Gme foe, 

and to the different ways in ...ids thenwo nations celebrated 

their respective victories. When helped by fi re and frost 

the 11.51.5 in Gaz, dm ve off the invading hordes of 

Bonaparte, they destroyed an army of half a million men, 
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and captured six hundred cannon. Ranged round an open 
place in the Kremlin these cannon forma trophy of victory 
that is without a parallel in the world. But Russian 
patriotism w. not satisfied with a military monument, 
how 

and another, not to their Emperor as Prussians might do, 
nor to the nation's and they would in rance, nor ssen 
to Generals January and February who were the real victors 
in the campaign, but to Christ the Saviour. From free 
offerings of every province, of every rank and class in their 
wide empire, a glorious temple was built, enriched with 
what  is precio. in nature and art, where in stately 
pomp and with 

the
forms a service of payer and praise 

rises daily to the worship of God. "Not to us, 0 Lord, but 
to Thy Name give glory"; so Russ a professes its gratitude, 
and confess. the everlasting truth—" Unless the Lord guard 
the city, the watchman waketh but in vain." 

About the same time Great Britain emerged from 
prolonged and an  conflict with the same enemy, the 
national sense of relief Ming proportiossd to the imman-
ence and gravity of the peril that had been escaped. B. 
in what public monument did our peopled gratitude find 
expression? Where is the shrine, or cathedral, or religious 
institution that commemorates the Great War, and our final 
vicCory? If in England philanthropy or learning be more 
valued than worship, where is the hospital or orphanage, 
the school or university :hat proclaims our national thank-
fulness? There are monuments—of a kind! The memory 
of Waterloo is perpetuated by various public-houses, and by 
a bridgeand railway statmn ; and at Hyde Park comer, over 
against Apsley House, stands the 1.1.1 figureof a Greek 
warrior, clad in sword and shield, erected to the memory
of Wellington by the women of England ! 

The Russian monument seems more appropriate and 
more Christian I 

ZO¢ Itioe anb Qectine of EQe Ginpire 
of fOe graga 
[—IN PRINCIPIO 

Wilma the Empires of Khosrau and Her.10.1 had been 
locked in the embrace of death, while each of ils.e mighty 
organizations had been engaged in mutually strangling one 
nother, a wondrous change had been working in that land 

aof wastes and wolds which lay to the South of rivilixation. 
And to those who come fresh from the consideration of the 
rising and falling of statesand nations, which issurish,decline 
or remain stationary from the logical outcome.of events, the 
change which had suddenly spread over Arabia will seem 
the more remarkable. In the history of the Northern states, 
if there was one fact which appeared more obvious than 
another, II was that the solitary efforts of the individual 
and the hero were barren of all lasting re.lt. 

It would almost seem as if the wisdom of Augustus, the 
prescience of Diocletian, the aspirations of Jaliati could 
not preserve from ruin ; nor the brutality of Commodes, the 
madness of Deliogabalus, the tyranny of P1,.as accel. 
era. the doom of their Empire. If anything coold convey 
a man to fatalism 1 should imagine it would be the study 
of the decline and fall of the Roman Empire. The incons. 
55.51 are preserved from ruin and the men of genius aro 
afflicted by misfortune, as if the fates themselves iverc 
Stilling to bring about the catastrophe on a certain and 
appointed day. When we turn to the story of Mohammed 

sse a single a single speck in the firmament of 
humanity, mouldiama, g, shaping, changing, allotting and 
apportioning from day to day by each word, each spoken 
thought, the destinies of a considerable section el mankind 
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for untold ages yet to come, and this a man swryed by 
passions, ignorant among the ignorant, whose rnost powem 
ful enemies could not count their troops in hundreds, whose 
most devoted followers were lukewarm and whose highest 
ambitions were bound UP in the muniuinai nolitjesof a 
petty town. Indeed the early life of Mohammed and the 
mnmrrerat history of Arabia seem trivial and uninteresting; 
Mere is no hint of the great event to come, no premature 
or warning tremors to suggest the awful cataclysm. 

Before the great harvests A history there is generally toe 
period of sowing and gestation some hint of the comling 
growth. T. rise A Christ Anity, thp advent A the bam 
barians in the West, the Renaissance, the French Revolution, 
and the modern dominance of the mechanical arts, could Pem 
haps have been foreseen by one in possession of the basic facts, 
but they uccess of Mohammed and his faith seems as unlooked 
for to m in the twentieth century, with all the preceding 
evems regulated in their true perspective, as they must have 
appeared to a merchant of Hoa. in the year of the Bight 
Rom Mec  To him the idea that a shrewd caravan master 
of his acquaimance with whom he had perhaps but lately 
driven some hard bargain, and who, . the desertgossips 
reported, had had some trouble at Mecca, a town of trouble. 
—that such a caravan master should be actually embarking 
on the conquest of the Indies and Africa wouldhaveappeared 
in idea too unspeakably wild to find place in the brain of 
any save a maniac. That such was indeed the case, makes 
the event no less extraordinary and one before which the 
achievements of Alexander, the conquests A Cortez, or the 
rise of Bnonaparte appear the most expected and common-
place occurrences. 

At the time of the birth of Mohammed, Arabia, as it has 
ever been, was partly subject, partly waste, and partly 
independent, entirely divided and, if I may be permitted 
a personal opinion, extremely uninteresting. To the North 
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we have, with a capital at Amman, the treacherous 
unstable State of the Ghassanids, who had rendered such 
doubtful services to Belisari , who had helped Heraklios 
so feebly, and who gave a kind A fitful allegia.e to the 

ever ready to revolt, always ready to crnprornhe, never 
ready to keep their engagements always at the merry of 
the feeblest A organized governments, yet never entirely 
submissive. 

This state A the Ghassanids embraced the Haman and a 
goodly portion of the lands East of Jordan, Christian in 
nage, even as are .me of the desert tribes of Moslems 
to-day ,—a patter A prayersand minm curse words, but A 
speculation, fanaticism, prejudice, or sincere belief perhaps 
not a trace. 

What their actual condition was  would he hard to say 
with exactness: , knowledge of theyresent state of border 
Arabs, and my observation of they uins of the period, suggest 
to me that they had some loose turderstanding with the 
merchants of the trading cities of Amman, Bosra and the 
Hmran plain, that in times of peacu they escorted caravans, 
A times A war blackmailed them, and in times of chaos 
plundered. We can imagine the fervent oaths and enthusi-
astic wel.me corded to the officers of the Romans who 
came to ask forac levies, and we mn also imagine the small 
dimensions of the contingents actually sent to serve the 
Empire. A weak tribal combination and no more, in fino, 
at any rate, they were not only weak but divided among 
themselves. 

Until the birth A Mohammed the Kingdom of HRa held 
a similar position in regard to Persia that the Ghassanids 
did to Bycamium save that, as the land of Irak was rich 
and had for couopts s ages been the seat of agricultural 
industry, the principality was a. more defiltite and organized 
state, of which the ruling family though Arabian was 
settled, cultured, and stable. 
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Far to the South A Yemen we find an Arab state which 
after a number of vicissitudes had bwn conquered by the 
Abyssinians, delivered by the Persians and, shortly after 
Mohammed's birth, had relapsed once more to a condition 
of practical independence, while still owing a kind of vague 
allegiaace A Persia. 

The central waste of the PeninsulA was then
seething cauldron of quarrelling tribal nomads; now and 
again one clan would assert its supremacy, master the 
others, and under a great leader would sally forth to 
plunder and mid in Syria and Mesopotamia. When the 
leader died such tribe rapidly to its prestige and another 
would take its place —o on Ira m century to century 
quarrelling, migrations, compacts, alliances and wars form 
the dreary routine of desert Politics. 

I have seen too much of this kind of barren history M the 
actual process of for  to weary the reader or myself 
by a recital of the centuries of snarling and squabbling 
which preceded the birth A Mohammed. When the horse-

1, on the skyline, and the beards wag M the tan of 
council, when the stock has been plundered but yesterday' 
and the payment of the blood fine is being fixed for to-
morrow, this kind of thing is dull enough: when the very 
namw of the parties in the. trivial OW. am almost 
forgotten, it would be more than tedious A lug them out 
of Men merited obscurity. 

The Bedawi in history is like a squirrel in his revolving 
cage, sometimes he sits still, Ametimes the wheel turns 
round, sometimes it whirls in a mad blurred circle, but the 
prisoner and his prison remain stationary. The world was 
jolted out of her course by the genius of Mohammed; the 
shrill chant of the desert ands in As Malay s 

rwo 
tates: 

Moslems drive hansom cabs in CapeTown; Chinamen pay 
homage to the Sultan of the Ottomans and Commander of 
the Faithful; but, in Nejd,IlanSaud quarrels with Sin Rashid, 
Ibn Rashid Masks of his chivalry and scores a shabby victory 
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off M'burak, while M'butak cheats the English, diddles the 
Turks, and the Turks hammer at the men of Yemen as 
vainly as did the Abyssinians in the sixth century. 

Truly the great world swings free of the baking peninsula. 
Mohammed thought to AM it in pease and brothwhood. 
The y strain was great, the struggle violent ; half the world 
was amped in the effort ; history, order, sequence, time 
and place were disjoimed, while new worlds, new thoughts, 
evolved amid centuries of chaos. In one vast circle 
sweAing from Zamibar A Manchuria, thence Southward 
to the Cauasus, to Austria and Morocco and linking through 
the Soudan back to Zanzibar, all is changed, all touched, 
all varied, all twisted from As ordered place save one 
exception—and that one is Arabia itself ; the centre fount and 
AA alone remains as in the days of ignoranw. If there 
be a purgatory for false Prophets, surely Mohammed lies 
chained Prometheus-like on some parched eminence in Nejd 
whence M can view a land unchanging and unchanged. 

In them ntile centre of this desert land stood the town 
of Mecca, whitercaher for ages a suAession of tribes had drifted 
and fro Ants and warrings had taken to houses and trade. 

mIn this city there stood a black rock, and, if the rebellious 
and fickle Arabs of the Peninsular could be said to hold 
anything in estwm, it was that lump of stone. Around that 
fetish had been woven the legends and traditions of ages, 
and from the inchoate mass had arisen a kind of religion. 
Jewish lore, pagan superstitious, curious fancies, the flotsam 
and jetsam of Semitic minds, irregular, disordered and 
unrwtrained, gathered around the Kaaba and formed a 
creed A all appearances as unmeaning and shapeless as its 
material symbol. BA still the Ka'alm held the hard hearts 
of the Arabs. Annually at a certain season pilgrims would 
!lock from Al parts to kiss it and spend their gold in the 
bazars of the city; the unending and meaninglea wam came 
to a close ; and for four months the Arabs were satisfied to 
contend among themselves with coupons of which they 
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were the gtxssest masters—with poetry, with commercial 
acumen, with repattee and with virulent and garrulous..., 
The fact that Mecca was once a great trade centre. that it 
derived its importance front a mysterious shrine, that its 

peculiar and striking resemblance to the cities of Palmyra 
and Matra ; but Mecca being far away in the heart of Arabia 
naturally lacked the glory and strength of those townships 
—commerce bads trayed far afield from its precincts long 
before she could carry with her the luxury, the art, the 
complexity of the Mediterranean sea.-board. 

It was into this strange babbling world of heat and wrath 
and drought that a child was born to Abdallah the slave of 
God and youngest son of Abdul-Muttalib, the chierest of 
chieftains of Mecca. Before the weakling babe sprawled 

it 

the midwife's arms, before the shrill cries of the helpem 
announced that another man had comet Mecca, Abdalryh 
had been laid to rest in distant Medina, and it was an orphan 
avhich received the name ol Mohammed. 

The child according to the custom of his city was ,t 
out to nurse among the nomads, where the keen air of the 
desert might fill his lungs, the wholesome breass of the 
nos other nourish his limbs, and the noble dialect the 
wildlings form his fi. lispings. So it happened that the 
frail : by on whose life so much depended was carried 

wrap by a 
Bt

wiss, to be slung in a poke frotn 
camp to amp,[c o roll uncovered in the s tings.ro n, to play 
and crawl amidst the heels of mares and tallions, to drink 
its fill of the milk of the flocks, to thrive or perish as chance 
might direct. 

It was decreed that the boy should thrive, and it was 
amidst the camps of fan y  that Mohammed s,nt 
the first years of his infancy. Of that childhood we know 
little, but in the camps the anthersays of the little ones are always 
the same, chasing one h ver the tent ropes, snatching 
Al each others' turbans, flinging stones at the birds, mounss 
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ing the old and gentle mares with great solemnity, sleeping 
away the heats under the shade of the old men's cloak, Peer-
ing from the swaying howdahs on the days of march, playing 
unharmed among the savage that make the stranger 
dread the entry'nto camp, and,curs as the sun sets, each fleeting 
from the darkness to the scolding mothers who call from the 
tents for their charges. 

A stra.nge power seemed to have marked Mohammed 
from his playmates. He tr,ed away at unaccountable 
time, and once something befell him which 0 filled the 
Beda.wiyah nurse with fear that she carried him back to his 
city and would have rid herself of rem, had not Amine. by 
payee and cajolery persuaded the woman to take hint 
back to the desert. What trys curious happening was it is 
impomible to conjecture. The traditions are too wild and 
the modern doctors of medicine too fallible to enable onto 
make a, statement so the reader may be left imagine 
a, event between two angels rending ery the vitals of the 
child to a fit of epilepsy which would tend to cause slam[ 
to a desert foster mother. 

The days and months rolled on and Mohammed was 
finally handed over to his family, a stout boy in his sixth 
or 

When 
year. 

When Amina received her son from the hands of the faith-
ful nurse, she decided to carry him away to Medina, that he 
might see the tomb of his lather and visit the kinsfolk of his 
father's mother who dwelt there. At Medina the little boy 
sported with the children, an thong the fiat roofs of the 
towering houses, plunged and swam in the co. loon tins 
of the court yards until the widow's visit came to an end 
and she uout to return to klecca. 

Mohammed never knew his lather, and his mother was not 
destined to bear him company for long i the hard journey, 
the burning sun of the desert struck down the soft Meccan 
woman, inured only to the coolness of the towns ; and 
Mohammed was handed over to the old chieftain of Mecca', 
his grandfather, Abdul-Muttalib. 
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It is now that we get a glimpse of a sight familiar to all 
who know and love the Eas. We see the patriarch, his brows 
mated in the heavy frown common to all those who look 
upon the brightness, but his mouth and eyes are gentle—we 
see him sitting nn his rug in Me court yard of the Kak ba, 
to him and from Irina ever come men, begging for justice, 
discussing the prices of merchandise, the rights and wrongs 
of the blood feud. Near him stand his sons; now the voices 
sink into murmum while the old chief speaks in measured 
and judicial tones and pauses ; a oomPlainanf omtes, 
and appeals; his opponent trips him in the argument the 
old man adjusts the balance. Then fro rn out of the crowd 
runs the little Mohammed and squats beside the Shaykh. 
Some interfere and would drive away the lad, but the kindly 
judge will not have it; , little he says, 
and fondles the child with all that caressing love which age 
bestows on infancy. So far a spa. Mohammed passes the 
time tripping after Abduktbuttalib. 

But soon the PMriarch is called to his account and as 
the funeral procession lurches and staggers to the grave-
yard, Mohammed runs after him for the last time weeping 
as if his little heart would break. 

T. desolate child attached himself to his uncle Abu Tar, 
and again heaven vouchsafed a kind protector to the orphan. 
But Abu Talib was poor and had to earn his bread, and 
could not pass his days giving as his father had done before 
hint, and presently set out to Syria on a trading expedition, 
and somewhere along with the bales of merchandise he 
carried the adopted child. Mohammed was taken up to the 
borders of the great world, where men lived in cities larger 
than Mecca where rumours and talk were no longer only of 
tribal fights but of great wars and devastations, of the taxes 
of the new Emperor Maurice, of the gloomy news from Italy, 
of the bribery of officials and the greatness of the Persians. 
Mohammed must have been impressed by the wealth and 
variety of the towns he saw, as is the modem Bedawi 
impresud by the faded glories of Constantinople of to day; 
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it was not for the little Arab boy to detect the lolling Empire 
in the shrinking towns, the lawless soldiery, the incoherent 
government, the unpaid levies, the declining trade. The 
most disorganised of bureaucracies appears likes clockwork, 
pi ussian despotism after a life arnid tribal and passissehal 
surroundings, where the whole machinery of order and socia.I 
life is regulated by unwritten and Mati ve laws, and 
politics and government, though existing inncti substance, are
invisible and intangible. 

When Mohammed first went to Bosta be must have 
followed the great Roman Road, which stretches like a 
ruler laid across the desert. Those miles upon miles of level 
paved causeway must have struck the enquiring mind even 
then with some of the awe with which they impress one 
to-day, and when the great dark walls of the city rose up 
before him and he watched them loom. taller and taller, as 
the slowly moving caravan approached them, he must have 
been overcome with wonder. Hour by hour the city grows 
greater and greater as one rid. from the Somhssvest, and 
when finally the caravan of Abu Takla unloaded, Mohammed 
must have had leisure to ponder over Me marvels of the new 
world unveiied to him. The great reservoi, the mighty 
theatre, the stately baths, the solid wall, the uway, 
the great gates and gloomy archway, and, beyond, the 
countless cities of the Hal an plain, any of which Abu 
Tokio might have told the lad were greater than Bsstra; all 
these things must have amazed the thoughtful bright-eyed 
boy. Then again, who were those dark-robed men to whom 
all paid such deference? What were those great and mom 
modern buildings constructed from more ancient fragments? 
What was that sweet music? Why did thou men kneel 
before crosses and pictures in thou dark cloistered churches 
where the dim lights pentrated dully through clouds of 
sweet-smelling incense? '! Those men are priestsand monks 
who can read oss of books, 0 my son." "Ready what is 
read? What is book ?" Then did perhaps the little boy 
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creep away and talk in his own tongue with one of those 
holy men, and gathe hatstrange half knowledge which has 
set three continents atilt,—who knows

After the businem of the expedition to Bostra had been 
mmpleted Mohammed was sent back to Mecca and vanished 
into obscurity. Sometimes he tended the flocks without the 
city, at others accompanied his kinsmen as arrow bearer to 
the wars, for the insignificant brew. and skirmishes of the 
tribes around Mecca are dignified with ouch a n e. 

The youth must have shown some promise of i amntelligence 
and perspicacity, for presentN his Uncle Abu Talib chase 

aca leader of caravans, and it fell out that Mohammed, 
fi rst mission was to pilot to Syria merchandise of a. rich 
widow named Khadija. 

This was Mohammed's first trial in leadership and his 
fist grasp of power—seemingly all went prosperously ; the 
goods of the fair and buxom matron of the Koraysh were 
disposed of to the Syrian merchants at a profit, and the young 
caravan mmter returned to his mistress with substantial 
gains in their stead. 

Khadija was sitting on the house toy waiting for then
when her young Bervant galloped up with the glad tiding,
of success. Twice had Khadija yielded herself to the 
embraces of a husband, twice had she been widowed, the 
beauty and intelligence of her domestic captured her sus-
ceptible heart tot a third time. Mohammed was a youth 
of a noble bur impoverished family, Khadija one , the 
wealthiest women in Mecca, far beyond his approach—
for him to have proposed would have been ingamsible, but 
for the amorous widow to expoae the state of her affections 
was easy, for so strong a hold had love gm hold of her it 
was beyond her power to conceal it. 

" When the moused' runs the Syrian saw, fell from the 
ceiling, the cat cried, God help us, When Khadija 
proposed marriage to Mohammed he saw himself 0fted fro 
all the struggles and strifes which had hitherto harassed 
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mind naturally tending to metry, contemplation and 
inrospection. 

Mohammed waa relieved of all worldly troubles on the 
day he married Khadija—and never again does he seem to 
have engaged in worldly business or strife. Once when the 
petty troubles of his city threatened to embrace him in their 
toils he appeared for moment as a pea maker ; otherwise 
he seems to have lived aloof, alone and to himselfand his 
family—but a strange thought was working in his mind, for 
his mind was one which ever sought to link together the 
chain of cause. In the silen of the desert night, in the 
bright heat of noontide desertce day, as all men do, heal. 
had known and felt himself alone yet not in solitude—for 
the desert is of God, and in the desert no man may. deny 
Him ; in the Bazars the voices of m the buildings of 
men% hands kill the knowledge innateen, in the loves and 
garden the voice of nature, the busy handmaiden, distracts 
but in the desert all nature and man are not, yet the desert 
n of dead; yet it is not empty--Mohammed the wandering 
child learned this; Mohammed the boy shepherd was 
confirmed of this; Whammed the caravan master knew this. 

Yet there came the distractions, the idolatry of the 
Ka'aba and the voices. of men, Me sweet-knelling incense 
of Bostra. And chants of the monks, the aroiling acorn of the 
laws and. their pryde in their books. God is one, .cries the 
voice of the desert; God is stone, comes from the Ka'aba 
God is three, God is man, mutters the monk ; Gol is mine 
alone sners. the Jew. Are not these thoughls if sufficiently 
pondered upon enough to wrench the bosom of the most 
impassive and immovable? Yet Mohammed was either;n
strong in passionate and wild affection, quick to tears and 
sudden in anger, a man with a mighty heart in which 
waged a fierce war of conviction, doubt and confusion. 

The voice of the desert he  nkew to be true—the voice of 
the Kaaba he had heard from his childhood—the voice of 
the scriptures was vague, distant and incoherent. 11.:t all 
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moved him strongly, and even as have men in the past, and 
even a.s will they in the future, Mohammed groaned in the 
sore stress for light. 

What happened? Muir as a Christian has nobly dared 
to say that which would set half the wisemcrea of 
Heathen.. giggling:— we see the unfrocked priest fur. 

from his tulips raised from dung to smile—that smile of 
hell; the professors titter round the dinner table ; the 
doctors. physic rub their glasses and shrug their shoulders, 
still gallant Muir has spoken. Is it not the truth? Did 
mot the Lord of wrong—even as he had failed with the lust 
Man, s he fled baffled from the mountain of 
Tempta eed in the grotto on MountHim ? 

Who shall judge Mohammed as he cornea meting down 
from the mountain to all( out his tale of oppression and 
doubt to Khadija—who shall judge that faithful wife
she soothes and comforts Ms misery of soul Racked in 
that awful anguish Mohammed wandered hither and thither 
seeking remand obtaining none nowise would dash himself 
among the rocks, now endeavour to stop his ears against 
the conflicting voices tallith rend his spirit ; his body and 
mind grows weaker under the mental torment, he yields to 
the temptation as a man yielding to vertigo hurls himself 
into space, gasping the words formed on his lip; in rhyming 
measured cadence the words break out—it is sense he speaks
not the babblings of a soothsayer I —it ia trmh he speaks not 
a lie as he had feared—it is inspiration that has got hold 
of him—and the lines burst forth in a torrent "Recite in 
the Nana of the Loan who created—the LORD who created 
man" —and Mohammed has accepted the responsibility, 
the first sum of the Koran has commenced. 

When the Son words of the Koran had been uttered 
Mohammed had crossed the Rubicon ; the alternatives of 
suicide or withdrawal had been discarded, and Mohammed 
accepted himself as a prophet and now as a prophet bespoke. 

M hen a man past the age of forty accepts a conviction it 
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is unlikely that he will tom back; fluctuation of opinion 
is usual between the twentieth and thirty-fifth year, decision 
and immobility are the signs of youth and middle-a,. 

And Mohammed Or an Arab was well on in life when 
he quelled his spiritual perturbation. His first vehement 
preachings touched a few, Khadija the Faithful, as might 
be expected, was ready to accept anything her hero wished; 
she must have been too overjoyed to see the clouds dispelled 
from his brow to questio 

cause.
n the worthiness of his Ali,

a son of Abs Talib, whom Mohammed had adopted to 
relieve the poverty of his early protector, also gave ear. 
Zeid, a slave whom he had freed and treated with gentleness, 
Wa8 open to conviction. But elsewhere the people were 
incurious and apathetic; for Arabs are prone to be 
enmohed and enthralled in the politics, Me quarrels and 
the bargains of the hour. 

But there was one man who seems to have watched the 
movements of Mohammed with the keenest interest, and he 
was one of the rarest among Arabian men, a true friend,— 
to him Mohammed was a friend, a leader, and a prophet, to 
be assisted at cost even of life, to be followed even to 
inevitable doom,, and to be believed in the Its of all dis-
proof ;—this faithful and devoted soul was Abu Bekri, the 
sitnplext and most lovable man Arabia has ever put forth. 

In the hour of Islam's darkest stress Abu BA was 
stalwart and unmoved ; M the day of wiumph he was 
gentle and unassuming; M the moment of conlusion un-
perplexed. 

The worth of Abu Bekr' brought a few others, among 
whom Othrnan alone stands out pre-eminent ; for the r t, 
only slaves and obscure persons gave ear to the words of 
the Heather. After a weary struggle of four years, only 
forty persons could be said to have been affected by the 
fervent appeals and fiery threats of the son of Abdallah. 
But gradually he began to win his way, and one of the 
forces which assisted him more than any other is still the 
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grind sustaining and vital principle. his religion to-day 
and that is that oncd a man accepted his creed the core 
version was immtable, unchangeable and unassailable 
the weak might prevaricate and lie, but they remained 
Moslems; the reslrelent rnigffi rebel and Am, Iret they were 
of Islam. 

The years passed on and the little congregation grew 
into a small compact community, each man persistently 
supporting the statements of the master cursing the dumb 
idols around the Kaffiba, and exhorting his fellows to abjure 
the worship of all save one God. 

Presently the great men of the Korey., too, perceived 
that there was something stirring in Mecca, a new faction 
among the factions, and the faction was striking at the one 
thing of importance in the city, the sacred shrine and its 
acceasories. 

The haughty chieftains cared perhaps neither for the 
gods nor the Kaaba in themselves but custom is sacred to 
the Arabs because it is a custom, and none know better 
than tribal leaders that thefaction-leader of today may 
be the tyrant of to-morrow. 

Consequently the new faith was attacked, net at the head; 
for he was bound by ties of blood, but at the tail, for they 
were slaves and outcasts. Seemingly the Koraysh were 
succeseful; weaker converts Fed to the Christian 
Kingdom of Abyssinia, and Mohammed and a few faithful 
souls remained alone, exposed to scorn but protected by the 
law of blood feud, which I dare boldly affirm has among 
the Arabs prevented more murders than could have all the 
jails and prisons in Christendom. Mohammed reained 
depressed and defeated; he preached but none listm ened 
many admitted the possibility of his mission, but custom 
was in possereion and could not be overthrown I then there 
arose in the mind of Mohammed a thought which proves 
him to have bee an Arab of the Arabs t—after all the 

nSum, protesting the unity and oneness of God, after all 
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the asseverations and thunderings on this solitary point, 
Mohammed dreamed of compromise. He came into Me 

and of the Ka'aba and admitmd that the minor 
deities perhaps were saints, perhaps might intercede 
doubtless he could have bitten his tongue off as these words 
fell from his lips, even when the Koraysh accepted his 
teaching as one man, but still for a moment he wavered, 
and in that wavering we may is  much. 

To the English compromise is dear, but to the Arab it is 
necessity, and for the same reason. It is the whim of the 

English to be ruled by the ha oous discords of opposing 
factions ; it is the misfortune 

pith.
  Arabs to live in a State 

of cons t family, tribal, personal, and individual enmity 
and feuds and, conmguensly, that among Arabs to live is to 
compromise, is as certain as that among the English to 
compromise is to rule. 

Mohammed's hesitation was not of long duration. Ere a 
day had elapsed he confessed that he had betrayed his belief 
and Mat the devil had mastered his tongue, and with a noble 
courage cursed the idolatry of the Kaiaba with redoubled 
vigour. When the men of the Koraysh mw that there would 
be no peace and no compromise with the leader of the new 
faction, they determined tocrmh it by all the means in the, 
power; but indeed their powers were limited enough, for 
among the Moslems there were men of the Koraysh, and all 
the complex cross-currents of family honour and prejudice 
ran M favour of Mohammed. Abu Talib, ever revered in 
Mecca, extended his protection to his nephew—not that he 
believed in him, but became he was his uncle. The Koraysh 
complained, but Abu Talib was as strong in the new 
prophet's defence, as Abu Bekd the believer. The Koraysh 
muttered M anger but re helpless j one of  their leaders, 
Abu Jahl, endeavoured to curb Mohammed by publicly 
upbraiding him. Mohammed's foster-brother and uncle, 
Ham., hitherto a staunch agnostic as regards Mohammed, 
took the matter as a personal affront and proclaimed his 
faith out of pique. 
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Then Omar, the most vidlent of the oppressors and 
fiercest of warriors in Mecca, sucffimbed not to the 
oratory of the Koran, but to the influence of his sister. In 
ungovernable pffision he struck her for reciting the new 

his unknightly deed, he made amends by accepting Islam. 
At these victories the ruling clan became more alarmed 

than before, yet the bonds of blood held them from volence, 
and it was at length by means of a peaceful "boycott" 
that they endeavoured to mush the spread of the new meed. 
All who stood fast by Mohammed, whether on grounds of 
belief or friendship or blood, were to be banned and cut off 
from the rest of the city—niher might such marry or 
traffic or speak with the remainder. For three years did 
Abs Talib and the relations and friends and converts of 
Mohammed remain cut off from the rest of mankind by a 
cruel but peaceful blockade. The isoiliy of Abu Talib, 
who never accepted Me mission of h nephesv as a prophet, 
is singularly striking and a of example of the stead-
fast and unselfish of  of the Arab to heroic custom. 
The unwritten law of the Arabs is that, right or wrong, a 
Man shall stand by his kinsfolk ; for three years Abu Talib 
and his relatives bore with unflinching fortitude, hunger, 
thirst, imprisonment and solitude for thesake of Mohammed's 
liberty of speech, although many of them never pretended 
to admit the truth of his orations. 

For three long years klohammed, now fifty years of age, 
lest  quarter of the city, his 

family and nearest and dearest brought to the verge of ruin 
yet unconGffied, the true believe. but a tiny congregation 
of poor converts. It is impossible to believe that the man 
was not earnest,—mad if you will—but a scheming, 
cra, vainglorious imposto never. 

That at such a moment he could have foreseen success 
through any agency and that of a miracle would appear to 
make him a prophet indeed. And that, in spite of all ill 
success, a man in the winter of his days shffild maliciously 
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fabricate falsehood upon falsehood would seem more 
improbable than that such a man should deem every.word 
he uttered not only true but entirely external and inspired. 
For one must bear in mind that the stormy period had 
passed; that his duce guiding voices—TO it, the Desert, 
the Kaaba, and Me Christian and Judaic beliefs—had 
settled themselves (to him at least) in a sudden logical, 
harmonious and luminous sequence, and that apparently he 
never was contradicted by a ffimpetent permn. If Me 
Koraysh accused him of trumping up Jewish tales and 
legends they were certainly no better versed in them than 
he, while the Christians whom he met probably knew no 
more of their creed than the fact that they had been 
baptieed—if as much, for many were sincere believers in his 
mission. 

After three years had passed men learned that the deed 
and covenaffi which the Koraysh had set down in writing, 
forbidding communion with the party of Mohammed, bad 
been devoured by a and on the ground of an Act of God 
the Ban was removed,nts,  and Abu Talib and his people were 
tree to go forth. But misfortune still dogged the steps of 
Mohammed. The aged Khadija, the solace and comfort 
of his misery, was taken from hint, and hardly had his 
affectionate nature recovered from the agony of loss than 
Abu Tali!, the generous protector of his infancy and the 
sole support of his middle life, wa.s gathered in by the 
Sunder er of Societies and the Garnerer of Graveyards. 

Alone, forlorn, stricken in years, Mohammed remaiffid 
behind preaching, entreating, threatening and commanding 
in turns; gradually the body of the Moslems inrceased, but 
only slowly and by painful degrees; and at times the 
wretched man seems driven almost to despair. At a venture 
he madean attempt on the neighbouring to  of Tayf only 
to be driven out with stones and abuse, and (crowning 
ignominy I) to be saved from further violence by uvo 
unbelieving pagans of Mecca. But his (genius- ever upheld 
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him, and his faith in his mission bore him through the sorest 
trials. Men scorned him but nature obeyed bins; he roared 
to the winds and his exaltation pictured in his mind com-
panics of the Jan and spirits of the at bowing down in 
wropt ttention. Khedije being gone, Mohammed took to 
himself t wives: the one a widow Sam!, the other 
Ayesha, a wlittle child who was not other than ceremonially 
married for some years to come. 

Dawn sprang up unexpectedly on the benighted Moslems. 
With that pertinacity which was the surest guarantee of 
his earnestne., Mohammed would haunt the great pilgrim 
fairs annually held at Mecca, and it chanced that while thus 
engaged in preaching to the idle and in  multitude he 
fell in with a small party of Medina merchants and traders. 
Now Mecca and all the lands Eastward and Southward of 
the city were steeped in Paganism, and Fetish worship. 
But at Medina and to the North the light of Judaism and 
Christianity shone fitfully above the horiaon ; men knew M 
the one tree God; .me had heard dully of a Redeemer 
who had come or was yet to come. Many Jews lived in the 
North. The Arabs had noted how It... people hugged 
themselves in the day of wee, saying  matter,one cometh 
presently." Chance Christians spoke also of some Man 
long dead yet living, who would come again. The 
Ghassonid Arabs were this Mani followers, even as was the 
great Emperor Caesar their master. 

And now in Mecca people heard one with a of 
gold speaking of this one God, saying that he himselfvoice was 
indeed the Man foretold. The idolaters it is true thought 
little of him. Still to the men of Medina Mohammed 
seemed more probable, more in the order of things, more 
expected,—further the Medina folk were ever at variance, 
fighting most bloodily and expensively among themselves 
a prophet if a true one would bring peace, unison, and 
wealth. Now die Arab kas ever an eye on a diplomatic 
victory, On some wonderful compromise, some really 
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binding treaty, which cannot be menet, for at least 
week, by any but dishonourable methods. Con-

sequently the speech and entreaties of Mohammed set 
the merchants of Medina thinking. I can see them sitting 
mand a thorn Rre talking the matter oveo Mohammed 
having gone back to the city over which the stars are 
twinkling, it must have been exactly like thos inable 
discussions that are taking place even at this hour in half a 
hundred black to  'mi. Diarbekit and Aden t--

"The. Meccans are but fools, yet they are wealthy ; to 
be sure this Kaffilsa of theirs is their God and their fortune, 
but he has a following: Abu If  and Omar and his family 
and their families, even these Ileccans teeth., for all their 
.offing—fear them too. Now if he had been of Medina all 
would have been with him; in our strifes he would have 
judged justly, his words are truly spoken. Said he not "The 
servants of the Merciful are they that walk through the 
world in gentleness; when the ignorant speak unto then, 
they answer Peace!” If such a one had said such a thing, 

uredly I had not slain thy brother in the market place, 
and touching those same goats surely this man would 
apportion the ownership—" 

"But the christians say the prophet bath come—nay, of 

ho rety, Jews will not have it so.-and even the christiam 
l he will come again ; this man told us ,c-day the. 

things in our language and, 0 Shaykhs, is not this man an 
Arab and dons he not say that he hash been sect to guide 
us? The christians have books and a prophet; the Jews 
alao have books and a prophet; is not this man sent with 
a book in our own tongue t Truly if he hash been .nt and 
the men of Mecca reject him of Medina . . . ." and 
may we not imagine the talk sliding—w  round to the chances 
of the traffic and caravans, and the profit to Medina, 
If but a wise man had a. voice in its councils; and so, 
through the night, a low murmur of discourse and argument 
broken only as the boys throw mote thorns on the fire, and 
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the Shaykhs peer imo the daryne to see if no strangers over-
hear their secret councils. No warrant of history for this; but 
must it nm have been so—not one night but many nights 
M the camp of the Medin rchams before they finally 
approached Mohammed to tell him that perhaps Medina 
was not of the same way of thinking as Tayf 

The Medina merchants departed for their own city, a year 
passed and they returned to Mecca; the seed had taken 
root; Medina was profoundly affected; Mohammed deputed 
a disciple Musab to assist in the conversion of the town. 
Again a year passed on ; the appointed day the new con-
verts return, not twelve but now BEVellty, tO announce that 
pemef ally and without strife Medina had submitted and 
that there was Al Arabia a city of which the bulk of the 
inhabitants were Moslems. This rapid though gentle ac-
quisition had not come as a shock to Mohammed—it had 
occupied c.se upon three years—but during that period he 
had by degrees been gaining confidence in his ultimate 
succem and, I fear me, becoming gradually less spiritual and 
more egotimical. His guidance which had hitherto led him
to stern admonition and agonized entreaty now became 
careless and self-confident: where he had implored he now 
spoke with indifferent scour, saying, I have my religion, 
you your religion; where he had seen visions of terror he 
now beheld magnificent delusions; instead of command-
ing him to convert mankind: Gabriel now led him on 
heavenly joumeys ; instead of imagining crowds of lesser
spirits listening to his fervid preaching in the wilderness, 
he beheld the prophets of all ages bowing before him 
acknowledging his pre-eminence and his excellence, 

Mohammed was imbibing the fi rst draughts of the new 
wine of worldly victory, and he felt the fi rst effects of its 
exhilarating quality. Henceforward the son of Abdallah 
may be said to have made use of his worldly genius of sretem 
manship and leadership—not for an ill purpose, indeed, but 
still success found him wanting: hitherto he had relied on 
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the truth of his mission—once in the Ka'aha he had fallen 
but conscience had retrieved the crime—nova temptation 
came in a subtler form and he saw it and consequently 
did 1101 resist. The temptation of the  Ka'aba had been 

had repelled—but when M the hour of success his intelli-
gence and wisdom of this world had bidden Mohammed go 
to Medina where lay porver,lea.dership, strength and personal 
accomplishment of his m ion, he seems to have stopped 
his ears to the still small voice which must have cried 
"Stay at Mecca, scorned and abused, to die a shameful 
death; leave the future in the hands of Omar and Abu 

To expect anything else would have been to expect the 
mpossible, for Mohammed was but a mortal man of mortal 

clay, and it would have been beyond the nature of man to 
have chosen failure and death, leaving success unhanded 
and untried. 

Gradually the Moslems of Mecca migrated to Medina 
the harbour of refuge; with some heroism Mohammed and 
the faithful Abu Barr waited till the last of the flock had 
gone ; then just the wrath of the exasperated Koraysh 
began to burst all bounds, just as their curved scymitars 
were sharpened, and their hearts were hardened to the 
slaughter, Mohammed and his "sole companion" fled 
into the darkness. 

II —THE FLIGHT AND AFTER 

MOHAMMED and Abu Bekr' reached Medina in safety, and 
the first appearance of the Prophet on the outskirts of the 
city was a signal for a wonderful display of affection and 
loyalty. The refugees and the native converts vied with 
One another in proclaiming their joy at the escape of their 
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heroand his comrade, a house (the first that he approached) 
was pia at his disposal; his poorer retainers wereeMertained 
at the common bounty; his words were eagerly sought and 
pamed from mouth to mouth his retigion was provided 
with a special temple for its promulgation wishes we, 
gratified at every turn to more than half the inhabitants 
his word was law. The remainder the Jews and the 
Sceptics, were mildly disaffected It is true ; but Jews, never 
very formidable >a a political body, moved no exception to 
the rule in Medina, while the Sceptics being but Sceptics, 
could not be expected to be violent. 

Mohammed had reached not only a haven but what was 
practically a kingdom. Now success came upon hits in old 
age, and though I have never seen it pointed out, I have 
noticed that the sudden attainment of relief or honour or 
glory late in life, after a season of prolonged s torm and 
stress in middle age, tends to make a man strangely wilfal, 
inflexible and magisterially positive the very pole of tat 
philosophic actaptante of a turn of good fortune which„
behold M Charles the Second, or that steady management 
of early success so wonderful in the two Napoleons. 

In the hour oftriumph Mohammed became a changed 
man, still kindly, it is true to those about him, still a wise 
diplomatist,still a faithful friend but to enemies, dissentimts 
and sceptics a rigorous and implacable tyrant. 

The certaiMy of his mission passed imperceptibly from
supposed and occasionalinspiration to something approach-
ing a. per  obsession or a chronic monomania. If force 
was to his hand, the voice of God bade him use it , if lust 
inflamed him, it was to be gratified; his enemies fell into 
his hands, the voice of hea n bid hint slay them mm 
opposed him, he cursed themve by Divine mandate ; in fact 
he had ceased to distinguish between ience and desire 
—both became inextricably mixed— conscand discrimination 
died in his breast. Here I suggest we may not judge this 
man , on the only occasion on which we knew for certain 
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that he fell willingly.be retracted with courage and 'truth. 

It is °Mao. that he had aboM him nothing of the nature 
of a charlatan, and it is still more plain that he was-of a 
violent and passionate nature his visions and Mspirations 
foilowed with precision his desires and personal feelings
and. 1m grew old any doubts he entertained as to their
external origin grew lessand less. His personal bias became 

and more rwhelming. From imagining himself 

the occasional mouthpiece of his Maker he drifted to the 
conclusion that he was a living embodiment of Law and 

that he could do no wrong. 
That a man of flesh and blood, labouring under such 

delusions, did • and committed no mote fearful 
ai es than Mohammed d should be the wonder of the world, 
pmt mimlarly a world that has produced a David, a. Charle-
magne and a Cromwell, all three ma.ster spirits who at least 
acknowledged that they were capable of wrong. 

At fi rst all went well at Medina; a treaty was drawn up 
leaguing together Refugees, Converts, Jews and Sceptics 
into one people. The only serious opponent to the harmony 

of the city, an obscure mystic named Abu Anir, was driven 
oat, and Mohammed remained sole master of the situation. 
He had now leisure to set in order the religion he had 
instituted. 

In the building of his religion Mohammed maintained 
an unwavering simplicity which has remained almst 
unaltered to this present time t —a purification, fi ve daily 
prayers, a few lectures, a weekly congregation with brief 
sermo, and an annual iast, were and are Me and 
and visible signs of al Islam. This simple ritual, though 
generally condemned by Pmtestant Christians as having 
lade effect on the conduct of mind or body and being but
vain and empty forms, had I think a comiderable and 
undeniable valve. It has a tendency to make all believers 
even as brothers, and obliges them to observe unconsciously 
certain Christian precepts which, alas, any Christianshave 
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lost sight of. The true lesson which the Moslem formula 
inculcates is the equality of man before God; rich and 
poor, felon and saint, stand, kneel and bow on the level 
floor of the Mosque, without precedence or place, in iilence 

d unity. 
The Verger, the Beadle, and Mrs. Grundy, with their pews, 

their plate, their free seats, their hatreds, their jealousies, 
their scorns, their strifes and their conventions have been 
ever debarred from entering the Musjid of the prophet. 
Moslem nest away their characters and stage parts at the 
fountain without the gates, and for an hour in the day 
and up as men and men alone, eroh facing his Maker as 

best he can and man judging his brother. 
Though unpreached, it is Christian charity that exists 

in essence among the Moslems; while among Christians 
it is preached co ually by every uct and in every church, 
yet is far from being observed since its meaning is nor 

even comprehended. 
In 90 much that is sadly awry in the creed A the prophet 

it is well for us Christians to cake note of rome of the 
practical benefits it has conferred upon the world. 

The Moslems were not long content to rest still in Medina. 
The refugees were only biding their time ; and soon little 
marauding partiry began to steal out to waylay the caravans 
of the Koraysh. It is hard for us Europeans, accustomed 
to long periods of peace punctuated by savage and bloody 
wars, to realize with any degree of ease the Arab's mental 
at  towards armed hostility. 

Howervr if we can recall the emotions excited in our 

breast by a political article in a newspaper our own 
feelings regarding our law ourite sport, whether it be golf 
or big game; and lastly (for such as have undergone the 
experience) the sense of excitement attendant upon 
financial speculation—if we conjure up all thrve varying 

and pleasurable disturbances of our mind, and compound 

them into the gratification of a single- passion,vv e may 
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appreciate in some degree the motive forces which impel 
the Arab to attack the caravans of his un-friends. Above 
all we must bear clearly in and that a lust for killing, a 
sordid desire of profit, a savage joy in giving pain, have no 
place in Me emotion and lastly that Mere is nn sense or 
appreciation of wrong-doing—for plunder and war among 
the Arabs is as proper and legiti . and is as much the 
part of the duty of man, as is themate defence or attack A 
criminals the legitimate duty and employment of such as 
are barristers among us. I think it not amire to My some 
stress on this poiro, as it relieves Mohammed and his 
followers from much of the odium which Europeans seek to 
lay upon them by calling them plunderers, freebooters, 
pirates, and robbers, and suggesting that those words in our 
tongue convey a truthful idea of the character of the early 
Moslems. The words are true in a sense, but absolute lies 
in the meaning which they convey to our minds. How
untrue I have endrovoured to show. 

As I have said, the little marauding parties began to steal 
out to waylay the caravans of the Koraysh. The first was 
a failure, as indeed are nine out of tea plundering expeditions 
a failure among the Arabs three hundred A the Kora,h 
are escorting a cara.van ; thirty Refugee s under Hamro 
appear in threatening array; both parties begin 'to shout 
and brandish, to " lilibt" and challenge; an action is ion-

' t if indeed the Moslems have the daring hardihood 
to charge home, but on this occasion their rage is not to 
he put to the test ; up comes a chief of the tribe in whose 
territory the fight is to take place; by explains Mat he is 
friend A Medina and Mecca ; by unwritten law the spot is 
one illegitimate for battle, both party [ride away in peace, 
much as do polo teams when the umpire whistles at the 
end A a goalless "chucker." 

A little later a second Charon sallies forth. This time 
they get within striking distance, a flight of arrows is 
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discharged' from a, impossible range; either the Koraysh 
were on the alert or too numerous, or the day was too warm 
or cold; Obeida the lead. A the Moslems returned to 
Medina with unfilled saddle-bags. And so on for some 
months r—on occasion the prophet himself condescended to 

ormany the warriors, on others he confiddd their leader-
ship to deputies; also, me to his desert traireng, Ile began 
to contract alliancee wiro the neighbouring Bedawi tribes, 
now and again securing a respectable political haul, het for 
the first year nothing serious took place. At last, however, 
the storm broke. It wasin the sacred month of Rajab, whro 
by the ancient desert custom now abrogated, all hostility 
should cease, that Abdallah and six Moslems found them-
selves by the prophet's order concealed in the valley. of 
Nakhla awaiting the caravans of the Koraysh. A party of 
four of the eneniy approached with a' convoy. The mar. 
audere deliberated among themselves as to whether they 
should break the sacred peace—they had no warrant from 
their to do so, but the prey was at and easily 
obtainablemaster ; the. romPtas'Iln c'n` of the Moslem
decided the matter by letting fly an arrow ; it struck home 
and Arm' ibu Hadlerami of the Koraysh lay dead ; two of the 
remaining Meccanssurrendered, a third vaulting on his horse 
escaped. To us this  trivial affair,but it WaHl matror 
of the greatest moment. After a Feeds wa...Mee manhad
actually met with a violent death; blood had been shed and 
under discreditable circumstances; all Mecca would ring 
with this; vengeance would be exacted. Aladallah must 
have felt that he had outrun his commission, as he hastily 
gathered the captured camels and hurried back to Medina. 

Mohainmed was not well pleased with Abirlallalde breach 
of custom. It was now a real WELT ia which he was engaged. 
Sooner or later he knew that the Mescals, would exact more 
than a mere blood fine for the death of as Amd, and yet his 
following rove for a few devoted souls were not prepated to 
meet death for his cause; rage and anger were on the side 
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A the Meccene, the weighing of chances and the spirit of 
compromise rife among the Moslems at Medina. 

Bet the moment ryas not one to go back. Mohammed 
had set his hand to the plough and now whether he wished 
it or o, hewns unable to retreat ; accordingly he decided 
to attack the next Meccan caravan of importance which 
should put in an appearance on its homeward journey. 
The event was not long delayed ands ereengers soon came 
ro reporting the approach of Abu Sofian with a valuable 
c voy from Syria; the Moslems and their leader 
on 

set om 
on the instant to entrap the quarry, but the secrecy of their 
motion, had not been withheld from either Abe Sofian pr 
the citizens of Mecca; the former changed hiedirection 
and escaped, while the latter sallied forth armed and 
equipped to give battle, and obtain revenge. 

It was on the famous field of Bedr that Mohammed and
three hundred odd Moslems found themselves and evening 
ro the proximity of the Meccan Army,roetow lamer of the 
incredible strength of wren hundred fighting men
Mohammed, prompted by desert instinct, seized the nearest 
wells and undismayed made battle a certainty. 

At a crisis Mohammed had no fears. In moments of calm 
deliberation he could think and plan, but when all was on 
the hamrd he reeked little what he did the lull force of his 
conviction surged through hie mind, ardent prayers fell from 
his lips, determination entered like iron into his soul. The 
night before Bedr Mohammed fired a new lamp in the 
Arabian mind, he filled his men with enthusiasm for a 
cause while the Koraysh argued and quarrelled, the 
Moslems slept in peace. Morning dawned and with it 
came war. The leaders challenged and gave battle to each
other in duels; Mohammed prayed and watched like one 
wrapt ro eretesy—" Victory, (I Lord—Vrotory 1—Paradise 
for the believer who died—glory fur the believer who lived—
death and hell fire for the idolaters I' . The Koraysh fought 
as Arabs fight, bravely, and chivalrously, but with no hunger 
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for victory; the Moslems were enthralled and struggled 
with wild desperation for one particular end, the cmagnast 
of the unbelievers ;—such a force the Koraysh could not 
withstand, they lost heart, the Moslems charged A mad fury: 
Mohammed now blind to all material things saw Gabriel 
and h. Angels wheeling around him; he clawed gravel in 
his hands and hurled it towards the foe; the Moslems 
charged with redoubled vigour, the Koraysh broke and 
lied. The battle of Bedr had been won. 

Forty-nine of the Koraysh lay dead upon the ground and 
fourteen Moslems had gone to paradise. Is it credible that 
this absurd skirmish was one of the decisive battles of 
history'! Yet it was more impor to the world than any 
that had taken place since tntAntony sailed away from 
Actium. 

When the shouting a. dust A strife had subsided, it was 
found that f orry-nine prisoners were in the hands of the 
conquerors. Three of three Wefe slain the moment the battle 
was ended, two by command and o anger. The com-
mission of Mohammed now was to strine ke.A  The chivalry and 
unwritten laws of his people no longer bound him two days 
later another prisoner was condemned ; astounded at the 
cnielty of his sentence the man begged for some reason for 
its infliction. " Because of thine enmity to God and his 
prophet," carne the unhesitatAg answer. "My child,—who
will tend her ?" gasped Ae iserable wretch. " Hell fire 

m was the harsh reply. It was no longer the war of the 
desert —it was thewar of ideas,—the merry unthinking 
paganism aga.inst the hard unyielding truth ,—paganisin 
always crumbles before the Koran, for the Koran was 
written to that end. 

The remainder of the prisoners were spared and ransomed 
eventually, but the fierce fire conv on remained imprinted 
in the hearts of the Moslems. Ificti man or woman mocked 
God or his prophet that man or woman died ; there was no 
mercy for the scoffer or the unbeliever who endeavoured to 
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check the propagation of the new faith. The Jews, who at 
first perhaps imagined that Mohammed was that unthink-
able thing, a proselyte, perceiving that he had no consider-
ation for their nation but only for their God, hated him, 
and having at fi rst temporized, now reviled his,. Punish-
ment came swiftly and surely. They were besieged, 
conquered and forcibly exiled. Mohammed in his Afatira-
tion saw the Jews in the light of peso who rejected 
revelation willingly ' n the Jews deemed him another 
tribulation to Israel. 

After Mohammed returned from BedrI in triumph, there 
was something akin to a reign of tenor in Medina. 
Mohammed knew fall well the fickle nature of the Arabs and 
he had plumbed the depths of the scornful hatred of the 
Jews. Each scoffer met his fate by the swift and silent 
hand of the assassin. The converts of the prophet applauded 
these dark deeds, the unbelievers trembled and held their 
pea  the Jews muttered in suppressed indignation. 

At last a section of the Israelites broke out in open 
rebellion. Punishment came quickly. They were besieged 
in their quarter, conquered, forcibly exiled, and their wealth 
distributed amonong the faithful. 

A year rolled its course, during which time the raids 
and counter raids contionedas before, Medina and Mecca car-
ried on their desultory warfare, and the desert tribes backed 
110W one side and now another. The victoo of Be& had not 
convinced the canny Bedawin that the prophet of God was 
yet assured of ultimate success, and they temporized 
with him in a manner exasperating enough to have driven a 
less sanguine man to madness. Meanwhile the anger and 
rageof the defeated Meccans had increased. Mohammed the 
traitor to the Kalaba had routed them and disgraced them; 
their women mocked them with the shrill taunts rech as 
only Arab women bave at their cormnand. The wr-
riors plucked their beards in anger. They undertook aids 
against Medina and were sometimes successful, but no paltry 
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snatching of camels and merchandise could compensate 
Ar the open shame which they had suffered at Bedr. After 

long series of discussions and negotiation, they decided 
upon an assault on Medina, and an expedition of revenge 
and retaliation was undertaken. 

The Weems collected an array some three thousand in 
number, composed of footmen, horsemen, and camel.... 
This force, which for Arabia is fairly imposing, marched 
unoppoud A the outskirts of Medina, and ramped in the 
cultivated fields of the citizens. A sudden qualm overcame 
the prophet; he appeared doubtful and nervous; the men 
of Medina grew irritable and critical; the Moslems seemed 
to lack confidence. Spies reported the forces of the enemy 
to he overwhelming. The wisest proposed holding the city, 
Mohammed concurred; but the bolder young lances scoffed 
at the idea. In the confusion of debate Mohammed yielded 
to their importunities and he decided to sally forth and give 
battle to the idolaters. 

This was a perilous moment for al Warn. How it 
survived passes my comprehension. The disaffected levee 
offered to act as allies of the prophet, but knowing that 
treachery breeds treachery he ordered Burn off the field; 
then thou who were meads of the Jews refused to fight 
without them and turned off and went home leaving 
Mohammed with only seven hundred followers to contend 
with a force four times as great. According to custom the 
battle commenced with individual comb.. 

The Mecca n women urged on their champions, but 
without avail. The her  of Islamwere nm to be 
withstood. Ali and Hamra Aid the standard bearers of 
the enemy in the dust in quick succession. Dismay spread 
through the ranks of the idolaters—their numbers gave 
AS,, no confidence, had not they been defeated but a 

year before at Bede by a similar handful I —for a moment 
they wavered; Mohammed cried aloud with joy. The 
faithful seeing another victory in their grasp rushed upon 
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the Meccans roaring their creel battle cries; tndy death 
was a sweet gate to paradise. when theenemirs turned their 
backs, and their spoils were within the clutch of eager 
hands. But the prophet and his men had reckoned without 
taking into account one who hovered on the flanks uf die 
fleeing Meccans. It was Khalid the Son of Walid, a man of 
courage, craft and guile, a ,re soldier of the desert. He 
cared little perhaps for Mecca, gods and less for Mecca], 
shame, but he had engaged to lead a band of the wildlings 
of the waste on the side of the Ka'aba. Khalid Mn Walid 
was e who had the instinct of battle and had also a gift 
which fora soldier is a gift from heaven—a capacity to 
lead. Had another man bidden the Bedawin allies of the 
Meccans charge the successful Moslems, the command might 
have met with mocking answers: "The Aleccans fly, why 
should we sweat tor these shameless townsmen ?" would 
have been on the lip, of the horsemen watching the issue of 
the fight. But when Khalid spoke, his words became the 
wishes of his followers. Like an arrow from a bow, a 
clump of scurrying horsemen At,., madly out of the desert, 
right into the rear of the charging Moslems, overturning 
sa t and hypocrite ; waverers and martyrs were cast into 
the wildest confusion. The Bedawin charged with Khalid 
at their head and Me battle of Ohod was lost;—the pursuit 
was checked, the plunder was dropped and the Moslems in 
dismay forgot the prophet and his paradise. The valiant 
Hamm was pinned to the earth with a lance; her  and 
disciples were slain with grievous slaughter ; the Meccans 
took heart and returned once more to the field 'whence they 
had fled. Mohammed wild with anguish implored the 
Moslems to stand firm. "1 am the apostle of God," he 
thundered; but when Arabs are on the run, truly the 
flaming sword of Gabriel will not turn them back. A well-
aimed stone struck the pmphet in the mouth: a smashing 
blow from a mace stunned him and felled him to ,he earth. 
"Mohammed is slain;' went , the , on all hands. The 
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Moslems fled wish redoubled rapidity; a few faithful friends 
dragged his senseless body from the field; and the 
conquering bleccans stopped the pursuit to resume their 
quarrels and arguments. That the defeat of Ohod was only 

killed is but another example of the peculiar nature of the 
Arabs; owing to the complexity of their alliances and the 
formal nature of their warf are, a single victory is often 
enough to demolish the area  of tribal armies ; the 
immediate object once gained, each subordinate leader 
begins to think of his own interests of the probable 
arrogance A Ms principals, of the changes the eve. will 
bring about in the politics of the desert, of the personal 
requirements of his own people in the face of the new 
situation. Such plunder as is to be gathered on the spot is 
collected; the heat battle dies down; and before many 
horns have elapsed councils and quarrels and estrangements 
are rife on every hand Me grieved are moving homeward ; 
the lukewarm are getting ready to depart; while the leaders 
are saying to themselves" Well truly we have won a great 
victory, there will at least be peace from now until next 
yean" In view of this curious and indefinite nature of 
Arabian hostilities the final success of Mohammed is the 
more wonderful; for he achieved, at least fora time, unity 
ernong a people with whom to be united was contrary to 
every in  and impulse in their nature. 

That it is difficult to keep Arabs together in the hour of
victory is comprehensible, but that it should be possible to 
keep them united in the hour of disaster is hardly credible, 
and yet Mohammed did not tail to accomplish this feat 
at a time when the women of Medina were wailing and 
shrieking, the Jews were mocking and jeering, the waverers 
were discussing the propriety of giving him up to the 
Mecums, and he himself was weary 01 mind and body 
with the wounds he had received and the defeat he had 
undergone. 
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All these depressing circumstances were not sufficient to 
disillusionise hint for one moment. The sures of the Koran 
which are attributed to this period excel nearly all others in 
majesty and sublime confidence. He Dys stress on the fact 
that he is but human, that he will die, that he dight have 
been killed ; but he affirms with greater certainty than ever 
that victory is at hand and that the truth is undying. So 
great a sway had Mohammed obtained over himself and 
hisactual followers, that although he was an Arab and they 
were Arabs, hardly twenty-four hours had elapsed after the 
defeat of Ohod, before he sallied forth at the head of his 
ram to pursue the conquerors. This movemem had no 
material result, save that it demonstrated to the world that 
even Aales cored at risk of personal sacrifice be rendered 
loyal and united to a. leader or a cause—a wonderful thing, 
which perhaps had never been seen before. But the spell 
of the Koran is strong in what will bind the ficklest of 
mankind, and would likely enough prove sufficiently strong 
to hold other nations. 

After the disaster of Ohod, another year of raids, areassina-
tions and skirmishes passed without producing any great 
event save the exile of some of the remaining Jews of 
nfeea. 

On the first anniversary of his mverse Mohammed 
marched out for Bed?, there to meet by appointment 
the Weems. That the ultimate success of klohammed 
was now a matter of less uncertainty than before, is 
evidenced by the result of this expedition, Mohammed in 
spite of failure and disaster was able to marshal a force 
of fifteen hundred. true believers, prepared ffi fight for his 
cause ; while Abu Sofian of Mecca, although the victor of 
theprevious year, could not collect an army at all and failed 
to keep the tryst he had so vaingloriously made in his hour 
of triumph. 
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This event gives us a vivid exhibition of the strength and 
unity of Islam under unfavourable conditions. and should 
be noted as the first indication of its worldly durability 
and force as a creed. For eight days the Moslems stood 
vauntingly on the undisputed field of Beds', its nochallenged 
masters. Then they returned once more to Medina, having 
acquired without loss or expense a victory of a moral kind 
which was worth a hundred battles. Ohod was forgotten 
and the shame was red once more from the shoulders 
of the Moslems to them men of Nfecca. The ews ust have 
passed from tent to tent in the desert, (min village[o village 
on the coast, that the masters of the Ka'aba were fearful 
and that the followers of the apostle of God were bold. It 
wpld be of a part with the unbelieving Arabs to Pd., 
that this courage was Me to conviction and that that con-
viction was one of truth. 

After this great moral sucpss Mohammed was in a 
position to prosecuM a policy vvheryin his genius enabled 
him to excel. 

It took the form of a steady and unceasing canvass and 
impressment of the Prounding Nomadic tribes ; those who 
were not allies or believers he alternately sed and 
cajoled, those who were friendly he consoliharasdated into 
believers, those who rejected Os overtures he plundered and 
s< red. The brawls which arose occasionally amid his 
councils he stifled by reprimanding the noisy chieftains in 
the name of Heaven and cursing those who fought 0 the 
cause of God for private ends; the quarrels of his mom 
obscure followers he silenced by distracting their attePion 
in arduous campaigns and lengthy marches. As themonths 
passed on the power of Mohammed grew in the land. His 
expeditions were seen on the Syrian border; Me fame of 
his belief was spread through the desert and the noise of 
his exploits reached even to Yemen. Mohammed was not 
ppreme in Arabia but Os power was steadily gaining 
ground, and the Koraysh observing this grew more and 
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more afraid. The Jews who had taken refuge in Mecca 
fanned their fears with revengeful pleasure. The season of 
war came round, and with it first mutterings of wax The 
Mecca.ns felt that if mattery continued at their present rate 

something should be done to check the rising side of Islam. 
Abu Sofian, the chieftain of Mecca, decided to make one 
grand attempt to decide the matter forever. He appealed 
to the Koraysh on the score of the danger of the Ka'aba, 
the ancient feud, the increasing power of their impla.cable 
foe and withsuch success that no less Man four and men 
decided to accompany him to attack Medina. The Bedawin 
who had fled from Mohammed were enlisted by similar 

eans, The sptimm tribe, hitherto neutral, he persuaded 
to join his force, probably on the score of certain victory 
and promise A plunder which would otherwise be beyond 
tPir reach. By these methods Abu Sofian collected an 
army s of noless than ten thousand horsemen, fooPen, 
and camel riders. The loqua the ping to and
fro, ro, the arguments, the councils,city, the betrayals, the 
gossiping, the persuading, bargainin,, by which the 
final congregation of this array was acpplished 
naturally prevented any attempt et secrecy of the object 
and destination of the Meccas expedition. Mohammed 
inust have had ample notice of their iPention and move-
MPS, and the men of Medina, the refugees, and the 
Prophet were probably awed by the magnitude of the force 
marching against them. Never probably for ages had so 
large a fighting power been united in Arabia for purposes 
of intertribal was. Mohammed however was equal to the 
occasion. He must have felt that if thg period could be 
but tided over, his final success was assured. His method 
of extricating himself from the difficulty was peculiar. A 
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Christian from North Mesopotamia suggested to his mind 
the idea of entrenching the city behind a ditch and a bank 

ple as this expedient is it had never as yet occurred 
to the city dwellers of Arabia to avail themselves of such a 

departing from the customs of his fathers, and Abu Sofian 
and his followers were pained and disappointed to discover 
that instead of standing out in the open to indulge in 
ON amusement of battle, the Moslems were arranged in 
disciplined order to repel a, attack on the city. The 
Bedawin ctied out in anger that the trench was an un-
worthy trick, and Abu Sofian had the greatest difficulty in 
making his army keep the field. Once indeed a knot of 
horsemen condescended to Namper over the works and back 
again; the archers were induced to discharge their arrows 
at the ignoble defenders, h. the whole affair lacked spirit 
ands eclat." To have come so far to such a dismal and 
tedious entertainment as a siege was consary to all pre-
conceived ideas. The only straffigem left to the Meccans 
was to tamper with remaining unbelievers in the ranks of 
the besieged. The Coreitza, a tribe of Jew, still remained 
in a ca.stle within three -,ilea of Medina ; Abu Sofian dis-
covered that they were ready to accept him as a deliveres 
But if there were friends, Abu Sofian in Medina Mohammed 
knew A, and perhaps Abu Sofian did not know how many 
friends of Mohammed slept in his encampments. 

Mohammed succeeded. He caused the Jews of the Coreitza 
to suspect the Meccans and sowed distrust in the heart of 
Abu Sofian with regard to the Coreitza. This result was 
achieved by a veritable masterpiece of diplomacy, such as 
must rank high even in Arabian annals; for Mohammed 
had secured the co-operation of the very men whom Abu 
Sofian was Ning to negotiate with the treacherous Jews. 

sna butt, 
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Therains began to fall, the tents of the besiegers grew moist 
and dismal, the cooking fir, were extinguished, the great 
ditch and mound seemed to appear more exffiperating and 
the Moslems more pestilently vigilant. -11e leaders of the 
iuvading ar,, never sufficiently united tr, remain together 
except on condition that each one was commander. in-chief 
fora day in turn, now began to quarrel and iasult one 
another. Abu Sofian accepted a fiasco as the least evil that 
could now overtake hi, and not twenty days after his 
pia val leaped on his camel and gave orders for a general 

dispersion. 
The Bedawin drew off into the desert t the Kora,* turned 

their faces towards Mecca. Mohammed had no thought of 
pursoiLo but he decided that never again should his cause 
be endangered by treachery- at home. The Coreitza must 
be made to pay the full penalty of their wickedness. By the 
decree of God Medina and Islam had been saved, but had 
their treachery been successful Mohammed and his creed 
would have been obliterated. It is this thought which must 
have filled his passionate heart with sublime rage,—the 
feeling of personal injury, mingled with a sense of the 
blasphemous nature of their betrayal,—the realization 
that all the stri ings he had underta.ken, all the pains 
he had endured,v Al the sacrifices he had made, would
have been rendered futile,—the feeling that the cause of 
God would have been defeated, that the world should be 
once more plunged in ignorance are thoughts sufficiently 
terrible to arouse a fire of indignation in the coldest 
breast—and Mohammed was not a man of a cold nature, 
he had seen how disaffection spread in the ranks of his 
Apporters through the machinations of the Coreitsa, 
how nearly they had imperilled the success of his mission 
the fierce passages upbraiding the stiff-necked people 
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surged up M his mind. Even as they had endeavoured* 
to compass the death of Isa, even as they had scorned 
the breath of God in earlier days, so now they scorned 
God, apostle, and had endeavoured to betray him 
into the hunch of the dolaters. Without waiting to met 
after the fatigues of the defence of the fosse, Mohammed 
called on the Moslems to follow him in quest of vengeance, 

The Core itza were surrounded in their castle, and closely 
bssieged; they surrendered without asking or hoping for 
mercy. The women and children vvere sold Mto captivity; 
the men perhaps nine hundred ill number give a brief but 
perhaps just trial. Sad, a chief of Medina, sorely wounded 
in battle, was chosen as judge. Nearly at the point O f 
death he was carried to the spot where the Jewish prisoners 
were ssembled. The people of Medina urged mercy; the 
Jews knelt bound in rows, silent, submissive, yet unafraid 
Sad paused and then with almost his latest breath co
demned the unhappy wretches to death. Mohammed, who 
at times could he kindly and gentle, was now merciless and 
inexorable. A 50411 man was spared in that he was 
innocem of the crime , the remainder were beheaded 
company by company until not one remained. If there had 
been waveress before in Medina they had no place there 

w; by bravery, by oratory, by argument and now by 
bloodshed, Mohammed had at last accomplished unity. 

Ms. Sums. 
(To be ,meinued) 

ZOe Seronement •• 
Tnt autumn from my home I travelled far 
Ado. the bronzed vineyards of the Rhine 
To Baden, where a family I found 
With whom for many a peaceful month f dwelled, 
Cheered with all friendliness, and kindly thought 
To make a stranger deem himself at home. 
There hung upon the wall two photographs 
A man the one, his wife and child the other. 
My host one evening saw me look at them 
With wonder who they were, so thus began 
"An English family, my greatest friends, 
You see—the man full eighteen years ago 
At Heidelberg I met, where in a school 
English he taught, then poor and all unknown. 
By industry and talent wealth and fame 
He earned, meantime he married to the wife, 
Whose likeness there you see. A boy was born, 
To both great joy, soon changed to grief the babe 
Upon the threshold of his childhood died. 
As if to recompense their loss a girl 
Was born soon after; 'muss the child you see. 
Standing beside her mother. So he spoke; 
And then cominuing told the piteous tale 
That, with what words I may, I here relate. 
The only child, she was, you may be sure, 
The embodied Hope and Joy and Worth of Life 
To both her parents. All the universe 
Turned about her. The very sun would climb 
The eastern sky at dawn with hmtier step, 
To Mine on her. In spring-time, for the child 
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To cull her nosegay, blossoms would burst forth 
About the meadows earlier than their wont. 
A double rapture in the lark's glad song 
The patents seemed to hear, when she was by. 
Nor deem such fancies fond, Love weighs the world 
In other scales than cold impartial thought: 
And, truth to Ell, she was a lovely child
Nor fairer was her form than was the soul 
That tabernacled there—a hidden sun, 
To beam forth light and warmth on all around. 
For ma, a year Mary—so call the child--
Grew like a lily in a garden close. 
When she was eight years old, her parents first 
Brought her to Baden, each summer-time 
They visited my host. Styxwere  following years 
She came, each summer seemed a fairer Mwer, 
And closer twined about her mother's heart. 
Mother and daughter so were linked, that one 
Without the other scarce seemed self-complete 
Or wholly happy. Almost every day 
The pair would ramble M the neighbouring woods, 
The father and my host at,  work the while. 
Sometimes they climbed the Merour, by the way 
Stopping to rest upon one rustic seat 
Beside the path. The view is wondrous fair. 
Far, far below, down in the valley, lies 
The town of Baden, gathered 'neath the tower 
Of Mr old church. The scene is framed with pines 
That cluster thick beneath in darkest shade 
Pierced only by stray sunbeams her and there. 
Nor does the noisy clamour of the town 
Up her annoy the silence of the woods, 
Subdued by distance to a slumbrous murmur, 
As' mere the hum of bees o'er beds of flowers. 
Here, as they gazed, their very souls passed forth 
Into the scene, inoned with that they saw, 
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The whisper of the wind among the pines 
Charmed to forgetfulness of all beside, 
Until the mellow chiming of the hour, 
Borne from the church below, dissolved the spell. 
Another day would see them hand in hand 
Upon the Faison. Thence a wider Mew 
Was theirs—below their feet the trees outspread ; 
Beyond the mountains, rising range on range, 
Clad with a robe of beech and pine, to meet 
The far horizon with their loftiest heights. 
But on the other side the plain lay spread 
Till lost in misty distance, where the spire 
Of Strasburg's minter scarce was visible; 
And here and there a gleaming reach A Rhine 
Flashed out amidst the level green. Below 
The sandstone rock fell sheer down to the wood, 
Bare-breasted, save where to some jutting ledge 
A fir-tree clung. The girl perchance recalled 
How yester-morn, early awaked, she saw 
There same atern cra.gs glow with the sun's first rays 
And blush above the woodland like a rose. 
But oftest and with most delight they walked 
—Mother and child—up to a village near. 
Their path ran underneath the forest edge, 
A shady walk e'en on the hottest days. 
A. rivulet flowed down beside the way, 
Sometimes indeed with trickle all but mute, 
But after rain the cool, refreshing sound 
Of water gushing down from pool to pool 
Rose from the stream, and filled the leaves above. 
Beyond, a pasture of lush meadow-grass, 
Besprem with flowers, clomb lip the mountain-side: 
A glade, as many in these forests are, 
Sunny and silent, like an emerald set 
Amidst the darker woods that close it round. 
So came they nigh the village that they sought 
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Ebersteinbourg the name. High up it by, 
Between two wooded mountains, grouped around 
A little Gothic church of white and brown. 
About the village all is orchard-land, 
A wonder sight of blossoms eve, spring. 
Later the heavy-laden branches hang 
Low o'er the green-sward, or across the way 
Down which a cumbrous wain, by oxen drawn, 
Oft creaks. Beneath the trees at eve, turn 
The traveller finds a cross or little shrine, 
To lift his thoughts a moment from the earth, 
Fair though it he, to Him who made it so, 
In gratitude and adoration raised. 
juat where the woodland andthe orchards meet 
Beside the road, beneath some walnut-trees 
There stands an ancient crucifix. 'Tis carved 
Rudely en ow and the expreasion quaint, 
Yet oft the happy pair would seek it out, 
And standing opposite, would look and breathe 
A simple prayer. Perchance the elder Aught 
01 Him who, having made the world A good, 
All beautiful abode of innocence, 
Redeemed it, Allen under a s by pai 

ter 
ns 

And death thus bit , that in happiness 
She might remember that He bore the tross, 
And for His sake feel with het fellows called 
To taste His mystic chalice. But the girl 
Would thank Our Saviour for His love so great, 
Would ask all blessings for her parents dear 
And pray that she might daily love Him more, 
Daily approach Him nearer, and at last 
Dwell with Him in far fairer land than this. 
Such simple prayers with thankful praises blunt 
Would they repeat within the little church, 
Kneeling before the altar where the God 
Who shaped the beauty all around them by, 
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His only outward state the little lamp 
That glimmered in the silence. On the wall 
Hangs & rude picture of a Scottish saint,* 
A royal youth who as a shepherd lived, 
So runs the story. and is now invoked 
By all the shepherds of these foreign part, 
By his own countrymen forgotten quite. 
Here is he painted praying 'midst his flock 
That gaze upon him in mute reverence, 
While light Divine streams down upon his face. 
This homely picture to the girl was dear. 
Nor was it less delight to kneel in prayer 
Where, on the altar decked about with flower, 
An Ai, stands of Saint-Elizabeth, 
Her bosom filled with roses changed from loaves, 
To teach the worshippers that little acts 
Of loving-kindness, done in Christ's dear Name, 
Are roses strewn about the ways of life. 
Ended their prayer, mother and child returned, 
Or by the brook and glade, or higher up 
Among the beeches, or, if time snow, 
By longer paths through pasture or through woods. 
Thus sped the summers by until the lAt 
Had ended. On a sunny autumn day 
For the last time they walked beside the stream, 
Came to the cross, prayed in the village church. 
Therein, as on the way, they lingered long. 
Perchance some dins suspicion touched their hearts, 
That ne'er again should they behold these scenes 
So dear. As they returned, the setting sun 
Purpled the hills, seen dimly through the sterns 
Of pillared beeches, rising rank on rank, 
Far up the slope, gold-roofed from golden floor. 
Nei" day the three left Baden and their friend 
With promise to return the following year, 

s,ut. 
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And went once more back to their English home. 
. . . . . . . . . . 
Next summer came, and in the forest-glades 
Of Baden blossomed once again the flowers: 
The beeches wore new garbof tenderest green 
The birds sang out their souls in joyous trill 
Among the foliage: burden to their songs, 
The hum of bees about the clover blooms, 
Where brightest la., the sunbeams on the grass. 
But not again the mother and the girl 
Walked by As brook or up the mountainside. 
The farmer saw them not beside the cross, 
Among his orchards, as in former years 
The girl far hence beside the banks of Thames, 
Under he shadow of a grey church-tower, 
Beneath an alder, in her grave was laid. 
The mother all too desolate for tears 
Sat in a stony silence, grief benumbed, 
Save fora passing AAA half sigh, half prayer. 
Before her, life lay black as starless night 
Within her heart the hollow of the tomb. 
At last some thoughts of comfort came to her, 
That Mary now, or soon at least, were blest 
Among the Angels, happy with her Lord, 
And by a. heavenly Mother dearly loved, 
Who early thus had called her to Herself. 
There would she speed the time with powerful pre er 
Of innocence, till they should meet above, 
Neer to be parted for eternity. 

Three years passed by. Once more to Baden come 
The father and the mother, though but loath, 
Pressed by the invitations of my host. 
But in the house the wife all day would keep, 
Nor would she ergoev  amongst the woods. 
"1 cannot go," she mid, " for I should see 
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The glade we loved, the bench we rested on, 
With the Air vim on which so oft we looked: 
Should hear the tinkling music of the stream, 
More dreadful to my ear than shrieks of pain, 
Should pass the cross-0 urge A nod "she cded. 
"The forest, on  so fair, were now a rack; 
And every rock or tree a tortur, 
To wrench my anguished soul with cruel pangs 
Of memory. I will not, COSMOt g0.. 
. . . . . . . . 
Hard by the e A of the town there stands 

ntranA little chapel nigh a crucifix 
A peaceful shrine, and little visited, 
Save when some passerby comes in to pray. 
To Mary is the chapel dedicate, 
Mother of Grace, but grace obtained through grief, 
As chews an image on the altar At, 
The Ale adornment of that simple shrine 
'Tis Mary At, the Saviour's body bowed, 
Sum, emblem, comfort of all human woe. 
Full oft at early mom or eventide 
The market-women on their homeward way, 
Or peasants back returning from tile[
Who eMered for an AVE, as they passed, 
Would see a lady kneeling there in prayer—
Her eyes were fixed upon the Pieta 
Team on her cheek, bur in her heart was peace. 

Never again to Baden will she come: 
But to my host's three children year by year 
At Christmas-time she sends such little gilts 
As children love, or toys, or childish books, 
Chosen with how much pain we well may guess—
Mindful perchance of Saint Elizabeth, 
And that her Mary now with her hash jo, 
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Two small pamphlets on the BaconsShakespeam 

question, exhibited in a Mop window at Oxford, commend 
themselves to the public by having the name of a Jmuit 
Father on the titlespage—the Rev. George O'Neill, KA. 
They proved M be, as one expected, well written and 
well informed, judicial rather than controversial in manner, 
and, as I think, logical and sane, even where not 
altogether convincing. Father O'Neill does not openly 
set out to prove the Baconian authorship of the plays and 
poem. But as, in the first pamphlet, published in x9o9, 
the writer aims to convince his readers that Bacon could 
have written what we call Shakespeare, and, in the secmd, 
a Lecture delivered before the Royal Dublin Society in rrer, 
he entertains his hearers with a forbidding enumeration of 
the difficulties that beset the old Shakespeare tradition, we 
may take it that, whether he himself is prepared to commit 
himself to the Bacon hypothesis or not, he is very anxiore 
to recommend it to others. His ttitude, be it admtted, 
is rather that of a judge stating as case than of a barrister 
advocating a cause. But to bring forward evidence, firet, 
that Bacon could write the plays and may therefore have 
done so, and secondly that Shakespeare couldn't and didn't, 
at the same time neither presenting nor accepting anyone 
elm as a possible competitor, is practically 'to demand a 
verdict in Lord Bacon's favour. 

Almady, in a former article, I have made confession of 
my regretful conviction that the ancient Shakespeare 
radition though still so stoutly defended by Dr. Sidi, 

Lee and others is rapidly losing favour and, is indeed 
so far discredited that to handle it rudely can no longer 
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be reckoned an unpardonable offence. With increase df 
age it has grown less venerable, less respectable and Ass 
mtisfying long and patient research has brought to light 
certain new and disturbing facts which have nemmitated a 
thorough reconsideration of the value and significance of 
the old ones Individual sceptics there always have been 
and mret he; no wreh is so evident that it can emape denial, 
nor is any faith so convincing a o be secure from heresy. 
The old Stratford tradition has been challenged at intervals 
all along through the centuries since Shakespeare s death, 
but now the unbelievers are become a Wong, numerous and 
resolute faction with men of distinction and able scholars 
at the head of it. Some years back, Dr. Sidney Lee mote 
a life of Shakespeare, in the 1Jictionary of National Bio-
graphy, from the point of view that there was no such thing 
as a emblem concerning the authorship of the plays; for 
doing so he was universally commended and declared to 
be deserving of then ation's gratitude. Recntly, the editors 
of the Cambridge edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica 
have found themselves compelled to devote a separate article 
to It discussion. The Stratford shrine is not td of
but many those who ten years ago bowed before it and 
said with Ben Imam, "I love the man and do honour 
to his memory on this side idolatry as much as any," now 
turn away their faces; others less timid bend their knees 
elsewhere. Nevertheless , though L ltave been fora long 
while disenchanted with the personality of Wm. Shake-
speare of the New Place, Stratford, and for a few years 
have been first suspicious and then altogether sceptical of 
his identity with the writer of "Shakespeare," I feel it 
difficult to read even so temperate and reasoned a state-

of the case against him . Fr. O'Neill's without the 
disposition to quarrel with W. Some reverence towards the 
old idol lingers with me still, and there is heat enough in the 
smouldering ashes of the one-time bigoted and partisan 
spirit for even a breath of exaggeration or a gesture of 
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intolerance to set it aglow. Affection is not extinguished 
by the knowledge Mat .t has been wasted a wrong 
and u orthy object. But, indeed so ma, harsh things 
art beinwng written to-day about the Stratford idol, by his 
so-called friends as well as his foe, that it has become 
almost a duty to challenge ay harsh word or unamfable 

Be 
that may damage then remainder of his reputation. 

Being, therefore, in the noted to quarrel, let me begin with 
an attack upon myself. 

On page cso of the last volume of the Journal, I wrote the 
words: "Side by side in theregister of marriage My licence) of 
Wm. Shakespeare and Anne Hathaway, on the s8th of Nov-
ember, 138r, there is the entry of the marriage of another 
Wm. Shakespeare with one, Anne Whateley, on the mth of 
November, mss, both from the neighbourhood of Stratford-
n-Avon." This is a very inaccurate statement. Clearly I 

ham mis-read or mirimerpreted or mis-remembered a 
too brief statement of the weil-known facts. Neither entry 
is in a register of marriage. all. The tue story is this. A 
few years ago there was found in Bishop Whit,. Register 
of Licences, preserved in Me Diocesan Registry, Worcester, 
an entry on Me mth of November, 158s "Item eodem die 

emanavit licencia inter Wm. Shaxpere et Annam 
Whateley de Temple Grafton." But, as long ago as 1836, 

bond, dated 38th of November, t585, had been discovered 
in the same Registry, telling- that "the right Reverend 
Father in God Lord John (Whitgif I) bushop of Worcester 
and his office." licensed" William Shagspere one th' one 
par tie and Anne Hathwey of Stratford in the Dioces of 
Worcester marden" to be married together " with once 
asking of Me bonus of matrimony." We are told, 
therefore, as the reader will perceive, of the grant of two 
licences on succeeding days of the same month of the same 
yea, in one of which the parties to the marriage contract 
are Wm. Sharpen and Anne Whateley of Temple Grafton, 
and in the other, Wm. Shagspere and Anne Hathwey ; but 
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we are not told of any marriage or marriages which resulted 
from the grant of these The registers of all the 

licences.likely and most of the unlikely churches of the neighbour-
hood have been uarched in vain for either one or the other 
merringe uccry. Notice —it it important - Mat the records 
of the licences are not "side by side" in any register or 
document. If they had been, we should have only two 
theorim to consider : either (r) there were two separate 
couples, two William Shakespeares contracted severally to 
Anne Whateley and Anne Hathaway or Is) two distinct 
contracts in which a certain William Shakespeare got leave 
to marry in a hurry first one young lady (Anne Whateley) 
on November mth, and then, the day following, November 
sath, got leave to mar, another young lady (Anne 
Hathaway) equally in a hurry— st condition of affairs which 
suggest, not that Wm. S.was a young man who could change 
his mind in record time, but that the artangeacent with 
Miss Whateley of Temple Grafton was a runaway affai, 
and would have come off, but that Anne Hathaway's Mends 
caught up the absconding party on the post, and lotted him 
unwillingly to do the lady justice. (This is the most 

only accepted conjecture, and is supported by the 
disparity of age between the parties, Wm. Shakespeare 
being eighteen .d Anne Hathaway is  ntyui,) But, as 
it is, with licence and bond separate and dissimilar 
documents, the way is opened to other conjectures. By 
custom, if not in strict law, it was required for each 
licence that a bond should be executed which would 
save the grantors (the bishop and his officers) from any 
trouble and expense should lawsuits and feuds afterwards 
arise from it. In the case of Wm. Shakespeare and Anne 
Whateley we have record that a licence was granted and 
no evidence of the execution of the bond; in the case of 
Wm. Shakespeare and Anne Hathaway, we have she bond 
signed and delivered, but n cord of a licence in the 
Register.• May not, therefore, the licence of November a7th 
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and the bond of November.. refer to these,. transaction, 
the one being the proper and customary complement of the 
other Many legal and other author incline to this 
view, in spite of the fact that the bond, to be of force, 

[plotr the differences in dates and names by the usual 
ingenroussuppositions. Mistal«a of figures, they say, count 
for nothing ; such thing. are as plentiful as blackberries; 
to transpose the two parts of one transaction or write 
down a wreng date is . easy as lying; besides we do find 
instances of bonds executed af te helicence hasbeen granted 
and the parties am happily or unhappily married—just as we 
find the doe ra of cages carefully f.mned after the birds are 
flown. Then, where one irregularity (Al date) is detected we 
may almost count on finding a second irregularity (Whateley 
for Hathaway), and thenan who bee made two such 
blunders must be admitted to be capable of perpetrating 
the third blunder (writing 'Temple Grafton instead of 
Stratford-on-Avon). Or, they say, a badly-written 
" Hathwey" might chance to look to a hasty transcriber 
like "Whateley"; each word has "hat " in it towards 
the beginning and "ey " at the end ; so also, ° Temple 
Grafton" and "Stratford-on-Avon" both finish up with "on." 
Or, again, the carelere scribe may have been thinking of a 
young person called Whateley when he ought to have been 
thinking only of Miss Hathaway and his pen followed auto-
matically the current of his mind ; in the same way he may 
haves,[ down "Temple Grafton" through hearing mention 
of the church r.v.m that or any other iage might, could, 
would or should take place. Or—thimarrs is seriously proposed 
and defended as a probable explanation Anne Whateley of 
Temple Grafton may have been an alias or pet name of 
Anne Hathaway of Stratford-on-Avon, and Shakespeare, 
wanting to take a bond of (ate and make areuran. of.his 
marriage doubly sure, took out a licen. under both,
—if, indeed, he did not actually marry hie wife separately 
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under each appellation. Accepting this Iasi t supposition as 
a possible .lution of Me mystery, and Supposing (with 
many of the soundest commentators) that previous to the 
licences there had been a pre-contract—which, though 
valid, needed yet to be afterwards mew fully legalized by a 
public ceremony—we should have to believe that William 
Shakespeare, aged r8, and Anne Whateley-Hathaway of 
Temple-Stratford-cum-Grafton-on-Avon were tied togethet 
by a triple knot and thrice blereed : once without licence 
and twice with " brasher," Whitgif re.tion. One who 
has a taste for the modern style of Shakekpeareaa higher 
criticism should be able to find, sprinkled throughout the 
playa, cryptic allusions to this triple affair in plenty, enough 
to convince any man who particularly wants to believe in 

e.g." the threexcrowned queen "; " they thrice presented 
him a kingly crown '' ; "art« blessed" and thrice the con-
vene "three times the brindled cat bath mewed"; Master 
Slender's description of his fencing bout, " there venet's for a 
dish of stewed prunes"; and all the other threes and thrice 
and triplets to be found in the concordance. 

Perhaps Dr. Sidney Lee's refusal to accept as probable 
the double error of Anne Whateley of Temple Grafton At 
Anne Hathaway of Stratford-on-Avon will encentra.ge our 
readers to reject these last conjectures in the lump; and 
the expression of his conviction that the licence registered 
on November 0th waa granted to one William Shakespeare 
who married Anne Whateley, whilst the licence protected by 
the bond of November ;8th was granted to another William 
Shakmpeare who married Anne Hathaway, will help them 
to make up their minds in the way mine has already been 
made up. And hence the cer ecbrre presented in my former 
article, founded on the supposition of to« Williams and 
trvo weddings, may be left undisturbed. 

Allusion has been made to a possible lumoontrest 
between William Shakespeare and Anne Hathaway. Such 
a pre-cOntract would have been a valid marriage in law, 
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not needing to be remade or mended, but merely confirmed 
and publicly substantiated, by the licence and subsequent 
church ceremony; and it would, as I think, have been more 
generally adopted as the best, most probable and, certainly, 
most generous explanation of the child born aix months 
after the,ssue of the licence, if it had not lent itself to the 
suspicion that the Shakeapeares must have been Catholic, 
Nothing, indeed, that deserves to be called proof, has been 
adduced in its favour. But it has the merit of fitting in 
admirably with the established face. John Shakespeare 
and his household held a Armrest place among the Strat-
ford families in public estimation. Before his bankruptcy, 
he had filled i ach of the notable municipal 
offices, ending his public career as High Bailiff and Head 
Alderman of Stratford—the former the equivalent of Mayor. 
Even after his headlong fall into poverty we find him 
entrusted by the Corporation with public business of 
importanm. Moreover, when, in the next mntury, the 
English literary world began A be mrious about 
Shakespeare's history,and Aubrey, D'Avenant, Betterton and 
others buffed themselves in mllecting what fragments of 
traditions lay on the surface about the country-side, among 
such dregs of ill-natured gossip as they got together—" the 
evil that men do lives after them; the good is oft interred 
with their bones"—we do not find anything that casts 
reflection on the marriage,—no innuendo, no faintmt hint 
that all was not as respectable and proper as it should have 
been. Had there been a mandal, some trace of it would 
surely have been unearthed ; such things are long-lived, and 
even when dead their remains are almost indestructible, 
especially it embedded (as Shakespeare's would have been) 
in the pious memory of a Puritan generation. Hencethere 19 

room for the inference of a legal prereontract--if it cm be 
shownahat.ch informal marriages were in vogue at the time. 
Two such pre-contracts—not differing greatly from our 
Scotch marriages—are cited by J. W. Gray as having been 
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brought before the Con tors Court at Worcreter (in 1584-5 
and in 1580), in each of which a definitive sentence was pro-
nounced in favour of its legality. In another similar London 
case, before the Court of Audien after sentence had bee 

tie
n

given that the par s were lawfulce  hnshand and wife, the 
husband, John Kidder, petitioned (November 13th, a598) for 
a licence to repeat the ceremony in a church. The pre-
contract vv., therefore, not unknown at the dam of Shake. 
apeare's limnce in November 15S, Whether such marriages 
were a common practice we do not know. lime brought 
before As Courts are not many. But it is evident from the 
cases reported that even the lower classes were aware of their 
legality, and there will have been other unreported cases 
which were not thought to need justification ; concerning 
which Mere was no reasonable doubt, or no possibility of 
denish• and, therefore, no likelihood of teerementary 
touble. 

Shakespeare (thewriter of the plays) was well aware 
of the nature and legal value of the pre-contract, better 
than are (or were) the legal rum inariee of our modern dam. 
The marriage of Bertram and Helena. All's Well that Ends 
Well (Act-II, Sc. 3) is a description of soda a contract. We 
find Claudio in Measure for Mew  (Act I, Sc. 5) saying: 
"Upon  she is fast mywife, save that 
we do the denunciaticontract on lack of outward order:' It is Due 
that in these instances the dramatist is describing events 
supposed to have been enacted in

w 
a foreign country and in 

older times. But Shakespeare's la is that of the English 
courts of his own day. He knew no other. Repeating, 
therefore, that in all that has been said there is no proof of 
a pro-contract in the Shakespeare-Hathaway case, I venture 
to claim that the conjecture is as likely to be the true 
explanation of the known laces of the marriage as the more 
generally accepted conjecture—also a mere guess at the 
truth—that there had been misconduct, and that Shake-
speare was called upon by the Hathaway family Is make 
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amends for it by marriage. Hence Fe O'Neill, in my opinion, 
is hasty in oorting that he " married unwillingly, at the 
age of eighteen, a girl seven years his senior." Let us think 
as charitably of the parties as vve co. 

If. incleed, it were proved that the Shakespeare., 
father and son, were Catholics, then the pre-contract 
not only may be postulated as a theory, but should be 
asserted as a sure, though unroorded, fact. It was 
Men as much againM the law to which every Catholic 
gives his primal obedience that he should not be married 
in a Protestant church by Protestant clergymen, as it 
is nom With Catholics the usual course is for the 
true marriage to be pre-contracted according to their 
oven rite and then that the marriage shall be legalised 
by a form or ceremony recognized by the State. Mr. 
Gray tells of a licence issued, in Shakespeare's time, from 
the Diocesan Registry at Worcester (1371), to members of 
two well-known Catholic fa lies, Francis Throckmorton 
and AnneSutton (alias Dudley). No one will doubt that in 
thiscao there had been a proontract blessed by a Catholic 
print. Unfortunately, though we may have a logical right 
to Assoc, in the ca. of a known Catholic, that there 
had been a pre-contract according to the Catholic custom 
before the legal performance, we may not logically assume 
that the likelihood of a pre-contract is presumptive evidence 
that the parties were Catholics. Yet Fr. Sebastian Bowden 
was justified in adducing the iromstances of Shako 
s,are's marriage as favouring his, theory that Shakespeare 
cos a Catholic. They fit in with it as though they belong 
to it, or to though they were fashioned by it—as a medal fits 
into its mould, 

So, also, does the discovery of John Shalceapeare's name 
(William'elathe0 ina list of recusamspre vedat Warwick 
Caetle (found alsoin a list returned by Sir Thomas Lucy to 
the Privy Council towards the end of the year ism), and the 
same John Shakespeare's concurrent bankrupt, or, more 
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correctly, reduction to a state of complete penury. The 
Stratford Records picture him to us as a prosperous trades-
man until the year sm. He became High Bailiff in 1568 
was Head Alderman in x551; bought two houses with 
gardens and orchards in rsy, and all is well with him for 
two more years (1577). Then began a rapid decline. We 
are old of an exemption in his ease .orts the payment of a 
tax towards " the furniture of three pikemen, ij !Oilmen and 
one archer"; we find mention that he is £5 in debt; at he 
is used the alderman's weekly alms for the poor ; Mat he 
began to be absent from the Council meetings (03/8). Then 
he failed to pay the general levy for the purchase of arms;, 
mortgaged a small estate for Lso ; conveyed his interest in 
two housesat Snitterfield to Robert Webbe; was absent Rom 
all the Council meetings (0579). In 1586, it is stated that 
he has no goods upon which distraint can be made and his 
place as alderman and member of the Council A filled up 
by another apparently he is forced to live for the oat of 
his it, on the earnings of his children. What brought 
about this sudden change from wealth to beggary? 
anything happen in toy] whith would affect his fortunes 1 
Yes; in that year John Whitgif t was installed as Bishop of 
Worcester, and of him we know that he was the strictest 
administrator of the lawn his day, and Mat, according to 
Strype, he was "busied about Me examination of such as 
vvere papist," Consecrated at Worcester in 0373-, Me Very 
year when John's caror of properity met with its first cheek, 
he remained they umil the year 0585, what time poor 
Shakespeare had nothing left he could call his own. The 
fine for non.attendance at the church services was Lot
month, the equivalem of about £160 at the present Jay. 
We cannot doubt that so great an extortion would ?midi, 
snip the rich burgess of an Si. possessions and leave hint 
deetitate. Does not this conjecture also fit in with Me 
known (ac as closely as a medal fits into its mould / 

The Rev T. Carter has claimed Mat these ono Ems 
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prove that Shakespeare was a Puritan; the Puritans 
suffered for their conformity under the same penal law 
as the Catholics. This might have been admitted but that,s
as Dr. Sidney Lee points out, " the circumPathe that he 
was the first bailiff to encourage actor" to obit Stratford 
is . conclusive pioof that his religow th not that of 
the contemporary Puritan, whose hostility to all forms of 
dramatic represethatioro was one of his most persistent 
characteristics." R has also been objected that in the 
return A the Warwickshire recusants Shakespeare's place 
is found among the nine of whom it is remarked "Wee 
suspect these nyne Pecs onns next ensuinge absent themselves 
for fears A processes" (of debt). John Shakespeare, as we 
have teas grievothre in de. at that Bine (1555), and 
liable to seen, arreP for it doubtless he pleaded this disability 
th an excuse for his remsancy. But what was it thrust him, 
when at the height of his fortunes, headlong into a state of 
insolvency and held him Bed down there? 

It 
Ass,

 perhaps, crossed the reader's mind, as it did mine, 
that Mr. John Shakespeare—he is dignified with the gentle 
prefix in the recusam list, whilst most of his compeers are 
plain Rychard, Tho. and y.—may not have been the 
illiterate rustic Fr. O'Neill assumes him to have been. 
Our ideas A the Strabord burgess are prejudiced from 
familiarity with the caricatures of him in Shakespeare's 
plays. It would be unwise, however, for us to take Mr, 
Justice Shallow and Master Slender, or write-me-down-
an-ass Dogberry, as current types of the country personage 
and village official; the dramatist has exercised the satirist's 
privilege of humorous exaggeration. Anyway, Mr. John 
Shakespeare was elected by his fellows to offices which 
called for intelligence and business capacity. Moreover 
these offices are A the kind which usually demand a know-
ledge of figures, some skill in keeping books, and, 
peraps, an elementary acquaintanm with rural law and 
custom. After serving as constable in 1518, he was 
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appointed " affeeror, or as  of penalties not tht 
drawn by statute." When acting as Chamberlain, in 
.565, he was responsible for the amounts, and the heading 
of those of ryy6 runs thus "The Accompt of William 
Tythr and William Smythe, chamburlens, made by John 
Shakspeyr,"—a suggestion, to say the least, that the 
account had been drawn up by him and written with his 
own hand. In 1568, he presided over the Council meeting 
and the Court of Record. After his bankruptcy, the 
Corporation, in :sob employed him to assist in valuing 
the goods of 'Henry Feelde lot of Stratford-uppon-Avon," 
and in 16th, the Records tell us, he " assisted in preparing 
the case for Counsel in an action brought against the Cor-
poration A Stratford-upon-Avon respecting the Toll-corn." 
It was apparently his usual practice to sign his name with 
a cross. This certainly indicates a want of skill in pen -
ship. But it is no evidence that he could not read, nmano, 
indeed, that he was unable to write his name. Even in 
these days of compulsory attendance at school and cheap 
writing materials, there are men as OUY experience teaches 
us, who read newspapers and booth with profit and 
pleasure, pt profess themselves unable to write. They 
were, perhaps, awkward with their pen and pencil at 
school; upon leaving they ceased to make use of them 
then, mmpletely out of practice conscious of their clumsi-
ness and shy to display it before others, they choose to 
profess ignorance of the art and refuse to put pen to paper. 
Soa man with a defective ear for music or defective training 
will excuse hirrithlf from attempting a song, and declare 

is (s not exactly true) that he has voice and cannot 
ll "God save the King" from "Pop goes the Weasel.,

We are, I beteve warranted in asserting that a dissociation 
of thews of reading and writing was very frequent in the 
old days when cheap station', was unknown and it was 
as easy to send a message by word of mouth as to write it 
dawn in letter and have it carried to its destination by 
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hand. No loss of self-respect followed upon making one, 
mark instwd of laboriously scrawling a signature: it was 
then a co n practice—the prevailing fashion. When 
witnemed, thenCMS, was as good in law and as secure from 
forgery as the element of signatures. I am confident that 
many who made ust of it were in no sense illiterate, Also, 
speaking by the book, I am confident that we do the rural 
folk of olden limes an inj.tice when we disparage their 
intelli,nce, and think of them as dull-witted, bovine and 
unt,ght, because they did not have our boasted advamages 
— the multitudinous schookb.ks, free libraries, halipen, 
newspapers, and itten, classics that we think, make life 
worth living. Fr. O'Neill ventures the statement that " of 
the nineteen aldermen of Stratford, this  including 
William's father could neither read nor write. It is well to 
bear Its untaught eiWe dignitaries in mind when anyone 
tells us wonderful things about the range and depth of the 
studies pursued at Stratford School." Without telling any 
wonderful tales about the range and depth of the studies 
pursued at Stratford School, it is permissible to question the 
validity of W pro e evidence which is supposed to pve thirteen 
Pet of the nineteen aldermen unable to read or write. He 
then goes . to my: ° Whatever were the merits of the 
grammar school, as regards William, having received even 
an hour, instruction there, they isa total and notable lack of 
evidence." The "total" lack of evidenw I admit freely; 
the "ootable "one I cleay. The lack of evidenw could only 
becotne notable by being exceptional in the individual case. 
There is the Shine total lack of evidenw about all and each 
of the other Stratford boys. The truth is, we know prac-
tically nothing about the attendance at the school at all. 
William is as likely to have gone them as anybody else, 
more likely than most because of his father's position. He 

continues: "Books at home wonid have been quite out of 

the question in the house of the illiterate and bankrupt 
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parents "—clearly a take;mis  John ShakesPeaw 
ens bankrupt till al ter xiig when William was fifteen and 

could have had several years of schooling; whether John 
was illiterate or not we do not really Snow. Fr. O'Neill 
then say. °The first English Grammar wan not mitt:shed 
till Shakespeare was long past boyhood " tan admission 
that in this hewas as well off, or as badly off, at Stratford 
as he would have been elsewhere), then: "He must hatte 
grown up unacquainted with a, language (if we exclude 
the possibility of some Latin at the school) other. than 
the rustic provincial English spoken around Stratford itself." 
In every sentence of this detailed depreciation of William 
son of John's bringing up, there is a tone of exaggeration 
—a strained pitch of voice which. to my ear, rings untrue. 
The English spoken by the aldermen of a provincial town 
like Stratford was, in all probability, More closely akin to 
that of the Court, both in pronunciation and in the use of 
word and phrame, than is the speech of a present d, north. 
country towntcouncillor to thatof an Oxford dun. It is 
telling no wonderful tale of Stratford School to my that it 
w. not of the fabled horn-hook and hirchwod variety, but 
an average specimen of the Elizabethan secondary school. 
When Witham was of school age (in !mo) the waster was 
Walter Roche, an ex .1ellow of Corpus Christ, College 
Oxford, and his successor Simon Hunt, as the Bishop of 
Worcester's licence testifies, was a Bachelor of Arts, 
Thomas Hunt, another Stratford schoolmaster nl Shake-
speare's day, was promoted to a curacy at Luddingion. 
Such men should haw known something of their business 
and have been able to ach mason:ally well—wete even 
likely to give their pupilste some instruction in reading and 
writing and speaking the native tongue as .ells
Latin." At a, rate, whether Wilmot went to school or 
not, he somehow learned to read his own lang.'s,: with 
understanding and to speak it with distinction else he 
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never would have ,net with success, or even made a live-
lihood, as an actor. If we accept Fr. O'Neill's dictum that 

"he must have grown up unacquainted wish a, languaroage 
other than the rustic provincial English spoken and 
Stratford itself," this rustic provincial stuff served him well 
before critical London audiences and the Roust as 

Windsor. But I do not see what good can come of wonder 
ful tales either of his schooling or his non schooling. I hold 

no brief for this William, son of Alderman John Shakespeare. 
He was certainly literate enough to con his lines and spout 

theme ffectively before cultured audiences. He was even 

able to set his name to a deed —if we may accept the legal 

evidence of his signtures. But, as I wrote in the former 
article, these scant examples of his penmanship are .ch 

clumsy, painful efforts, so clearly, as I think, the work of 

an unpractsed band, that I am inclined to class him among 

those who ' could read with ease but could hardly write at 
an—not well enugh, certainly, to be thought the facile, 
rapid, prolific composer of the Shakespeare poems and plays. 

There b very much hope! have  like to say, but it is nine 
Odraw to a close. I hope! have not written unkindly of Fr. 
O'Neill's little pamphet. My disposition, at the present 
time, is to quarrel 

.6th 
everything anybody writes aboe 

Shakespeee facts and theories. In my former article I 
wrote "We luve the book we call Shakespeare. What 
else matters?" I cannot say that now. Everything 
matters. Meddle once with the Bacon hypothesis (or any 
other) and sobriety of judgment a, wise indiffeience are 
lost virtues. An imperfect intonation or an overstrained 
emphasis in a boob or pamphlet treating of the problem 
jars the 

new
and makes one inclined to mutter a som

thing soothing to oneself, or to shoe a contradiction for 
everybody to hear and take note of. I have not yet, I 
think, reached the state when the comfortable content of 
the public with the ancestral tradition is felt as a personal 
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my loss of respect towards our national idol, William of the Ness Place, 

li strattoretter 
d, son 

than 
of John Shakespeare, 

aldermanozzle-hunting,

n, I am becomee, b one of the wickd—the 
cryptogramaniacal disciples of Lorde Bacon. 



ZOt pofor pito:4ton in east giuseia 
Lam summer considerable interest was aroused by the 

Motor Mission which the Catholic Missionary Society 

under oak in the Eastern Counties. Like all new ventures 

it evoked mu. criticism, on the whole favourable, but 
partly adverse. Now that six monMs have elapsed it may 
be of in  to undertake an estimate of the enterprirs. 

The idea erred to Dr. Vaughan that something aimilar 

to the Train-Chapel of America could be attempted in 
England. In America, where the distances are so great, 

train is equipped as a chapel, and taken into the remote 

parts of the country, where there is no residentpriest nor 

per  church. The English equivalent of the Train. 

Chapel errs a Motor-Chapel, seeing the distances are con-

siderably less. It is a complete little chapel placed bodily 

on a motor-charsis. The interior is painted white, and is 

adorned with a beautiful altar. The reredos of the altar 

is made up of pictures of Our Lady, St. Gregory, and 

St. Augustine. It is thoroughly compact, and every part 

is utilized. Beneath the altar table are drawers for 
vestments; the predella can be rased, and there is room for 

two camp-beds ; each part of the floor n be taken up, 

and beneath is a considerable space for licaterature. As the 

doors of the Chapel ate 'unfolded there are exhibited to 
one's view an exquisite tapestry of Our Lady and a hand-
some cross from Ober-Arnmergau. There are four prie-

diens inside, which can be used equally well as kneelers or 

chairs. Twelve people can b. accommodated inside; and 

the speed of the car ranges from fifteen to twenty miles an 

hour. 
The method of procedure in the actual campaign was as 
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follows. A number of small townships of a few thousand 
inhahitams were choun where there was no permanent 
Carbolic ehnrch nor resident priest. The most com-
modious hall M each place was hired for a week t and 
large posters with the head-line: "Know Popery," were 
placed in NI parts of the towns proclanning the coming 
of the MotopChapel, tvith the nae of the lecturer and 
the subjects to be treated of. All  invited to place 
mestions on points of Catholic doctrine or practice in a 
question-box at the end of the hall, to be answered the 
night following their insertion. 

The advent of the MotosChapel at once aroused public 
interest, and captured the attention of the town. The 
Chapel was usually housed the yard 11 the hotel where 
the Missionaries were accommodated. 

The Kensitites and Protesta. Alliance tried to divert 
attention, and to hamper the proceedings. They only 
served as a cheap advertisement; the only audiences they 
attracted were composed of no  youths; and their methods 
were in such glaring contrast to thou of the Missionaries 
u to evoke univereal comment. 

Audiermes varying from one hundred to six hundred 
gathered each night to listen to the answers given to the 
questions, and to the lecture given by some prominent 
preacher. On the platform were gathered a number of 
priests and laymen, each of whom took a turn in answering 
questions. 

The people came at first out of curiosity ; then their 
mterest was roused, and as the days went by they grew 

thuse
As the priests and lay visitors went round from house to 

house they were received with almost unfailing kindness
flowers were sent by non-Catholics to adom the altar, and 
many regrets were expressed when the day of departure 
came. 

Each rnorMng a picturesque scene presented itself in the 
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courtyard of the hotel. At break of day a number of 
Masses were celebrated in the Chapel. Around the Chapel 
kneeling on the ground were gathered a little body of 
worshippers. Some were there, who had not seen a priest 
or heard Mass for long years, and whose emotion was
visible m once more they heard the tiny Sanctus bell sound 
as the Holy Sonrifiim proceeded, bringing back memories 
of their early days. 

But it is little use to air up a few days' femour, and to 
awaken doubts and misgiving. in the minds of many, if the 
whole thing is to be but a ine days' wonder. Church 
extension is an absolute necessinty, if per  good is to 
be done. 

This necessity W23 recognised from the beginning by the 
Bishops of As dioceses, the Catholic Missionaries and the 
neighbouring priests . Accordingly an effort was made by 
all concerned ; and the readers of the monthly Mission, 
Gamete are aware of Me generosity that has been shown 
to meet this need. 

kVhat are the net results? Permanent priests and chapels 
have been provided in Swafila.m, Royston and March; 
Wymondhain and East Dereham are provided with 
temporary chapels and visiting priests; Haverhill alone 

is the coming of a priest, where financial support has 
already been guaranteed. Thus the sanctuary lamp has 
been relit in five new places; and the numberless necessities, 
which the opening of a new chapel entails, have been more 
or less provided. A struggle lies before them all; but on 
en,uraging start has been made. 

To test these results a visit was paid by the present 
writer to Swaffham a few weeks ago, and proved a delight-
ful experience. One H at once struck by the respect and 
reverence shown to a priest by the passers by. The 
children have caught hold of some of the Catholic hymns; 
and the familiar strains of " Faith of our Fathers'. some-
times meet the ear as one goes about the town. Nearly 
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two hundred people gathered for the Sunday evening service. 
It is no idle ,riosity that brings them now. They ha, 
been corning Sunday after Sunday for six months. They 
sing the hymns with the ring °I heartfelt devotion: IheY 
listen to the sermon with close attention; and their revere 
enc at Benediction is very remarkable. They a 

i 
re nem' 

havng another week's mission, and no doubt many will
be gathered into the Church. 

This's not an isolated example. At Royston a beauti-
ful little chapel has been opened ...commodore some 
sMty or seventy people; but the accommodation is already 
much too small, and many have to be reluctantly turned 
away, who are desirous of admittance. 

Thus the Motor Missions have exmeded the most sanguine 
of expectations. They have mrved to shake up drowsy 
townships from the lethargy of absolute indifference to 
Catholicism, and to rivet their attention on its compelling 
clai They have given a send-off to new outposts of the 
Faith,ms.  which all would have despaired of as forlorn hopes. 

This experience of the past is the best encouragement -for 
the future. Vast untrodden ways still is before the Moto. 
Chapel ; and it is confidently aMicipated that each summer 
will see new incursions imo the small townships and 
villages, where stilt no Catholic church exi ts. 

It is premature to forecast the programme of the coming 
summer, but already the wound is he/agree...used,. 
an extensive and successful to  is anticipated. 

Church -extension, a necessary adjunct to these mimions, 
Ass been carried out so successfully in America and Canada 
that there seems to be no reason that it should not be carried 
ut in England ona proportionate male to the extent of 

othe gnound to be covered, and the resources at our disposal. 
But, as this topic will be discussed in length in the coming 
Norwich Congress, by the leaders of the movetnem in 
America ,d Canada, it is too soon to say more about it 
now. 
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This experiment has shown us all that it is high time 

vve came out ino the open, and told our non-Catholic 

coontrymen vvho we are and what we believe. Counsels 

less bold are only coumels of pessimism and despair. 

There are number lees difficulties, b. Mese are only them 

to be overcome; there are objections, but these are 

swallowed , in the net results. we wait till all the 

pessimists have had their say, and all the objections bmshed 

aside, we will never begin. 

In the meantime other inadequate forms of Christianity 

are loosing hold on their adherents, and people are drifting 

further and further away !miss us. To preach non-Catholic 

missions in the Note... parts of Germany would be a 

mockery and a sham, because there is no foundation of 

Christianity but whilst the sacred names of God and 

Christ are still a power ha the land we have a golden 

opportunity to win non-Catholics to the faith. It is either 

now or never and a huge obligation is devolved upon us 

all not only to keep the faith and profess it, but also to 

spread it amongst those outside the gate." 
losuen H. Hawn.. 

Viituar 
B. JOHN HALL, O.S.B. R.I.P. 

th, Loth of April, in Easter week the oNest member of 
St. Lawrence's, EL John Hall, Peace ully surrendered In soul  into 
the hands of his Maker. For several years be had bee. waiting for 
death, neither longing for it nor fearing it, wishful to go on living as 
long as God should will it, but conscious of its nmr app.. 
and ready to meet it cheerfully when the summons mere to him. 
During the past five or six years he had suffeted m dines intense 
pain, hut in the intervals between the paroxysms, he was so much 
his old quiet unobtrusive self that one was tempted to think him on 
the emu to complete recovery. hs he never believed possible, 
uur, perhaps, did he wish for It would be an exaggeration 
to say he rejoiced in his sugerings—there were moments when the 
puiri seemed to him more than he could bear—but he never prayed 
nor hoped to be relieved of them. Indeed, he grew to the co. 
fiction that God wen lengthening his life mercifully to shorten his 
Porgntory, and that it would be no use to him to go on living if he 
mere freed from pain. 

He was eighty.four years of age when he died. He was horn, 
therefore, the year Oa, and took the habit of a lay-brother in 
the yaw .3,a. .1 be w. only prormed as an Oblate, making his 
vows from year to year. Outing this long life in Rergion he had 
Nen that hest and m useful member of a monastic home, the 
monk who has no ambitiost on except to dons he is hid. He took non 
duty md laid it do,w, again with equal serenity at a word from his 
superior, and was just as happy and contented doi ng menial work 
as when he was managing the farm or had charge of the stables. 
What he undertook he did with conscientious care and with it
intelligence. He loved Ampler°. and had no interests outside its 
walls. At no time did Ile seem to have need or desire for a holiday 
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or change. Once, when he was young, his mother, a servant in the 
Royal ousehold, se. for hirn—it was in iSys during the Great 
London Exhibition—and he stayed for a week with her in 
Buckingham Palace. The wonder of the sights he saw on that 
gmeit ocusion never faded Rom his memory. Only one amuse. 
merat had an attraction for him, and that was an occasional hour on 
oldhilkside with a gun after the rabbits which, if left in peace, 

w  have become a pest. This was the one brief, occasional dis. 
traction of his later years. For the rest his 11. was just an 
admirable observance of the monastic routine..—hours of earnest 

and 
mingled with hours of useful work sweetened and sustained 

and sanctified by a wonderful devotion to the Holy Sacrament of 

aloficao of Book 
Life Coeur. Br.  t.:. ,Iferabiaa, Tronshard 

3y afBeW&sine. 

Wa have become exacting today in e minim fro e 
author of a Sain's life. He must leave behind in the reader 
a portrait of the Saint as • whole and avoid Me risk, especially In 

s.int as Aloysios, of. our remembering only hie excessive 

S

i n He naust show us the sweetness of asceticism as it really 
xists, make us value the principle... the higher life, of which the 
s. t is a tangible illustration, show us the growth from that little. 

11.8 recognize in ourselves how difficulties hawe 
been overcome. He must make us love the Saint. The life id 
Sloysius, a worthy suhject, is, we think, here wotthily tr ted by the 
author, and he has been fortunate in his translator, the.nym
nun of the net 

publisher, 
Community, the translator of I, kleschler, 

Z.04 C.O. The publishem, too, have got up the book with 
their usual good taste. The volume contains two portraits. Tim 
work was first published in Germany for the ter.centenary of the 
Saint's death in Opt, and the translation has been nue. horn Me 
tenth edition, The life is founded on the old Italian lives end Me 
later process of canonization, and its value is enhanced by the use 
of Rase t's collection of St. Aloysius' letters, published in neap. 
author's aim was not, he tells us  write • scientific work but to 

young readers a practical and edifying hook. Ile has 
in giving the chief qualifications of hmh. The 

toms of Italian and Good life bring us into 
meantFeeSr of  surroundings, end Me Saint's own words, not 

infrequently inserted, into closer touch with himself.  st 
in the ohl traditionallives *NG Saints, is retained without aria.`M ., 
It is true that there are certain nits:miens of Aloysius' practices which 
if taken by themselves some readers may not appreciate,or certainly 
not wish to mitate, but if a biography is intended to give a nue 
porjrait it should contain them, entl we Mink they am given in a 
indict manner. kVe see the in  connection bemeen facility 

prayer and self-possession of thensenses obMined by corporal 
austeritis. The patron of youth, he attracts now as ihen by his 
piety, his purity, his industry in study and his zeal forsouls, shown 
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rmm childhood by his apostolate of spiritual conversation with , 
whom he met. As very few others he had within his power every. 
thing the world may offer. i. St. Eenedict, .inspexit et despexit 
inuodum he preferred the poverty, obedience and silence of the 
Jesuit noviciate. VVe cordially recommend the book. 

20 ...Wien, gi Catlaa. NON. B y " -wk./ Erskine Shear, 
London Longman, Green 2,, Co. 'Wee 316 net, 

This is a very well written and very thoughtful hook, with a short 
preface of the Cardinal Archbishop, by one who has had a long 
..a intimate .perience m aeahng witb the girls in some of ow huge 
convent schools. it we flue the solid[ rinciples which Catholic 
tmdition has handed down to us, prinples which, thong, tin. 
cnenging adapt themselves to Me varying vicissitudes of different 
generations and assimilme 

nuke 
best, discardMg whnt is evil, 

deepening what is Mallow, i  educational movements of .e 
day. 

Catholic 
subjects treated of are: religioo elementS 

of Catholic pfdosophy, realitim life, lessons and play, different 
brandies of stud, manners and the higher education of women, 
Eam is well irmfted. Minciples are dwelt upon rather than details. 
The work is full of happy ideas. We may instance we following 

Vigilance over children is re insult to their honour, it is rather 
the right of their wyalty, for theyare of the blood ,alof EhristianiM, 
mid deserve the guard of honour which for the sake of their roMid 
does nt low sight of them, 

Theo large-min., whole, and Gtholic view is taken—a contrast 
to the neded. and narrow educational outlook often made 
manifest roc r e in the official interference of the State—that view 
which lays great stress on the Paining of will wd character, on the 
value of effort, individual work and even the saving discipline of 
drudgery on the part of ldren, on the necessity of sincerity, on 
the pintof the ache, dine"vitality " or keenness of conviction 
which replaces the dogmatic mid Mamorial ton 

`dial
e 

andteacher of the knowledge of the charwter of indiv girls , and 
onke f ice ofexample, which besides having ideals lives up to theirs. 
The authoress does not despise public examinations. They help 
to give the fineness of nEchoErship." But she emphasizes, perhaps 
not too strongly, the attendant evils. For instance: 'Thee blight of 
Scriptund Knowledge is rnake h a 'subject' ION exami ion, reu. 
nnm it in a parallel trwk with Algebra a. Geonigtry wed 

robust devotion to the word of God that is not chilled by 
ot and can keep au Early ChM. glow in its readings 
Ban d EpWles whether they have moved a failure or a 
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117.4n, t:0`,Zathe ' 
ouestionable whether the Halt or drying up the affection oftrildren 

for what becomes to them a tembook is worth this measure of 
success." By this, by every page in the book, the reker will be 

orele4s Tro'fetthrc rall=st7LiVaTh i:retns 
well as the intellect, of Catholic girls. 

Sy-binverl Perfraion hirough Ch..: y. By Reginald Buckler, O.P. 
ows 6. Oales• sl.. 

We consider this an admirable  hook. It is 
a 

perf, 
fr 

hardly 
necessary to y it is a don hook om FT 
Buckler's wn

sa 
 but t ing and, is the 

book which he wishes 
eaching. He has 

of St. Thomas 
dealwith the very use. 
does not aim at fine w 
dyle; hut, M a language of singul pricy 
ffiustrations ato s

sAenr 
g Men 

Yi:aLnentnetTl' tlif drOCTrIn'e' = 
is the love of God. may sen 
there is no doubt that we need an

l'O'nfe7ii' e'na beteoo sedan t'
There are ndosen mrtu 
Different aspects of the m iM 
fndamental and all ine 
opinions, opmions doubtless w ich 

gircn 
rnenmry done another, it is fo 

to us principlerin  of unity if has 
ity, hut 1I Fan that hea

deg 

eMdence. This imvhd H. Buckler gives us, and 

pa
on the 

het
of the meat  un 

particularly on th t i.whing of St. Thomas. Th 
dance of uwellent quotation. It is feature ofn ahook which 
pleased us particularly. It is a great advantage to OM 
am, of St. Thomas and St Augustine there at Tanend. And Fr. 
Budder has chosen his tiudations well. Inde inve all the 
air of old favourites, E ms that he ha editatt, id pondered 
as to make them in s Take Me Pamnge 
SE Thomas which nets the tl of his hook : i'Charity means not 

8, lie 

rack to 

chub of mil 
We 

term 

ter of 
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he `ova of God bs au Vre' L 'ut iarlot ti "ddrtgan ' ren'oj 
. How this fellowship of man with God,'  whi i:' is a sort of 

on er ith Him, is begun he  re fs his life by grace hut 
shon cote' . to 000to he by glore perfected. Since therefore 
charity has for its object the end of hunlen life, that is eternal 

gieprsLtt,fi, fig yfLe it exercises over all 

PCTuld we have a batter statement of the subject of the book? 
So Fr. Buckler proceeds to justify this pre-eminence of charity, and 
then to take us. under the guidance of this conception, through 
the various activities and aspects of a spiritual 

Beek It may be objected that we do wrong to s  precision and 
eeeereey on such &subject, that it is better to indulge a gentle 
hirer. of spirit, to sail now on one tack now on nother, confide. 
of course that our main direction is ght. But this objection dces 
not tell against the hook before us. It do. not aim in any sense 
At rig y and niformity. It but etrives to put clear before us the 
way that we travel and [Agree us the best guide for that way. For 
the rest let there be infinite variety. What r. Buckler dews is to 
show us that love must be net the end of our life alone but also its 
rulivrinciple.Aocerning very port oor activity, givingo emery 

Vrtnonplece. the ZtyofTetListtiMe. And 
Tertullian spoke of the ma naturaliter Christiana." Om nature 
was Conceit. et fair ...refolding its beauty and perfection 
under the genial influence of the CMistian spirit. But n en 
say the Christian system is ugly and narrow, for. 
and is, that it stunts t e and warpS on 

and rr 

Perhaps it is partly true. Perhaps we have liatened too muck to 
those who say "do not" and not en  to those who say "do.
Perhaps we Ws hated quity, but not enough loved justice 
Well, for this Fr. Buckler, book supplies a corrective. 
even Me most antinomian can find fault with thoutm whose fresi 

ffriylple is, in the words or I.ove. art absohde, eels 

Sermon Noes. Ry the Rev. Fs. P. IRkey, 0.S. R. 
Washboorne. .Miee 46. 

We have great pleamre in bringing before the notice of our 
readers en xcellent e of Seem. Notes by Fr. Paulin. 
Hickey whoa has done them k at the request of the Bishop of 
Nrthampton. To quote thew ords of the Bishop who has written 
a preface to the work.  

of
ei.ed et wes to put into the 

hands of a priest a programme of Sunday discourses which should 
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present systematic form the whole contents of Catholic belief 
end practice, and should harmonize as far as is possible with the 
spirit of the liturgical seasons. A glance at the table oi Con.. 
vvill show that this hns been achieved." 

The volume contains a three ears c standt year treming 
of God," the second or  tno third of 

the whole taking r all Mat is dealt with 
m the Cat is an mem upon what 
is known as the vepool ," more order and 
method in its arrangeAt.t. As will be understood. "Notes" 
are meant to suggest releas which will enable a priest Sunday after 
Sunday to give consecutive course of 

one .el 
ree 

three years to teach theirs ck all the main troths of their gion, 
their duties to God, t  neighbour and themselves. Should he 

He 
for further„ e nt of the points, Fe Hickey Ims given, 

at Me foot of eacpwerences to sermons or yr., of Bishop 
Healey, Howe's Catechist, the Paul. Sermons, and his own 
awe Sermons. It is altogether well conceived and worked out, 
and eho. prove of 33 use to those in care o male u the 
Bireop says in they reface, I am confident that thef tlergy will find 

cal u 
 arc M :treetri7letn 'nee'fityt 

more except to wish the volume every success. 

The Unbeliever. A Ramona of Immles. 4, a AsemCoaolie. 
Illmhbouror. 416. 

From the author's note prefixed to this book we learn that the 

story been written with the sole aim of giving an honest aceount 

of the impression Lourdes and its miracles can make even on an 

nheliever. The note is o  
chi 

K.
"The picture of Lour.. and 

of life there durig the French Nafional PrenimagOre 
`Lour.. 5,51 

the in. 
swat 

accurate. We doubt whether the so.m. 71.c.,

=.71- 1vg..notr,:*.n„. 
with regard to three distract places, namely the mill where 

""d'tt'  w"nt   wki'h '1775. ' Rued."Z,75175:2 
shet

E05,5,„.Tla 
,. 

5 5 given to ber father by the BiMop of Tarbe. in which 

Bernadett er lived herself This house Is now eallec 
Patemdle der Bernadette, a name which often gives rree to the 

OtTerIO.T.Ctilie 's.,e,'AnAt Zi naa'ttilyt'corf:t. the book. 
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The story well told and is very stirring ; probably it will bring 

taTtervIth ' it' ire 7nn71;o"d1Z ,n7Z:L'or.,Tor°"'` 
Thr Calk,/ Raff. Prier ileashdenrne. 

hive font, made with the Holy Father's permission. The work 
dm] well done. The Immune is clear and simple, ch m 
accounted a great virtue in a hook whose modem 
it to persons of every class, and ability. 

However in one GI two places, we felt Me translation migl 
been adapted more to Englmd 61,414 RS lle writer tells 
he hopes his book will prove of example.n to 

elof the true fold. On p. 6r, Er  we are told that Catholics 
are bound to fast on Fridays and Saturdays throughout
This might have been &here, in the English translation. Agam a, 
would sooner not find him telling Catlielics. p to, to reject wni, 
horror. and even bum my Tilde which is • present of a Notes 
friend. We thin 

Catholics 
 aright to quarrel wtth 

teen to English  owing to the smoulal 
uld take at such action. We must not 

e R Version is In to English Scholar., 
ntil the Biblical Commission Itas produced something in 

place. esides. the English translation of the Authorised Velum. 
is dear to many students of Snipture for the beauty onto lanymme 

But apart from these blemishes which we hope mil le• 
coneved at some future 

`every 
hink the work is an excellent my 

and we wish it every success.  Catholic would do well to hat, 
some such manual in his possession, and the one before m whit̀ . 
is based on the official Catechism of Rome, and has Me spec, 
approbation of the Holy See, will be warmly welcomed whom, 
it is read. 

The Mustard Tem. By F,. 0. R. Kmalt Addy, C e` 
ifrarihrndar. 

Fr. Vassan's substantial book is as Me suBtille to
vargummt ro. the Divinity of Christ." It conies
preface by hlonsignor Rensonmd m epilogue by Mr. Hi: ,
This is a good seting, though Fr. 

`epilogue
wares do ni 

coidental ornament to commend thein. Indeed we , 
an say it without offence of , sort, that there 

the slightest incongruity in the choice. For these two wie 
distinctly to the militant .6.1. Vigorous end doughty , 
of modem CaMolicinn, we can see them daily in the fray 
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te or the infidels. Fr. Vassal. apologetic, on the other 
,md, is of a more staid and sober type, earnes nt and 
perry, iv, but with less of Me spirit of tbe k ran out to 

it is  good choVIIMe==e author  Ca Me 04W 

Zgl 'r"s21'iut 'YrrinZ ryt' l 'OT galP 1% st :er t naIN 
work in this volume completes and amplifies its teachig. 

is argument is well summed up in Me words of St. Augustine 
tha apear on the 

Tel
pge ... Look at me anefuty,' says the 

to you." The book develops this in mend and in detail. 'hunch
here is a useful chapter on Muth and its evidences a chapter of 

very gem importance in these days of doubt. And then follow 
orminents based on various aspects of the Church, life. The 
Papacy, the sacraments, the devotional life of the Church all hear 
Moir testimony. It is a powerfuland persuasive thesis. The Vatican 
Council laid especial art55 on the argument from miracles and 
prophecy. Fr. V.. argues from prophecy. Ile shows with great 
force how the words of our Lord ham been fulfilled in the history 
of His Church. He uses the argument from miracle. I'm his whole 
conten  is that Me Church and its life is a standing miracle. that 

ass.nd must have but one explanation. This is sot of course 
miracle and prophecy in Me sense of the Vatican Council, and yet, 

he candid with omselves, we must confess that, if it bean argument 
inferior in. demonstrative force, it is certainly more persuasive to the 
modem mind. Consider the chapter in which the beliefoliCatholim 
in the Real Presence is adduced as a proof of the Divinity of CMist. 
The title startles us as bold and 

On
yet we Pod Mat it is 

the sort ofpuradex that C0.4.- On this theme Fr. Bassett is able 
to raise a very real they also  argment. And so of the 
other chapters. And t  whole is reinforced by copious md am 
quotation from the Fathers of the Church, that shows a wide and 
mreful reading. Sometimes perhaps the effect is lo overburden Mc 
argument, and yet we should not like to lose the passages or to have 
them in mere reference otes. In fine, PI. Vassal. work is no 

and airy essay, but a solid contribution to Catholic apologetic 
ands  such it demands and will repay a careful .A thoughtful 
sumly. 

f 11,14. By Dar& Brame, S), If filrehourne. Brie r 316. 

new story by Fr. Beaune is of course an event for all young 
Catholics, and they will, we think welcome this book. It does 
not treat of Red ['Mims and scalps. Perhaps Me more vigorous 
intimater will condemn it as somewhat bloodless and wanting in 

imident. Ent on the other hand it gives a winning picture otmh 
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interesting family life, which if it takes hOld of the young heart will 
considerable amount of good. Fr. Dceme has in fact the 

courage to be what enemy would call "goody-goody. For our 
part we are inclined to hold that there is a time in the life of the 
boy, when such writing not atisfies him, but also has a con-
sidemble power in the 'hawing olioind and character. The "Claude 
Lightfoot" of boyhood reace poorly for the mn. na then w
not for him and did his work when he gave the youth some noble 

mind 
and good aspiratiors. Fr. Bearn, story suggested to our 

mind a cemparison with the near 11,4belett hut it is hardly a 
disparage.. of his work if we say that it was to the advantage et 
the classic. 

LAW, on Jew IN Lan, 
of

God. Ay
eo., MadTlel 

ame 0,, Wash. 
&etre sls L 

This volume," says the writer in tea efitce. " has for object to 
provide a book of spiri 1 readings or series of meditations for 
the holy seas. of Lent." It consists of a series of discourses or 
readings based on the Gcepel records of our Lord, Public Ministry 
odecesin, excended and illustrated with material drawn from 
topography and Jewish ccetcrce As the work. is purely devotional, 
it would be out of p.m :o criticize 

with 
interpretations and 

conclusions cen.ned in its pg.: but, within the lincea which the 
:titer h. 4.4 well dearrea warm 

daion, for it cannot Nil to stimulate a spirit of true .votiort, 
to draw souls nearer to our Divine Saviour and Maroon anappre. 
ciation (sadly needed N the Catholic laMy) of the vast spiritual 
treasures which are contained in the Holy Gospel.. Bach diem
is followed by a short summary, drawn up according to the Ignaii. 
methcel, which enables thenork to he us to  about of meditation 

Writpr prouoa., if the tresent work is well received, to mate its.
the fi rst of e cedes. We Itotw she will carry out her purpose. 

The .1-14 Conmeniett. By leather J. P. lea/guire, IN. nets. 
Berns Ee Pales. V. sret. 

Fr. Allen Ross of the Ora, has provided a new edition
Fr. Dedgairne.ok on Holy Communion. Considered from the 
point of view of publishers ceis new edition is quite mcce.ful; 
to plane of the poor Mint of former editionk we have a type that is 

Andand plcesant to read, and the work is bound in two neat and 
yh  vol.... With regard to Fr. Dalgairns' book tself it is hardly neccesary 

to sry much, for it is well known. We t ®nnot but recognize that it 
is the work of one who speaks front his heart and who is gifted with 
compelling eloquence. The philosophical portion will pedmps have 
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only a small circle of readers, but when we come to the second and 
third parts there are passages that roust appeal to all, n.sage,  such 
as those . deceribing the thirst of the soul ce . Oo the effects of 
Communion, the dangers of rid  the of the frequent 

unicant, that arouse the reader a. linger in the memory. 
• Mom, in the teaching regarding ces dispositions 

Rata  
for frequent and daily Communion., fully explained in Fr. 

Rces preface, and whenever emendations axe necessary in ceece,
to Ming it up to date, reference to Mese peg. is made in foonotes. 

De beilatione Chrisli—Censeanate etwiled MP fell ettniextutal 
eesetffons. By Baytter Slam flenty Frotode. sold ed. 

AN Rayner cerMinly .cengratukted on the completion 
or work nn.t . evidently been • labour of love, the outcome of 

admiration whet ',Agnate Comte called : cet incomparable 
rob,. sat in nut,. hurnaine." 

The pcesession of this volume musts... incentive to a deeper 
study of the " Imitation." It is of course concordance to the Latin 
oat, and Mr. Sur,. taken as the .sis of his labows the edition 
or nr. Karl Hirsch, welbknown his rm.,. in conncetion 
with the "Imitation." In Dr. Hirsch. edition th• chapters are 
divided into verses, and Mr. Norr uses these verses to giving the 
references. The fact, however. that one do. not possess Dm 
Hirsch. text will not be a seriowe drawback in ceing this Concord. 
ance, ce the table on p. xii give the number of ers. in each 
chapter, and with the use of this mt. it is very ea, to locate the 
required passae. 

a 'sr.'1•1'.72brit, "(;1BITrZAr„7.4:n ,1 ,1 Engine
 eW 

Tess Km Cabrera, 0.0..le Ilasheettene. Cloth, 46 ea. 
Pap, net. 

An excellent tittle handb.k, which ion be cemmended not 
only to Me laity but also to the clergy,clergy,for, besidesre Ming• popular 
exposition of the Mess,it contains much himo.al matter which is 
usually accessible only ta etude. of Liturgy. 

Deetritte Explanaton si Cotentandetents, Part IL By the 
Sisters of Notre Dame Washhottnte. 

Like the other books of this series, thh is a useful little work for 
catechists simple, clear and thorough. 

The Cat., WI, Who attti Yens .8eak, sgse. Edited by Sir 
F. C. Bernard. London Burns & Oates. gd race 

We felicitate the compilers and publishers of this work r the 
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o lk which characterize. die year's edition. A new 
Rat  is thenmsertion of some twenty photographs for the most 
part relewnt a. interesting. 

Sacred Drama, By Angle. Deane. Sands O. Oe. 

The hook consists of three short presentments Of sacred subject, 
in dramatic form. The plays be.ly lend themselves to adult 

Zrder:inhrI4fte i nrelentl for n,
wWten re presentation at ehlidmnts entertainments. caPor this 
purpose thy should be found suitable. 

,la Pax," By elfother,, rat-y .Loyala. Bums dr Oates. 

Contains in the first pan a number of beautiful aspirations to the 
Holy Will of God. The second part ie a colloquy between a Soul 
that hen just reached heaven and its Divine Master. Looking back 
over life the Soul sees how wisely and loNngly all things were 
disposed for its ood. 

...el., Fallen I" By Molder Mary Loyola. Boras Oe Oates. 
Po, set. 

Contains a number of original and beautiful prayers in the form 
, of aspirations, king for depth of virtue and advancement 

in sanctfication; m guidanre, zeal, charity and humility in dealing 
with other soul. 

The Ca  Crusade agaiorsantemjeranee. Burns Oates. .rd 

Contains Bishop Hedleys pastoral on Intemperance ,• "A Priest 
and his People,'• by Fe p. J. RirwaE; " The Evils of Alcohol," and 
a word 

by
the Cardinal Archbishop ; ht' The League of the 

Grose,. by Cardinal Manning. 

Our Seam, Mseever Ar O. Book Co. .P00 bd. 

A quarterly Review of the Prigettine Order. 

dee Dia.( Feast—L.60 Communions after the Xese. By 
.110 de Zulu.. j N'ashkurree. 

Should be read and acted upon by every one concerned with the 
bringing up of children. 

Cammeodon Verses Zit/ e Clitetrem By a Sister Notre Dame. 
ash.:erne. set 

Cateehista tar Ant Cow:1z eviseel Edam. B. Berde, 

Coefese ciDiavp totb goito 
Jan. .rgth. The IPster Term b n yemerday. To ay C. R. 

Richardson was re elected Captained Me Schad, and appointed 
the following officials t—

.„ r MWn 

{"i".=: .;3 
Lbw,' 

Captains of the Rugby Sets t—
est 4,-0. k Picemdloth N.1. Clawlettlain 

dee see-1. P. Ilhgeotl. J. K 

Captains of the Hake, Sets:— 

sin tSee—C. Sinnesm lay 
evd.PI-11. F. NW,. 

N
 T. Lang 

OtedvI—L. G. A.). lege/nude 
sei See—J. eisevad, J. W. Dough: 

Jan, 301. The us. meeting or the School was held in the 
Theatre. The Captain thanked the School for his rPelectiun a. 
announred the names of the officials he Lad appointed. He also 
appealed for continued generosity in regard to the Norman Pt ties 
Fund. 
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fax. 29.0. The skating fidd which has for weeks remained 

.a expectant was at I.t frozen ....a bore " tOffiaT 
Iffilfiday w. given skating. 

gth. A heavy fall of snow interfered with Me skating but 

mt public spirited equipped with improvised snow-ploughs worked 

at coslearing the ice. 

FM h. A general thew h. now set in and the IWO, XV 
m e its first appearance this term in &practice game in preparation 
forahe match next week against St. Peter's School. 

Fa. so& Dom Amalfi Wilson, G.S.B., preached al High Mass 
this morning ...Character, In the evening he gave the Literary 
and Debating Society .na quite . large nom,. visitors a most 

in  address on " Poetry, 

.. r3,11. The Rugby Match with Sr Peter, School came oil 
this afternoon .d provided a great game. St. Peter's lost the toss, 
and kicked off with rather a blight sun is their eyes. For the first 
quarter of an hour the gone went almost altogether in favour of St. 
Peter's, who got the ball practically every time in the scrummages, 
and actually every time from touch. Their practice was to bee,. 
to their backs, and this they did so cleverly and quickly that th, 

thres" were frequently in poffiession in the Ampler.. twenty.five, 
and it seemed as though a considerable score would be run up 
against us. That nothing was scored at this stage %vas due to 
effective spoiling by A. P. Kelly, Marti, and Simpson, and to Me 
watchfuln.s dead coolness of Farrell at fullback, but principally to 
mistaken tactics on the part of the centre three-quarters of the attack-
ing side. For instead of letting the ball out quickly to their wings 
ffiey either tried to get through themselves (when they met haXway 
our forwards streaming across the field to check the attack), or kicked 
the ball into touch, and thus assisted Me defence to keep the game 
tight. The siege was raised by the Ampleforth Erwards eventually 
getting the ball from a lineffiut close to their own line and going 
away with • really splendid forffird rush which was not checked till 
the St. Peter's twenty-live was reached. Here Arnpleforth " en. 
camped" for the rest of the first half, but in turn displayed a want of 
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finish in 
was 

which neutralized all their efforts to core. The 
second half was largely a repetition of Me first. Play ruled almost 
entirely in our opponents' half, BAR though their threes threatened 
danger more frequently, they found Farrell impassable. The Ample-
forth eight were now almost invariably getting possession in the scrum. 

ames, and their I.se rushes tirne after time gained thirty or forty 
yards of ground. Ten minutes before noxide, the ball went int 
touch about • couple of yards from theyt. Peter, goal line. St.o
tffiter, got poffiession Worn the line., but were shoved off the bet 
and over their own line, and Collis., who had played a brilliant 
forwffid game 

raged 
down, fora try near the corner. 

fiag. Wright just failed withtoa difficult place.kick. The rest of the 
game was fought out at • terrific pace, the passing movements of the 
St. eter's hacks causing us more tr nd anxiety than at arly 
time of the match. But the defenceprevailed, and whenthe whistle 
went, were Aft Al winners by one try (three points) to offiffing. 

he following w. the Ampleforth side :—Btrek, G. /r. Farrell , 
zit,ee-gruenerr Barki, L R. C. R. Sit... 
and K. H. Harris.; Wt./lacks, P Kelly and J. O. Kelly, 
Forwards, G. R Richaidsurt (Captain), N. J. Chamberlain, 0. J. 
Martht, C. F. Crams. G. X Barton, C. Bs Collis., D. P. Mc-
Donald and A. F. Melville Wright. 

In Me evening Mr. Bentley Bee... gave amt. iffiewffi. 
Natural History Lecture. His subject was r The Home Li. of 
nude.” The slides were from photographs taken by the lecturer 
from unusual and often perilous positions. The whale thing was 
very well done and quite entertainig. Aker the lecture the lantern 
threw on the screen a slide showing Me try in the St. Peter's match. 
The Photographic Society has surpassed may. 

Feb. zglIt. The Shrovetide holiday. The usual " wholaday" 
expeditions. The Sixth Form went to Mahon; the Fifth to 
Hovingham and Slingsby the Fourth to Corwold and Newbury, 
where a prolonged visit w. paid to Sir George Wombwell, 
interesting and beautiful house ; the Middle Lib, went to Castle 
Howard, and Me Lower School spent the afternoon at Ryland 
Abbey. 
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M the evening Herr OheMoffer gave a " musical" lecture, 
profusely illustrated with a selection of pieces on the piano. 

Major H. C. Wane, D.S.O., Staff Office, Northern 
Comma., gave a military " lecture to the O.T.C. c.tingen, 
which the whole School attended and enjoyed. 

.xpek. This evening we spent the Latin preparation hour in 
the Theatre, where the Fifth Form and the "Preparatory "Latin Class 

Bindthe
representations  Latin. The choir sang Latin songs 

andve Me whole School joined inn the National Anthem, " Vivat Rex 
Optimus," sung of course to the national air but in Latin. An 
manna of the pmeeedings appears elsewhere in these pages. 

Mar... Major Barrington, Depbt, West Vol-41A¢ Regimen, 
introduced himself to Me O.T.C. as their new Supervising Officer. 
and made an unofficial inspection of the contingent. 

Mara VA The Month Half day. Aftertee"Speeches"rink
place in the " Theatre." D. T. Long, who led off with F. H. 
Doyle's " The Red Thread of Honour" set a standard which was 
scarcely reached by any of the others. The musical pieces were 
well known and well done. 

After Suppe, Dom Maxims Powell continued his Art Lectures. 
His subject was " The Mensiffi, German, and Dutch Schools of 
Fainting." The slides were exquisite. 

March 8t8. The Hockey season has commenced, but the Eleven 
have been unlucky in being unable to play the intenschool matches 
with St. Peter, and Pocklington. The disorganization of Me 
railway service on account of the strike is the cause. 

Mar. r2th. Strict practice for the Sports, which are to be held 
as usual on 

are
onday, commenced today. The Captains of 

the Sports' SeM are as under :—

Mar. PV.S. Lamas. Sunday. But rain made it impossible to 
begin the Rackets' seas. to.day. 
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Mar. aoth. R. F. Oakes, Secretary of Me Yorkshire 
County Rugby Union, bronght stMog MS. espies ring the 

Yorkshire Wanderers" to play the School. Three members of 
the School Fifteen wore stable to play owing ,0 innd nnid, and 

proficiency we have in the gam, OVAL o the hewn 
•Prte School side... as follows t—Bae8, G. F. Farrell; riirapourler 

an., L. T. Williams, W. A. Martin, I. G. McDonald and R. IP. 
Harrison; Matf-Bantr, A. P. Kelly and J.0. Kelly; /Amass, Mr. 
, H. Wright, 0, R. Richardson, D. Telfener, C. hs Cultis., A
E. J. Marti' C. S. Craves, O. S. Ran. and D. St. John Fawcett. 

The Yorkshire Wanderers included Mr. the Yorkshire 
County halPhack, who was oho.. to pall y in the Notts es South 
match, and five of  county players. Mr. J. A King came Silo 

file team but seas unable to play owing to the injury he Meek. in 

Me England v. and march at Edinburgh, last Saturday. The 

School were hopelessly oubweighted, hut as the Yorkshire Wander., 

made nothing like. use of their weight, this did not at first tell 

much against them. But Me School eight could not get possession 

in the scrummages, and with A. King playing brilliantly at hair. 

hack, opening after opening was made for Me Wanderers' busk, 

Up to half time the School, though almost always the defesive, 

made a good fight of it, and though the Wanderers crossed our line 
Mu”irnes., Williams gained a try for the School, mid the half time 

scor, Murteen points to five, was not too bad. Shortly after nn< 
resumption of play Williams was again prominent with a fine run 

down the left wing wi  led to one of the School Mrwards, who 

had followed up well, scoring. second try. This was canconverted 

The School now tired quickly and completely. Much chasing of 

heavy who were also rapid, on a muddy ground, had worn 

them out, nand the Wanderers scored as they liked—less than.

liked. The result was ..—YorkMire Wanderers, thin rte points; 

Ampleforth, eight points. It was our first def., and the Schooi 

Fifteen were quite outclassed, but it was au enjoyable and sportibg 

.d Moroughly educational game. 

.VxreA2.rst. Feast of St. Benedict. In the absence of Fr. Abbot 

who has tilt Ampleforth for his long journey to Western Canada 
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Er. Prior sang High Mass and Vespers. After tea Idr, W. H. 
Welsh gave a lantern lecture on India. The lecturer's account of 
his life and experiences in the Indian Civil Service gave a personal 
iMerut to a subject which would otherwise have meant history and 
meraphy. 

Mora 2,, The 'LC. contingent held a field day. The 
strike placed Gilling Station as ml objective at the disposal of the 
Officer Commanding, and a most instructive afternoon was posed in 
attacking and defending the Junction. 

Ma. sai. The Hockey Eleven were able to play one of the, 
nutehes today,. though there are still practically no trains, the 
Mallon Hockey Club is within driving distance. The following 
playO for the School :—Good, J. C. Beech, Baek, B. J. Boococit, 
E. Marsh, .FAAVIA,Ais, J. E. Doherty, G. R. Richardson, 0, S. 
Barton; Forwards, L. T. Williams, B. E. Burge, A. P. Belly, 
N. J. Chamberlain and I, P. McDonald. 

The fi rst portion of the game me very last and even. Afterwards 
the pace proved natter too fast for Melton and Chamberlain scored 
from a good pus by Kelly. Melton equalieed shortly afterwards. 
In the second half the School had most of the play but the Melton 
defence was difficult to beat. Before the end Kelly scored twice 
fro. penalty corners, .a the Schoolwon by three goals m one.

March 3oth. Easter Examinations 

Pro. Aferrek 3,a. Palm Sunday. Er, Prior blessed and distributed 
Me Palms and sang High Mats.

Apyjni. After Tea the Order of the School was read out Cr 
the Head Mute, The following are the head boys in each Form:— 

After supper the Easter Retreat commenced. The discourses are 
to be given by Fr. Vassall,billips, 
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At. pIP Easter Sunday. The Retreat ended this orning. 
Pr, Vasull,Phillips preached at High Mass. After Mass the "Old 

Boys .  who had come up for Holy Week got op a team to play the 

School Rugby Fifteen. As they could only find seven forwards the 

Scbool also played a man short. the first half the game was 
fairly even though of a scrambling and scrappy nature, and there wu 

no score at half time, In the second half the School presmd almost 

continually and tries we. scored by A, P. Kelly, O. S. Barton and 
Harrison. Williams converted the last try. Just before the 

, v. G Ha, picked up in the School twenty-five and dashed 

over the IMF The try was unconverted and the School won by one 

goal .nd two vies (eleven P.M.) to ooe trY (three Imiov, 
the afternoon the Old Boys put a strong team on the field 

the School Hockey Eleven. result of a good and fast 
game wAs a victory for the School by three goals tu one. 

At. Soh. Easter Monday. The Athletic Spmts took place in 

huge gale of wind. and the results of most of the events seern 

quite hopeles In all the '• track " races the runners wee reduced 

to almost a walk when facing the gale. The long jumpers benefited 

olcourse, but those who were competing in the Weight Putting could 

scarcely stand, as A required at one stage, on one leg and loq den 

Hind.> Morrogh Bernet d won just on Me tape, and 

in the CTo. Country Race. in tire last field of which half admen 
competitors were quite together. Appcnded are Om resuks :—

Arnriefortll College. Illbletie Sons. .111/ril 811,, 1912. 

All Races run onus (Ira. course. 

FAR Set (Age over NU, 

l• Tema,  F. 1,,, a•da,
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to. 

1;eniel
7:Int =vs 7itit 'ertrd.. 

Second Set (Age Ian to 14 

g, I: II, irkft: 

„umtes Mack, = 
nigh Jump 9. a. C310011 0.J. 031103 

Fncalean 

Third Set (Aga 0. ' 4, 4). 
A

903 090 ft. F. runner. ./..I. lessen lftrove tt se. 
1.1. elarrogb Not., Y. ft. 

Digs Pr, 3.1. wemgb x,nw 3.
l0. 

F404 . 3 w 

Fourth Set (AV Se N 

High 1E91p  e tav 
Lmglvmp 

Fifth Set (Aga "y4). 
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Extra Events. 

cow Gm Ave env, tn92it=ront"rn 
vetroververdery IroNvO—A.T.Lor,g. J. 1,1avogl, wvrnawl — 

e 

R atin Entertainment 

To any student of the effect of emotion on the human countenance, 
Me evening a February wgth offered ample opportenfty ftr 
observation. At the time usually devoted to Latin preparation in 
the Study, the School assembled in the Theatre, mystified but 
expectant, became suspicious on receiving copies of Camino And 
programmes that required translation prepared to be despondent 
when the Head Master announced Mat the speaking and singing 
would be entirely in Latin, and rapidly passed to a hie pitch of 
enthusiasm as the entertainment roceeded. 

The occasion of these varied emotions was an exhibition of one 
of Me devices by which variety without irrelevance may be introduced 
into clu e when the direct method " of teaching classics is 

used. The changes wrought by time and altered conditions in a 

number of in  familiar to past generations at Ampleforth 

provided material for a trial scene acted by a Form in the UpPer 
School. The perform.. was only just not impromPtn, . Fact,. 
had, designedly, we and, been restricted to one panial 
rehearsal. Consequently

,
 one or two boys showed signs of nervous,

ness. But the acting on the whole was pleasingly free and 

unpremeditated, and the delivery spirited and natut, L. T. 

Williams' specimen of Ciceroni. vituperation was especially well 

done, but spontaneous animation was sustained throughout de 

whole scone. After the trial scene a solo, w /ae. Sire,. 

more familiar in another ongue, was well sung by C..

Other interludes during the evening were provided by the choir 

who, though they it  perhaps to do justi to the fervour of 
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.111'E ESVP/0,01, 1011," oAerwise sang with great spirit. A class 
of sm. boys who are doing their first year of Latin acted the story 
of Pyramus and Thisbe. The simplicity of the dialogue and 
soliloquies, cast wholly in Simple Sentence. and severely limited in 
vocabulary, suited the physique of Ilse actors and added to the 
a.m of the performance Bisgood, . Pyre., was irresis. 
tible. H. W. Greenwood (Thisbe)mmitably el,. end all theakt., 
not excepting the Wall and the Statues, spoke sensibly, moved 
freely sndshowed an intelligent appreciation of the whole proceeding. 
A quaint effect was gained by a kind of chorus which seized upon 
every statement in which a performer referred to himself, and 
senesced it fi rst to the spHker and then to the audience. This 
sometimes appeared merely tactless.  Ego te amo," said yramus. 

Thisben amas " agreed the oho., and then, to the audience. 
s Pyramus Thisben amat." No wonder Thisbe was shy. Sometimes 

showed a callousness that was quite horrid. " Ego me occido," 
said Pyramus and fell excellently. But the chorus was unmoved. 
"Tu occidis Pyramus se occidit." The evening ended with 
Professor Son nensehein's version of the National Anthem, which 
grids one as far superior to the original. 

That the whole performance was entertaining was put heyonddoulat 
by the animation of the audience. It svas also instructive. We 
are only too Roams with the parrot-like accenu whicb boy adept 
when they speak Latin. But this night, in spice of the publicity, 
beginners as well as older boys not merely adopted temporally the 
ceMiments which they exptessed, but also showed that they felt 
themselves to be expr.sing them. They were provided with 
materials for conversation that were familiar and easy to unders.xl, 
and there was no trace of the divorce between oughtsth nd speech 
that breaks the heart of the Iwtin master of lower Forms. 

We add the programme 
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Cult-of-50M lectures 
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DOM ANSELU WILSON 

Dom Ancelm Wilson's lecture " Poetry" to the Upper School 
was a great treat and aroused not merely interest—that goes ith. 
mit saying— b. enthusiasm which at first sight seems surprisig. 
For though Poetry is so sm. of youth, schoolboys are not pre-
miently r.ponsive to its appeal. The realm, this is perhaps, 

as the lecturer seemed to hint, that as pastry is. interpretation 
of life, those with little, or at any race s short ...Rims.. fi re, 
aro scarcely in a position without effective guidance to appreciate its 
nterpretation. That guidance the lecturer supplied in making the 

point of his observations the' truth of poetry. This he illustmted 

which 
well in a happy selection of pieces from the English poets, 

which were listened to with great attention. In these days of 
enminations and athletic competition it is easy,. Dom Anse. 
warned us, to grow up insensible to poetry—"the music OF 
thought " as the Head Master happily phrased it —and we sre much 
indebted to the lecturer not only for one splendid hour but for the 
awakening of an ..res vzhick if developed should prove, more 
tthanThucydides' History,t a possession forever, 

DOM MAORI.. POWELL 

Dom Mau us gave us the fi rst of some promised lee es the 

Dutch, Flemish and German Schools of Painting. The slides we. 
excellent, and Dom Mauna threw out most valuable hints as to 
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has poinm of brainy to look ridin these schools. He illustrated 
at length Me use made of detail and the exquisite care in design 
and execution brought to bear upon the most homely subjects by 
race, whose geni. was genre painting. We look forward to the 
continuation of this course as most entermining, and we thank Me 

MAJOR WARES,, D.S.O. 

This lecture which was intended primarily for the 0.T.C., was 
16naiad to with great advantage by the whole School. Major Warn 

had been to Lne great. trouble in its preparation, as was evident 
nol only from the whole lecture, but from the pains he had tat. 
define effectively and correctly Me difficult mental condhion bummed 
up in the word "morale ”—the subje. of the lecture. He had 

had not only his distinguished father, Me Provost of Eton, 
but many other eources of information. The result was a mosi 

satisfactory piece of psychology. The effectiveness and necessiq 

of this soldierly virtue was brought linnis to everybody present by 
the practical experience of its results which it has Lem Major Wane, 
good fortune to see. The interest of the lecture, too, witewbeffiffing. 
as it took one out of the realm of unreality associated with the 
barrack room and parade glo. " the real thing "—to ruodsin 

battlefields in Northern India mid to the Boer War. TM suspicion 
thatchuch that war related go,. imPernsimilg really
graphical, proved Bell groffided, end the pliant officer was able in 
point his moral with more erect as everybody felt that its inculca-
tion was not divorced from practice. Major Wane is certainly among 
the most popular lecturers we have had. 

HERR OBERHOFFER 

M11r. R. N. Oberhoffer's lecture to We School on "Form in Musi, 
vnts welcome in every way. To hear Mr. Oberhoffir play is in 

itself alesson, nod M16 thoughts on Musical Form valunble and 

clear. To the young musician the idea of Interpretationwore  is the first 

wakening of his musical powers; when once he has grasped the 

ides that the no. afore Om have to he interpreted, that is, played 
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with varying expression .d feeling according to his own emotions, 
in has ceased to ben mete s.rnmer of consecutive not, ri d has 
tricome a .nscious or unconscious artill. Mr. Oberhofferis aim was 
to explain the technical construction of pie. of pianoforte music 
as an aid to its correct interpretation. He Mowed how in every 
nelody Mere are t. phrases nhish answer one another lternately, 
inil which are generally marked off from one another by caences. 
In illustration of this primary r. ObeMoffer pkyed soma 

sentences" from chumann, Album for the Young. He then 
went on to explain how the same principle of responsive phrases is 
ilereloped in melodies written in twoffiart form t senten. number 
ore it followed by sentence nuni.r two at the end of which irsome 
iffietition of number on, Such piec. ffingthened by m 

nt 
eans of 

sti roduction, links, and coda. Mr.Olscrare hoffer gave es illustrations 
Lo Son" cantiffine, "Impomptna Dense des Gnoes," 
Nocturne," by Ski.; "Norwegian March,. "Onnikide," and 
SS...," by Grieg. to form was Men explain. ..a develop. 

me. of two.part form by the addition of a melody in mother key. 
hie second melody forms the second nart of Me piece and the 

third part consistsofarepetition of Me first part with theaddition of 
coda. The illustrations here given were Chopin's "Improm 

a
ptu in 

flab.  Rubinstein, "Le Revs,. Skitte, La Niiit" soda Through 
ffisec Desert," Grim, "Scherzo" and "March of Me Dwarfs." SA
ilierhoffer then touched on Rondo form, illitstrating his remarks by 

,ihumann," Arabesque "end CMl von Weber's "Rondo in E flan" 
Xinny of us have grateful recollections of Mr. Oberholfer, tuition.
rild we accord our nncere thanks for the lecture. 

MR. BENTLEY BEETHAM 

Quite early in the term the School enjoyed perhaps the most 
entertaining lecture on Natural History that they have heard In 
recent years. We say this without .y disparagement of other 
lecturers, for Mr. Reetham is a professional lecturer whose knowledge, 
experience and sympathy wiM his subject coupled with slides 
which were the mare. approach to perfection we have yet seen, 
gem him an exceptional advantage. Nearly every slide represented 
home, some even rigs, of Wiens waiting arid concealment or 
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J. R. Temple ran well and is probably capable of doing thy Mire 
and the Half Mile in quite good time. The gale assisted the long-
jumpers, and records in .e event were broken in three of the Sets. 

• • • 

We have to thank very sincerely We donors of the silver cups for 
different events M the Sports. Colonel Anderson again premnted a 
Cup for the Champion winner in the First S. This went alter
very close competition to W. A. Heavier A. T. Loire Pecame the 
first holder of the Cup presented by Mr. C. Shmp for the Hurdles. 
Another Cup prmented anonymously by an "Old Boy " for the 
Champion Athlete of the Lower School was iron by F. S. CAA,. 
Mr. C. H. Forma, Cup the Quarter Mile was notawarded this 
year as some of the conditions were unfulfilled. 

• • • 

The Hockey season this year has been very short. Indeed if we 
are ever to have much Hockey it seems that we shall have to 
begin a little earlier. Owing to the absence of trains on account 
of the Strike all our Hockey marehes save one were scratched. We 
defeated Mahon a rather weak side, Mt nre very gloriously. The 
Eleven has come on a good deal in the practice games, .d Me 
backs and forwards are moderately good, but the harebacks though 
they tackle well have only rudimmtam ideas of how to open up the 
game for the forwards. J. C. Beech is good in goal and has made 
some smart and plucky saves. 

• 

The Pholograrne Sodety whicti seemed 0 be M some danger of 
losing its identity owing to a prolonged period of quietism, has once 
more condescended to the active life. From the beginning of term 
many ot its m 

somethi to 
embers were err rwiderec hearing cameras, and Mimwber. 

like waiting for Wing tum up, and in the last weeks of 
terra there was evidence that they had been rewarded. T. empty 
photographic frame in the cloister, so long like a sightless beggar 
appealing for funds, has of Me been "crowded "—as Me American 

mid of himself. We notice that snapshots predominate, 
and though the young photographer should probably Gait his early 
efforts to the tripod; undoubtedly the snapshots are intermting and 
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on the whole fairly successful. At the beginning of nest term when 
smale fowles elodye" there will he ample opportunity 

for some Natural History photographs, which a few years my used 
to be quite well done here. 

• • • 

There is little to chronkle concerning the Choir. No doubt the 
consta. epidemic of colds which prevailed during the last tem 
made it difficult to keep up an effective standard of singing. but we 
are glad to say that during Holy Week the singing was not below 
the /evel of past years—some have even said that it w. higher. 
However that may be, the musk during Holy Week was full of 
d' evotion. The ]!mime Responses, wre. about sixteen yea. 
ago by Dom Clement S.dish, were as moving as ever. They 
ham for us the emaciation of long tradition, and though settings 
might be found wbith woad boo,: place .0ao am., ret 
the gene. public would not willingly lose them. We agree with 
Boswell's opinion, " much of the effect of music, I am satisfied, iv 
owing to the assocretion ofides ." This seem to he Me only way 
of accountreg for the[aste of se many congregations in them atter 

I Church music, .pecially hymns. The inereion or hyams 
reminds us that we have received the words of anew hymn hook 
edited by Dom Gregory Geld of Fort Augustus. The book has 
the /reprintatur of by Archbishop of Edinburgh and also of the 
Abbot President of the English Benedictines. This collection of 

hymns liturgical and non.liturgical is quite the hest we have sem, 

We .gerly await the publication of the music ; in the hands of so 

able an editor a high standard of music is secured. 

On the Feast of the Annunciation the Choir mug the beautiful 

mediaeval plainsong hymn Angelus at Evidently it was 

a favourite with our forefathers, for Chaucer in The Mhers Tale" 

speaks of a clerk who 

. . . . wade match. mi. 

nM Angeles at Virginem he song, 

well.Mom Christmas carol has been founded Oe melody, 

but the hymn itself was not heard fort hr. centuries, until a few 
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years ago it was edited in modern notation with accompaniment, by 
Dom Gregory OuId in Wovelio's series Centime Sangre. 

• • • 
We neglmted to record in our lam number a notable renomtion. 

looking and servie.ble floor of terra.," an Italian flooring which
was first introduced here when the Monastery was built. This good 
work and themmoval of the old gymnasum t the end of the cloister 
have transformed its appearw. and made

.
 it one of the features of 

the School. Perhaps also it has done anoWer service and .1 result 
in a gymnasium worthy of the other School buildings. 

• • • 
T. coal strike, thanks no doubt to the formight of a watchful 

Precut., had no disastrous resalts for us, though we imagined t.t 
the heating ammatus of the School was less efficient towards the end 
of term W. is its wont. The some of th ountry came home to us, 
however, through the train service which,.ways poor was brought 
to an irreducible minimum without ally cam ing to exist. Those 
coming to the School were given  choice between a very early 
=tali. or sire evening .in, and the outgoing service, if anything, 
was even less frequent. Between early dawn and the late evening 
only one in passed Once Aubrey de Vero when viewing the 
valley from our terrme espied thst rare thn a train and broke into 
LI tirade.gnind We math., sins cf those whomn trains through such 
beautiful spots. The I strike came nem to realis 

i
ng a state of 

affairs in this secluded vale dear to poem but perhaps t is well that 
railway projectors are not aesthetes. Would that the No. Eason
directors were less so t 

• • • 
ith We match against the Yorkshire Wanderers on March soth 

theWfir• Rugby Football season at Ampleforth came to an end. 
In the Doty Crop. of March mth appeared a kindly appreciation 
of the team by Mr. E. H. D. Sewell the well.known writer on Sparc 
The Fift.n are to be congratulated on making rapid progress in a 
most difficult gam e in a short time and on winning their inter-school 
match.. The struggle with St. Pete, was almost Homeric in its 
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greatnesand theforwards,whosephty against the Yorkshire Wanderers 
won for them the praise of perhaps the greatest Engl.sh forward in 
the Rugby Union, Mr. ]..h. King, who watched the game from the 
touch.line, have in all their matches tore. themselves with al,. 
The bantin 

arefor 
good rathei than culInclivaly, ond show 

the 
to 

more .1 and coaching if the team is to holdits 
own with such " Rugger" schools as Giggleswick and Sedbergh 
which we hope it will be possible to play next year. Farrell at full 
hack has been • tower of strength to the side and has scarcely made 
a single mistake in arty of the matches. To Mr. C. H. Wright who 
Mught us the game and whose raidence amongst us is a most happy 
memory, we offer our best thanks. To his patience end knowledge 
and skilful coaching is ;darer of excellence the Ram pssesses. 
But the success of a Schoollie  Fifteen or of a School Eleven,o though 
on the whole it indicatea the success or failure of the game in the 
School generally, is by no mews the full expression of such success. 
The popularity of Rugby throughout the School, and the new life 
wd sportsmanlike vigour it hes put iuto the "Set Eames is dm 
real justification of its introduction at Ampleforth, end has used 
uMo look upon our Association days as so much time spent dwelling 
in the Cave. 

• • • 

The Exhibition Dm has been fixed for It  [nth, Mich will also 
be the Commemoration of the fiftieth anniversary of the East Wing 

of the School buildings The Drarna, Sorieel will produce the 
Frogs of Aristophanes. Si, Gilbert Murraps translation will be 
used both for the spurkittg parts and for the Chorus, s. the music 

wiII be that written specially for the performance of the Frogs at 

Oxford by Sir Hubert Parry. The orchestra will be under the 

direction of Mr. H. P. Allen, who hm kiudly placed his skill and 

experience at Old disposal Mr. Eddy has charge of We singing. 

• • • 

jflat as ere go to press the newspapers wnounce the disaster to 

the Tian ic with its appalling Ins of life. It was pointlarly sed 

for to see the name of Me. Gm who left the School 

at the end of mon, among the names of the fired ass passengers 
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who were lost. At the time of the writing of this nore no details 
are to and, but those who knew Giglio Sch 

hat
ool will not require 

any assurance t 1. met dratbravely wining.r 
than, perhaps, take the place of some one else in the lifeboats.
did not expect to ree his name the list of survivors." one of re 
old class has written to the Head Master, was unlikely to be 
saved when any were lost." To his mother and brothers we offer 
our 

hie 
ympaNy. and beg e Ware.... readers W" 

I  of his soul. May he rest inch peace 

f t

1-iterar2 1111b Melpattno SocktP 
rirst Meeting of the Term was he. Sr Sunday, January 

egth. Mr, C. H. Wright visited the Society. In Private Business 
Mr. Ilicha.son was reelected Secretary and hluars  Kell . 
Livesey and Chamberlain were selecred to form the Commmittee. 

In Public Buainess Mr. I. McDonald moved ,bac England is 
about to lose control of India." At the outset of his speech lie 

sted on the impossibility.. ever shaping Indian life in the mould 
of European civili.tion. Our persistent policY hm been the 
unificarion of incomptible, for we have attempted re make India 
into a united country regardless of the caste system and the varivty 
of religious beliefs, which doorn all such efforts to failure. EduNtion 
is among the chief causes of present unrest, for the people are slowly 
awakening to the possibility of securing their independence and We 
minds of all classes are in revolt against British rule. If we rolire 
this antipathy towards England, the dangers which beset our authority 
are at once apparent. Whilst the population has been steadily 
increasing, our army has not developed proportionately. The 
Indian ANN, made it clear that the 'climate was an insurmountable 
obstacle to lengthy military service in that country, and so we are 
faced with the impossibility of Maintaining an efficient force to 
safeguard our interests. The Coronation Durbar can only have 
mule matte. worse, for it would necessarily make more acute the 
people. sense of its subjugation to this ountry. The absence of 
unity among the Indian peoples, which umil a years ago had 
made our authority recure, could no longer leave es free from 
apprehensions. The appurtenances of the civilization we have 
imposed upon the country, such as telegraphs, railways, newspaper, 
od above all the knowledge of a common Nnguae. ate slowly but 
sorely undermining our posit.. On every sicle there is a growing 
tendency to question authority. 

Mr. Collison in opposing the motion would not allow that the 
military fore in India eves inadequate or inefficient. Since the 
Indian Mutiny, our own trcol s have always outnumbered the native 
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Fee.  who merely serve to fill up the in  of our army, 
Far frorn cherishing revolutionary designs, the Indians are just 
beginning to perceive the benefits that have accrued under British 
rule. A few seditious malcontents are mainly responsible for the 
prevalent idea that India is dUsatisfied with its masters; no sober 
mind can take cognizance of these alarmist notions, when faced 
by Me rapid progress dem country aurin, th. lent decode. 

Mr. Burge emphasized the impossibility of a revolution in a 
country where Me caste system defied any attempt to forma united 
India. 

Mr. Knowles tams tn< present unrest in Na, to various 
superstitions which obsessed the minds of the common - people. At 
the time of the Alm,.maian opn<t hm prrea ft. tnat pia 
countrymen would be liberated from the Bdtish yoke before fifty 
years had expired; hence many conscientious Indians thought the 
fulfilment of this utterance depended on their efforts. Such 
periodic disquietude is a common note or and 
soon passes away. 

Mr. Hall suggested that Me recent change of <apihl would wll 
for a larger Mrce in India, and thus we shall be better prepared 
for 

Mr. 
mergencies. 

L. Williami cited Lord Roberts to snow the insufficiencies of 
the Indian army. 

The debate wit continued by Messrs. C H. Wright, E. Marti, 
Simpson and Power. The motion was lost by 22 votes

The Second Meeting of the Term was held on Sunday, February 
mh. Dom. Ildephonsus and Mr. Cadic were present as visitors. 
In Primle Business Messrs. E. and Williams were elected to 
serve on the Committee in place of essrs. A. Kelly and Livesey 
whose resignations herd been tendered and accept.. In Public 
Business Mr. L. Williamsread a paper entitled " The Futility of 
modem warfare and national armament." There spoke Messrs. 
Gdic, Chamberlain and Richardson. 

'She Third Meeting of the Term was held on Sunday, February 
MM. Dour Ildephonsus was present as a visitor. In Private 
Business Mr. Livesey brought forward a proposal by which every 
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motion should receive the sanction of the Committee before being 
introduced to Me House in Public Business. After an amendment 
of Mr. Chamberlain had been discussed, it was unanimous:, agreed 
to alter a clause in the Society's rules so as to incorporate Mr. 
Livesey's proposal. 

In Public Business Mr. Knowles moved " That this House would 
welcome the Disesmblishment of the State Church." Tire speaker 
regretted the apish of worldliness which characterised Me clergy of 
the Pshblished and theh conspicuous indifference in regard to the 
cure of souls. Such evils in a religious on were multi. 
prow, and disestablishment would be effective in weeffing out 
unsuitable candidates for Anglican oMers. It is notortnus that 
many have entered the ranks of the clergy through no impulse amid 
for souls, but actuated solely by Me prospect of a comfortable income 
and a palatial vicarag Some measure was needed which would 
make the clemy dependent on, and hence more inerest. in, their 
parishioners. The needs of the State required Mat the payment of 
large inC011. to ministers should cease as early as possible. 

r. POW.' in opposin g the motion made clear that the mainte
ance of the Established Church was an officMI recognition of 
religion. This is obviously a strong barrier against Me growizig 
tendency towands marerialiem and indifference. 

Mr. limmy could not think calmly of large sures being 
devoted annually to support Protestant prelates It despaidng 
to think that a government, which wu motley agglomercion of • 
multitude of creeds, was plenipmemiary to alter the Church's laws 
end appoint its hierarchy. It was a public mockery of religion. 

Mr. Chamberlain mid that the wave of atheism which Ad swept 
over the continent had been checked in its advance on this country 
by the EsMblished Church, 

Messrs. Richardson and Williams also poe. The motion found
ance with the House by sq votes to Ito. 

The Fourth Meeting of the Term was held on Sunday, February 
25th. hIr. W. Clapham was present as a visitor. In Public 
Busin s Mr. Simpson read a ppm on "Robert Louis Stevenson." 

The Fifth Meeting of the Term was held on Sunday, March qrd 
Dom Bruno and Mr. Forster were present as visitors. 
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! In Public Business Mr, Hickey moved "That in Me opinion of 
this Home the social problems of today call for immediate legisla. 
tion." He reminded the Houra that the mutual antagonism between 
Capital and Labour was the prime cause of the troubles under which 
all England was groaning. The lower classes had lately gown 
acutely conscious of the inj 

to 
ustice meted out to them by capitalists 

and were now deterrnMed remedy their evil condition by taking 
the law into their own finds. The danger of allowing this struggle 
between master and man to remain unsettled is lo  too apparmt. 
Our energies are being exhausted in assuaging the angry foe in ou, 

.d this distracts our attention from our defences. Om 
crippled condition offers emellent opportunities to Ceram, 
bringing into action her lung cherished designs against this country. 
It rests entirely on the government to terminate this protracted 
dispute in tbe field of labour by stern and effectual
If a government, when ranfronted by such rafficulties. as these, 
seeks to temporize and evade a settlement of the points at issue, if 
it essays a solution of such difficultim by recourse to militam 
coercion, or takes mcount of party interest in the dispuM, it fails 
serve the purpose for which it was elected by Me nation. 

hlr. Chamberlain disliked the prevailing tendemy to settle all 
disputes by recourse to legislation. The present situation in England 
presented moral rather than economic difficulties, for which legis-
lation had been proved an unsuitable remedy. The infusion of a 
more Christi. spirit into both masters and men could alone alleyt. 
the wretched condition of this country's labour. Legislation could 
never infuse the spirit which misted in mediaeval times between 
employe. and workmen without reference to legislation. 

Mr. Temple insistad on Me impracticability of Mr. Cham.rarla s 
suggestions. They presuppose theMetum of man to his state before 
the Fall. 

Mn Kelly concurred with Mn Temple's views and thought 
Parliament had sheked its responsibilities far too long. 

Messrs. Knowles, L. WE.. and Forster continued the debate. 
The Miura arrived at no conclusion concerning the motion which 
received rs votes for and against. 

The Sixth Meeting of the Term was held on Sunday, March loth. 
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In Public Business Mr. Williams read a paper on "The Insurance 
Act." In the ensuing dismssion there atm. Messrs. Chamberlain, 
I. McDonald, Lacy, livesey, Richardson and A. Kelly. 

The Seventh Meeting of the Term wm held on Sunday, March 
rat. raffilic BliBilleSS Mr. A. Kelly moved "Trat Hama Rule 
should' be given to Ireland." r. McDonald 'opposed. The 
meeting was adjourned after Messrs. Hickey, Emery, L 
Livesey, Chamberlain, Lacy and Burge had spoken. 

The Eighth Meeting of the Term was held on Sunday, Mardi soh. 
Dom Ethelred was present ns a visitor. 

Mr. Burge continued the adjourned debate on Home Rnle. 
There spoke Messrs. POW, Barton, Caldwell, Chamberlain, Clarke, 
Kelly, E. Martin, Marron, Par., EMery, Harrison, Hickey, 
Temple, Robertson and H.. 

The opiMon of members was evenly divided—s; voted for and 
against Me motion. 

The Ninth Meeting of the Term was held ...day, March /rst, 
when Mr. Boocock read an excellent paper on "RObert Browning." 
Dom Bernard and Mr. N. Hardy (Christ Church, Oxford) were 
present as visitors. 

A vote of thanks to the Chairman ended the meeting and the 
semion. 
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Santos RRRAHN) Safety 

The reyth meeting of the goeimy and Ma firsi or the term wee held 
on Sunday, Febmary 4th. Public Business Mr. L. Pishwick 
moved " That England devotes too mu. time to Sport.. The hon. 
mover said that gam. were childish futilities. It was, for example, 
foolish to spend the energy many people did, in kicking a football 
backwards and forwards over a field. The many thousand 

grassspectators who spent their Saturday afternoons at the football match 
degraded the human race by their enthusiasm. 

Mr. C. Lowther opposed. He thought History showed that sport 
had fi tted England for her wars. Waterloo wm won upon the 
playing fields of Eton. Engl.d is the most athletic nation in the 

orld, and side by side with this she is the most successful. Should 
we nt sayinteresth  that other nations do not devote sufficient time 
and  sport? 

Mr. C. 1—mcmter took Me part of medical adviser to the Society: 
strain, bruises and breakages were the result of too mach 
enthusiasm for game, 

Mr. Lintnfir displayed an unusually high opinion of the British 
citizen's tendency towards good : if sporting in  were dis. 
osossd. English mern would devote their time and money to more 

valuable pursuit, 
There also spoke, and for the most put against the modon, 

Messrs. Lythgoe, Chamberlaim W Rochford, A. Long, Lynch and 
Kale. The motion was lost-21 votes to 22. 

The rg6th meeting took place on Sunday, February x5th.
Public B.ine. mr. Limner moved "That Ancient Civilization is 
better .an Modern.. He showed how money or its equi.lent was 
with the ancients a means to comfort and happiness; with us it has 
bmome an end in itselk and the pursuit of wealth destroys all the 
objects of civil.... Life has become a matter of busin.s, 
bristle and overwrought erve. We destroy our scene, we 
deafen ourselves with machinery we wooly the eye with ugly ware-
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houses, and we are producing nothing luting. The ancients of 
slower times appreciated life more thoroughly; they had tirne to 
enjoy ; they gAve themselves time for reflection; they were patient 
to 

was
works that would last they devoted their onelgies M 

what was exquisite rather than to what was exciting. 

of ancient civilization. Philosophy was 2.11 very well, but too much 
of it deadened the springs of life and sapped away healthful 
simplicity. He the speaker, would rather ride aeroplane or, by 
wireless telegraphy, converse with a friend in mid.ocean, than spend 
hours in discussing whether Epimenides being a Cretan vem a liar. 

There also spoke Messrs. Le Fevre, McPherson, T. Long, 
Mackay, Heffernan D. Lomg, Ainscough, and the Hon. R. 
Barnewall. 

The rgyth meeting was held on Sunday, March 3rd. Public 
Business Mr. C. Craves moved —ghat Electricity is better than gas 
and steam." The hon. mover showed how electricity can supply 
ell the functions of gas and steam and that with more inmed and 
greater effect. He considered in particular its uses in lighting, 
heating and locomotion. 

Smith the opposer, asked the House to consider facts. 
England, a couMry A wim and thirty business men, A form used 
steam for her navy, her shipping trade, her travelling and commerce 

end she had developed het motoring discoveries by the use tn.
steam. He might also add that gas balloons had in  aerial 
flight and acetylene gas produced lighting effects quite es brilliant 

as those of electricity. 
r. S. Lancaster was mainly concerned with the avoidance of 

trouble: it was easier to switM on .e electric light than to find 

on  mtch. in Me dark. 
Mr. C. Lancaster with a touM of Scholasticism made a distinction. 

Electricity was bet.i for a country like Switzerland which revelled 
in raountnin torrents, but not to be used in lands that were barren 

of water power. 
There also spoke Messrs. Beech, Lythgoe, D. Long, L. Fis.ick, 

Lynch, Killea and Ainscough. The voting result. in a tie. 
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The 98th meeting was held on Sunday, March toth. In Public 

Business r. McGavin moved "That Woman Suffrage would be wel-

omed byMthis House." The bon. mover pleaded hard for the rights 

of the weaker sex. Women had been ill used.., their rights ignored. 

They were as powerful as men intellectually if not physically, 

They performed their home duties for the most part with great 

precision and success, and this was an earnest ofd  success 

in greater and more public effotts. The H01.15.0 of 
lye

is 

little more than a large nursery—A controlling motherly lady 

would make the best "Speaker " in a mixed House. 

Mr_ Beech the opposer, found it hard to suppress his indignation 

end contempt for suffragettes. Childish action was the outcome oF 

Cblididlne99. 11 would be foolish to enfranchise window breakers. 

Mr. W. Rochford was ready to concede Ihnited voting powers to 

women y they would encourage his sympathy by calmer 

methodsmen they had used cf late. 
hlr. Mackay foreuw danger ahead. If votes were granted to 

women, then women would soon have seats in Parliament. The 

mother might eclipse the father in the gift of reasoned speech, but 

the father did not as a rule make a good housewife, and one or 

other must necessari sta at home. 
There also spoke the Hon. R. Barnewall. and Messs. L Fithwick, 

Hayes Lowther, N. Smith, R. Orendain, Le nine and D. Long. 

The motion was lost—tw votes to 22. 

The tewth meeting was held on Sunday, March rsth. In Public 

Business nu. Lythgoe moved "That the miners were justified in 

striking,. There was a real need, he said, for a minimum wage. 

Men ho spend their days beneath the ground grovelling in darknus 

and breathing foul air, weariag away their lives in excessive hard 

labour, must have a secure wage and that a high one, to make their 

lives bearable. Many of the regular miners were content with their 

pay and their desire for a minimum wage for all was an unselfish., 

they wanted the boy.workers and the men of odd jobs to be secure 

of a living wage also. 
Mr. j. Barton opposed. Miners, 0 said, were paid already at a 

very high rate. If the wage was occasionally low, it was as a rule 

excessively high. Pew people are so fi nancially secure as the 
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miners wished to be. Idleness deep down in the mines was more 
baneful to ammeter and health than most difficult lakom. Yet if 
payment wes certain, many miners wuld follow the course of least 
resistance and eare little about then011tpUt. OVCISCCIS could not 
be always on t0 spot, and it was better that as few people as 
possible should spend their time beneath the earth. 

Mr. Bee. thought that miners were justified in striking for a 
very high wage because they risk their lives in the mines. Whether 
they should have a minimum wage was a different question. 

Mr. Heffernan upheld the Irish miners as examples of virtue. 
They are contented with 7/6 a day. One never hems of an Irish 
coal strike. 

There also spoke Meuse. Hayes, Chamberlain, Mackay, C. Lam 
caster, each, and the Hon. R. Barnewall. The motion was lost—
. votes to 28. 

vote of thanks to the Chairman brought the meeting and the 
session to a close. 
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Tqe sinking of the it, with Me majority of the passengers 
and crew—one Ampleforth boy, Victor Giglio, is reported among 
the lost, may he rest in peace ,—is one of those terrible calamities 
wnien seZve as a rebuke to our seacomplacency and con it. We 
have boasted that so great vessel is practiully unsinkable ce ; it went 
down during its first voyage. But a little while before, we had 
read words to the effect that nowadaye a alma. rare. Mx Atiantio 
vv. nearly as mfe as crossing San .c midday, that it was a 
vastly less exciting than a cuptie, and a good deal more plusant 
and conaorable, in decent weather, than a journey by the limited 

ail. Man, it was said, may now be mid to have mastered the 
winds and the W., there is nothing left for Min to con,tter but 
the air_ Even that victory is within sight, a certainty of the near 
future. Certainly, when, upon the Liverpool andingsage, we 
vralked the long length of the Empress of Lt.., by which steamer 
Fr. Abbot Smith and Fr, Vincent Wilson took pas.ge the other day 
for Canada, the beautiful ship with its knifaedged prow, its clean 
stmng body and its easy, buoyant seat uPon thew ater suagesNa 
to us We mks Wes, always anew:wed in our mind, of perfection 
and security—the ns... or machine perfectly adapted, in 
each  and every part, to its msk and the secure and inevitable 
fulfilment of it. We overlooked, for the moment, the one 
ineradicable, always-pre t element 0 danger—the human being 

aired 
who, with all hencience and skill and his inherited and 

acquired experience, has never rid himself of his unhappy capacity 
for making the one unforesun, irretrievable, and fatal mistake. 

As the noble ship loosed itself from the pier, swung gently round 
and swiftly glided down the golden path of the setting sun, we had no 
Moubt of serious mu, ogany likelihood of trouble and z 
save the unromantic one of seasickness. We hope and believe 
Mat our brethren met with none. We thing also that Fr. Abbot 

NOTES qty 

and his companion had no foreboding More threatening than of a 
b. time when the ma was cross az. ill-hurneured laarson's 
was the unsympathetic remark of a small boy, when he nmMed signs 
of coming disuse on the lime St another worthy abbot who had 
rashly submitted himself to the proce.of bang rock. in the'cradle 
of the deep. "Parson is h.," was the dclighted exclamation of the 
boy, when, a little law, evidence was viChly forthcoming that his 
conjecture wu WC Me afraid Fr. Abhor met with Me 
rough treannem he acel we feared much more thao
dangers of the deep. Today we wish hitn well and safely back 
again with much greater feeling and earnestne. than when we 
parted from him. The loss of the Mang lua taught us and every 
one a lesson. We noted very fe earMI faun in the crowd Mat 
flourished Mrewell with led and handkerchief the great ship 
made its swift but unhurried departure for the great ocean. 
Doubtless others smiles outsell,n felt that the golden ham of 
somante and adventure which glorified the voyages of olden days 
had been dissipated by the glare of Me search-light, and Mat now, 
vvith almost uninterrupted communication by wireless teaglaPbY, 
nm a wisp or atom of mystery was left. It is with humble minds 
and with more anzious thoughts we pm y God may be with opr 

adventure. and bring them safely hack to us, 

We have nothing tocommunicate cm...sc... the proposed 
Canada Mission. The only fact available at present is that we 

have Um asked to send the nucleus ol Renedicsine colony to 
Edmonton in Alberta, mainly for Me establishment of ATI EngliM 
Coll, in connection with Me University. It is a long way from 
North Yorkshire, beyond the Great Lakes end nearly at the fwthut 
edge of our British Empire within sight or the Rocky hfountains. 
But we are not to imagine urselvd invited to invade the territory 
defended by the grizzly bear and Me rattlesnake, There is a large 

aopulation already on the spot. One who had ivied there for a 
while informed us that he believed it to be the richest tram of country 
under the sun—deep !eras soil, ores a! ell sorts within easy 
reach, gold-beming quartz in the hills, and diamonds to be picked 
up by those who know where to look for them. But though it is 
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spade-work we Mall be called upon to do, we shall not °trout our 
pmspectons to come back to us laen with geological specimens. 
We shall be best pleased if we hard Mat the climate is good to live 

and that it is not a sort of monastic midmorage ,ornpany we 
Mall be expected to Boat. 

• • • 
Arrangements  have already been made for a special number of 

the journal to be issued in connection with the jubilee celebrations 
this 

end 
r will be devoted wholly to scholastic matters. O. 

of Mit a. other matters connected With the festivities our readers 
will, doubtless, learn from official sources. 

• • • 
We havejual had news of Bojo. Hall's death. For some years 

he had been awaiting the end of his sufferings with hug 
cheerfulneu a. patience. He was a model of obedience, trustful 
and unemotional. When his hulth and strength began to fail him 
and his superiors found it necessary to relieve him of his charge of 
the stables and the horses to which he had for many years given 
devoted care, some difficulty was naturally kit in speaking to him 
about it. It was thought that Me good lay-brother would feel 
intensely Me removal from his charge. Timidly he was advised of 
its necesaity. Then Br. John revealed a secret that no one had ever 
guneed. The work he had seemed to take so great a delight in had 
from the first been distasteful and a burthen to him. He said 
simply he was glad, very g.d Jo he relieved of it. He stud been 
waiting and hoping .r releme all the while. Wind with the railway 
station and the guests he was mixed up too much with the world. 
A quiet bit of wort, in the garden was what he liked best and would 
be best ..soul, He had only taken up the duties in obedience 
to the will of his superior. To be asked to lay them down again 
was a real joy to him. 

His thoughts and his intimate converution were invariably 

concerned in some way with Ns duty to God and the ore to come. 
His remarks, horn., on these es on all subjects were spiced with 

hits of quaint Yorkshire humour. We remember him once express-
ng his wonder at the th.ght of the happiness of the next life and 
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the fact that he might dare hope to hove a share in it. What was he 

that God should be nffirdful of him i Then, nuking fun of his own 

unworthiness, he remarked thin he didnq know what he would do iv 

Heaven when he got them He was good for nought. He couldn't 
sing. And if there were no horses in Heaven he wondered what 
God would find for him to M. 

Another vrinterq da the frost waa ffie most severe for miry 
years, forry-odd degrees at Mahon and below nem 0 the College—
!. was driving buk from Gilling with one of the community and 
the talk wavered between Purgatory and ffie fierce cold. "It is 

bitter cold," said hie companion. " Ayo, bt i will .worse than 
this in Purgatory." " Would y. like t uber there now, John." 

He answered: " I would jump in straight if I .d the chance.
tell you what, sir I'd walk stmkmaked to Yearsley Moor and 
back (about twelve miles) if I could get into Purgatory at the end of 

end no spiMs allowed on the way." 

Br. John wasjust old enough to have seen Prior Towers engaged 
in his open.air controversy with the Oswaldkirk parson in the early 
thirties of last century. Fr. Towers addressed the mob from a 
wheelbanow. The one thing that stuck in the boy's memory wu 
the inspiriting cry of encouragement from the Priory adherents each 
time his adversary slacken. Nip him "j "Nip hire now, 

sir" 

"Nip the pars. well "—as though they were watching a dogfight 

or drawing a badger. 

• * 

correspondent has kindly sent us another specimen of Bishop
Baines' skill in the composition of advertisemente. We have met 
with it before, but do not doubt Mat it .11 interest our reader, It 
is not the Bishops beat work. At a later period he was & perfect 
master of the majestic, smooth-flowing, welkbalanced sentence so 
well calculated to take the can of Me Foundlings. Butit is effective 
and characteristic enough. The passage is quoted by Mr. Feinaigle 
in the advertisement of Me third edition of Ms Anoo Are of Memory 
published in x fi r 3. "The system 0100 Feinaigle has been ...-

Boned by some of the moat eminent names in moiety, and is well 
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characterised by 
A 

the Rev. Peter Baines, 
k 
a ProDssor in the College 

or Ampleforth Yorkshire ' I thio fast B..* gd 
,symem reinaigle excellent and A most mses incapable of improve. 

me. Many things, which before, coold scarcely at all and not 
without the greatest difficulo be cqured, he has rendered 

via dimoveries perfectly easy and accessible to the lowest capaciti
and, in every branch of study, whether easy or difficulh he hat 
'considerably abridged the time of learning tne.whileat the sante 
time. the labours or the student are rendered more pleasant, and his 
acquirements both more perDct and lasting. The system is not only 
adapted to the higher studies, but is applicable to the very first 
elements of karning, an is of no less use to the child than to the 
scholar. Sufficient of it has been experienced here to convi 

mode 
all 

the profession that it is infinitely superior to any former  of 
instruction and that its advantages are very great indeed.'" 

• • Is 
We are ow to see M. Bene•ct McLaughlin busy Mnfinuing his 

excellent popular instruction the relations between the Church 
and Socialism. As usual his letters are lucid full of apt illustrations 
and always to the point. We have been prticularly pleased wiM 
the correspondence printed in the AlerMyr Express. It should do 
good.•For ourselves, we can my that we have never seen the injustice 
meted out to Catholic Schools in Wales so admirably exposed. 
The tricky arguMents of its defenders are made to look both childish 
and insincere. 

Good luck to Fr. Pau.. Hickey's latest volume I We have 
already taken notice of it in tbe Reviews of Books. A glance 
through it has assured us of its usefulness and we are coovinced it 
will have a ready es. We recommend it eagerly to our friends. 

• • • 
A Benedictine pilgrimage to ourdee by been planned by tne 

four Liverpool missions—St. Augustin., Si. Anne's, St. Mary, and 
St. eter's. It will start on its way immediately before the August 
Bank Holiday. Fr. David Hurley has made arrangements for the 
comfort of the pilgrims. 

• • • 
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From our Oxford Correspondent:—

 Bathers always  Mir subject to start upon. T. Hilary 

term this yem, which began with floods that drove the Eight on to 

the upper river, and closed amidst ceaseless downpours saw the 
underaradtime in a state of mind not unlike that of the British 
fanner. But even the rain did us a good turn. The week'  frost 
with which February opened found us surrounded by water. All 

Oxford turned out on the ice. The cream of 'Varsity ice esperts 

found the club enclosure on the Iffiey Road ideal Chris Church 
meadows and the low-lying fieffis opposite Mesopotamia had their 

regular patrons t while Me town element, true to immemorial custom, 

made good use of t. excellent ice thin covered many acres of Port 

Meadow. 
st athletics. the Soccer XI were unfortunate to lose Meir match 

in the last five minutes. The Hockey side, despite changes due 

to sickness at the eleventh hour, mid the rebuff given to their 

ambitions irt the refusal of the Blues' committee to grant a full btu, 

gained an unexpected victory over Cambridge. But, best of all, we 

went down full confidence that Bourne and his crew would beat 

recoMs and Cambridge—hopes that subsequent .ems have amply 

justified. 
raning on to the more serious things of life, on February gth 

Ruskin College Muted a new development in its vigorous career. 

The President of the Board of Trade, supported by marm famous 

Oxford men, laid the foundation stone of the new buildings. Mr. 

Bunten, words, and still more the eloquent speech of Mr. Ben 

Tillet, will long be remembered by those privileged to hmr them. 

Another reMietter night, and one of which Catholics may be 

proud, was that when Mr. Belloc entertained a crowded heuN 

at the Oxford Union. Nowhere else is Mr. Bello° more eagerly 

Mlistened to an at the Club which numbers him among its 

former Presidens. 
Talking about Catholics reminds one that Fr. Lang, who became 

Chaplain last October, is now, after considerable delay, comfortably 

enstalled in Mgr. Kennard's House in St. Aldgate's. He most 

have been gratified by the well attended meetings there of the 

Newman Society. At the last me ring Mgr. Moym interested all 
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students of Mediaeval History in a careful explanation and defence 
of Clerical pluralism and absenteeism in the Middle Ages. 

Our own Hall has continued its quiet romtentatious existence. 
Two of its inmates have hem through the ordeal of Honour 
Moderations—the most exacting and trying of all m.ninations held 
at Oxford. Congratulations then to Revv. 5. B. Malligott and 
S. E. Taunton on their Third Clue in Honours. 

We also had the pleasure of a visit from our late mast r, Fr. 
Hunter Blair, whom we were glad to find looking exceedingly well. 

During the term death has •ken from our midst two familiar 
figures—Mr. Burton, senior Fellow of Pembroke College, one of 
the last of the old-Nshioned dmsical scholars, and Mr. Nicholson, 
who for so long filled the arduous position of Bodley's librarian. 

• • • 

We beg to mknowledge the receipt of the Adelphian, the St 
Augustine, the Asareal Light, the Beaumont Review, the Bulletin le 
S. Map., the Baa, the Comma, the Down. Rea, the 
Belmrtn.n, the Georgian, the Irish Rosary, the Oseetian, the 
RoWignm the Bay, the Fivida Stop. Benedetti, the Stan, 
Ms) Magazine, the NtraWn fad MiNedungen, and the °Maw 


